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Introduction

The ultimate goal of theoretical chemistry is to predict properties of molecules
and clusters of molecules (complexes) from first principles, preferably with high
accuracy. To obtain these properties one must solve the Schrödinger equation
[1] of the molecules under consideration. The wave functions thus obtained can
be used to calculate the desired properties.
In practice, however, it is difficult to solve the Schrödinger equation, even
for simple systems. The exact solution is only known for very few systems,
e.g., the harmonic oscillator, the hydrogen atom, and the "particle in a box"
system. For larger systems, for instance atoms with more than one electron or
molecules, approximations have to be introduced. For molecules or complexes
the first approximation usually made is due to Born and Oppenheimer [2 -4].
It consists of two steps, because a separation is made between the motion of
the nuclei and the motion of the electrons. Both kind of particles have approximately the same momentum but since the electrons are much lighter than the
nuclei, they move at a much faster rate. Viewed from the perspective of the electrons the nuclei hardly move. In the first step in the Born-Oppenhcimer (BO)
approximation this view is exaggerated by fixing the nuclei in space. In the
Schrödinger equation now only the electron coordinates are dynamical coordinates. The nuclei provide a fixed potential that is experienced by the electrons.
The solutions of this "electronic" Schrödinger equation depend only parametrically on the nuclear coordinates. Solving this electronic Schrödinger equation
is not easy, but for small molecules or complexes this can nowadays be done
with astonishing accuracy using the techniques of MPn [5], CCSD(T) [6-9], and
specifically for dimers: SAPT [10]. In this way we have a different electronic
Schrödinger equation for every nuclear configuration, which leads to different
electronic energies and wave functions. The set of all electronic energies as a
function of the nuclear coordinates is called the potential energy surface (PES)
and is the input for the second step of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.
The second step of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation concerns the
dynamics of the nuclei. In this step the nuclei are allowed to move again,
their motion being described by the nuclear Schrödinger equation. The nuclear
Hamiltonian consists of the kinetic energy of the nuclei and the potential energy
that is experienced by the nuclei (the PES). If the number of nuclei in the
molecule or complex is N, the number of nuclear coordinates is 3N. Of these,
three concern the overall translation and are spectroscopically uninteresting if
no external forces act on the molecule or complex. Three other coordinates
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can be associated with the overall rotation. Since the PES only depends on the
internuclear distances it does not depend on these coordinates. The remaining
3N — 6 coordinates can be used to describe the vibrations of the molecule or
complex. The 3N — 6-dimensional nuclear Schrödinger equation can now be
solved. This is not trivial, but can be done for small systems with reasonable
accuracy. The coupling between overall rotation and the vibrations must be
taken into account, which in fact increases the number of coordinates with
three, but this does not lead to difficulties. The nuclear wave functions can
now be used to calculate all properties one wants to know about the system at
hand, e.g., the infrared spectrum or the Raman spectrum. These results can
then be compared with the experimental data.
When we are dealing with clusters of molecules the same kind of adiabatic
separation as made between nuclear and electronic motion can also be applied
between the stiff (usually the intramolecular) vibrations and the soft nuclear
motions, which are usually the intermolecular vibrations and rotations. If one
makes this separation it may be sufficient to consider just a few degrees of freedom of the PES, and in the first step of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation
it is not necessary to vary all nuclear coordinates. If, for example, the PES
of the ammonia dimer is calculated, it is not unreasonable to fix the monomer
structure at the vibrationally averaged structure and to vary the nuclear coordinates in such a way that this monomer structure does not change. In this
way the PES only depends on the intermolecular coordinates. The change in
potential as a function of these coordinates is small compared to the change
in potential if, e.g., the N-H bond length was varied, and the corresponding
forces are weak. These forces are called Van der Waals forces after the Dutch
physicist J. D. van der Waals [11]. Since these forces are weak, the vibrations
and rotations that are performed by the molecules in the complex have a much
larger amplitude than the vibrations within the molecules. The difference is
often so large that indeed a good description of the complex can be given by
assuming that the molecules in the complex are rigid and only the intermolecular vibrations and rotations are needed. The dynamics of two complexes with
rigid monomers that are treated in this thesis, СО@Сбо and (НгО)з, are de
scribed in this way. For the other complex that is treated in this thesis, the
ammonia dimer (N113)2, there is an intramolecular vibration (the umbrella in
version) which is very soft and must be taken into account to fully interpret
the spectrum. In this case the rigid monomer approach is sufficient only in low
resolution.
The water trimer is a typical example of a Van der Waals complex. A Van
der Waals (VdW) complex is held together by the VdW forces mentioned in
the previous paragraph. The VdW bonds are much weaker than the "chemi-
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cal bond" that is formed for example between the oxygen atom and hydrogen
atom in the water monomer. Of all the different types of VdW bonds a par
ticularly strong version is the hydrogen bond. If a molecule has an atom with
a lone pair, it may form a bond with another or the same molecule containing
a hydrogen atom. This bond is of type А-И-В,
where H is the hydrogen
atom, A the atom to which H is attached by a "normal" chemical bond, and
В is an atom in the other or the same molecule. In the latter case the bond is
called an intramolecular bond. Atoms that have a high activity in forming hy
drogen bonds are fluor, oxygen, and nitrogen. Many books have been written
about the hydrogen bond [12-15] yet there is no consensus about the nature of
this bond. Some authors treat the bond as a largely ionic bond, cf. Ref. [12],
but nowadays the majority of the authors agree that the electrostatic contri
butions are sufficient to determine the geometrical characteristics of the bond
and no charge transfer considerations are necessary [16,17,19,18]. Important
features of the hydrogen bond are the large—in the order of several hundred
wavenumbers—frequency shifts in the infrared and Raman spectra pertaining
to the J4-H stretch and a tendency towards linearity of the A-K-B
bond.
On the macroscopic scale characteristic features are a change in freezing and
boiling points of the liquids of molecules containing hydrogen bonds compared
to similar molecules without hydrogen bonds (cf. H2O vs. H2S) and a change
in molar volume, viscosity, and heat and sound velocities [13]. The structure of
proteins and DNA is largely determined by hydrogen bonds but also the rela
tive small complexes HF-HF and H2O-H2O owe their structure to a hydrogen
bond. The skeleton of the water trimer, that is treated in the chapters 7 and 8,
is also determined by hydrogen bonds.
Often one does not go beyond the first step of the Born- Oppenheimer
approximation. In that case just the PES is calculated and inspected, i.e., its
minimum is searched and force constants are calculated. The force constants
can be used to calculate the harmonic frequencies, which is an approximate way
to make the second step of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. When deal
ing with clusters of molecules, it is possible to derive some of their properties,
e.g., the dipole moment, by looking at the equilibrium structure of the complex
and using the properties of the constituting monomers. It is assumed then that
these monomer properties hardly change upon cluster formation, which is true
if the intermolecular forces are weak. The latter, however, implies usually that
the PES is rather flat, and it is not solely the equilibrium structure that deter
mines the cluster properties. It becomes necessary to calculate explicitly the
nuclear wave functions to account for vibrational averaging effects. The vibrationally averaged properties of the cluster can differ strongly from the values
obtained from the equilibrium configuration.
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An approach often used to calculate cluster properties is not to solve explicitly the electronic Schrödinger equation, required in the first step of the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation, but to assume a reasonable form for a PES
that subsequently will be improved. Solving the nuclear Schrödinger equation
eventually leads to values of the cluster properties that can be compared with
experiment. By using a sufficiently flexible PES and adjusting its parameters
it is possible to arrive at calculated values of some observables that perfectly
agree with the measured values. Using this PES, other observables can be
predicted and compared with experiment.
In this thesis the dynamics of several Van der Waals complexes is studied. The calculations that were performed on these complexes concern the
second step of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. For this we need the
potential energy surface of the complex. We either took it from the literature, cf. chapter 7 and 8 on the water trimer, or we assumed (for СО@Сбо)
or modeled one (for (]ЧНз)2, to reproduce the experiment). Only in chapter 1,
where the dynamics of the ammonia monomer is calculated, both steps in the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation are made.
A large part of this thesis is dedicated to the ammonia dimer. Until
1992 much confusion existed concerning the dynamics of this complex. The
experiments by Loeser et al. [20] and Havenith et al. [21] and calculations
by Van Bladel et al. [22] led to more insight in the dynamical behaviour of
this complex, although the calculations did not quantitatively reproduce the
experiment. An important conclusion was that the ammonia monomers in
the dimer are not rigid but exhibit their "umbrella" tunneling motion, albeit
at a much slower rate than in the free monomer. As a preparation to the
investigation of the tunneling process in the dimer, the umbrella (or inversion)
tunneling of the ammonia monomer is studied in chapter 1 of this thesis.
In its equilibrium configuration the ammonia molecule NH3 has a pyra
midal structure: the three hydrogen atoms are placed at the corners of an
equilateral triangle and the nitrogen atom is positioned at the threefold sym
metry axis slightly above the plane of the hydrogen atoms. This configuration
is equivalent to the configuration in which the nitrogen atom is below the plane
of the hydrogen atoms. In going from one structure to the other via the planar
structure, the molecule is inverted and a barrier of about 2000 c m - 1 has to be
surmounted. The wave function of ammonia must be symmetric or antisym
metric with respect to inversion of the molecule. The lowest state (symmetric)
and the first excited state (antisymmetric) are split by 0.793 c m - 1 due to tun
neling through the barrier. Two motions preserve the threefold symmetry of
the ammonia molecule: 1) The simultaneous and equal change of the bond
lengths N-H, denoted by r, and 2) The simultaneous and equal change of the
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angles between the threefold symmetry axis and the three N-H bonds, denoted
by the umbrella angle p. In chapter 1 the potential and the polarizability tensor
are calculated at the MP2 level of theory as a function of ρ and r. With this
potential the monomer energies and eigenfunctions are calculated as functions
of ρ and r. From these functions and the polarizability tensor a Raman spec
trum is generated and the so-called depolarization ratio for the Q rotational
branch is calculated. This ratio is also measured and compared to the calcu
lated values. It very sensitively depends on the anisotropy of the polarizability.
The agreement of the calculated and measured values is not entirely satisfac
tory which indicates that the potential or the polarizability tensor is still not
accurate enough.
In the chapters 2 and 3 [published back to back as J. Chem. Phys. 101,
8430 (1994) and J. Chem. Phys. 101, 8443 (1994), respectively] the vibrational
rotational tunneling (VRT) dynamics of the ammonia dimer is calculated. For
this purpose a model potential is constructed that reproduces the experimental
Van der Waals levels lower than about 100 c m - 1 above the ground state with
an accuracy of 0.5 c m - 1 or better. The corresponding wave functions are com
puted and used to calculate several dimer properties such as the dipole moment
and the nuclear quadrupole splittings of (NH 3 ) 2 as well as of (ND 3 ) 2 . These
observables agree well with the experimental values. Even the experimentally
observed decrease in dipole moment when going from (NH 3 ) 2 to (ND 3 ) 2 , which
caused much confusion, is reproduced and is now understood. The potential
that reproduces these results has 36 equivalent minima. The lowest barrier
-1
between these minima is only 7 c m . At these minima the dimer has a struc
ture that tends towards a hydrogen bonded structure. Other characteristics
of a hydrogen bond, however, e.g., a change in N-H stretch frequency, can
not be tested with this potential because it does not depend on intramolecular
coordinates.
In chapter 3 a model is presented by which it is possible to predict the
monomer inversion splitting in the dimer using only the wave functions adapted
to the molecular symmetry group G 3 6. The inclusion of monomer inversion in
the dynamics of (NH3)2 implies enlarging the molecular symmetry group from
G36 to G144. The corresponding induction of the irreducible representations
(irreps) is given explicitly. The only empirical parameter that is used in the
calculation of the tunneling splittings is the monomer tunneling splitting of
-1
0.793 c m that was already mentioned in chapter 1. The results are in the
correct order of magnitude and can be made quantitatively correct by adjust
ing only the monomer tunneling splitting parameter. From this the monomer
tunneling splittings in (ND 3 ) 2 are predicted. Later measurements by Loeser et
al. showed that these predictions are very accurate indeed.
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In chapter 4 expressions are derived by which the nuclear quadrupole cou
pling constants χαα and хьь - Xcc of the ammonia dimer can be calculated when
the dimer is in the E3 or E4 state of G36. Also the measurements of \aa and
Хьь — Xcc are presented. The expressions can be matched with the standard
expressions for rigid rotors with two identical nuclei. The selection rules, how
ever, are just opposite to those for the rigid rotor. The theoretical value for
χ ο α closely resembles the measured value, whereas the difference between the
measured and calculated value for \ьь — xcc is somewhat larger. Part of this
discrepancy may be attributed to the fact that the matching of the expressions
is only exact if Coriolis coupling can be neglected. For the states of £4 symmetry this is certainly not the case and this may obscure the comparison. This
chapter has been published as J. Chem. Phys. 102, 8693 (1994).
Chapter 5 concerns the determination, by Stark measurements, of the
dipole moments of (N113)2 in several G states of Gza- In a Stark experiment on
ordinary systems the dipole moment of the system can be calculated from the
splitting of the levels due to the applied electric field, but not its sign. Here, the
zero field levels are very close in energy and the effect of the static electric field
is to lower the symmetry of the system and to mix the wave functions, thus
allowing transitions that are forbidden at zero field strength. Precisely which
transitions are no longer forbidden depends, among other things, on the signs
of the dipole moments of the states involved in the transition. By looking for
these extra transitions it is possible to deduce the relative sign of the dipoles.
From the wave functions of G symmetry (of G^) as calculated in chapter 2 it
is also possible to calculate the dipole moments, including their signs. Both
the measurements and the calculations are reported in chapter 5. The absolute
value of the calculated dipole moments agree well with the measured ones and
the relative sign is also correct.
In the complex СО@Сбо, which is examined in chapter 6, the CO molecule
is located inside the football-like Сво molecule. If the CO molecule tries to
penetrate into the Сбо wall, this leads to strong repulsion; this prevents the
molecule from escaping. The Hamilton operator for the freely rotating complex
and for the fixed complex is derived and the Van der Waals states are calculated
using a model potential. The rotations and translations of CO are hindered
by the presence of Сбо which leads to infrared spectra that look like those of a
linear triatomic molecule, perturbed by the icosahedral field inside Сбо· This
chapter has been published as J. Chem. Phys. 104, 832 (1996).
As stated above, a good example of a hydrogen bonded complex is the
water dimer. Larger clusters, i.e., the trimer, tetramer, pentamer, hexamer,
etc. have been observed experimentally and their potential energy surfaces
have been investigated at various levels of theory. Rigorous calculations of
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of chapter

7

the vibrational rotational tunneling dynamics of these complexes have thus far
been out of reach. For the water trimer this situation has changed: in chapter 7
the appropriate Hamilton operator for the rotating water trimer is derived from
first principles a n d the tunneling dynamics of the complex is explained using a
model in which Coriohs interaction is included Although ( Н 2 0 ) з is a hydrogen
bonded complex, the main focus in t h e chapters 7 and 8 is on the dynamics of
the free hydrogen atoms in the complex. T h e hydrogen atoms involved in the
hydrogen bonds can also be exchanged by the free ones; this effect (called donor
tunneling) is investigated by the use of a model. These qualitative findings are
supported by the quantitative calculations m chapter 8. For these calculations
two different ab initio potentials of the water trimer were used. With these
calculations all the experimentally observed splittings could be explained T h e
articles of chapter 7 and 8 have been submitted to the Journal of Chemical
Physics.
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Chapter 1
The Rovibrational U2 Raman Spectrum of
Ammonia:
a Comparison of Theory and Experiment.
P. E. S. Wormer and E. H. T. Olthof
Institute of Theoretical Chemistry
University of Nijmegen
Toernooweld
6525 ED Nijmegen
The Netherlands

R. A. H. Engeln and J. Reuss
Department of Molecule and Laser Physics
University of Nijmegen
Toernooweld
6525 ED Nijmegen
The Netherlands
Abstract
A Raman spectrum of NH3 has been measured between 815 and
1100 c m - 1 in a cell at room temperature. The rotationally and inversionally resolved spectrum and depolarization ratios are compared
with purely ab initio results. These are obtained from self consistent
field calculations, corrected for correlation effects by the second-order
Moller-Plesset method, and an ensuing solution of a five-dimensional
nuclear motion problem (including rotations).

I. I N T R O D U C T I O N
With the use of present-day computers and quantum chemical software it is easy
to compute molecular potential energy surfaces and linear response properties
like the dipole polarizability tensor. A major point of concern however, is the
accuracy of such calculations; it is very common to compare one calculation
with another and draw conclusions from it. Although this is certainly legitimate
during the development of a new computational method, we should not forget
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that quantum chemistry is a natural science; the ultimate test of the reliability
of computational methods is the confrontation with experiment.
In this paper we apply the quantum chemical work horse—the self consistent field (SCF) plus second-order Mtfller-PIesset (MP2) approach—to the
prediction of a vibrational Raman mode of the comparatively simple molecule
NH3 and compare it with a newly measured Raman spectrum. The mode we
have studied is the one designated 1/2 by Herzberg, [1] and is the Ai normal
mode associated with the "umbrella" motion of the molecule. Our measured
spectrum has a resolution of about 1 c m - 1 , so that on top of the vibrational
transition we see the different rotational transitions. Also observed are the
energy splittings of the states that or odd or even under inversion. These
splittings are caused by the well-known ammonia double well potential.
In the Q branches (Aj = 0 transitions) the polarization plane of the light is
partially rotated during the scattering. This is due to the anisotropy of the polarizability tensor. The ratio of intensities of photons rotated over 90° and nonrotated photons is known as the depolarization ratio. We have measured the depolarization ratios of the odd and even states and compare these with the computed ratios, thus testing the anisotropy of the computed polarizability tensor.
The solution of the nuclear motion problem is simplified by freezing four
of the six internal coordinates, so that NH3 remains threefold rotationally symmetric during the nuclear motion and stays a symmetric top. Thus, we solved
a nuclear motion problem with five degrees of freedom: two internal and three
external (the Euler angles describing the orientation of the molecule in space)
coordinates. In the harmonic approximation these two internal coordinates
are the only ones with A\ symmetry. Anharmonic perturbations would mix in
the other—non-Ai—normal coordinates only in second or higher order. Note,
however, that we do not invoke the harmonic approximation, the full range of
the curvilinear coordinates is taken into account.
This paper is organized as follows: first we present the formulas necessary for the computation of the rovibrational Raman spectrum of a symmetric
top. Then we describe the experimental setup and discuss details of the computations, which involve the first and second step in the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation. We end by presenting the results and the conclusions. Two
appendices contain some derivations of formulas used in the calculations.
II. THEORY
In this section we derive a formula for the intensity of the scattered light as a
function of the rotation angle of the polarization direction. From this follows

1.2 Theory

the depolarization ratio of the Q branch. Although our derivation differs in
one important step from the classical work of Placzek, [2] the final result is
the same. See also the work of Hegelund et ai, [3] who considered the Placzek
formalism for the case of symmetric tops.
We work strictly within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation; during
the second step of this approximation (the solution of the nuclear motion prob
lem) we constrain the ammonia molecule to retain threefold rotational sym
metry. Since experimentally Αχ -> Αι vibrational transitions are observed,
which means that during the photon scattering the Сз symmetry of ammonia
is conserved, it is reasonable to freeze the degrees of freedom that describe a
distortion of the molecule breaking the threefold symmetry. If we ignore trans
lations, the molecule has five degrees of freedom: the "umbrella angle" ρ of the
N-H bonds with the C3 axis, the length г of the three N-H bonds, and the Euler angles α, β, and 7, describing the orientation of the molecule with respect
to a laboratory-fixed frame. We define ρ such that the "folded umbrella" (the
protons coinciding) corresponds to ρ = 0°.
The hamiltonian has the following form
Я = r s „t (г, ρ) + Vìnt(r,p) + Trot(r,p,a,ß,j).

(1)

The kinetic energy operator Tini(r,p), describing the internal motions, is given
in Appendix A, Eq. (A8). Since ρ and г are non-orthogonal curvilinear co
ordinates it has the Podolsky [4] form. The potential Vint(r,p) is obtained
from ab initio calculations and will be discussed in Sec. IV. The operator
TI0t{r, P, ct,ß, 7) is the usual symmetric top kinetic energy operator; it depends on r and ρ via the moments of inertia. The volume element of our
five-dimensional manifold is given by Eq. (AIO). Because of its threefold sym
metry, ammonia is a symmetric top. It is well known [5] that

*!¿u/W D ™* (a/37r '

(2)

where D^k (αβη) is a Wigner rotation matrix, represents an eigenstate of T r o t
with eigenvalue h2/(2Ixx) [j(j +1) - fc2] + (hk)2/(2Izz).
The moments of inertia
Ixx and Izz are given in Eq. (A3) as functions of г and p. The nuclear motion
Schrödinger equation can be separated into a part depending on the Euler angles and an internal part depending on r and p. The first can be solved exactly,
the second reads

[lUr,,) + 4-(r.,) + Щ ^

1

+ 5 ^ g - *»]t„.<r„) - 0.
(3)
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In Sec. IV we will discuss how we solved this equation variationally.
We have measured the intensity of a photon beam scattered under 90°
with an incoming beam linearly polarized along the direction û. The molecule
undergoes the transition vjk —> v'j'k'. For freely rotating molecules—in which
case m and m' label degenerate states—the intensity of the scattered light with
polarization direction u' is
С
Ivjk,v'j'k- = Y^j

3

3

]Γ

'

\(vjmk\û-a(uj)-û'\v'j'm'k')\2,

Σ

(4)

where α(ω) is the electronic dipole polarizability tensor of the molecule, ex
pressed with respect to the laboratory axes, at the frequency ω of the incoming
light. The ket \vjmk) is the product of Φ^,(α,/3,7) and <bVtJk(r,p). The
proportionality factor С contains, among other things, ω and the intensity of
the incoming light, but since we are not interested in absolute intensities, the
factor is of no concern to us and is omitted.
Equation (4) can be derived semi-classically, by considering the radiation
emitted by an oscillating induced dipole, or from a quantized radiation field by
means of second-order time-dependent perturbation theory; both derivations
are given by Placzek [2].
Since the polarizability tensor at the frequency ω of the Ar-ion laser used in
the experiment (514.5 nm) is hardly different from the tensor at zero frequency,
we approximate it by its ω = 0 value. The following tensor components and
vibrational matrix elements are defined,

a

äo\r,p) = -sj\{2äxx{r,p) +äzz{r,p))

(5a)

"ó 2) (r,p) = \ / | ( ä z z ( r , p ) -äxx(r,p))

(5b)

i°M'j'fc' = ( ф *м* l«o 0) I *«',/*' )
ф

2)

<*й*,^*'=( ^*|5о 1*^'*')·

(5c)

(5d)

The components ахх(г,р) and c¿zz(r,ρ) in Eqs. (5a) and (5b) are taken with
respect to the principal axes frame of the inertia tensor, with the ζ axis along
the Cz axis. Because of symmetry axx = äyy. The brackets in Eqs. (5c) and
(5d) are integrals over г and ρ with the volume element (AIO).
At this point we deviate from the classical Placzek theory by using that the
part of the transition matrix elements in Eq. (4) depending on Euler angles can
be calculated analytically. The following result follows directly from Eq. (B14)
Σ

I

i^[{aßy){9v.ü.v\u-a-u'\9Vtjk)9{£)kl(aß^)smßdadßd'yi
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№

= '"' 2 Î 1 [*«'(û'-*) a (egU'*') a
+

(2J +1)

"

10

2

2

(Ì' Λ ? ) « , ν , ) ( 3 + κ · ώ η ] .

The quantity between large parentheses is a 3j symbol and û' · û is the cosine
of the angle τ between the in- and outgoing polarization vector. Note that
only Ak = 0 rotational transitions are allowed, because of the presence of the
factor ¿fcfc' and that due to presence of the 3j symbol \Aj\ > 2 transitions
are forbidden. As far as we are aware, this formula, valid for arbitrary û and
û', has not been given before. Placzek considered only polarization directions
along the axes of the laboratory frame.
For û' û = 1, i.e., the case where the scattered and incoming polarization
are parallel, the intensity Ivjkyyk' becomes

*vjk,v'j'k>

— "**' о

VK!U'*) a + i ( î y , + 1 ) ( * -* о) ( a ' ? w ) a ] ·
(7)

and for perpendicular polarizations, û ' · û = 0,
j.
tyjk.v'j'k·

( 2 / + 1 ) fj'
- °kk'

jQ

I

j
k

_k

2\2,(2)
g I K^vjkyj'kl

,2

(

•

.

\9>

Note that only in the Aj = 0 case (the Q branch) the isotropic part of the
polarizability tensor contributes. For the other branches the depolarization
ratio Iх/ß = 3/4.
The wave functions $«,jfc(r, p) are either symmetric or antisymmetric under the inversion ρ -l· π - p. We designate this parity by e = ± 1 . Since the
polarizability tensor is totally symmetric under this operation it connects only
states of equal parity. Only the Q branch containing physical information in
its depolarization ratio, we concentrate on Aj = 0 transitions. We find for
the observed fundamental ν·ι transitions (0 + —>• 1 + and 0~ —\ 1~) under the
assumption that the initial rotational states are thermally populated and the
final states are not,

4 = ; Σ *>·* [(<4V,*)a + !Ы°йм.,*)я].

(9)

],k>0

and

*Q< = h Σ ^*ы«пм.,*) 2 '
j,k>0

(10)
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where we introduced
1

/ W = ^Y ^

with Ζ ЕЕ £ PQ.jk.

exp [ - ^f]

(11)

j,Jfc>0

We sum in Eqs. (9) and (10) over the j and к quantum numbers of the initial
states because the separate contributions of these states to the Q branch cannot
be resolved experimentally. Splittings are caused by the dependence of the
rotational constants on j and k, but since this dependence is very weak, the
splittings are too small to be observable.
The factor gi¡ is the nuclear spin statistical weight and

<* = ra + i ) ( î Λ

2\2

[3fc 2 -j(j + l)] :
(2j + 3)(j +
l)(j)(2j-iy

θ) =

(12)

It is well-known that the spin statistical weight of ammonia depends only on k.
For ortho ammonia, which has к = 0 (mod 3), gk equals 12 and for paro
ammonia [k ^ 0 (mod 3)] wc have gk = 6. For к = 0 some states are Pauli
forbidden. A state with even j , e = 1, and к = 0 does not exist. Also a state
with odd j , t— — 1, and к — 0 has spin statistical weight go = 0.
The inversionally resolved depolarization ratio of the Q branch is then:
e

n

—

ρ —

4"

зх<

(13a)

10У£+4Х£'

where
X1

= Σ ·jktjk{a 'jk
-Σ Po- ( (o)
ί

(13b)

l'jk'

0

j,k>0

Ye

/ (2)

Ì2

jk(ao^k,lcj

k)

(13c)
•

j,k>0

When the polarization direction of the scattered light is not resolved, we must
integrate over all polarization directions 0 < τ < π. The total intensity of the
fundamental band becomes
I

0°]k,^j'k=

¿kk'^Po^k

^уЩа

]к,

'3'к·)

+ W + 1)(Ì' Λ o)VSU*<) 2 ]-

(14)

1.3 Experiment

III. EXPERIMENT
The experimental setup has been described before [6]. It consists of a 514.5nm
Ar + laser (Spectra Physics, model 2030-15S) of which the output mirror is
replaced by two highly reflecting curved mirrors of radius 50 mm and 100 mm.
These are placed adjustably inside the sample cell. During the present measurements the pressure of NH3 was kept at 600 Torr and 100 Torr nitrogen was
added. The laser enters the cell through a window under the brewster angle.
Since ammonia contaminates this window, the intra-cavity laser power could be
kept constant for only about an hour. The light scattered from the molecules
is collected under 90° by a lens ( ƒ = 80 mm, D = 40 mm) and imaged on the
entrance slit of a Jobin-Yvon double monochromator (model Ramanor HG2S). The intensities are measured with a photomultiplier tube, which makes
single photon counting possible. Inherent to the method is the scanning of the
spectrum by rotating the gratings, which puts a lower limit on the time needed
to record a spectrum. The spectra for the total intensity were scanned with a
velocity of 360cm _ 1 /hour.
In order to measure the parallel and perpendicular intensities separately,
we placed a polaroid and a scrambler on either side of the lens, with the scrambler between the lens and the entrance slit of the monochromator. The polaroid
is used to select one component of the scattered light and the scrambler is used
to convert it into randomly polarized light. In this way one does not have to
correct for the polarization dependence of the gratings, i.e., the parallel and
perpendicular intensities can be compared without any scaling. The specification of the laser states that its light is linearly polarized by at least 99%, that
is, the intensity perpendicular to the plane of polarization is less than 1% of
the intensity polarized in the plane. By measuring the depolarization ratio of
helium, which must be zero as щ — 0, cf. Eqs. (13a)- (13c), we found a degree
of polarization of 2.5%, which most probably is due to the lens collecting the
scattered light.
When determining the perpendicular intensity both the scrambler and the
polaroid are rotated over 90°. The polaroid as well as the scrambler introduce
extra losses in the transmitted Raman light, which forced us to make rather
-1
slow scans: 150cm /hour. After every rotation of scrambler and polaroid it
was necessary to line up the lens again. To this end we focussed on a purely
-1
rotational 60 c m nitrogen transition and maximized the scattered intensity.
To further test our apparatus, we measured also the intensity ratio of the sum
of the 4 + -» 5 + and 1 + —> 3 + rotational NH3 transitions (which we cannot
resolve) in the fundamental bands, for which we measured 0.694. Since the
corresponding theoretical number is 0.75, this indicates that an experimental
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systematic effect yields values for the depolarization ratio of about 7.5% too
low.

IV. NUMERICAL DETAILS

A. Electronic structure calculations
The potential energy surface V¡nt(r, ρ) and the polarizability surfaces ахх(г, ρ)
and ctzz(r,p) have been computed at the self-consistent field (SCF) level.
Second-order M0ller-Plesset (MP2) electronic correlation corrections have been
added to both the energy and the polarizabilities [7]. The spherical gaussian or
bital basis set used consists of a N(12s 8p 3d If) basis contracted to [10s 7p 3d 1J\
and a H(7s201d) basis contracted to [6s2p Id]. The resulting 104-dimensional
atomic orbital basis is a more loosely contracted version [8] of basis A of Diercksen and Sadlej [9] with ƒ orbital exponent a/ = 0.25. Atomic orbital in
tegrals, molecular orbital and molecular orbital integrals have been computed
by the ATMOL suite of programs; [10] MP2 energies and polarizabilities have
been obtained by the aid of the program POLCOR [11]. The SCF part of
^int(i", p) has been fitted on basis of 7 χ 8 points. The seven τ points run from
1.8232 bohr in steps of 0.03 bohr to 2.0032 bohr. The eight ρ points form half
a 16-point Gauss-Legendre (GL) quadrature grid [12] and run from 8.35° to
84.55°. The polarizabilities and the MP2 energies have been computed on a
6 x 6 grid, with τ — 1.80(0.05),..., 2.05 and ρ on the lower half of an 12-point
GL grid. Evidently the energy and polarizability components are symmetric
under ρ -> π — ρ, so that these quantities do not have to be calculated for GL
points pi > 90°.

B. Fits
Because of the proton-proton repulsion, the SCF energy is singular for ρ =
0° and 180°. The MP2 correlation energy being finite over the whole twodimensional surface, we decided to fit the two energies separately. Thus we
write Vim = VSCF + VMP2· The singularities in VSCF behave as ( s i n p ) - 1 , so

that VSCF is of the form Vo + V(p)/sinp, where V0 is a ρ independent energy zero
and V(p) is by hypothesis a smooth function of p. We now have a choice, we can
either expand sin ρ VSCF (= Vbsinp + V(p)), or V(p) in terms of even Legendre
polynomials. Since the expansion of Vósinp in even Legendre polynomials

1.4 Numericad details

depending on cos ρ is poorly convergent, we take the second alternative and
treat Vo as an extra independent fit parameter. Hence we write,
1 r SCF
Ϊ
max

Σ
bl(r)P2l(cosp).
г=о

V(r,p)=

(15)

Since Legendre polynomials are orthogonal, the expansion coefficients are given
by

If
b l

^

=

—
p

2i(C0SP)v(r^P)s[nPdP-

2/TÎ /

(16)

We have computed the integral in Eq. (16) by means of a 16-point GL quadrature, which is why VSCF was computed on a GL grid.
Inspired by the theory of splines, [13] we compute Vó by requiring the
integral of the curvature of V to be minimal, so that the function V is as
smooth as possible. The curvature itself is difficult to handle, so we introduce
an approximation. We have minimized the integral

/_- 1 I

(1-х2)

2,d2V(r,x)
2

дх

dx

with

(17)

x = cosp.

If the first derivative is small the second derivative is a good approximation
to the curvature of V [13]. The multiplication by 1 — x2 = sin2 ρ not only
gives extra weight to the region around ρ = 90°, but also makes the integral
very easy to compute. Indeed, (1 — х2)д2Рі(х)/дх2
is the associated Legendre
function P2(x), which satisfies the condition

£ыхь= ьШ=Ш±Ш±Ж.

(18)

Substitution of Eq. (15) into (17) and use of (18) gives the condition that
І Г SCF

угь,(г) 2 2(г-іжг + і)(г + 2)
Ζ-

¿=o

0/
2 Í ++ 11

^

must be minimal. For each r the expression (19) was minimized by direct
search, i.e., we choose a value for Vo, expand V and compute the expression
(19). We then choose another Vo, expand V, compute (19) again and compare
this with the value found in the previous step, and so on until a minimum is
found. We repeated this procedure for the seven г values and the coefficients
ò((r) thus obtained are then represented by a least squares polynomial fit of
order 4 in r.
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The MP2 correlation energy and the two irreducible components of the
polarizability [cf. Eqs. (5a) and (5b)] were directly expanded in Legendre poly
nomials; the expansion coefficients were computed by GL quadrature and also
represented by least squares polynomials in г of order 4. In summary,
C

j

Vint{r,p)=V0{r)

1/2 ^ J

+ ^—

V

b,(r)P2l(cosp)

i гМР2
2 "ти

+ Σ

ci(r)P2t{cosp)

(20)

1=0

40)(r,p)=

(0)

¿

u;

(r)P 2í (cosp)

(21a)

1=0
1 rMP2

«o2\r,p)=

Σ

42)(r)P2l(cosp)

(21b)

(=0

where L%* = 16, «

= 12, and

4

^Mr-ro)p,

V0(r) =
p=0
4

k(r) = Σ
p=0
Ртах

4

Bpi(r - r0)p,

Φ)

=Σ

Cpi(r - T0)"

p=0
Ртах

Л ) = Σ < ( ' - 'ο)"' «ί^Ό = Σ ¿S* (г - 'о)*·
р=0

(22)

р=0

We have taken the value r0 = 1.920 bohr, which is close to the minimum
r m l n = 1.923 of Vj nt (r,p).
C. The nuclear motion problem
We have solved the Schrödinger equation (3) by the linear variation method.
To that end we chose the following non-orthonormal basis
<t>nq(y,p) •= M y ) sin(2g - к)р
where

(23)
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η — U, 1 , . . . , n m a x

q = l,2,...,±(qmux

+ K)

hn(y) ~ NnHn(y)

e-y*'2

with Nn =

/
ν

η

π2 η!

у := C(r - r 0 ) ,

{

1

if Çmax odd (even umbrella states)

0

if Çmax even (odd umbrella states)

,„.ч

The Hn(y) are hermite polynomials [12] centered at го = 1.92bohr. The value
of ζ was optimized by minimizing the lowest eigenvalue of the hamiltonian in
Eq. (3), its optimum value is 9.0bohr - 1 . Although physically the range of у is
constrained: у > — ζτο, it is convenient to take — oo < у < oo in the calculation
of matrix elements, because the hermite functions hn(y) are defined on this
range. Since the potential is effectively infinite for small r, the error herewith
introduced is negligible.
All the matrix elements have been computed by an appropriate Gauss
quadrature. Since the hamiltonian contains polynomials only, these quadra
tures are exact when the correct number of grid points is chosen. The integrals
over r, which according to Eq. (AIO) have volume element r 4 , are obtained by
Gauss-Hermite. The integrals over ρ of the function P2i (cos p) / sin ρ are eval
uated by Gauss-Chebyshev and the integrals of P2i(cosp) by Gauss-Legendre.
We used 1.007825 amu for the proton mass and 14.00307 amu for the mass of
14
N . The resulting generalized eigenvalue problem has been solved by standard
in-core diagonalization methods for varying j and k.
We have also studied a four-dimensional model (the Euler angles and ρ
as degrees of freedom, г fixed at 1.92 bohr) by solving the nuclear motion
Schrödinger equation in a basis of sin(2g — к). Since the internal part of the
metric tensor is one-dimensional in this model, its determinant differs from the
determinant in the two-dimensional case [cf. Eq. (AIO)] and different integrals
have to evaluated. For this reason we have written separate computer programs
for the 4- and five-dimensional models.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Tables 1, 2, and 3 the fit coefficients are presented of the SCF energy, the
MP2 correlation energy, and the polarizability components. In order to discuss
the quality of the fits, we define their error by
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TABLE 1. Fit parameters describing the SCF potential energy surface, cf Eqs (20)
and (22)
Ρ
Ap
Βρ,ο
Bp,2
Bp,4

•Bp,6
•Bp,8
Bp,\0
Bp,l2
Bp,14

0
- 5 7 346766
0 934402
- 0 401009
- 0 012095
- 0 013881
0 017927
0 018376
0 015379
0 008527

1
0 888094
- 0 721797
0 201983
0 018826
- 0 029973
- 0 007331
- 0 004723
0 000611
0 000055

2
0102716
0 483931
- 0 207257
- 0 012890
- 0 002932
0 012761
0 006373
0 008337
0 004199

3
- 0 411523
- 0 279412
0 156402
0 007909
0 015909
0 004001
- 0 008995
- 0 009948
- 0 006337

4
0 000000
0 443605
- 0 260546
- 0 033853
- 0 018404
0 001926
0 008802
0 009892
0 006650

TABLE 2. Fit parameters describing the MP2 corrections to the potential energy
surface, cf Eqs (20) and (22)
ρ
Cp,o

Cp,2
Cp,4
Cp,6
Cp,8
Cp,10

0
- 0 265750
- 0 010524
0 007064
0 017643
0 011017
0 005495

1
- 0 040183
0 003622
0 023429
0 026381
0 015113
0 007060

2
-0 00909f
0 016845
0 021816
-0 000664
-0 014869
- 0 011111

g=100^(g^)

VE,(s t

calc 2

)

3
0 003260
-0 000376
0 001186
- 0 022187
- 0 025354
- 0 024875

4
-0 002254
0 011761
0 022911
0 023729
0 033603
0 011863

2
%

(25)

The 45 SCF energy parameters have been calculated on basis of 56 ab initio
points with the error £ = 1.5 · 10~ 5 % The 30 MP2 parameters have been
_4
5
calculated from 36 ab initio points with errors of 3.5 · 10 %, 3.8 · 10~ %, and
_4
3.8 · 10 %, for the correlation energy, Ò7Q and Щ , respectively. So we see
that the computed input points are close to the fitted surfaces.
Initially we employed an eight-point GL grid for the MP2 energy and the
polarizability components During the course of this work it became apparent
that this grid was too small for a reliable fit. A well-known [13] disadvantage
of the Gauss quadrature methods is that a smaller grid does not even partly
coincide with a larger grid, so that unfortunately the points in the smaller grid
were useless for the final fit. We can use, however, the small grid for some more
statistics. Measured against the 6 x 4 independent points we find ¿ = 0.2%,
0.02%, 0 05%, and 0 6% for the SCF energy, the MP2 energy, axx, and azz,
respectively.

1.5 Results and discussion
TABLE 3. Fit parameters describing the isotropic and anisotropic polarizabihty cf
Eqs (21) and (22)
Ρ

0

1

2

3

4

л(0)
Л
Р,0
л(0)
Л
Р,2
4 (0)

-24 195898
1.251076
-1 510595
0 447543
0 041206
0 081403

-19 642356
2 805337
3 009748
0 511126
0 555132
0 017397

-8 092812
6 893186
1 919764
-0 853596
0 297910
-0 413890

-1 990711
4 274861
-2 675395
-0 959137
0 792623
0 343705

0 299720
- 0 279432
-1 205444
2 747397
2 660060
2 388981

1 041282
-0 338323
-0 035643
-1 305585
- 0 383601
-0 317326

-3 048327
7 799197
-2 478454
-1 678958
-0 772747
-0 645943

- 4 794478
5 113602
0 135778
-0 620090
0 216555
-0 555933

-1 958534
2 680195
1 087504
1 612631
-0 470984
-0 983117

0124811
1 330312
-0 118736
-1 564561
- 4 025179
-2 688351

(о)

А

A fò)

A<.sf

л

рЛ0
л
р,0
А(2)

т

А

(2)
Р,6
(2)
А

А
Л

В·8

А™
р,ю

The different functions of г and ρ are shown as contour diagrams in Figs. 13. It is a well-known problem of polynomial fits that artificial local minima
may occur, which is why we have checked our SCF+MP2 potential fit in the
range 0.5 to 5 Obohr and the full range of p. In this region there is only one
minimum of depth — 56.48110571 hartree, which occurs at ρ = 112.817° and
г = 1 9227 bohr. The potential is monotonous everywhere else. The equili
brium geometry compares fairly well with the vibrationally averaged geometry
obtained from experimental data: [14] г = 1.9132bohr and ρ = 112.145°. It also
agrees reasonably well with earlier configuration interaction (CI) calculations
of Spirko and Kraemer [15] in a smaller basis, who found г = 1.916 bohr and
ρ = 112.2°. It is remarkable that our minimum geometry differs less from
the CI calculation than from the earlier MP2 calculation [16] of DeFrees and
McLean, who also used a GTO basis of 104 orbitals and found r = 1.902 bohr
and ρ = 111.545°. Note in Fig. 3 that the anisotropy of the polarizabihty is
strongly dependent on p, much more so than the isotropic polarizabihty (Fig. 2).
Both components depend strongly on r. This implies that for a successful
prediction of the depolarization ratio the ρ as well as the r dependence of the
polarizabihty must be taken into account
The first four lines of Table 4 give more information about the fitted energy
surface. For instance, we see that the minimum energy of the planar molecule
is 1929 6 c m - 1 above the absolute minimum and occurs at the contracted NH bond length of r = 1.891 bohr. Botschwina [20] found 1874.0 and Spirko
-1
and Kraemer [15] 1882.0 c m for the same number, both being close to our
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r (a.)
F I G . 1. SCF + MP2 energy surface as a function of umbrella angle ρ and
N-H distance r. Zero of energy is the minimum in the fitted aft initio potential
(-56.481106 hartree), which is at ρ = 112.82° and г = 1.923 bohr. Units on the
contour lines are c m - 1 .

г (a 0 )
F I G . 2. Isotropic part of the polarizability tensor as a function of umbrella angle ρ
and N-H distance r. Plotted is (axx + avy + azz)/3. Units bohr 3 .
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r (a0)
FIG. 3. Anisotropic part of the polarizabihty tensor as a function of umbrella angle
ρ and N-H distance r Plotted is azz — axx Units bohr 3

T A B L E 4. Comparison of SCF and MP2 results with experiment or accurate mod
els Д Ь = V¡nt(rmln,90°) - V¡nt(rmln,pmin), with r„ l l n the position of the minimum
for ρ = 90° ΔΕ,< = ,Ε,ΌΟ — ΕΟΌΟ, (ι = 1, 2, f = ± ) ΕΟΌΟ IS expressed with respect
to the minimum in the potential
SCF
Pmm

r m i n bohr
4 m bohr
Д оспГ1
EQ+OO

c

m

_

E0- 0 0 cm"
Δ^+ojcm" 1
Δ^-ooCm -1
AE2+oocm~l
Δ£2-00αη_1
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b
Ref
c
Ref
d
Ref
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[17]
[18]
[19]

111 46°
1892
1866
1880 5
2454 7
2456 0
1023 0
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2086 8
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112 82°
1923
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10714
1627 4
1974 9
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112 14°a
1 9132a
1833 9 b

932 4 C
968 1е
1598 5 d
1882 2 d
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SCF value (1880.5 c m - 1 ) . Comparing energies at fixed г = 1.92 bohr we find
a barrier of 2063.6 c m - 1 . This is indeed about 2000 c m - 1 , which it is known
to be; see for instance the one-dimensional model of Ref. [21], where a barrier
height of 2023 c m - 1 gives a very good description of the v2 vibrational levels.
To investigate whether the value of the barrier is possibly due to fortuitous
cancellations in our fits, we performed two independent ab initio calculations at
г = 1.92 bohr for ρ = 90° and 112.408° (which was the minimum umbrella angle
in our discarded earlier fit). The fitted and calculated SCF barriers are 2247.8
and 2218.1cm - 1 , respectively, so that the fit overestimates the SCF barrier
by 29.7 c m - 1 . The fitted and directly computed MP2 corrections are 184.2
and 135.7 c m - 1 , respectively. Since the errors work in opposite direction there
is indeed some cancellation, so that the fitted barrier is only 18.8 c m - 1 lower
than the one obtained from direct ab initio calculations. Hence we conclude
that our fits are not perfect and that they add some extra errors on top of the
usual errors introduced by the finite basis and the incomplete description of
the correlation energy by the MP2 approach.
Table 4 gives also the energies of the 6 lowest j = к = 0 states computed
from SCF and SCF+MP2 potentials. They are obtained by the solution of
Eq. (3) in a basis with n m a x = 4 and ç m a x = 40, [cf. Eq. (24)]. We have checked
that these dimensions give answers that are converged within 0.1cm - 1 . The
excitation energies are too high by about 100 c m - 1 , which is disappointing and
must be attributed mainly to the quality of the potential energy surfaces and
hence to the SCF + MP2 method. Note, however, that the odd-«ven splittings
are reasonable, 0.5 c m - 1 for the ground state, with the corresponding experimental number being 0.8cm - 1 , [22] and 40.2cm - 1 for the first excited state;
here experiment gives 35.7 c m - 1 . Since the splittings are mainly determined
by the barrier height and width we conclude that our potential describes these
two features reasonably well. The vibrationally excited energies, on the other
hand, are mainly determined by the second derivative with respect to ρ of the
energy at the position of the minimum, and thus we see that our potential is
too stiff.
Table 5 displays the energies of some of the lowest rovibrational states.
Also vibrationally averaged polarizabilities and vibrational transition polarizabilities are listed. The 0£ —¥ V transition polarizabilities have been used to
compute the spectrum in the upper panel of Fig. 4. In doing so we made the
small approximation that <Хо^і,к;і',і+Аі,к K aoc,j,k;i'j,k· Since the bra and ket
in the transition matrix element depend only weakly on j [through the centrifu
gal barrier, cf. Eq. (3)], this is not a serious approximation at all. We find this
confirmed by the values of T^.L in Table 5—which yield Q branch transition
probabilities. These depend indeed very weakly on j .

1.5 Results

and discussion

T A B L E 5. Vibrational-rotational energies, polarizabilities, and transition moments
for the lowest 25 states. Energy units: c m - 1 . Polarizability units: bohr 3 . Definitions:
AE..3k = E..,k - Eo'oo, α # = ag^,,,.,*, T^k = о&\кл.]к
(i = 1,2,1 = 0, 2).
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FIG. 4. Rotationally and inversionally resolved fundamental (v2) band Units
c m - 1 Upper panel from ab initio calculations with the calculated band origin of
e = + 1 transitions shifted by 98 8 c m - 1 and the e = — 1 transitions by 104 1 c m - 1
The dashed Ime in the lower panel is the measured spectrum To better show the ex
perimental AJ φ 0 transitions the intensities are multiplied by 5 and the Q branches
axe cut off, this is the full line in the lower panel
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e

TABLE 6. Observed and computed Raman transitions I <- 0£, e = ±. Units:
cm - 1 . Only the first transition of the Q branches is given. Experimental uncertainty
of last digit in brackets.
Obs.
826.9(5)

f'
г-

832.5(5)
845.9(5)
851.8(5)
867.9(5)
873.7(5)

61+
4+
5
3+
l
4
2+

<- ƒ
447< - 3+
45+
<- 6 44+
3<- 5 +- 3+

886.4(5)
891.8(5)

3"
1+

<-

906.8(5)

o-

912.4(5)

\-

<<<-

932.1(5)
965.7(5)

1+

2

-

o

-

¥-

_

4
2+
2"
3~
2_

«— 1+
4-

o

Comp.
827.4
827.5
831.0
831.1
847.4
851.3
867.3
867.3

Obs.

j"

<-

f

972.2(5)

2+

«-

1+

973.0

991.7(5)

3+

<_ 2+

993.3

1005.0(1)
1011.4(5)
1025.9(5)

871.6

1032.4(5)

887.3
891.8
907.3
907.3
927.3(?)

1044.8(5)
1052.0(1)

932.4
967.3

1083.2(5)

1064.2(5)
1072.0(1)

-

2
4+
2"
3"
3+
5+
4"
6+
3~
5"
7+
4+
6"

«<<-

Comp.

-

l
3+
0"
f2"
<— 1+
«- 4+
<- 3 45+
•l<- 4~
+- 6+
42+
•f5~

1007.3
1013.6
1027.3
1027.3
1033.8
1033.8
1047.3
1054.0
1067.3
1067.3
1074.2
1074.4
1087.2

In Fig. 4 the ab initio computed spectrum, shifted towards the red by
about 100cm - 1 , is compared with the measured spectrum (lower panel). The
positions of the lines in the computed spectrum are obtained by averaging
each j -> j ' transition over k. In this averaging each transition is weighted
by its к dependent transition probability, see Eq. (14), with a temperature of
298 K. Likewise, the total intensity is the weighted sum over the к transitions.
Plotted are gaussian curves with 2 c m - 1 width at half maximum and a height
equal to the total intensity. The computed spectrum is in good agreement
with the measured spectrum, so that we can make the assignments given in
Table 6. It is worth remarking that a rigid rotor model with the usual NH3
rotational constants describes the measured 1/2 spectrum also very well. The
computed overtone (2і/з) spectrum 0e —¥ 2£ can also be represented very well
by a rigid rotor model. From the Δ ϋ ^ * values in Table 5 we find that the
effective rotational constant B+ (= l/2Ixx) is 10.4cm _ 1 , B~ is 10.0cm - 1 , C+
(= 1/2IZZ) is 5.85 c m - 1 , and C~ is 6.15 c m - 1 . These numbers are in reasonable
agreement with the corresponding experimental data [22] for the fundamental
band, which are 10.07, 9.89, 6.09, and 6.16 c m - 1 , respectively. The fact that to
a good approximation NH3 is a rigid rotor in the 2ι^ state was experimentally
seen earlier in the resonance Raman spectra of Ziegler and Hudson [23].
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From Eqs. (13a) -(13c) we compute two Q branch depolarization ratios,
which we have also measured. The Boltzmann sums were taken up to and
including j = к = 20. The ratios are (experimental values in brackets) p + =
0.238 (0.110) and p~ = 0.233 (0.117). We see that the agreement is poor, the
computed numbers are about a factor of two too high. However, these numbers
are very difficult to calculate as may be exemplified by our four-dimensional
model (r frozen at 1.92bohr). Using our ab initio results, we find p+ = 0.013
and p~ = 0.012, which are too low by about a factor of 10. We believe that
this surprising sensitivity is caused by the fact that ρ and r dependence of the
isotropic and anisotropic component of the polarizability are vastly different,
see Figs. 2 and 3. Also it must be noted that the anisotropy itself is very hard
to calculate as it is the small difference of two fairly large and almost equal
numbers, namely Έχχ and azz.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have measured the rotationally and inversionally resolved Raman funda
mental (1/2) spectrum of NH3 and compared it with a computed spectrum that
is completely ab initio: The potential energy surface and polarizability compo
nents are obtained from SCF+MP2 electronic structure calculations and the
nuclear motion problem has been solved under the constraint that the molecule
has threefold rotational symmetry. The agreement between experiment and
theory is not perfect. Although the splittings between the energies of the odd
and even parity states are reasonable, the fundamental band excitation energies
are too high by about 10%.
The computed depolarization ratios are a factor of two higher than the
corresponding experimental numbers. It is not clear whether this error is due
to the limited dynamical model or to the electronic structure calculations.
The main sources of errors in the computations are:
• An incomplete atomic orbital basis. We used the same atomic orbital
basis for the energy and the polarizability calculations, with our polar
ization functions being biased towards the polarizabilities. It is likely that
a basis optimized for the MP2 correlation energy gives better vibration
energies. So either a much larger basis, or two different basis sets—one
for the energy and one for the polarizabilities—must be used.
• An imperfect fit. Our fits were based on Legendre polynomials and em
ployed Gauss-Legendre quadrature. It is conceivable that other fitting
strategies, such as cubic splines, may work better.

1.6 Summary and conclusions

• Not enough correlation. The MP2 approach improves on SCF, but
not sufficiently to correct completely the errors introduced by the SCF
method.
• The dynamic model. The major approximation here is the freezing of
four out of the six internal coordinates.
We believe that the first three errors are dominant and that future calculations,
aiming at spectroscopic accuracy, should concentrate on correcting these three
sources of error.
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APPENDIX A: KINETIC ENERGY OPERATOR
In this appendix we discuss the origin of the different kinetic energy terms
that appear in our five-dimensional model, which has the following degrees of
freedom: the three Euler angles α, β, and 7, the N-H bondlength r, and the
umbrella angle p. The derivations in this appendix are akin to the development
of Papousek and Aliev, [24] but deviate sufficiently from their approach to
warrant the following short summary. We consider a body-fixed coordinate
frame with the origin in the center of mass of the molecule and the ζ axis along
the threefold symmetry axis. Let R ( a ) be the rotation matrix corresponding
to a rotation over α around the ζ axis. The coordinates of the nitrogen nucleus
(do) and the protons (o t ) expressed with regard to this frame are,

oi=r

/ sin ρ \
2π(ί-11
0
, α , = R ( — \ό — - ) а ь » = 1, 2, 3,

VCcosp/

(Al)
where ζ = тпм/(тм + Зтпн).
The classical kinetic energy consists of the following three terms, [24] where
ω is the angular velocity,
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ω

ω

(A2a)

1<*β α 0

3
m

2T c o r = 2 Σ

» ω • (α.

x

(А2Ь)

ά»)

ι=0
3

(А2с)

2ΤΙΠΙ = 5 ^ τ η , β , · ό , .
ι=0

The term (A2a) gives the kinetic energy associated with the overall rotation of
the molecule. The body-fixed frame being a principal axis frame of the inertia
tensor, I is with respect to this frame,

(

3 m f f r 2 ( f s i n 2 p + Ccos 2 p)

0

0 \

0
3mHr2(i
sin 2 ρ+ζcos2p)
0
.
(A3)
0
0
3mHr2sm2p/
Note that because we conserve threefold symmetry in our model, the molecule
remains a symmetric top: Ixx = Iyy. Note also that the inertia moments
depend on r and p. The quantum mechanical expression for the rotational
energy is
/2 _

2T

r o t

T2

J2

=^—A +A,

(A4)

where Ja is the component of the angular momentum along the body-fixed
a axis, a = x, y, z.
The second kinetic energy term (A2b) is the Coriolis interaction, which
vanishes in the case of threefold symmetry, as we will now show. First we
observe that αϊ and ài have vanishing у components, so that αϊ χ άι has no
component along the z axis. Using the well-known rule, valid for a matrix R
with unit determinant,
(Ra) χ (Ra') = R ( a χ a ' ) ,

(A5)

we find for the sum over the protons

3

3

2тг(г-1)

f°

°

]агха, = У ^ ( — Ц — - ) ( α ι χ ά 1 )= [θ 0
3
»=ι
,=ι
VU 0

°\
0 (сц χ à i ) = о. (Аб)
3/

The position vector OQ of the nitrogen and its time derivative lie both on the
z axis and hence their cross product vanishes, so that the total Coriolis term
is zero.

1. Appendix A

The third kinetic energy term (A2c) is associated with the motions of the
nuclei inside the molecule. Introducing ql = r and q2 = p, we rewrite this term
as follows

which defines the metric tensor g. The quantum mechanical expression for this
term is proportional to the Laplace-Beltrami operator, as was first shown by
Podolsky, [4]
і/2 а0

2Tint = -ftV1/a Σ
ο,/3=1

¿ Ξ r>i2

э

ч

Ξ

Ρ·

(Α8)

ч

Here <7Q/3 indicates a component of the inverse of g,
( m¡i + Ътпц cos2 ρ
cos ρ sin ρ
\
2
9-' =
cos ρ sin ρ
nifi + Зтпн sin ρ
\
rmpf
Ътпнтпнт2 I

(A9)

The scalar quantity g is a product of the determinant of g, the determinant of
I, and sin 2 β. The square root of the product of the latter two factors is the
volume element known from the theory of the rigid rotor [5]. The square root
of g is the volume element used throughout our calculations:
dv = yfg dr dp da dßdj = с г 4 sin β sin p [ | sin 2 (p) + ζ cos2 (ρ)] dr dp da dß d'y.

(AIO)
The proportionality factor с (a function of гпд and m/v) is omitted in the
calculations, as it is canceled everywhere by the normalization.
APPENDIX B: MATRIX ELEMENTS
The matrix element (jmk\u • a • u'\j'm'k')
is most conveniently evaluated by
means of the Wigner-Eckart theorem. To that end we must first transform the
operator from cartesian to spherical form. The unitary matrix
1
л/2

((i\m))

=

0

1

0

τη = 1, 0, -1; i = χ, z, y
i

7Î

0

(BI)
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gives a spherical vector um in the phase of Condon and Shortley: um
^2гщ ( г | m ) . We further define an irreducible product by
[u χ u']W = Σ

umu'm,(lm;

=

(B2)

1τη'\λμ),

mm'

where (lm; Ιτη'\Χμ) is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. Likewise, a second rank
cartesian tensor can be transformed to irreducible spherical form as follows,
4λ)=

Σ

(ВЗ)

Σ^Μ™){3\πι'){Ιτη;\τη'\\μ).

i , j = x , y , z mm'

In the case at hand the cartesian tensor is symmetric and this implies that the
antisymmetric λ = 1 components vanish.
By the use of the unitarity of ( ( i | m ) ) , the realness of the ut, and the
unitarity of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, it is easily shown that
2

и · α · и' = Σ

λ

Σ

( - 1 ) λ ~ " [ « * u']-l

4λ)·

(Β4)

λ=Ομ=-λ

The polarization vectors и and и' are expressed with respect to the laboratory
frame, and so is the polarizability tensor a . The bra and ket of the matrix
element to be evaluated depend on the Euler angles α, β, and 7 of the symmetric
top molecule. We express α in terms of the body-fixed polarizability tensor а
(also transformed to irreducible form):

«1λ) = Σ 4 ' 4 ϊ ' ( α ^ Γ ,

( B5 )

μ'
(

where D , (aßf) is a Wigner rotation matrix. An eigenstate of a symmetric
top is the complex conjugate of a such a matrix, cf. Eq. (2) of the main text.
Since the Wigner-Eckart theorem reads for this case
(jkm\D^;\j'm'k')

s

y/(2j + mr +1) ƒ Du {aßj)Dw W j b ; )

w

= V ( 2 J ÌAT/ , + 1)("ir'"fc'(j'm;J,'~m,|A/x)(jfc;J"''~fc,|V)'
we find by using Eqs. (B4), (B5), and (B6)
(jmk\u

• a • и'\

j'm'k')

sbßdad0dl
(B6)
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fc

= (-ir'- V(2j + i)(2j' + i ) £ У т Г

[и x

u]

' -í

Λμ

χ (im;i'l-m,|A^>5]äJi)(ifc;i'>-fc'|AM'>.

(Β7)

μ'

Recalling that Emm- 0 ' m ; / ι ~ m ' Ι λ'μ)0Ίπ; ƒ . -"»' | Af) = ¿λ'λ<5μ«/> we get for
the sum of squares from Eq. (B7)
)

\(jmk\u

•a ·

u'lj'm'k
2

= (2j + l)(2j' + 1) £ > A + Ι)" Σ [« * « ' № * " 1 ^ *
λ=0

μ=-λ

λ

χ

сЕ^5 (ёЕ^*)* <ІЛ; i', -Λ' I AM' Xi*; І', -A' I Ai/' >.

£

(B8)

μ',ι/'=-λ

The Clebsch-Gordan coupling of two vectors to A = 0 is—except for a factor—
equivalent to taking their inner product. In other words, the A = 0 term is
[u x u ' ] 0 0 ) = -yßu

• и' = - y ^ c o s T .

(B9)

As we have seen, the term with A = 1 does not arise. The quantity
Σμ[η x ν.']μ [и x u'}¡¡ '* can be evaluated by a tedious direct computation, or
by recoupling, i.e., first we write it as

¿

[ttX «'](?)[« χ «']<?)*

μ=-2

=5έίΐ 1 ¡(¿(-^[^^[«'^'j-i·

(Bi°)

The quantity in curly brackets is a 6j symbol, which for I = 0 is 1/3 and for
I = 2 is 1/30. Observe that the antisymmetric product [u χ и ] д ' vanishes, that
[it x uy0 ' = —\l\, and that the irreducible product with I = 2 is proportional
to a spherical harmonic function:

[«x<2) = y g r > ) .

(Bll)

The spherical harmonic addition theorem gives
2

2

§ ¿ (-)"[« χ utfV χ utl = τ Σ

Y

»

Y

> r = ^(cosr), (B12)
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2

where P 2 ( C O S T ) = | ( 3 C O S T - 1). Substitution of Eqs. (B12) and (B9) into

(BIO) gives
2

5 > x u']W[u χ u']%> = 1(5 + P2(COST)) = 1(3 + (u-u') )·

(B13)

ß

In most symmetric t o p molecules the body-fixed irreducible polarizability
tensor has only two different components, see Eqs. (5a) and (5b). Noting t h a t
(jk;j't
— fc'|00) = ôjySkk'/y/ty
+ 1 we find, upon substitution of Eqs. (B9) and
(B13) into (B8), t h e final result

^\(jmk\u-a-u'\j'm'k')\2=Skkl2^[sjy{(u-u')ci^)2
mm'

+ ß e ^ ( 0 * ; j ' - * | 2 0 > 4 a ) ) 2 ( 3 + («-u') 2 )]

(B14)
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Chapter 2
Structure, Internal Mobility
and Spectrum of
the Ammonia Dimer:
Calculation of the
Vibration-Rotation-Tunneling States
E. H. T. Olthof, A. van der Avoird,
and P. E. S. Wormer
Institute of Theoretical Chemistry, University of Nijmegen
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Abstract
We have obtained a potential for (ГШз)г by calculating the sixdimensional vibration-rotation-tunneling (VRT) states from a model
potential with some variable parameters, and adjusting some calcu
lated transition frequencies to the observed far-infrared spectrum The
equilibrium geometry is a strongly bent hydrogen bonded structure
Equivalent minima with the proton donor and acceptor interchanged
are separated by a barrier of only 7 c m - 1 The barriers to rotation of
the monomers about their Съ axes are much higher The VRT levels
-1
from this potential agree to about 0 25 c m with all far-infrared fre
quencies of (N113)2 observed for К — 0 and \K\ = 1 and for all the
symmetry species A, = ortho-ortho, Et = para-para, and G = orthopara Also the dipole moments and the nuclear quadrupole splittings
agree well with the values that are observed for the G states The poten
tial has been explicitly transformed to the center-of-mass coordinates
of (NDa)2 and used to study the effects of the deuteration on the VRT
states The observed decrease of the dipole moment and the (small)
changes in the nuclear quadrupole splittings are well reproduced It fol
lows from our calculations that the ammonia dimer is highly non-rigid
and that vibrational averaging effects are essential Seemingly contra
dictory effects of this averaging on its properties are the consequence
of the different hindered rotor behavior of ortho and para monomers
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I. INTRODUCTION
A landmark in the investigation of hydrogen bonding was the microwave molecular beam study of (N113)2 by Nelson, Fraser and Klemperer [1], from which
they concluded that this dimer has a "surprising" nearly antiparallel structure.
This conclusion was based on the finding of an unexpectedly small dipole moment (0.74 D, whereas the NH 3 monomer dipole moment is already 1.47D) from
Stark effect measurements, in combination with information on the orientations
of the NH3 monomers drawn from nuclear quadrupole splittings. In subsequent
isotope substitution studies Nelson et al. [2] found that these orientations are
nearly mass independent and, moreover, that the dipole moment of (ND 3 ) 2 —
which is expected to stay closer to equilibrium than (NH3)2—is even smaller
(0.57D) than that of (NH 3 ) 2 . This led these authors to the conclusion that the
ammonia dimer is nearly rigid and that also the equilibrium structure must be
antiparallel (or almost so). The latter conclusion was in conflict with the best ab
initio calculations on (NH 3 ) 2 performed around that time [3-5], which all predicted a classical, nearly linear, hydrogen bonded equilibrium structure. One of
these ab initio studies [5] seemed to support the nearly antiparallel equilibrium
structure, but it was shown later [6,7] that the allowance of a slight bending of
the hydrogen bond favors the hydrogen bonded structure also in the potential
of Ref. [5]. The most recent, and most sophisticated, ab initio calculations led
to different predictions: Hassett, Marsden and Smith [6] found a nearly linear
hydrogen bonded equilibrium structure, whereas Tao and Klemperer [8] found
the antiparallel (or cyclic) structure to be the energy minimum. In both these
calculations it was found, however, that the ammonia dimer must be highly
non-rigid, since there is a low lying path from one hydrogen bonded minimum
in the potential surface to an equivalent minimum in which the roles of the proton donor and acceptor have interchanged. The barrier on this interchange path
was calculated to be about 3 0 c m - 1 in Ref. [6]. In Ref. [8] no barrier was found
at all, but the potential is very fiat over a wide range of angles along this path.
Detailed information on the vibration-rotation-tunneling (VRT) states of
(NH 3 ) 2 has become available from an extensive high resolution far-infrared
and microwave study by Loeser et al. [9], an earlier far-infrared study by
Havenith et al. [10], from infrared-far-infrared double resonance experiments
[11], and from further Stark effect measurements [12]. Various observations in
these experiments—interchange tunneling splittings [9] as large as 20 c m - 1 and
strongly different dipole moments (0.74 and 0.10 D) foi different VRT states
[12]—led to the conclusion that the ammonia dimer is highly non-rigid. This
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seems contradictory to the results of the isotope substitution studies in Ref. [2].
Further, it was found [9,11]—also in contradiction with the interpretation of
the microwave spectra in Refs. [1,2]—that even the NH3 umbrella inversion is
not completely quenched in the dimer. In Ref. [9] the corresponding tunneling
splittings were explicitly measured.
Thus, there is now a wealth of experimental data available, which lead to
what are ostensibly contradictory conclusions about the equilibrium structure
and the rigidity of the ammonia dimer. Also the ab initio calculations are not
conclusive. Several discussions [13-16] have been devoted to this problem, but
only by a calculation of the six-dimensional VRT states of the dimer one can
solve it and link the characteristics of the potential surface to the observed
spectra and properties. An additional problem is that none of the ab initio calculations has provided a complete potential surface; only some critical points
on this surface were computed. Sagarik et al. [5] fitted a site-site model potential to their data and it was this potential which we used in the first calculation
[7] of the six-dimensional VRT states. From this calculation we learned that,
even with the rather high interchange barrier of about 80 c m - 1 in the model
potential of Sagarik et al. [5], the ammonia dimer is highly non-rigid along
the interchange path. The average orientations of the monomers differ in the
different VRT states and they deviate strongly from the equilibrium structure
(which has a nearly linear hydrogen bond in this model potential). Still, we
were not able to obtain satisfactory agreement with the measured properties,
the dipole moment and the nuclear quadrupole splittings [1,2], nor with the farinfrared spectra [9]. In a subsequent study [17] we constructed four different
model potentials, with interchange barriers that vary between 0 and 30 c m - 1
and different barriers to rotations of the monomers about their C 3 axes. In
calculations of the six-dimensional VRT states with each of these model potentials we obtained already better agreement with the experimental data than
with the potential of Sagarik et al. [5] A potential with an interchange barrier of 24 c m - 1 gave agreement with the measurements that could be called
semi-quantitative. Even the decrease of the observed [2] dipole moment, when
going from (NH3)2 to (ND 3 ) 2 , and the effect of this deuteration on the nuclear
quadrupole splittings could be qualitatively reproduced in calculations of the
VRT states of (NH 3 ) 2 and (ND 3 ) 2 with this potential [18].
In this chapter we describe new calculations of the VRT states, far-infrared
frequencies and properties of (NH3)2 and (ND 3 ) 2 which are substantially improved in various respects. First of all, we have improved our computational
procedures such that we can handle much larger, symmetry-adapted, basis sets
for the six-dimensional VRT states. As a result, the calculated far-infrared
frequencies are much more precise. By adjusting these to some of the observed
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transition frequencies [9], while using the experience gained from our earlier
model potentials [17,18], we found a new parametrization of our model poten
tial which gives quantitative agreement, not only with the complete far-infrared
spectrum (including many lines not used in the optimization), but also with
the observed dipole moment and nuclear quadrupole splittings of (ЫНз)г. By
contrast with Ref. [18], we have not just applied the same potential to (NÜ3)2,
but we explicitly transformed the NH3-NH3 potential to the ND3-ND3 coordinates, which are different because of the shift in the monomer centers of
mass. Finally, we included the effect of the off-diagonal Coriolis interactions,
which was neglected in all our previous work [7,17,18]. In chapter 3 [19], we use
the VRT wave functions of this chapter to compute and analyze also the (hindered) umbrella inversion splittings and compare these with the experimental
spectrum [9].
II. THEORY
In this section we summarize the theory needed for the calculations of the VRT
states of the ammonia dimer. We start by defining the coordinates. The vector
7f , connecting the centers of mass of the ammonia monomers has length R
and polar angles β and α relative to a space-fixed frame. The dimer frame is
defined such that its ζ axis lies along R and its origin is on the midpoint of К.
Further we define two monomer frames located at the respective centers of mass
and related to the dimer frame by rotations about the Euler angles jx, θχ,
and φχ, with X = A, B. The ζ axis of the frame of X has polar angles θχ and
7x, while φχ describes the rotation around this (monomer) ζ axis. The angle
7 = 7 B — jA is a dihedral angle. All coordinates are summarized in Fig. 1.
A. The potential and its expansion

The electrostatic contribution to our model potential consists of the interac
tion between the dipole, quadrupole and octupole moments on the monomers.
The values of these multipole moments (see Table 1) were obtained from ab
initio calculations [20] at the MP2 level. In Fig. 2A one observes that these
electrostatic interactions lead to a hydrogen bonded equilibrium structure with
θA = 20°, 180° - в = 99°, and 7 = 180° (for fixed distance R = 3.23Á close
to the measured [1] value). Monomer В is the proton donor in this hydrogen
bond and A is the acceptor. An equivalent minimum, with the donor and ac
ceptor interchanged, occurs at ΘΑ = 99° and 180° - θ в = 20°. A rather narrow
interchange path can also be observed in Fig. 2A, with a barrier of 127 c m - 1 .
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FIG. 1. The relevant coordinates of the dimer. The angles are defined as follows:
We take two parallel frames centered on A and В and let the positive ζ axes point
from the center of mass of A to that of B. Consider a geometry with two parallel
umbrellas, the symmetry axes on the ζ axes. Each monomer has an N-H bond in
its xz plane with positive χ coordinate and negative z. In the geometry with all
angles zero the monomer axes are parallel to the corresponding dimer axes. Next
we rotate the monomer symmetry axes such that they have polar angles θχ,ηχ,
where X — A, B. Then 7 = ув — "iA· Finally we rotate the monomers around
their symmetry axes over angles φ A and фв, respectively. The structure drawn has
ΦΑ = 60°, фв = 0°, and 7 = 180°.
A: electrostatic

0
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1>»
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B: total
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FIG. 2. NH3-NH3 potential (in c m - 1 ) as a function of ΘΑ and в, with φ А , фв,
and 7 fixed at their equilibrium values (60°, 0°, 180°). Fig. 2A shows the electrostatic
dipole-quadrupole-octupole interaction energy at R = 3.23 À. Fig. 2B shows the total
potential, at R — 3.373 À; observe the same valley for interchange tunneling as in the
purely electrostatic case of Fig. 2A.
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TABLE 1. Potential parameters. The N-H (or N-D) bond length
is 1.012 Á, the angle between the N-H bonds and the Cz axis is
112.12° and the force center (L) at the lone pair lies on the Сз axis,
0.9885 Â above the nitrogen atom.
Permanent multipole moments (a.u.) [20]
- 0 61056a
-2.15979
-2.52262
+4.17480

Qh
Ql
Ql
Ql
Site-site parameters (a.u.), cf. Eq. (1)

14.0
0.0
0.2
1.8391
1.5549
1.5549
2.662510+ 2
1.32510 - 3
1 29710-2

CN
CL
CH

by

bL
Ьн
AN

Аь
AH
a

The experimental dipole [21] is -0.5789 a.u. = -1.47D.

Note that without the octupole moments this figure would not look very dif
ferently, but there would not be a well-defined hydrogen-bonded equilibrium
structure, because the individual N-H bonds would be free to rotate around
the Сз axes. The octupole is the first multipole moment of NH3 which has a
non-cylindrical component and it fixes the direction of the N-H bonds in the
dimer by introducing фл and фв dependent barriers into the potential. Both
the hydrogen bonded minima occur at φ A = 60° and φ в = 0 ° .
The exchange and dispersion contributions are modeled by a site-site exp-6
interaction

AB = Σ Σ ІЛ<Л> «ФИ 6 * + bj)Rij] + CiCiRg]

V

»ел j e s

(1)

The parameters С, were simply taken from Dykstra and Andrews [22]. In first
instance, the parameters Аг and 6, were fitted such that the minima in the
N-N and H-Η interactions coincide with those of the corresponding LennardJones 12-6 potentials of Dykstra and Andrews. We prefer the exp-6 site-site
potential over the 12-6 potential because the expansion of the resulting NH3NH3 potential (see below) converges much more rapidly for small values of R.
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TABLE 2. Characteristics of the potential energy surface. Both at the minimum
and at the interchange barrier the other angles are 7 = 180°, φ A = 60°, and фв = 0°.
R (Â)
3.3539
3.3314

minimum
interchange barrier

ΘΑ
40.47°
63.34°

180° 84.49°
63.34°

в

energy (cm *)
V = -1018.82
AV =7.41

Ci rotation barriers ( c m - 1 ) , cf. Eq. (10)
at minimum
at interchange barrier•

V3A
142.04
294.94

V3B
-395.57
-294.94

V+
3.85
6.45

V_
-100.97
-143.88

We think that this is due to an exaggeration of the anisotropy in the NH3-NH3
repulsion by the 12-6 model for very short distances. To model the exchange
repulsion we placed force centers L also at the lone pair of NH3, just as Dykstra
et al. Next, we kept the values of o¿ fixed and we varied the parameters A¿.
By an increase of AN the Van der Waals well in the dimer becomes shallower,
but the anisotropy of the potential changes little, since the nitrogen atoms are
close to the centers of mass of the monomers. By an increase of A# and AL we
could lower the height of the interchange barrier from the purely electrostatic
value of 127 c m - 1 to a vanishing barrier. This is mainly due to the repulsion
between the hydrogen bonding H torn of the proton donor and the lone pair
of the acceptor, which makes the hydrogen bonded structure less attractive
and, thereby, reduces the interchange barrier. This feature, and the inclusion
or omission of the octupole moments, has been used to obtain our four model
potentials in Refs. [17,18].
In this chapter we do include the octupole moments and we scale AH and
Αι such that the interchange splittings in the far-infrared spectrum [9] are
reproduced as closely as possible (see Sec. IV). A cut through the resulting
potential is shown in Fig. 2B and some of its characteristics are listed in Ta
ble 2. Although the interchange barrier in the final potential is much lower
than in the purely electrostatic potential of Fig. 2A, the interchange path lies
still in the same narrow valley which was already present in Fig. 2A. So, the
electrostatic interactions determine this interchange path and, mainly, the ex
change repulsion determines the positions of the two equivalent minima on this
path and the height of the barrier between them. Since induction effects are
not explicitly included in our model potential and we finally optimize its shape
by a fit of some experimental frequencies, one must consider this potential as
being largely empirical.
Before we actually use our potential to calculate the VRT states, we expand
it in the complete orthogonal set of angular functions
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Α{\}(ΊΑ,ΘΑ,ΦΑ,ΊΒ,ΘΒ,ΦΒ)

-Μ ο)

= Σ ( Μ

^Ά-ΤΛ,ΘΛ,ΦΛΥ

Όί^ΚΒ(ΊΒ,θΒ,φΒγ

(2)

as follows
(ІІ,7А,

А,ФА,1В,

В,ФВ)

= ^ % { л } ( Л ) Α{\}{ΊΑ,ΘΑ,ΦΑ,ΊΒ,ΘΒ,ΦΒ)-

(3)

{Λ}

The composite label {Λ} is defined as {LA,KA,LB,KB,L}.
The functions
•^mfc a r e elements of Wigner rotation matrices [23], the expression in large
parentheses is a 3j symbol. Note that the potential is a six-dimensional one,
because it depends on 7,4 and 7д only through the difference angle 7 = 73 —
η A· In Ref. [24] it is explained how to calculate the expansion coefficients
υ
{Λ}(·η) by numerical quadrature from a given potential for each value of R.
Here, this procedure is applied to the exp-6 site-site interactions. For the
electrostatic interactions between the multipole moments Q¡£ and Qjf the
expansion coefficients are simply

(¿LJ

v{A}(R) =SLA+LB,L(-1)LA(2L+1)^

QLK\QKBBR~LA-LB-\

(4)

and these are added to the expansion of the site-site interactions. We truncate
this expansion at a given L m a x by including all terms with LA < Lmax and
LB < ¿max. with all the allowed values of К A and KB (which are multiples of
3, because of the threefold symmetry in NH 3 ) and of L < LA + LBOnce the intermolecular potential of (N113)2 is known, it is easy to ob
tain the potential of (ND 3 )2, since this involves only a new definition of the
angles and the intermolecular distance. If the hydrogen atoms are replaced by
deuterium atoms, the monomer center of mass is shifted along the threefold
symmetry axis by ξ = 0.04720 Â. With these new centers of mass we obtain
new coordinates R', 7', Θ'Α, φ'Α, 'в, and ф'в, which can be expressed in terms
of the old coordinates with the aid of the following relations
R'=

[R2 + 2£R(cos0 A - cos θ в)
, OÍ2/I

а

1 11

„:

а

2

+ 2 ζ ( 1 - cos ΘΑ cos θ в - sin ΘΑ sin θ в cos 7)]
COS

ίθ'Α=

COS ίθ'

Β=

COSis 77' =
COS ι φ'
ф'А =
Α

[R COS ΘΑ + ξ(1 — cos ΘΑ cos θ в - sin ΘΑ sin
[RCOS0B
[sin

ΘΑ

[R sin

sin θ в c o s 7 + cos
ΘΑ

в

cos 7)] /R'

- ξ{1 - COS0A COS0B - БІПОл SÌn#B COS"/)]/R'
cos

ΦΑ

ΘΑ COS

+ ξ c o s φA

(COS

θ В - cos 'л c o s
7 c o s ΘΑ sin

в

'в] / ( s i n

- sin

А

'А sin

cos θ в )

'в)
(5)
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+ ζ sin фл sin θ в sin j]/(R' sin Θ'Α )
sin φ'Α = [R sin 0л sin ΦΑ + ζ sin </>л (cos 7 cos 0л sin 0β - sin ΘΑ COS öß)
— ξ cos <Дд sin θ в sin 7] / (i?' sin Θ'Α )
cos 0' в = [R sin 0в cos φ в — ξ cos 0в (cos 7 cos 0в sin ΘΑ - sin #в cos ΘΑ )
+ ξ sin фв sin Яд sin 7] ¡{R' sin ÖB)
sin <?!>в = [R sin 0в sin фв — ξ sin фв (cos 7 cos #в sin ΘΑ —sin θ В cos ö^ )
- ξ cos </>в sin ΘΑ sin 7] / (Я' sin 'в ).
The site-site potential can be transformed exactly into these new coordinates,
since this only involves a shift in the z coordinates of the force centers, with
respect to the monomer frames. For the translation of the multipole moments
of NH3 to the center of mass of ND 3 we use the following translation formula
[23]

Ä

= Σ ( 2 2 λ)

ì *'" Лс1 т-\«) С - A,m - μ;\,μ\1,τη),

Q

(6)

where Q* and Q'^ are the multipole moments with respect to the old and the
new centers of mass, ξ is the translation vector, ξ is the length of this vector,
ξ are its polar angles and Cl^ß
is a Racah spherical harmonic [23]. The
quantity in pointed brackets is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. Since, in this
case, the translation vector lies along the (monomer) z axis we can use that
^ηΓ-μ(π>0) = ( — 1)' Λ<5μπι· Although in our electrostatic potential we include
only the multipoles with λ < 3 on the NH3 monomers, we must include also the
contributions from the multipoles of ND 3 with larger I, if we want to transform
the electrostatic potential exactly. In practice, we truncate I at Lma.x, in line
with the truncation of the angular expansion of the site- site potential.
B. The Hamiltonian and the symmetry-adapted basis for the VRT states.
In the coordinate system described above the Hamiltonian of the ammonia
dimer can be written as [7,25]

+

(Ъ

1 А

,

А,ФА,1В,

,ФВ).

В

(7)

The first term is the radial kinetic energy. The second term describes the
rotational kinetic energy of the ammonia monomers. The constants Αχ are the
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rotational constants of the rigid monomers, j A X and j B X are the body-fixed
angular momentum operators. The third term describes the overall rotation
of the dimer and the Coriolis interaction. The operator j is defined as j =
j A + j B , where j A and j B are the space-fixed counterparts of j A and j B .
The total angular momentum operator is represented by J , which is expressed
with respect to the dimer frame. The operator 2j · J which appears in the
Coriolis interactions can be separated into a term 2jzJz which is diagonal in the
basis of Eq. (9), with eigenvalues 2K2, and an off-diagonal term j+J+ +J-J-.
The step-up and step-down operators and their action on the basis of Eq. (9)
are defined in Refs. [24,25]. They connect basis functions of given К with
functions K' = К ± 1. In the first stage of our calculations we used the helicity
decoupling approximation, i.e., we neglected the small effects of the off-diagonal
Coriolis coupling. This makes К a good quantum number. In the final stage
we included the term with j+J+ and j-J- in the calculation of the VRT states.
The resulting mixing of functions with different K, although small, is essential
to explain some of the observed splittings (see also the chapter 3 [19]). The
fourth term is the expanded intermolecular potential.
A contracted radial basis <p„(.R) was created by diagonalization of the
Hamiltonian
H

~*=-£R-ÊÏR+V^R)

{8)

in a basis of Morse type functions [26]. The potential VT&(¡ in this Hamiltonian is obtained from the six-dimensional potential by fixing all angles at their
equilibrium values. A suitable basis for diagonalizing the entire Hamiltonian
fíVdw is
|¿4, * A, JB,fcfl,j , K, J, Af, Tl)
-(2χ4 + 1)(2;/β + 1 ) ( 2 7 + ΐ ν 1 / 2

^±Ы,

Σ

*"W

А,ФАГО^ВІВЬВ,

{9)

,ФВГ

В

ΩΑΩΒ

Χ

(JA^A\3B^B\jK)D{^K(a,ß,0r

In this basis the rotation functions D^ ¿ and D^ k of the monomers are
Clebsch-Gordan coupled. The free (internal) rotor basis has two advantages.
A computational advantage is that the kinetic energy matrix elements are extremely simple and the angular integrals in the matrix elements of the expanded potential are just products of a 9j symbol with some 3j symbols (see
Refs. [24,25]). A conceptual advantage is that the use of free rotor functions

2.2 Theory
TABLE 3. Characteristics of the expanded potential.
-^max

я (A)

ΘΑ

minimum

5
6

3.3664
3.3676

39.75°
40.29°

180° 85.35°
84.77°

interchange barrier

5
6

3.3395
3.3430

63.28°
63.34°

63.28°
63.34°

в

energy (cm
V = -1020.29
-1017.08

l

)

AV = 6.83
7.46

does not introduce any bias for specific orientations of the monomers. The orientational distributions in the VRT states will be determined by the anisotropy
of the potential surface. Truncation of the basis at a given j m a x implies that we
include all angular basis functions with JA < j m a x and JB < Jmax> with к A and
кв running over all the values allowed for a given irreducible representation of
the symmetry group (see below) and all the allowed j < JA + JB •
The use of the full symmetry of the system was essential in our calcula
tions. The molecular symmetry group, which by definition consists of feasible
permutations and inversion, is of order 36, as long as we assume the um
brella inversions to be frozen. Otherwise it is of order 144. These groups
are denoted as Gze and G144, respectively. In this chapter we focus on G36,
which has four one-dimensional irreducible representations (irreps), designated
Ai, г = 1,... ,4, four two-dimensional irreps (Ei, г = 1,... ,4) and one fourdimensional irrep G. The states of Ai symmetry are states with two ortho
monomers, those of Ei symmetry belong to two para monomers and G states
describe a mixed ortho-para dimer. The labels кл and кв in the basis of Eq. (9)
are 0 (mod 3) for ortho monomers and ± 1 (mod 3) for para monomers. For
more details on the symmetry adaptation of this basis we refer to the Appendix
of Ref. [7]. In chapter 3 [19] we will explicitly consider the umbrella inversions
and make extensive use of the group G144.
III. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS
First we discuss some aspects which are relevant for the accuracy of our results.
The angular expansion of our potential, Eq. (3), has been truncated at L m a x =
5 or at L m a x = 6. The expansion coefficients v^(R)
were calculated by
seven-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature [27] for the angles ΘΑ and в on the
interval [0,π], seven-point Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature for 7 on the interval
[0, π] and six-point Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature for φ A and фв on the interval
[0,2π/3]. From a comparison of Table 3 with Table 2 it is evident that the larger
expansion (Lm&x = 6) is indeed slightly more accurate. The expansion with
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¿max = 5 comprises 783 terms, for Lm&K = 6 it contains 1972 terms. The
time needed to calculate the VRT states scales about linearly with the length
of the potential expansion. Since these calculations are very demanding, and
since the essential characteristics of the potential surface are quite accurately
reproduced by the expansion with L m a x = 5 we decided to use the latter.
The procedure to transform the potential from (ΝΗ3)·2 to (ND3) 2 has
been explained in Sec. IIA. In Table 4 we show that this transformation is
very accurate indeed. The angular expansion of the ND3-ND3 potential was
truncated at L m a x = 5, just as the expansion of the NH3-NH3 potential; the
errors introduced by this truncation are similarly small. By comparison of
Table 4 with Table 2 it can be seen that, both for the equilibrium and for the
interchange saddle point, the distance R' is larger than R by 0.04 Â; the angles
Θ'Α and 180° - 'в are smaller than А and 180° - в by about 1.3°. Hence,
the change from the (N113)2 coordinates to the (ND 3 )2 coordinates will have
some effect on the (observable) quantities which depend on these coordinates
(such as the end-over-end rotational constant, the axial component of the dipole
moment and the nuclear quadrupole splittings). This has to be distinguished
from the effects which follow from vibrational averaging.
In our earlier calculations [17,18] we truncated the angular basis at
j m a x = 5. This was sufficient to get the important VRT splittings accurate to
about 20%, so that they could be semi-quantitatively compared with the exper
imental data, and used to understand some interesting qualitative features. In
the present calculations we wish to improve the accuracy of the calculated VRT
splittings, so that we can make a much more detailed comparison with the mea
sured far-infrared spectrum, try to systematically improve the potential and see
whether the other observed quantities can also be reproduced precisely by this
potential. Table 5 shows that a basis with j m A K = 7 is probably sufficient to
achieve this goal. This is the basis which we used in our further calculations.
The radial basis consists of six Morse type functions [26] with variationally
optimized parameters £*Morse = 1018.82cm -1 , -Ritorse = 3.354Â for (NH3)2
and 3.395 À for (ND3)2, and WMorsc = 108 c m - 1 . These functions were first
used to diagonalize the radial Hamiltonian in Eq. (8), which yields a contracted
basis φη(Κ). In our calculations of the six-dimensional VRT states we used the
lowest three of these contracted functions. All integrations over the coordinate
R were performed by 12-point Gauss-Laguerre quadrature. With the angular
basis truncated at j m a x = 7 this yields a total basis size of about 12000, for the
G states.
The calculations were performed on an IBM RS6000 model 370 worksta
tion. Since it was not possible to store a full H matrix in main memory, we
used Davidson's algorithm [28] to obtain the lowest few eigenvalues and eigen-

2.3 Computational aspects
TABLE 4. Position of minimum and interchange barrier in the coordinates of
(ND 3 ) 2
minimum
original potential*
transformed potential
0
expanded transformed potential
interchange barrier
original potential*
0
transformed potential
0
expanded transformed potential

Я'(А)
3 39526
3 39526
3 40569
R' (Á)
3 37483
3 37484
3 38151

ΘΆ
39 16065
39 16171
38 36145
'л
61 90643
61 90644
61 83157

180° - 'в
83 18476
83 18391
84 12056
180° - Ö'B
61 90643
61 90644
61 83157

V' (cm - 1 )
-1018 8201
-1018 8206
-1020 3042
AV' (cm" 1 )
7 4068
7 4052
6 8183

a

Non-translated multipoles and site-site potential
Translated multipoles and site-site potential
c
Translated multipoles and expanded site-site potential, expansion with Lmax = 5
b

TABLE 5. Energies of some VRT states as a function of basis size.
J max

5
6
7
8

basis size
732
1713
3228
5352

A, energy (cm"- 1 )
-622 8963
-634 8308
-638 5052
-639 4697

A4 energy (cm *)
-600 8745
-617 2713
-622 6509
-624 0870

A4 -Ai (cm -1)
22 0218
17 5595
15 8543
15 3827

vectors of this matrix. About 60 iterations were needed to obtain an accuracy
better than 1 0 - 1 0 c m - 1 in the eigenvalues.
The VRT states were calculated for J = 0 and J = 1. For the E\, E2,
and G states with J = 1 we first calculated the eigenvectors for К = —1, 0,
and 1 separately, while neglecting the off-diagonal Coriolis coupling. The A\,
Л2 states, the A3, A4 states, and the E3, E4 states with |Ä"| = 1 are pairwise
degenerate when the off-diagonal Coriolis coupling is neglected, and we needed
to calculate only one eigenvector per degenerate pair. The eigenfunctions of
these states involve the projectors E ± Iag (see Table 4 of Ref. [19]), which
combine the functions with К = 1 and those with К = — 1. They must be taken
together with the corresponding eigenfunctions calculated for J = 1 and К = 0.
Next, we included the off-diagonal terms (2ßR2)~1]+J+ and (2/iiî 2 ) _ 1 j_ J_ in
two different manners. In the first method we evaluated the coupling matrices
between the eigenstates from the first stage of the calculations for a (limited)
number of the lowest eigenvectors with К = —1, 0, and 1. Especially when
these eigenstates are nearly degenerate, such as for instance the G states with
К = 0 which are numbered (11,12) in Table 6 and in Ref. [9] and the G states
with \K\ = 1 numbered (9,10), we obtain relatively large mixing of these states.
This method of calculating these couplings is similar to the experimentalists'
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TABLE 6. Energy levels of (РШз)2 in cm \ relative to the J = К = 0 ground
1
-1
-1
states Ai : -638.5052 cm" , E\ : -627.9199 c m , G : -634.5389cm .
іггер

state labels*

Αι
Ai
Ει
Ег
Es
E*
G
G

(1)
(4)
(3,4)
(15,16)
(1,2)
(13,14)
(1,2)
(11,12)

ь

Аг/А2
Ъ
А3/А4
Er
E!
EÌ
EÌ

E3/E4
E3/E4
G
G
G
G

(2,3)
(6,5)
(5,6)
(11,12)
(17,18)
(23,24)
(7,9/8,10)
(19,21/20,22)
(3,4)
(5,6)
(9,10)
(13,14)

calculated
J = K =0
0.0000
15.8543
0.0000
19.1355
0.2955
19.1621
0.0000
20.2535
J = \K | = 1
7.7258
24.8769
-2.5202
10.4532
12.6870
35.5680
1.1912
25.9143
3.9586
8.1474
20.0983
32.6457

experiment [9]
0.0000
16.1211
0.0000
19.3573
-0.0058
19.2332
0.0000
20.4867
7.3652/7.3655
24.6542/24.6526
-2.2998
9.9379
12.8326
35.4641
1.2651/1.2780
25.6346/25.6349
4.0873
8.0258
20.3123
32.9436

"State labels as in Fig. 3 of Ref. [9]; the At states as in Fig. 3(c), the Ег states as in
Fig. 3(a), and the G states as in Fig. 3(b). The splitting of the Ei and G levels by
umbrella inversion tunneling is treated in Ref. [19].
b
The splitting of the calculated levels by Coriolis interactions is given in Table 7.
manner of extracting them from the spectra and we can compare the calculated
couplings directly with experiment. In the second method we calculated the
complete off-diagonal coupling matrices between the symmetry-adapted basis
functions. Then we put these, together with the diagonal blocks for К =
- 1 , 0, and 1 which were obtained earlier, into a large Я matrix. We applied
Davidson's algorithm [28] to obtain the lowest eigenvectors of this matrix; as
starting vectors we used the eigenvectors of the diagonal block for a given K,
supplemented with zeroes for the other values of K. After a few iterations we
obtained the full eigenstates which include the Coriolis mixing.
Finally, we note that the rotational constants used in these calculations
are Ax = Ay = 9.945 c m - 1 and Az = 6.229 c m - 1 for NH 3 , and Ax = Ay =
5.143cm - 1 and Az = 3.124cm - 1 for ND 3 . The nuclear masses are m # =
1.007825 amu, mD = 2.0140 amu, and mN = 14.00307amu.

2.4 Results

IV. RESULTS

A. The potential
As explained in Refs. [7,9,17], the splitting of 16.1cm - 1 between the lowest Αχ
and Ai states with К = 0 and the splitting of 19.3 c m - 1 between the lowest
E1/E3 states and the EifE^, states should be interpreted as due to interchange
tunneling. Also the splitting of 20.5 c m - 1 between the lowest G states is mainly
due to this interchange tunneling. Since these splittings are comparable with
the height of the barrier, it is questionable even whether we may still call this
tunneling. In Ref. [17] we introduced four model potentials, I to IV, and cal
culated the corresponding VRT levels. We found that potential III with an
interchange barrier of 24 c m - 1 could semi-quantitatively reproduce these inter
change splittings. From the other calculated properties it appeared, however,
that the best potential would probably lie between this potential III and po
tential IV, which has an interchange barrier of 1 c m - 1 . Later we discovered
that these splittings were still lowered when we increased the angular basis
from jmax = 5 to jmax = 7> see Sec. III. The potential which we present here is
obtained by interpolation between the model potentials III and IV of Ref. [17],
with the aim to obtain the best interchange splittings for К = 0, in calcula
tions with j m a x = 7. This yields the values of the parameters A^, AH, and
AL for the exchange repulsion which, together with all other parameters, are
listed in Table 1. It should be noted that the splittings are mainly affected
by Ац and AL , which change (primarily) the anisotropy of the potential (cf.
Sec. IIA). The value of Адг, which determines mainly the well depth, is less
well determined. The ΘΑ and θ в dependence of the resulting potential is shown
in Fig. 2B, some of its characteristics are given in Table 2. The equilibrium
structure may be qualified as bent hydrogen-bonded, with a bending angle of
40° for the lone pair of the proton acceptor and 28° for the N-H bond of the
proton donor, with respect to the axis between the centers of mass. The cor
responding angles with respect to the N-N axis are 42° and 26°. If we cut
the potential at fixed R, the interchange barrier is strongly dependent on the
value of R which is chosen. For distances shorter than the minimum where the
exchange repulsion is strong, the cyclic structure has the lowest energy. For
larger distances, the electrostatic interactions dominate, the hydrogen bonded
structure is stabilized and the barrier at the cyclic geometry increases. We
define the interchange barrier as the difference between the lowest energy of a
cyclic structure (with R relaxed) and the energy at the equilibrium geometry.
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This barrier is very low, 7 c m - 1 . Still, it turns out to be important for the
understanding of the properties of this dimer (see below) that the equilibrium
structure is not the cyclic (or antiparallel) structure.
The barriers to rotation of the monomers about their C<¡ axes were obtained by making a two-dimensional Fourier expansion of the potential as a
function of фл and фв with all other angles and the distance fixed at their
equilibrium values or at their values at the interchange barrier. The relevant
parameters are defined by
(фА,Фв) = V0 + ±

со83фА

ЗА

+ |V3BCOS30B

-I- \V+ СОБЗІФА + Фв) + \V-

СО ЪІФА - Фв)·

(Ю)

One observes in Table 2 that the barriers to rotation, ЗА and зв, are much
higher than the interchange barrier. Also the barrier to antigeared rotation
(V_) is rather high, the barrier to geared rotation (V+) of the (nearly antipar
allel) monomers is much lower. Among the various cases discussed [29] for the
internal mobility of (І^Нз)г this is the / + 2C3 limit. In Sec. IVA, where we
discuss the far-infrared spectrum, we will show that these characteristics of the
potential are reflected by specific features in the spectrum.
B. The far-infrared spectrum of (NHj)j
Once the potential was obtained, we calculated all the levels with К = 0 and
\K\ = 1 which were determined from the far-infrared spectrum of Loeser et al.
[9] Table 6 summarizes the results. The small Coriolis splittings are not yet
included; below they will be discussed explicitly. We observe that not only the
three interchange splittings: A4-A1, E2-E1, G-G for К = 0 are accurately
reproduced, but that also the splittings of all the observed states with \K\ = 1
and the positions of these levels relative to the К = 0 levels are in very good
agreement with experiment. This is clearly illustrated by Fig. 3. Since we have
used only three of the interchange splittings to fix the potential, it seems that
all the observed levels are mainly sensitive to the shape of the potential along
the interchange path.
Let us consider in particular the E3-E1 and E4-E2 splittings for К = 0.
These splittings are determined by the potential, not by the weak Coriolis
interactions, so it is remarkable that the observed splittings are so small:
—0.0058 and —0.0711 c m - 1 , respectively. The calculations with j m a x = 7
are not yet accurate enough to reproduce such small splittings, but we found
that the calculated values are small too and that they were still decreasing
when we increased our angular basis size. We have theoretically analyzed
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FIG. 3. Comparison of computed and observed levels of (N113)2. Dashed lines:
computed; solid lines: observed [9]. The К = 0 ground levels of species A\, E\, and
G are adjusted. In several cases the difference between computed and observed values
is within the width of the lines.

these splittings and we found that they are related to the hindered rotation
of the monomers about their C3 axes. There are two limiting cases in which
these splittings disappear: the free rotor limit with no barriers in фд and
фв and the rigid limit in which фд and фв are clamped at their equilibrium
values of 60° and 0°. The actual barriers in the potential are given in Ta
ble 2. In Table IV of chapter 3 [19] and in the Appendix of Ref. [7] one can
observe that the E3 and E4 states correspond to geared rotations over фл
and фв'- their eigenstates are composed of |fcyi(mod3),fcß(mod3)) = |1,1)
basis functions. The Ει and Ε-i states are the corresponding antigeared ro
tations: |Ä;^(mod3),A:B(mod3)) = |1, — 1)- The E3- Ει and EA-E2 splittings
are caused by the difference between V+ and V_, the barriers to geared and
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TABLE 7. Coriohs coupling effects in (NH 3 ) 2 for J = 1

irrep

state labels*

Ail At
A3/A<
Е3/Ел
E3/E4

(2/3)
(6/5)
(7,9/8,10)
(19,21/20,22)

G

(11,12/9,10)

a

calculated
splittings (MHz)
shifts (MHz)
-129 Э/-98 3
31 6
-95 3/-136 4
-41 1
-209 0/146 9
356
-176 4/-167 5
89
coupling (MHz)
1233

experiment [9]
splittings (MHz)
10 9
-49 5
384
73
coupling (MHz)
1270

The states are labeled as in Table 6

antigeared rotations, but in order to obtain such splittings there has to be mix
ing between the basis functions with different к A and kg. Such mixing is caused
by the barriers ЗА and зд which hinder these rotations. It can be concluded
from Table 2 that these barriers are high in comparison with the rotational
constants of the monomers. In addition to this analysis, we made calculations
of the two-dimensional VRT states with the potential given by Eq. (10). Prom
these two-dimensional model calculations we found that the E3-E1 and E4-E2
splittings decreased when we increased VZA and зд. This implies that the C3
rotations are closer to the rigid limit than to the free rotor limit. We conclude
that the small E3-E1 and E4-E2 splittings are due to a near quenching of the
C3 rotations. These small splittings, and the much larger interchange splittings
of the order of 20 c m - 1 , are the observable manifestations that the ammonia
dimer is in the I + 2C 3 limit [29].
On the other hand, we can conclude that the C3 rotations are not com
pletely quenched. We observe, for instance, in Table б that the zero-point en
ergies of ortho-ortho dimers (the Л, states), ortho-рага dimers (the G states),
and para-para dimers (the Ег states) differ by 4.0 and 6.6 c m - 1 . The ortho
monomers have basis functions with kx = 0 (mod 3), and para monomers
with kx = ± 1 (mod 3); the difference between the ground state energies is
16.17cm - 1 in the free monomer. If the C3 rotations were completely quenched
in the dimer, the ortho-para differences would have vanished. We show be
low that the ortho-para differences have important consequences for the dipole
moment observed in the (mixed) G states and for the change of this dipole
moment when going from (N113)2 to (ND 3 )2. We end this point by noting that
for \K\ = 1 the (calculated and observed) E3-E1 and E4 E-¿ splittings are not
particularly small; additional work is needed to clarify this finding.
Let us now discuss the effects of Conolis coupling on the levels with J = 1.
Experimentally [9] these effects are manifested in two ways. First, one observes

2.4 Results

that some of the states which would be degenerate without Coriolis coupling,
are actually split. This applies to the A1/A2 states, the A3/A4 states, and
the E3/E4 states with \K\ = 1 (see Table 6). Secondly, one can see from
irregularities in the rotational spacings that some states must be perturbed by
Coriolis mixing. In practice, this can only be seen when the levels with different
К that perturb each other are close in energy.
For the A1/A2, A3/A4, and E3/E4 levels we calculated the Coriolis split
ting by both the methods described in Sec. III. In the first method we included
the lowest ten eigenstates of the unperturbed Hamiltonian—the perturbation
is the off-diagonal Coriolis coupling -for each value of \K\. The correspond
ing eigenvalues range over 150 c m - 1 , approximately. The full Hamiltonian was
diagonalized in this basis of eigenstates. We found, however, that the result
ing Coriolis splittings in the energy levels were still not converged, i.e., they
changed considerably when we varied the number of unperturbed eigenstates in
the basis. Hence, for these levels we decided to use the second method. Thus,
the effect of all unperturbed eigenstates obtained from a given primitive basis
was (implicitly) included, via Davidson's algorithm for the calculation of the
eigenvalues of the full perturbed Hamiltonian. The results are given in Table 7.
We observe that, in general, the mostly very small Coriolis splittings are caused
by much larger, but unequal, shifts of the degenerate energy levels. So, it is not
surprising that it was hard to converge the splittings by the first method. Only
when one of the unperturbed levels with \K\ — 1 is close in energy to a level
of the same symmetry with К = 0, is the resulting splitting relatively larger.
This occurs for the E4 level (8,10) with \K\ = 1, which couples to the E4 level
that is the J = 1 counterpart of the E3 level (1,2) with J — 0. The shift of
this E4 level (8,10) is in the opposite direction to that of the E3 level (7,9)
and the resulting Coriolis splitting is relatively large. The splitting obtained
by the first method was more stable in this case, although it was still about
15% larger than the value given in Table 7. We may conclude, especially since
we found that the Coriolis splittings are differences of much larger shifts, that
the calculated lesults are in good agreement with experiment.
For the Ει, Ei, and G levels the Coriolis shifts are hidden in the, much
larger, spacings between the VRT levels. Still, for the G state (9,10) with
К = 1 and the G state (11,12) with К = 0, which are nearly degenerate, a
Coriolis coupling constant could be extracted from the spectrum 1 [9]. We also
calculated the coupling between these (unperturbed) eigenstates, necessarily
'Some Coriolis coupling constants between E\ states which were given in Ref [9], are
not considered here, since they implicitly account for some effects which are actually
caused by umbrella inversion tunneling, see Ref [19]
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by the first method. We observe in Table 7 that the result agrees very well
with the experimental value. Furthermore, we wish to point out that the effect
of Coriolis mixing in the G states with К = ± 1 , in particular in state (9,10), is
explicitly reflected by the umbrella inversion splittings of these states. Without
such mixing these splittings would vanish; in reality there are small splittings.
This effect of the Coriolis coupling is calculated and discussed in chapter 3 [19];
there is good agreement between theory and experiment, in this case also.
C. The properties of ( N H 3 ) a

The (average) orientations of the monomer symmetry axes in the dimer were
probed experimentally by measuring two quantities: the dipole moment or,
more specifically, its component μα along the dimer bond axis, and the nuclear
quadrupole splittings. Although we predicted [7] that also the E¡ and E4
states with \K\ > 0 will have a dipole moment, all measurements of these
quantities refer only to the G states (i.e., the mixed ortho-рага states). A
very recent measurement concerns the nuclear quadrupole splitting in the E3
and E\ states with \K\ = 1. This, and the corresponding calculations and
theoretical interpretation, will be described in chapter 4 [30]. The older papers
[1,2] probed only the lowest G state with К — 0; in a more recent paper [12]
the dipole moment of two G states with \K\ = 1 was measured and found to
be very different from the К = 0 value (see Table 8).
We calculated the axial component of the dipole moment by taking the
expectation value of the following operator
μα = ßo [ P i i c o s ^ ) + Pi(cosÖ B )] (1 + 2 а і Г 3 )

(11)

over the relevant VRT states. The R independent terms are the projections of
the permanent dipoles of the monomers (μο = QQ = —1.47D) on the dimer
bond axis, the Pi are Legendre polynomials. The terms with R~3 are the dipoleinduced dipoles. We neglected the small anisotropy of the polarizability of
NH3 by including only the contributions from its isotropic value а = 13.95 a.u.
[20]. We also neglected higher induction terms such as the quadrupole-induced
dipoles, because it is likely that all such terms are comparable in size to the
overlap-induced terms. The latter terms can only be obtained from a full
calculation of the dipole surface for the dimer. We estimate that the uncertainty
in the calculated dipole moment by the neglect of these terms is of the order
of 0.1 D.
For the G states with К = 0 two independent quantities can be extracted
from the nuclear quadrupole splittings. They are the axial field gradient tensors

2.4 Results
TABLE 8. Properties of (NH3)2 in the lowest G states.

rotational constant 0
(ßa)ac
ла
180° - θΒά

state labels*
calculated
К =0
4995 MHz
(1,2)
-0.66D
(1,2)
48.22°
(1,2)
65.10°
(1,2)

experiment [1,2,12]
5110 MHz
0.74 D
48.6°
64.5°

1*1 = 1
(^)G

C

(^a)c C
с

Ыс

(3,4)
(5,6)
(9,10)

0.19D
-0.74 D
-0.12D

0.10D
<0.09D

a

The states are labeled as in Table 6.
The energy difference calculated between the J = 1 and J = 0 levels gives the same
result as the expectation value ((2μΑ 2 ) - 1 ).
c
Only the absolute value of the dipole moment (μα) can be measured.
d
From (Pa(cos6x)) with X = A or B, experimentally obtained from nuclear
quadrupole splittings.
on the nitrogens of the NH 3 monomers, projected on the dimer bond axis. If
one neglects the very small mixing of К = 0 with К = ± 1 states, these projec
tions are proportional to the expectation values of P2(COS9A) and /^(cosöß).
Further, it is assumed as in Refs. [1,2] that the monomer field gradient tensors
are not affected by the interactions between the monomers. This is probably
a safe assumption, since primarily the outer regions of the monomer electronic
wave functions are changed by these interactions, and the field gradient tensor
involves the expectation value of r - 3 over these wave functions (where г is the
distance of the electrons to the nitrogen nucleus).
In Table 8 the measured properties are compared with the calculated val
ues. Given the estimated uncertainty of 0.1 D in (μ„), the calculated dipole
moment |{μ 0 )| = 0.66D agrees very well with the value of 0.74D measured by
Nelson et al. [1] for the lowest G state with К = 0. The "average" angles θ A
and 180° — θ в which we extract from the expectation values (P2(COS6A)) and
(P2(cos0ß)) agree even better. Also the observed [12] strong decrease of the
dipole moment in the G states with \K\ = 1 is very well reproduced by the
calculations. Note, incidentally, that this substantial decrease is another sign of
the extreme non-rigidity of (NHs)2 along the interchange coordinate. Hence, we
may conclude, both from the dipole moment and from the nuclear quadrupole
splittings, that the potential which so nicely reproduces the far-infrared spectrum performs very well also for the observed properties. We predict that the
very small values of the dipole moment (0.10 D and < 0.09 D) which were
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TABLE 9. Energy levels of (ND 3 b in c m
for J = К = 0, relative to the ground states
Ai : -716.8088 cm- 1 , Ex : -712.6018 cm - 1 ,
G : -714.8502 c m - 1 .
irrep
Αι
A4

calculated
0.0000
11.0341

EA

0.0000
13.7769
0.2744
14.3128

G
G

0.0000
13.0607

Ει
Ei

Ез

measured for the lowest and the second excited G state with \K\ = 1, will not
be found for the first excited state. The dipole moment that we calculate for
this state (0.74 D) is slightly larger even than the value (0.66 D) calculated for
the lowest G state with К = 0.
Finally, we remark that the measured rotational constant of the lowest
G state with К = 0 is 5110 MHz. From the energy difference between the
J = 1 and the J = 0 levels we calculate a value of 4995 MHz, the expectation
2 -1
value ((2μ.η ) ) also equals 4995 MHz. The agreement with experiment could
have been further improved if we had tried to optimize the repulsive parameter
AN in our model potential. This parameter affects mainly the well depth and
the position of the minimum in the potential (see Sees. IIA and IVA). We
have not attempted to do this.
D. Far-infrared spectrum and properties of ( N D 3 ) 2
The far-infrared spectrum of (ND 3 ) 2 has not yet been measured. We predict
(see Table 9) that the Α\-Αι, E2-E1, and G-G splittings which are due to
interchange tunneling are about 30% smaller than in (NH3)2- This decrease
is nearly proportional to the square root of the ratio between the rotational
constants [AyOs/Л^"3]1/2
= 0.72; we consider the constants Ay here, because
the interchange tunneling path corresponds to a concerted rotation of both
monomers around their у axes. The zero-point energies are lower than in
(МНз)г by about 20%, but the ortho-рага differences in these energies (2.0

2.4 Results
TABLE 10. Properties of (ND 3 ) 2 in the lowest G state for К = 0.
rotational constant*

Ысь
С

А

180° -

с
в

calculated

experiment [2]

4300 MHz
-0.38 D
51.21°
61.74°

4190 MHz
0.57D
49.6°
62.6°

"Expectation value ((2μη 2 ) _ 1 ).
b
Only the absolute value of the dipole moment {μα) can be measured.
c
From (P2(cos0x)) with X - A or B.
and 2.2 c m - 1 ) are smaller by a factor of two (roughly), just like the rotational
constants of the free monomers.
The rotational constant of (N03)2 calculated for the ground state of G
symmetry agrees quite well with the measured value (see Table 9). Although
the difference between this rotational constant and the value for (N113)2 should
be mainly ascribed to the reduced mass ratio, there remains a change of 3.5%
(in the measured values) that reflects the change in the average distance. Ac
cording to the rotational constants, the average value of R should be larger in
(ND3)2 than in (N113)2, contrary to the expected effect of vibrational averaging
in R. This may be mostly explained by the increase of R which follows from
the coordinate transformation, see Sec III. But, in addition, vibrational aver
aging effects which involve the angular motions (i.e., angular-radial coupling)
will play a role.
The dipole moment and the nuclear quadrupole splittings of (N03)2 have
been measured [2] for the ground state of G symmetry. These data, and some
similar data for other isotopomers of (NH3)2, led Nelson et al. [1,2] to their con
clusion that the ammonia dimer is nearly rigid and that not only its average
structure but also its equilibrium structure must be nearly cyclic. In partic
ular, they found that the already small dipole moment (0.74 D) of (NH 3 ) 2 is
still lower (0.57 D) for (ND 3 ) 2 . Since this heavier species might be expected to
stay more closely to the equilibrium geometry, they inferred from their mea
surements that the dipole moment in the equilibrium geometry of the dimer
must be even smaller than 0.57D. We found in our calculations (see Table 10)
that the G state dipole moment of (ND3)2 is indeed smaller (0.38 D) than that
of (NH 3 ) 2 (calculated to be 0.66D). For the equilibrium geometry in our po
tential we obtain a value of 1.08 D for (ΝΗ 3 )2, however, and 1.07D for (N03)2The latter difference occurs, because we consider the axial component of the
dipole moment and the axis which connects the monomer centers of mass is
oriented slightly differently in (NH3)2 than in (N03)2- So, the dipole mo-
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(NHs),

(ND,),

FIG. 4. The lowest G state wave functions (absolute squared) of (N£[3)2 and
(ЮТз)2 in the ΘΑ-ΘΒ plane, with фл, фв, and 7 are fixed at their equilibrium values
(60°, 0°, 180°) and R = 3.373 Â. Note that the wave functions are not symmetric with
respect to reflection in the diagonal, unlike the potential in Fig. 2B from which they
are obtained.

ment decreases rather than increases, by the effect of vibrational averaging,
which seems contradictory to the (observed and calculated) smaller value for
the heavier species.
One can understand this result if one first remembers that, for symmetry
reasons [7], it is only the G states (for all K) and the E3/Ei states (for Κ φ 0)
which may have a non-zero dipole moment. The G states are mixed ortho-para
species and the dipole moment occurs because the VRT wave functions of these
states are asymmetric in the interchange coordinate, see Figs. 4 and 5, even
though the potential has two equivalent minima and is symmetric with respect
to interchange (see Fig. 2). Two typical changes can be observed in these wave
functions, when going from (NH 3 ) 2 to (ND 3 ) 2 . First, as expected, one can see
in Fig. 4, and even more clearly in Fig. 5, that the wave function of (ND 3 ) 2 is
larger at its maximum, which occurs at one of the two minima in the potential.
This effect will increase the average dipole moment. But, secondly, one can
also observe that the wave function of (ND 3 ) 2 is relatively larger at the other
(equivalent) minimum. In other words, it is more symmetric with respect
to interchange. This effect, which is due to a smaller ortho-para difference
caused by the smaller rotational constants of ND3, will decrease the average
dipole moment. Apparently for our potential, with its low interchange barrier

2.4 Results

0.70 π
0.60 0.50 -

ψ'
0.40 -

0.30 0.20 -

0.10 -

0.00
120
FIG. 5. The G state wave functions of (ГШз)г and (N03)2 on the interchange path
(cf. Figs. 2 and 4). The dashed line indicates the cyclic structure and the arrows
mark the positions of the two equivalent minima in the potential.
-1

of 7 c m , it is the latter effect which dominates and explains the observed
decrease of the dipole moment.
The reason why Nelson et al. [1,2] concluded that the ammonia dimer
is nearly rigid is that the average angles θ A and 180° — θβ which could be
extracted from the nuclear quadrupole splittings change very little (by less
than about 2 degrees) upon isotope substitution. In particular, they shift from
48.6° and 64.5° for (NH 3 ) 2 to 49.6° and 62.6° for (ND 3 ) 2 . In our calculations we
have found similarly small shifts, in the same direction and in good agreement
with the experimental observations (see. Tables 8 and 10). So, obviously, the
small change in these structural parameters does not necessarily imply the near
rigidity of the dimer. Instead, we may explain the smallness of these shifts by
invoking the same competing mechanisms that were considered in the discussion
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of the dipole moment: on the one hand, a stronger localization of (N03)2 near
one of the minima, and the other hand, the smaller ortho-рага difference which
leads to a more symmetric dimer. These mechanisms have an opposite effect
on the angles ΘΑ and 180° — θв- The effect of the latter mechanism dominates,
but the net changes in these angles remain small. It may be added that these
changes are affected also by the change of the direction of the axis through the
centers of mass. As discussed in Sec III, both ΘΑ and 180° - θ в are decreased
by about 1.3° when going from the equilibrium structure of (NH 3 ) 2 to that
of (NÜ3)2· This effect is fully taken into account in our calculations via the
explicit transformation of the NH3-NH3 potential to the ND3-ND3 coordinates.

V. CONCLUSIONS
Following the discussion of the results calculated for the far-infrared frequencies
and the properties of (КНз)г and (NDa)2 in various VRT states with К — 0
and \K\ = 1, we might ask the following question. Do our results explain the
measured properties of (NH 3 ) 2 and the effect of isotope substitution on these
properties? Remember that some of the measured results led to contradictory
conclusions about the rigidity and about the equilibrium structure of this dimer.
The answer to this question is affirmative. We have constructed a potential
which gives very good agreement with the measured far-infrared spectrum of
(N113)2· Even the small Coriolis splittings observed in this spectrum are well
represented. It also reproduces the (strongly state dependent) dipole moments
which were measured for the G states of (І\тНз)2 with К = 0 and \K\ = 1 and
the observed nuclear quadrupole splittings. The interchange barrier in this
potential is very low (7 c m - 1 ) and the C3 rotation barriers are much higher.
We have shown explicitly how these characteristics are reflected in specific
(observed and calculated) splittings of the VRT levels. The dimer is highly
non-rigid along the interchange path. This is reflected in the strong vibrational
averaging effects on the dipole moment, which lead to the markedly different
values in different VRT states, and on the nuclear quadrupole splittings. We
have explained the paradox that this dipole moment is more decreased by
vibrational averaging in (N03)2 than in (N113)2- The different hindered rotor
behavior of ortho and para ammonia monomers is the key to the understanding
of this effect. Another paradox, why such a highly non-rigid dimer shows such
small effects of isotope substitution on the angles deduced from the nuclear
quadrupole splittings, has been explained as well.
Another question one may ask is: is our potential consistent with the best
available ab initio calculations? It was mentioned already that these calcula-

2.5 Conclusions

tions have given only some points on the potential surface, mostly along the
interchange path. The interchange barrier in our potential is only 7 c m - 1 , less
than 1% of the well depth (which we obtained as KM) c m - 1 , but which we
have not tried to improve in our comparison with the experimental data). It
demands very much from the ab initio calculations to obtain such a small bar
rier accurately; the best results (a barrier of about 30 c m - 1 in Ref. [6] and
a zero barrier in Ref. [8]) show that indeed this accuracy has not yet been
reached.
Finally, we wish to remark that the VRT wave functions which were gen
erated in this chapter have been used to calculate the tunneling splittings due
to the hindered umbrella inversion of the monomers. This is described in the
next chapter [19]. Here, we just wish to state that also these splittings are
calculated in good agreement with the splittings observed in the far-infrared
spectrum [9]. This is another confirmation that our potential is realistic.
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Abstract
A model іь presented for calculating the splittings due to umbrella
inversion of the monomers in (ІМНз)2 Input to the model are the
six-dimensional dimer bound state wave functions for rigid monomers,
calculated in the preceding article [Ε Η Τ Olthof, A van der Avoird,
and Ρ E S Wormer, J Chem Phys 101, 8430 (1994)] This model is
based on first-order (quasi-)degenerate perturbation theory and adap
tation of the wave functions to the group chain G36 С GTÌ С Gi44 The
umbrella inversion splittings depend sensitively on the intermolecular
potential from which the bound state wave functions are obtained A
complete interpretation of the observed splitting pattern [J G Loeser,
С A Schmuttenmaer, R С Cohen, M J Elrod, D W Steyert, R J
Saykally, R E Bumgarner, and G A Blake, J Chem Phys 97, 4727
(1992)] and quantitative agreement with the measured splittings, which
range over three orders of magnitude, is obtained from the potential
that reproduces the far-infrared spectrum of (ІМНз)2 and the dipole
moment and nuclear quadrupole splittings of ( N H I ) Î and (N03)2 The
umbrella inversion splittings of (NDä)2 are predicted
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I. INTRODUCTION
The umbrella inversion of the free NH3 molecule is a well-studied [1] phe
nomenon. Quantum mechanically, the inversion is described by a tunneling
through the barrier of the NH3 double well potential. This tunneling gives rise
to an energy splitting of states that without the tunneling would be degenerate
and would be localized on either side of the potential barrier. Through the
interaction with another monomer the tunneling may or may not be quenched.
For example, in the case of the ΝΗ3-ΑΓ Van der Waals molecule the tunnel
ing splitting is hardly affected in most of the rovibrational states, but in some
states it is nearly quenched [2,3].
The spectrum of the (N113)2 dimer was first observed by Nelson, Fraser,
and Klemperer [4] in the microwave region. These workers interpreted their
spectrum by assuming that the monomers constituting the dimer are rigid and
non-inverting. However, later far-infrared measurements by Loeser et al. [5]
and infrared-far-infrared double resonance experiments by Havenith et al. [6]
showed energy splittings that were ascribed to incompletely quenched umbrella
inversions of the monomers. These measurements demonstrate that, although
monomer inversion in the dimer is about ten times slower than in free ammonia,
it is still observable.
In this chapter we will address the question whether computations can ac
count for the observed splittings, and in particular whether the interpretation of
the measurements in Refs. [5] and [6] can be supported theoretically. Further
we will see that the splittings depend very sensitively on the intermolecular
potential, so that they offer an accurate check on its validity. In chapter 2
[7] we report vibration-rotation-tunneling (VRT) calculations on the ammo
nia dimer, in which we freeze all internal monomer coordinates. This requires
the solution of a Schrödinger equation depending on six degrees of freedom:
the intermolecular distance R and the five internal Euler angles of the dimer.
Ideally, we would now introduce the monomer umbrella angles as two extra
degrees of freedom and solve the ensuing eight-dimensional Schrödinger equation. However, such a calculation is beyond present-day computer capabilities,
which is why we resort to the simplified model that we used and tested earlier [3] on ΝΗ3-ΑΓ. Briefly, the model can be described as degenerate first
order perturbation theory. The degenerate set of zeroth-order states consists
of a Van der Waals state, obtained from the solution of the six-dimensional (in
NHß-Ar a three-dimensional) Schrödinger equation, multiplied by the lowest
two inversion ("umbrella") states of each free ammonia. The perturbation is

3.1 Introduction
TABLE 1. The groups СЦ and Cf„. Note that СЦ = C%9 © {E,Iag}
С9
=С9©{Е,Гд].
З

( Iag
Kag l
{

f(l)
Cl9 l (123)(465)
( (132)(456)
= (14)(25)(36)(78)
(16)(24)(35)(78)
(15)(26)(34)(78)

and
^З

f(l)
C9 i (123)(456)
[ (132)(465)
Г Гд = (14)(26)(35)(78)K9 \
(15)(24)(36)(78V
{
(16)(25)(34)(78)*

Г

the part of the Hamiltonian that describes the tunneling through the ammonia
double well potentials. The Van der Waals states are separated typically by
about 2 0 c m - 1 , whereas the unquenched umbrella splitting is 0 . 8 c m - 1 . One
can expect, therefore, that a first-order approximation is reasonable. Indeed,
by comparison with results of four-dimensional VRT calculations on NHß-Ar
we found the model to be quite accurate [8]. In this work we extend the model
to the (N113)2 dimer by multiplying each Van der Waals state by four umbrella
functions, two on each center. Furthermore, we will see that in a few cases
the Van der Waals states are very close in energy. In those cases we apply
quasi-degenerate first-order perturbation energy.
Instead of numerically diagonalizing the first-order perturbation matrices,
we will apply group theory to diagonalize the matrices. W7e not only do this
because it is a compact and elegant approach, but mainly because Loeser et
al. provide group theoretical labels for their observed levels and we wish to
connect the present theoretical work with the earlier experimental work.
II. SYMMETRY ADAPTATION
We label the protons on monomer A by 1, 2, and 3, and the protons on monomer
В by 4, 5, 6. The nitrogen atoms of the monomers A and В have labels
7 and 8, respectively. The group of feasible permutations-inversions (Pi's)
of two non-inverting monomers is generated by (123)(456), equivalent to a
"geared" rotation of both monomers A and В over 120° around their C3 axes,
(132) (456) an "anti-geared" rotation of monomers A and B, the permutation
Iag = (14)(25)(36)(78) interchanging monomer A and B, and the interchange
operator I* = (14)(26)(35)(78)* that is a product of a permutation and space
inversion E*. This group of order 36 is designated [9] by G36 and can be written
as the outer direct product СЦ ® Cf„ (see Table 1). The generators Iag and
ƒ* are labeled in correspondence with the subgroups to which they belong.
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When umbrella inversion is considered to be feasible, two more permutations
must be added to the list of generators. We could e.g., choose (23), which
inverts A and (56), which inverts B, but other choices of coset generators are
possible. The total PI group is then G144, which is of order 144. In this
section we will discuss how we can adapt products of Van der Waals states and
umbrella functions to the group G144, while knowing that the Van der Waals
states span irreducible representations (irreps) of its subgroup G36. We will
achieve this by the group theoretical process of induction along a canonical
chain [10] of subgroups of G144. Recall that in a canonical chain all inductions
and subductions are multiplicity-free and that the chain starts with an Abelian
subgroup. This implies that the basis functions of G144 can uniquely (up to
phase and normalization) be defined by "sequence adapting" [10] the functions
to the chain, or in other words, by specifying according to which irreps of the
subgroups in the chain the functions transform.
First we introduce G72 = G¡e ® {E,E*} and then note that G144 is a
semi-direct product,
Gi44 = G 7 2 © { £ , ( 5 6 ) } .

(1)

The group G36 equals СЦ ® C\v, and the anti-geared and geared groups are
given in Table 1. Both groups are isomorphic to Сз„ and are themselves also
semi-direct products. Introducing Pig = СЦ ® Gf, we find the canonical chain
9

G 1 4 4 => G 7 2 D G36 3 Pie D Cl

® Cf,

(2)

which will aid us in the adaptation of the basis.
The Hamiltonian i/vdw, which does not contain any terms depending on
internal monomer coordinates, is taken as the zcroth-order Hamiltonian in the
present work; see Refs. [7,11] for its explicit definition. The Van der Waals
states, adapted to G36, are obtained by diagonalizing this Hamiltonian in the
following basis of coupled rotor functions,
(3)

\JA,kA,JB,kB,j,K,J,M),
where the indices are running as
ЗА, ЗВ = 0, . . . , jmax,

f¡A = -JA, · • -,JA,

j = \JA ~ JB\, •••,JA+

кв = -JB,-

ЗВ,

\K\ = 0, . . . , m\n(j,

J),

• -,JB-

The quantum numbers J and M are strictly conserved and К is an approximate
constant of the motion only broken by the weak Coriolis coupling. Although
we have included the Coriolis coupling in the final stage of our calculations in

3.2 Symmetry

adaptation

T A B L E 2. Transformation properties of the basis functions under several permuta
tion-inversions.
PI

Effect on basis

(123)
(456)

βχρ[2πζΛ / ι/3]

(14)(25)(36)(78)
(14)(26)(35)(78)'
',' = '
(23)
(56)
E'

(—Ij^+JM+JB

*ад

ехр[2тгі&в/3]

=

(_іу+*л+*в

(-іУА
( - i ) J; B

(_1) +і+кд+кв

\jA,kA,jB,kB,j,K,
J,M,n,
σΑ,σβ)
\jA,kA,jB,kB,J,K,J,M,n^A,CrB)
\jB,kB,jA,kA,j,-K,J,M,n,aB^A)
\]B,-kB,jA,-kA,J,K,J,
Μ, η, σβ,σΑ)
\jA,-kA,jB,kB,j,K,J,M,n,-aA,cTB)
\]A,kA,jB,-kBl],K,J,M,n,aA-,-aB)
\jA,kA,jB,kB,3,-K,J,M,n,-aA,-oB)

Ref. [7], it gives only little mixing of t h e functions with different К and one can
still use К to label t h e Van der Waals states. See Refs. [7,11] for t h e explicit def
inition of the basis. In this work we are only concerned with its transformation
properties under G144. In Ref. [12] it is described how these transformations
may be determined and they are listed in Table 2. T h e eigenfunctions of Я <І\
of energy £ t 7 have t h e form
< · =

E'C{AWP«l{A}'J'M'n>'

with

α = 1,..., A ,

(4)

{Л},г,

where 7 indicates an / 7 -dimensional irrep of G36, {Λ} = {JA, кд, je, ke,j,

K},

and η runs over t h e radial functions. T h e projectors P2 are given in Ref. [11],
and will be rederived below. T h e prime on t h e summation indicates t h a t t h e
indices are restricted, so t h a t the sum is over a linearly independent set. By
introducing a new set of coefficients
c

{A},n.,= E

,C

A

{A'},n,,<{ },^M>n|P;|{A'},J)M,n>,

(5)

{Λ'}

we can write t h e V R T state as an unrestricted summation over primitive basis
functions
Кг=

EC{A},n,J{A}^,M,n).

(6)

{Λ},η

Because t h e m a t r i x element of P2 contains many Kronecker deltas t h e new
coefficients c7 A \

are simple linear combinations of t h e coefficients C7 A i

As long as we neglect Coriolis coupling, the sum over {Л} is restricted t o a single
value of K.

T h e ammonia monomer inversion is treated as a p e r t u r b a t i o n .

This motion, depending on t h e angle ρχ between t h e Ν Η bonds of monomer
X and its threefold symmetry axis, is described by Papousek et al. [1], who
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give a Hamiltonian Η-,ην(ρχ).
is

In terms of their Hamiltonian the perturbation

V = Him(pA)

(7)

+ Hinv(pB).

The lowest two eigenfunctions of Я; п у (р), written as ф±(р), are separated by
the small energy difference Δ = 0.793 c m - 1 = 23.8 GHz [14]. The next levels
are about 950 c m - 1 higher, and so we consider only the lowest two on each
monomer. Rather than using these functions directly, we take the following
linear combinations
+

/±(р) = \±)=[ф (р)±ф-(Р)}/

(8)

2.

The function | + ) = f+ describes a vibrational state of the monomer localized
in the right-hand potential well with umbrella up, and | — ) = ƒ_ is localized
in the left-hand well, umbrella down. Note that /+(π — ρ) = f~(p). When we
performed the six-dimensional (zeroth-order) calculations, each NH3 molecule
was locked in one of the two umbrella wells, which is why we must localize
our zeroth-order umbrella functions. The total unperturbed wave functions
can be written as \φ1 , , σ ^ , σ β ) , where OA = ± and ав = ± refer to a given
(up or down) structure of the two umbrellas and ψ^, is the corresponding sixdimensional Van der Waals wave function calculated for the fixed umbrellas.
And, since the umbrellas are inverted by the permutations (23) and (56), the
degenerate set of unperturbed functions is
g№ittOA,aB),

with

g e {E, {23), (56),(23)(56)},

α = 1,...,ƒ,.

(9)

Our first order perturbation model implies that V = Н,П (РА) + Н[п (рв)
is diagonalized in the space of these degenerate functions. Or, equivalently, that
the total Hamiltonian Η = iïvdw + V is diagonalized in the same space. We
prefer the latter formulation because it is possible then to generalize the model
to quasi-degenerate Van der Waals states by simply extending the space of
unperturbed functions in which H is diagonalized. There is a formal problem,
however, which is similar to the problem met in symmetry adapted perturbation theory [15]. The symmetry group G144 of the total (perturbed) Hamiltonian is larger than the symmetry group G36 of the unperturbed Hamiltonian
i/vdw· This is because in the total Hamiltonian the umbrella coordinates ρ A
and ρ в are considered as variables, whereas in #vdw * п е У are clamped at
their equilibrium values. In fact, the perturbation is not simply the opera
tor НШ (РА) + Нт (рв), but also the difference between Ну&м{х,рА,рв)
for
an
r
ne
variable ΡΑ,ΡΒ
d HV¿VJ{X,PA-IPB)
f° * equilibrium configurations of the
umbrellas. Неге χ stands for the other six internal coordinates. Our model
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(23)

!+,+>

!-•+>
+kp

0-1

-к,

-к
Ι

>É

kA О +kA-

Ο +k,

(56)

+kE
0

-к.

F I G . 1. The restriction of the symmetry adapted basis. Each "lattice" point de

picts \кл,кв) = \JA,kA,JB,kB,j,K,J,M)\aA^B¿,
for certain fixed j A , JB, j , K, J,
and M. The effect of the G144 generators is indicated: (23) gives a reflection in the
у axis and (56) in the χ axis, so that only the first quadrant with \σΑ,σβ) = \+, + )
has to be considered. Restriction of кл and кв to values identical modulo 3 gives the
"unit cell" shown in the first quadrant. Within the unit cell the generators Iag and
In act as mirror planes, thus giving a further reduction of the range of к A and кв-

assumes, however, that the functions f±(p) are well localized and that in the
region of localization H\¿\\[x,peA,peB)
« Н О\ {Х,РА,РВ)Hence, the matrix
elements of these functions over the difference operator will be neglected.
In principle JA, ^A, Ів, кв, j , and К run independently over their respec
tive ranges. However, when we adapt the basis functions to Gm by projecting
with linear combinations of the generators, we must ascertain that we do not
generate linear dependences and, conversely, we must be careful not to omit
any functions. To this end we depict in Fig. 1 the basis as a lattice of points.
Each point is labeled by a pair (кд,кв) with -jx < kx < jx, X = A, В
and certain fixed JA, JB, j , and K. (In the figure JA = 3 and JB = 4). The
first quadrant contains all | + , + ) , the second all | — , + ) , the third all |—,— ),
and the fourth quadrant contains all | + , — ) kets. As follows from the action
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of (23) on the basis functions given in Table 2, a point in the first and fourth
quadrant is reflected in the y axis by this G144 generator. Likewise, (56) maps
points in the first/second quadrant onto the fourth/third quadrant. So when
acting with (23) and (56) on all basis functions, we must restrict the basis to
one quadrant, say the first, i.e., to kets | + , + ).
All functions with the same value for (кд, кв) (mod 3) belong to the same
irrep of the Abelian group C%9 ®С%, since this group is isomorphic to C$®Cf,
generated by (123) and (456), and к A and кв are symmetry labels of the
latter direct product group. So, instead of looking at the entire sublattice
of (2JA + 1) χ (2JB + 1) functions, it suffices to consider only the unit cell
spanned by — 1 < к A < 1 and — 1 < кв < 1. Suppressing J and M in the
notation, we see that the generator Iag maps | JA,kAiJB,ke, j,K,+, + ) onto
\JB^B,JAt^A,j, — K, +> + ), which, in general, is in a unit cell in the first
quadrant of a lattice with different JA, JB, and K. Since JA, JB, j , and К
are running independently, this lattice is also included in our basis and we
do not distinguish between these two lattices in Fig. 1. We then see that Iag
reflects points within the unit cell in the fc¿ = кв line, so that the basis can
be restricted to кв <кл- Similarly, since I* maps | JA^A, JB,^B, j,K, +,+)
onto \JB, — ke,JA, — к A , j , K,+i+), we can apply the restriction кв > —к ACombining the latter two restrictions, we find that — к А <кв < кл- Note that
this implies that кл > 0 and that it is sufficient to consider kets with pairs
{кл,кв) = (0,0), (1,0), (1,1), and (1,-1) in the symmetry adaptation of the
basis. In the notation used in the remainder of this section we will suppress
all other quantum numbers. The interchange operator Iag also changes К into
—K. Hence, if кл = кв we may further impose the restriction К > 0. Below
it will be shown that this holds for the Αχ, Аг-, A3, A4 irreps of G36 with
(кА,кв) = (0,0) and for the E3, E4 irreps with (кл,кв) = (1,1)·
For readers not familiar with the construction of irreps for semi-direct
product groups, we summarize in the Appendix this construction for the present
simple case where the second factor is of order two. For the general formalism
we refer to Ref. [16]. As a first example of the use of a semi-direct product,
we consider the construction of irreps of C^ and C3v from those of C%9 and
9
C3. In Table 3 we find the basis functions adapted to C3 ® Cf. From Table 3
we derive Table 4, the functions adapted to G36. Let us first consider the
9
3
2
induction C3 ® C t Pia = C3 1 ® Cf by adding the coset generator Iag. From
the structure of the irreps of a cyclic group follows that A3 of C%9 is obtained
by inverting the elements in the irrep Αι- Furthermore, it follows from Table 1
that 1'α9πI'ag = π - 1 , with π € C3g. So π acting on | 1 , — 1) gives the l x l
matrices in the A3 ® A\ irrep and ІадкІад acting on the same function gives
matrices from A2 ® A\. Therefore, the functions | 1 , — 1) and / 0 9 | 1 , — 1) span
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TABLE 3. Basis functions
adapted to С з 9 ® С | .
|0,0>
1-1,1)
11,-1)
¡1,0)
|-1,-1)
|1,1)
¡0,-1)
¡0,1)
1-1,0)

Αι® Αι
A 2 ®Ai
Аз® Ai
А2®А2
АХ®А2
АІ® А3
A2®A3
Аз ® А2
Аз® Аз

a two-dimensional іггер. If we next induce to G36 by adding I*, we find that
r € Cf and / J T / * yield the same matrices (Αχ). As we show in the Appendix,
we must then act with E±I* and thus obtain the irreps of С?зб, designated by
E\ and E2 in Table 4. By inspection we find that the plus combination belongs
to Ai of C9V and the minus combination to A 2 . The functions transforming
as A2 ® A 2 and A3 ® A 2 of C3 9 g> C | give rise to E <g> A 2 of P i 8 , i.e., 11,0)
and 7 Q 9 | 1 , 0 ) span this irrep. Likewise /*|1,0) and / O S J*|1,0) span the irrep
E ® A 3 . Together these four functions span E ® E = G of G36. The rest of
Table 4 follows from equivalent arguments. We observe, since the A\, A 2 , A3,
A4, E3, and £4 bases are projected by Ε ± 7„ 3 , that these basis functions are
combinations of functions with К and functions with —K. Hence, the states
that belong to these irreps may be labeled with \K\. For the E\, £ 2 , and G
irreps, the states with К should be distinguished from those with —K.
The step to G-¡2 is simple: we project all kets in Tabic 4 by E ± E* and
give the corresponding superscripts ± to the G36 irrep labels. From Table 4
we derive Table 5 by adding the coset generator (56). In order to explain
how to proceed, we label the elements in the rows of Table 1 by h*a and hgt,
i = 1,...,6. By their very construction, the irreps of these Сз„ groups are
identical: D(/i" 9 ) 7 = D ( / i ' ) 7 . So, we have here the case discussed in general
terms at the end of the Appendix, but with one modification, which is due
to the fact that G72 is not invariant under (56). By inspection of Table 1,
we see that (56)/i°s/i9(56) = /i;°9/i?, provided hat9 € C3 9 and /if € C¡. However, when either h°9 € Kag or /if e К", then (56)/if9h](56) = h*'h\E·, an
element outside G 3 6 . When /if9 € Kag and simultaneously /if € K9, then
(56) /if9 h9 (56) = h*9h9. The same classification can be made for the coset of
G36 in G72 generated by E*. The appearance of the inversion Ε*, in the prod
ucts transformed by (56), is of no importance for the positive parity irreps of
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TABLE 4. Basis functions adapted to G3e = С£Ц ® Cf„.
Partner functions are obtained by the generators given be
tween square brackets acting on the same ket. The short
hand notation \кл,кв) =
\JA,kA,JB,ke,j,K,J,M,n)\+,+)
is used, where the к values are unique modulo 3. The action
of lag and Ig is given in Table 2. The irreps of Gse are labeled
according to Bunker [9].
[E](E + Iag)(E + rg)
[E] (E - Iag)(E + I'g)
[E](E +
Iag)(E-rg)
[E] (E - Iag){E - Гд)

|0,0)
|0,0)
|0,0)
|0,0)

Ax
Аг
A3
A4

Αι
Αι
Ai
A2

[E,Iag}(E + I'g)
[E, lag]
(E-η)
[Е,Гд]{Е + Іад)
[E,i;]{E-Ia9)
[Е,Іад,Гд,ІадГд)

|i,-i)
|i,-i)
|i,i>
|i,i)

Ει
E2
Ei
E*

E® Ai
E®A2
Ai® E
A2®E

|1,0)

G

E® E

®
%
®
®

Αι
Αι
Ai
Ai

G72 designated by (7 ® j ' ) + , where 7 and 7' label the irreps of C%% and Cf„,
respectively. The theory at the end of the Appendix applies without change
and so
(56):

+

+

(7®7') ^(У®7) ·

(10)

The negative parity irreps ( 7 ® 7 ' ) _ ) however, are multiplied by —1 when either
ha9 ç. K*9 o r h9 e Кя. Remembering that the A2 representation of C%$ has a
a3
9
ag
аз
character + 1 for h e C^ and - 1 for h G К , and likewise for Cf„, we see
that
(56):

(7®7')_t-> ((^2®7')®(^2®7))~·

(П)

We must project with E ± (56), when (56) maps onto an equivalent irrep (in
the case that both 7 and 7' are more-dimensional we must not forget the
reordering by T , see the Appendix) and if (56) maps onto a non-equivalent
irrep we obtain a G144 irrep of double dimension. Thus, for instance, from
(Λι ® A\)+ we obtain the Af and В% functions of Table 5. The first set of E~
functions of Table 5 are spanned by (Ai ® Ai)~ G η functions and their images
under (56), which transform as (A2 <8> A2)~. The second set of E~ functions is
spanned by (A2 <8> A2)~ functions and their images under (56).
The functions derived from E®E = G require special attention because the
с
9
G
s
matrices Ш) (/і" /і^) and D (/i" /if) are equivalent, but not identical. This
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TABLE 5. The sequence adapted basis for Gm. The Giù irreps are, apart from
parity, labeled according to Odutola et al. [13]. The partners of the irreps that occur
twice span identical matrix representations. See Table 4 for the definition of the
shorthand notation used.
Af
А:
Af
А^
Bf
Bf
B+
В;
E+
E+
E'
E-

Gi44 Э G36
Αι
АЗ
A4
A2
A4
M
Αι
A3
А2ФА3
Α2ΦΑ3
Αι φ A4
Αι φ Ai

Partners
[E]
[E]
[E]
[E]
[E]
[E]
[E]
[E]
[ß, (56)]
[(56), E]
[Я, (56)]
[{56),E]

Sequence adapted ket
(E + E'){E + {b6))(E + Iag)(E + I'g)\0,tí
{Е-Е')(Е
+ {56))(Е + Іад)(Е-Гд)\0,0;
(E + E')(E - (56))(E - Iag)(E- Гд)\0,0
( Я - £ · ) ( £ - ( 5 6 ) ) ( £ - ƒ . , ) ( £ + /;)|0,o;
(E + Ε·)(Ε + {56))(E - Iag)(E - Гд)\0,0]
(E - Ε·)(Ε + (Ь6)){Е - Iag){E + ΐ;)\0,ΰ
(E + E')(E - (Ь6))(Е + Iag)(E + Гд)\0,о;
{E-E')(E-(56))(E
+
Iag)(E-i;)\0,o:
(E + Ε·)(Ε - iag)(E + /;)|o,o;
(E + E')(E + Iag)(E - I'g)\0,0]
(E-E')(E
+ Iag)(E + i;)\0,Q[
(E-E'){E-Iag){E-I-g)\0,0

Gf
Gf
Gl
Gl
G+
G+
G4Gï

E2®E4
Е2 Я4
Ει® Ei
Ει φ Ei
ΕιφΕ3
ΕιΦΕ3
Е2ФЕ3
Е2®Ез

[£?,-(23)(56),(56),-(23)]
[(56),(23),Я,-(23)(56)]
[B,-(23)(56),(56),-(23)]
[(56),-(23),Ε,(23)(56)]
[E,(23)(56),(56),(23)]
[(56),(23),£,(23)(56)]
[£,(23)(56),(56),(23)]
[(56),-(23),Е,-(23)(56)]

Gf
Gf
G+
Gl

G
G
G
G

[B,/ os ,/ 09 (23),(23)]
[£,/ α ί ,-/α,(23),-(23)]
[Е,Іад,-Іад(23),-(2Щ
[E,Iag¡Iag(23),(23)}

(E + E')(E - Гд)\1,(E +
E')(E-Iag)\l,
(E - Е'){Е + ΐ;)\ί, (E - Ε')(Ε - Iag)\l,
(E + E')(E + Гд)\1, (E + Е')(Е + Іад)\1,
(Е-Е')(Е-Гд)\1,(Е - Е')(Е + Іад)\1,
(£
(E
(E
(E

+ £?*)(£
- Ε')(Ε
+ E')(E
- E'){E

+(56))|1,0;
+ (56))\l,0:
- (56))|1,0
- (56))|l,o;

is due to the ordering of the basis which carries this four-dimensional outer
product irrep. In this four-dimensional case a permutation of the second and
third basis function is required. Hence, absorbing the E* of I* into E + E",
we find t h a t the second function carrying G f is,
(Е + ЕГ)(Іая + (56)і;)\1,0)={Е

+ Е*)(Іад +

(56)Ія)\1,0)

= (E + E*)(Iag + / α ί (56))|1,0)
= Iag(E

+ E*)(E+(56))\l,0).

The third function of Gf is obtained by using,
(E + E') [i; + (56)Iag]=

(E + E') [(56)I„ e (56) + ( 5 6 ) / a s ]
= ( E + B*)(56)J„ f f [(56) + E ]

(12)
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= (E + E*)Iag{23)[E

+ (56)].

The first and fourth are simply obtained by projecting with E + (56), where
we notice that IagIg = (23) (56) and (56) [E + (56)] = [E + (56)].
When we need to consider Ai ® E in the case of odd parity functions, we
must realize that this irrep is equivalent to E, but not identical to it. By our
construction it follows that

^ » » E = ( ; д)о«(' л)·

<із>

When constructing bases for the Gf and G^ irreps, we must combine this
transformation with the required reordering of the tensor product basis. Thus,
±(56) must act on 11,0), — J*| 1,0), - 7 a f f | l , 0 ) , and / a s / * | l , 0 ) , respectively.
The remainder of Table 5 follows by similar reasoning.
We have shown above that we only have to inspect four combinations of
{кл,кв).
These combinations can be operated on with the four generators
lag, Ig, (56), E*, and their products, yielding maximally 16 linear independent
functions per combination. For ortho-ortho dimers, (кд, кв) = (0,0), this gives
rise to all A^, B±, and E* functions of G144. The para-ortho combination
(кл,кв) = (1)0) induces to Gf or Gf functions. Operation on para-para
functions with (кл, кв) — (1,1) yields one set of Gf and G * functions and on
functions with (кл,кв) = (1, — 1) yields the other. The total of 64 functions
matches exactly the 16-dimensional space spanning all irreps of G36 times the
four quadrants in Fig. 1.
By the construction outlined in this section the basis functions of G144 sym
metry Г, listed in Table 5, are obtained by the action of operators W%n on
functions adapted to 7 of G36. These latter functions are listed in Table 4.
The projectors adapt not only the basis, but also the Van der Waals states
which are obtained from this basis. That is, W£'7|^о І,°А,^В)
is adapted to
G144. The operator W^'"1 commutes with H, a fact that will give a drastic
simplification in the calculation of matrix elements of Я as will be shown in
the next section.
III. ENERGY SPLITTINGS
In this section we will calculate the splittings by diagonalizing H = #vdw + V
on the zeroth-order functions described in the preceding section. Since several
unperturbed levels are less than 1 c m - 1 apart, one would expect that all of these
have to be treated in a quasi-degenerate manner. However, only two of these
pairs interact in quasi-degenerate first order. These are the К = 0 pairs with
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symmetry E1/E3 and E2/E4. In these cases a problem of double dimension
must be solved. Other nearly degenerate pairs are: \K\ = 1 E3/E4, A1/A2,
and A3 /A4 states. Since it follows from Table 5 that E3 of G36 induces to G f
of G144 and E4 to Gf, these states are non-interacting under the Hamiltonian
Я , which by definition transforms as A*. Likewise, the nearly degenerate
A1/A2 pair is non-interacting, because A\ induces to Af Θ В£ © π~ and Л2
to AJ Θ Βϊ Θ Ε+. Also the nearly degenerate A3/A4 Van der Waals states
cannot mix for similar reasons.
By using the orthogonality (ψ+(ρ)\Ηίην\ψ~(ρ))
= 0 we can relate
( + | Я і П |— ), needed in the calculations, to the monomer inversion splitting
Δ = 0.793 c m - 1 as follows
( + \Hmv\-)

= ί{(φ+\Ηίην\φ+)

= (f+(p)\Him\U(p))

- (ф-\Ніп

\ф-))

= ì ( [ S o - ì A ] - [ £ o + |A]) = -ÌA,
where Eo = ( + \ Hmv \ + ) = ( - 1 Him \ - ) is the energy of the lowest u2 mode.
Observe that the normalization of ф± implies that we assumed that the local
ized umbrella functions ƒ+ (p) and ƒ_ (p) have zero overlap: ( +1 — ) = 0 , which
is not strictly true, but is a reasonable approximation.
We will exemplify the calculation of the matrix elements by first consid
ering the G144 states that correlate with Αχ of G36, i.e., the states of Af,
В£, and E~ symmetry. Prom comparison of Tables 4 and 5 we find that
the first state, \ л^'Аі\фАі,+,
+ ) , is obtained by the projector WA* 'Al =
(E + E*)(E + (56)). We find from Table 4 that the VRT state | xf/f1 ) of energy
ε* is
l ^ ) =

Y^CA^ni{E

+ Iag){E + i;)\{\),J,M,n).

(14)

{Λ},η

Here {Λ} = {JA,kA,JB,kB,j,K}

and kA, kB = 0 (mod 3). Using

(WAï<Mf

= WAï'A\

(15)

and
(фАі+, + \Е*\ф^+,+)

= (фА>+, + \(Ь6)\ф^+, + )
= (ф^+, + \(5бУ\фАі+,

+ ) = 0,

(16)

which follows from the symmetry operations in Table 2, we obtain that the
norm of the Af states is 2.
Using the Hermiticity of WAi'Al,
the fact that it commutes with the
Hamiltonian, and Eq. (15), we get
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= (Ф?1,+, + \Н <т + Нт (рА) + Нт (рв)\ЖА^А>ф?\+,

(17)

+ ).

As we can see in Table 2, E* and (56) transform | +, + ) into a ket orthogonal
to it, so that only one term arises from #vdw, which is St l . The inversion
НЩ (РА) gives rise to two terms, one from the identity operator E, which gives
the energy E0 and one from (56)*, giving - § Δ . Similarly, # І П (/>В) gives only
non-zero contributions when multiplied by E and (56). The zero-point energy
2EQ of the V2 vibrations of the two umbrellas will be taken as our reference
energy and, thus, we find that

£ 5 = £?* - i^ 1 1(56)· |#*' )Δ - | ( ^ Ч ( 5 6 ) | ^ )Δ.

(18)

This can be simplified further by virtue of the Αχ symmetry of the zeroth order
state, namely,
(5б)*[я + iag][E +1;]= (56yrg[E

+ iag\\E

+1;\

= Iag(56)[E + Iag][E + Гд].
Using the turn-over rule on Iag, absorbing it into the bra, and using the orthonormality of the basis, we arrive at

Ε?ϊ=ε^-Α(ψ?4(56)\ψ^)
= ^ - Δ £ C 5 w ({A},J,M,n|(56)|{A'},J,M,n')c^ }inV
(Λ),η

1

A

1 , c

c

(19)

= ^ - E(- ) ' ftw Sw
{Λ},η

with {A} = {JA,kA,JB, —kB,j,K}· The coefficients c,L n t are obtained from
the six-dimensional VRT calculations described in chapter 2. In the very same
way we compute
Ε?

= Ε* + Δ £

(-l)»cft}ifliiCf¿

n,.

(20)

{Λ},η

The E~ irrep also correlates with A\ of G36. Looking into Table 5, we find two
E~ pairs. Since they carry identical matrix irreps, the first basis function of
the one pair mixes only with the first of the other pair and not with the second
of the other pair. These first basis functions are (Ε - Ε*)\ψΑι,+, + ) and
(56)(E — E*)\ipAi,+, + ) , respectively. In principle, we would have to solve
now a 2 χ 2 secular problem on basis of these two functions. The diagonal
elements in this secular problem are £ t ' and £x ", respectively, which differ

3.3 Energy splittings

by about 1 6 c m - 1 . Since the off-diagonal element is Δ(ψΑι | (56) | ф Л і ), it is
smaller than Δ and can be neglected with respect to the difference in diagonal
elements. Therefore, we write

(21)

E?-=ef*.

Prom Eqs. (19)—(21) we conclude that the zeroth-order Αχ state splits into four
states: one higher in energy and one lower by the same amount, and two states
(the degenerate E~ pair) unmoved.
We have shown how to compute the splittings due to monomer inversion
by choosing the unperturbed A\ state as an example. From the physical point
of view this choice is not the most relevant, because both the A~[ and the E~
state have spin statistical weight zero for the protonated dimer [5]. Hence the
splitting of the A\ state is not observable for this isotopomer. The same remark
applies to the other VRT states of A symmetry. States arising from G, however,
do give rise to observable splittings, since G induces to G f θ Gj~ Θ G J Θ G^ ,
and the latter two irreps have non-zero spin statistical weight, whereas the
former are Pauli forbidden in the protonated dimer. By the same kind of
manipulations as for the A\ states, we derive from the first Gf functions of
Table 5
Ε^=ε?

+ ϊΑ(ψ?\(ϊ6)\ψ?)

+

ϊΔ(ψ?\(56γ\ψ?)

E^=S?

+ |Δ<ψ°|(56)|^)-±Δ<^|(56)*|ν>σ).

We cannot eliminate (56)* here, because in this case we are describing different
monomers: ortho [fc = 0 (mod 3)] and рога [к = 1 (mod 3)]. From Table 2
we deduce that (56)* flips the para umbrella. Also we observe in Table 2 that
(56)* inverts the sign of K, and since states with different К are orthogonal,
it follows that our model predicts an observable splitting of the G states only
in the case of К = 0 (as long as one neglects the Coriolis interactions). The
matrix elements of (56) and (56)* are again simply related to the coefficient
vectors obtained from the VRT calculations. In the fully deuterated dimer the
Gf states are Pauli-allowed as well. The splitting between these states and the
Gf states are due to inversion of the ortho umbrella. Since this inversion is
caused by the permutation (56) and since this permutation leaves К invariant,
the corresponding splitting should be significant also in the states with Κ φ 0.
We next turn to the quasi-degenerate Ei/E3 pairs for К = 0 and even J.
We can read off from Table 5 that Εχ f G144 = GJ Θ G% and £3 t G144 =
G4 θ G~l- The states G^ and G¡" are unaffected in first order and accordingly
will have the energies of £1 and £3, respectively. The G^ contents of both
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states will mix in quasi first-order, however, and this gives rise to a splitting.
We solve a secular problem on basis of
(Ε + Ε*)\ψΕι,+,+)

and

(56)(Ε + Ε*)\ψΕ°,+,

(22)

+)

where, in the symbolic shorthand notation of Table 4, | ψΕι, +, + ) is expanded
in terms of (E + I¡)\1,-1)
and \ipEi,+,+)
in terms oí {E + Iag)\l,l).
We
obtain the following Η matrix
£El

/

-(ψΕι\(56)\ψΕ')Α

V-(^ß3|(56)|VBl)A

(23)

¿Ез

with eigenvalues
EGÎ

=

г_^Еі

+£E3}

±

[( , Я з | ( 5 6 ) | ^ і ) 2 д 2 + l_(£El _εΕ3γ^\

( 2 4 )

which again are easily computed, since the VRT states ψΕι and фЕз and their
energies £El and £Ез are known. In summary, we find that the E\ /E3 pairs give
rise to G j , G4, G j , and G j . In our quasi-first-order model only the G2 states
arc split. The Gj and G¡" states are unaffected and have the energies of the
original E3 and E\ levels, respectively. In the discussion of the numerical results
below we will see that these levels correspond to the measured levels labeled (1)
to (4) in Fig. 3(a) of Ref. [5] and in Table 6 of chapter 2 [7].
The development for the quasi-degenerate E2/E4 pairs runs completely
analogous: since E<¿ ΐ Gm — G~£ Θ G~¿ and E4 t G144 = G^ φ G J , the G4~
and G j states are not shifted, and two G j states arise, with energies
Gt

E

=

I(¿*2 + £ * ) ± [ ( ^ | ( 5 6 ) μ Β 4 ) 2 Δ 2 + \{εΕ* -£E*)2]1/2

.

(25)

In Table 6 all the splittings are summarized, together with the spin statistical
weights of the levels. The latter can be found by application of the G36 С Gm
induction procedure outlined in Sec. II to the nuclear spin functions in Table 7
of Ref. [11]. For odd J the states E3 and E4 change roles. The pairs E1/E4
and E2/E3 arc nearly degenerate for К = 0 and the mixing occurs in G^ and
G\~. The energies belonging to these irreps are
Gs

E

=

i(£is. +£*)

±

[(^|(56)|І/^)2Д

2

+ І(£

Б І

-εΕ<)2]1/2

(26)

and

G:

E

=

i(£ßa + £ß,)

respectively.

±

[ ( ^ | ( 5 б ) | ^ з ) 2 д 2 + \{εΕ* -εΕ°γ]1/2,

(27)

3 3 Energy splittings

T A B L E 6. Energies of Gm states affected by inversion splitting The spin statisti
cal weights are шн in (ГШз)2 and WO in (NÜ3)2 This table applies to even J, for odd
J one has to swap the irrep labels Ег <-» Ei and G* <->· Gf and the corresponding
weights
WH

WD

Energy expression
A

0
66
О

465
6
90

Et
EBÌ
ЕЕ~

=£Al - Α(φΑ>\(56)\φΑ*)
= εΑί + Α{φΑι\(56)\φΑι)
= εΜ

78
0
ο

з
435
90

ΕΑϊ
ΕΒϊ

= εΑι +
= €Α2 =εΜ

Δ(ψΑ2\(5β)\ψΑη
Δ{φΑ2\(56)\ψΑ2)

0

465

ΕΑϊ

= εΑ3 -

А(фАз\(56)\фАз)

Β+

Ε

66
0

6
90

Ε ϊ
ΕΕ+

= ¿Γ- + Δ<ν 43 |(56)|ν > * 3 >
=εΑ*

78
0
0

3
435
90

ЕАІ
ΕΒι
ΕΕ~

= 5 Л 4 + Д( >А4|(56)| '44>
= εΑ* - Α(φΑ*\(56)\φΛ<)
=εΑ*

2ΐ

276

EGi

=№Ε*

21

276

Εα3

=εΕι

21

276

Ε°3

= εΕ*

is

300

EGÌ

=\(εΕι+εΕ3)±[Α2(ψΕι\(56)\ψΕ3)2

15
15

300
300

EG*
EG*

0
0
72
72

720
720
72
72

EGt
Εαϊ
EGÎ
Ε°ϊ

Β

43

+ εΕ*)±\υ?{ψΕ*\№)\ψΕ*γ

+

+

=εΕ2
=εΕ3
εα-^Α(φ°\(56)\φσ)-\Α(φα\(56)'\φ'3)
εα-^Α(φ°\(56)\φα)+11Α(φα\(56)·\φβ)
=ε°+11Α(φα\(56)\φα)+^Α{φβ\(56)'}φα)
=ε°+ίΑ(φ°\(56)\φα)-^Α(φα\(56Υ\φβ)

=
=

\{εΕι-εΕ*)Λ

1/2

\(εΕι-εΕ3)2]1/2
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IV. RESULTS, COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
With the use of the model ала the formulas derived in Sees. II and III, we have
calculated the umbrella inversion splittings in both (N113)2 and (ND3)2- The
six-dimensional bound state wave functions ψΊι were obtained from several
different potentials, which have different barriers for the interchange of the
proton donor and the acceptor in the hydrogen bond and for the rotations of
the monomers about their C3 axes. In the potential of Sagarik et al. [17], which
was used in Ref. [11], the interchange barrier is about 80 c m - 1 , in the model
potentials I, II, III, IV introduced in Refs. [18,19] this barrier varies between
0 and 30 c m - 1 , and in the potential found in chapter 2 [7] it is 7 c m - 1 . The
latter potential yields Van der Waals energy levels in perfect agreement with the
far-infrared spectrum of (N113)2 [5]. Also the dipole moment and the nuclear
quadrupole splittings of (NH 3 ) 2 and (ND 3 ) 2 calculated from the corresponding
wave functions agree well with the values obtained by microwave spectroscopy
[4,20,21]. In the detailed far-infrared and microwave study of Loeser et al. [5]
the inversion splittings in (N113)2 were explicitly measured. Obviously (see
Sec. Ill), no splittings could be observed in the ortho-ortho states {A\, A2, A3,
A4 in G36). Inversion splittings of the order of a few GHz were found for the
ortho-para states (the G states in G36) and for the para-para states {E\, E2,
E3, E4), but only for К = 0. The splittings in the corresponding states with
Κ φ 0 are smaller by a few orders of magnitude.
Let us first discuss the G state splittings for К = 0, since these arise di
rectly from the simple first-order model (see Sec. III). For all the potentials
used to calculate the bound Van der Waals states, it appears that in the low
est G state with К = 0 the para NH3 monomer is the proton donor and the
ortho monomer is the proton acceptor. This holds even when the equilibrium
structure has the cyclic geometry with two equivalent monomers, and the in
equivalence of the monomers is imposed only by the ortho-para difference. In
the first excited G state the situation is reversed: the para monomer is the
proton acceptor. It follows from Sec. Ill that it is only the inversion of the
para monomer which leads to an observable splitting in the protonated dimer.
Every G level splits into a Gf doublet. If we look at the experimental data in
Table 7 we observe that, for both monomers, the umbrella inversion in (N113)2
is about ten times slower than in the free monomer. Combining calculations
and experiment, we conclude, since the excited G state splits less than the
ground state, that the inversion of the proton acceptor is more strongly hin
dered than that of the donor. This might have been expected from geometric
considerations, which are most evident when we look at a structure with a lin
ear hydrogen bond. The calculations with the potential from chapter 2 [7] give

3.4 Results, comparison with experiment

TABLE 7. Inversion splittings in (]ЧНз)2, with the free monomer value
Δ = 23.79 GHz [14] ала with the optimized value Δ = 41.52 GHz.
state labels*
G2 - G 2
G2 -G2

(2)-(l)
(12)-(11)

A(V £ M(56)|V E 3 ) b
Д ( ^ | ( 5 6 ) | Я <) С

(4)/(l)
(16)/(13)
J

G G

ll3
Gi3-G
G2 G2
G2 -G2
G2 -G2
G2 -G2

(9)-(7)
(10)-(8)
(4)-(3)
(5)-(6)
(10)-(9)
(14)-(13)

calculation
experiment [5]
Δ =23.79
41.52 GHz
J =К =0
2.052
3.581 GHz
3.309 GHz
1.235
2.155 GHz
2.392 GHz
1.342
GHz
0.769
1.182 GHz
1.621
2.829 GHz
2.871 GHz
= 1,K = ±1
12.3
37.7 MHz
48.3 MHz
12.3
37.7 MHz
47.7 MHz
1.15
2.0 MHz
2.0 MHz
-0.82
-1.4 MHz
-0.6 MHz
11.85
20.7 MHz
32.7 MHz
0.6 MHz
0.35
0.1 MHz

a

State labels as in Fig. 3 and Table 4 of Ref. [5]; the G3 and G* states as in Table 4(a)
and the G2 states as in Table 4(b). Note that the (arbitrary) parity assignment of
the G2 levels in Ref. [5] is reversed here.
b
Off-diagonal matrix element between states of G j symmetry.
c
OfF-diagonal matrix element between states of G3" symmetry.
d
Prom mixing with lower G¿ /G3 levels (see Fig. 3).
e
Note the strong Coriolis coupling with the J = 1, К = 0 states labeled (11,12).
nearly correct splittings, see Table 7. With the potential of Sagarik et al. [17]
used in the earlier calculations [11] this is not the case: the ground state split
ting then is 1.67 GHz, which is reasonable, but the excited G state splitting is
0.09 GHz, which is too small by a factor of 25. This reflects the fact that with
this potential even the average structure has a nearly linear hydrogen bond
and the proton acceptor, with its lone pair almost parallel to the bond axis,
is difficult to invert. With the different model potentials I to IV introduced
in Refs. [18,19] the calculated inversion splittings vary by more than a factor
of 2, see e.g., Table 4 of Ref. [18]. The fact that we now obtain inversion split
tings which are nearly correct, both absolutely and relatively, indicates that
the potential found in chapter 2 [7] is indeed realistic.
The far-infrared spectrum determines only the relative parity of the lev
els, not the absolute overall parity. In Ref. [5] it was arbitrarily assumed that
the lowest of the G * levels with К = 0 has G j symmetry. It follows from
our results that this parity assignment must be reversed. The remaining dis
crepancy with the experimental values may be caused by the changes in the
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intramonomer barrier for inversion, induced by the interaction with the other
monomer. This is not taken into account by the present model, as long as
we take the splitting parameter Δ from the free monomer. Remember that
the interactions in (N113)2 are much stronger than in Ar-NH 3 , for which the
model proved to work very precisely [8]. We can include (in a rather crude
manner) the effect of these interactions on the monomer inversion barriers by
introducing an effective value of Δ into our model. A best fit (in the least
squares sense) of the splittings in the G states with К = 0 yields a value of Δ
which is larger than the monomer value by a factor of 1.75 (see Table 7).
Next we consider the G states with К = ± 1 and К = ±2. If we neglect the
off-diagonal Coriolis coupling and assume that К is a good quantum number
for the bound Van der Waals states, then it follows from Sec. II and III that in
the protonated dimer no splitting of these states should be observed. Experi
mentally these Gf splittings are indeed very small, see Table 7. The splittings
observed in the К = ± 1 states can be understood if we realize that they are
caused by the Coriolis mixing with the К = 0 states: they "steal" the inversion
splittings from the latter states. The amount of Coriolis mixing depends on
the energy differences between the unperturbed states with К = ± 1 and those
with К — 0. Especially the excited state with К = 1 which corresponds to
the labels (9,10) in Table 6 of chapter 2 [7], mixes with the first excited К = 0
state—i.e., the state labeled (11,12)—, since these states are nearly degener
ate. We observe in Table 7 that, indeed, the splitting of this state (32.7 MHz)
is considerably larger than that of the other К = ±1 states.
In the final stage of our calculations in chapter 2 [7] the Coriolis mixing
was explicitly included. It was calculated by diagonalizing the matrix of the
Hamiltonian including the Coriolis coupling, in a basis of eigenstates which were
obtained without Coriolis coupling (for which К is a good quantum number).
In this basis we included the lowest ten eigenstates for each value of K: —1,0,
and 1. The resulting eigenfunctions were then substituted into the formulas of
Table 6. The effect of the Coriolis mixing on the inversion splittings is mostly
very small, both absolutely and relatively. For the G states with К = ± 1 ,
which would not be split without this Coriolis mixing, the calculated inversion
splittings are listed in Table 7. We observe that even these small splittings
agree well with the measured values, especially when we use the optimized
value of Δ. And, indeed, the (10)-(9) splitting is by far the largest.
In general, the order of the (calculated and measured) G * doublets—i.e.,
the sign of the splitting parameter—for К = ± 1 and J = 1 is reversed with
respect to that of the J = К = 0 levels. The explanation that the G states with
К = ± 1 obtain their inversion splitting only by "stealing" it from the G states
with К = 0 (via Coriolis mixing) leads to the same sign of the "internal"

3.4 Results, comparison with experiment

splitting parameter. The reversed order is caused by the rotational phase factor
(—1)J which occurs when the umbrella inversion operator (56)* acts on the
basis functions, see Table 3. It is the action of this operator which splits the
G levels into the G j and G¿~ components, see Table 6, by inversion of the para
monomer. Thus, the G¿" levels are lower for J = К = 0 and the G j levels
are lower for J — 1, both for К = 0 and for К = ± 1 . Only the К = — 1
levels (5,6) deviate from this rule, see Table 7. It turns out that the splitting
between these levels is dominated by matrix elements of the operator (56)*
between the К = — 1 and the К = 1 components (which interact through the
К = 0 states), rather than by the admixed К = 0 components themselves. The
latter contribute +0.2 MHz to the splitting between the levels (5) and (6), while
the contribution from the К = — 1 and К = 1 mixing is —1.6 MHz (for the
optimized value of Δ). Note that the G levels (5,6) with К = — 1 are relatively
close to the levels (3,4) with К = 1. It is remarkable that the negative sign of
this minute splitting between the levels (5) and (6) is given correctly by our
calculations.
This explanation of the inversion splitting of the G states is confirmed by
the observed J dependence of these splittings: For the G states with К = 0
they are almost independent of J. The splittings of the К = ± 1 states, which
we interpret as being introduced via the Coriolis mixing, are proportional to
J( J+Í). The splittings of the G states with К = ±2 are unobservably small [5].
Also this is consistent with our explanation, since one needs indirect Coriolis
mixing, via the states with К = ± 1 to the К = 0 states, in order to obtain
any inversion splitting of the К = ± 2 states.
Let us now discuss the splittings of the Et states (г = 1, 2, 3, 4), first for
К = 0. The theory tells us that no pure first order splittings occur in these
states. The reason is that the monomers invert simultaneously in these states,
with the same or with opposite phases. This follows from the adaptation of
the Ег states to the Gm symmetry of the inverting dimer. The resulting Gf
and G f states are generated by the projector (E ± E*), see Table 5, and E*
inverts both monomers, see Table 2. Still, the splittings observed [5] for the
Et states with К = 0 are of the same order of magnitude as those of the
G states. This is shown in Fig. 2, where it is also clarified how these splittings
can be interpreted. It is important to realize that for К = 0 the E\ state is
nearly degenerate with the E3 state, and the Ei state with the E\ state. This
is a rather surprising phenomenon, since the E\-E3 and Еч-Ец splittings are
caused by the anisotropy of the intermolecular potential, which is considerable.
The calculations in chapter 2 [7] give nearly correct small splittings, however,
and it is explained why these near-degeneracies occur. But, given these small
energy gaps, it is easy to mix the E\ and E3 states, as well as the E-¿ and E4
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FIG. 2. Splitting by monomer umbrella inversion of the К = 0 VRT рага-рага
states. The splittings (in MHz) indicated arc from experiment [5]. The states on
the lefthand side have the labels (l)-(4) in Fig. 3(a) of Ref. [5] and in Table VI of
chapter 2 [7], the states on the righthand side are labeled (13)-(16). Our model
predicts that the E1/E3 and E2/E4 levels split symmetrically. Observe that this
holds experimentally to a very good approximation.

states. We include such mixing in our quasi-degenerate first-order model. Also
the symmetry aspects are relevant: only the G4 component that arises from
the E\ state will mix with the corresponding component of the E3 state (for
even J ) . Similarly, the G$ component of the Ε·ι state mixes with the corre
sponding component of the £4 state. The other components remain unaffected,
since they have different symmetries, see Table 5 and Fig. 2. As the amount
of mixing (and splitting) depends very sensitively on the energy gaps between
the unperturbed E1/E3 and E2/E4 states, and it is practically impossible to
reproduce these (very small) gaps quantitatively by the bound state calcula
tions, we have chosen to compare the off-diagonal umbrella-tunneling matrix
elements, rather than the final splittings. These can be extracted from the
experimental data [5] if one assumes that the perturbed Ег levels are given by
the expressions in Table 5. It follows from the measured values that this is
indeed realistic: the G4-G4 splitting of the E3 state nearly equals the G^-GJ
splitting of the Ει state and the G^-G^ splitting of the E\ state nearly equals
the G2-G4 splitting of the Ei state, see Fig. 2. In Table 7 we observe that
the tunneling matrix elements calculated with the bound state wave functions
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FIG. 3. Splitting of the К = ±1 VRT рага-рага states, first by Coriolis interaction
and then by monomer inversions Splittings indicated (in MHz) are from Ref [5] The
levels in this figure correspond to the states (5)-(10) in Fig 3(a) of Ref [5] and in
Table 6 of Ref [7] The E\ state does not split under inversion, since the interactions
of its OX and GJ components with the Ез and E\ states, respectively, are as good
as equal We predict its shift to be of the same magnitude as the observed splittings,
ca 48 MHz

and the potential from chapter 2 [7] agree well with the values extracted from
experiment [5], also for the Ег states.
Finally, we consider the Ег states (г = 1, 2, 3, 4) with К = ± 1 . The inver
sion splittings observed for these states are somewhat larger than the splittings
of the G states with К — ± 1 , but much smaller than the splittings of the
E, states with К = 0. We will now show that the mechanism which splits
the Et states with К = ± 1 is essentially the same as for the Et states with
К = 0 The resulting splittings are considerably smaller, however, because
the near-degeneracies of the latter states do not occur for К = ± 1 . It follows
from our calculations that the off-diagonal umbrella-tunneling matrix elements
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are of similar size, but the energy gaps between the unperturbed states are
much larger. Instead of the first-order approach for quasi-degenerate states,
one may now apply a second order perturbation formula to calculate the split
tings. Another relevant observation is that the Ει states with К = ± 1 do
not split because the coupling of their Gj component with the corresponding
component of the E$ states is practically equal to the coupling of their G^
component with the corresponding component of the E4 states (see Fig. 3).
This follows from the fact that the E3 and E4 levels with \K\ = 1 are degener
ate (apart from a small Coriolis splitting), and that also their eigenvectors are
(practically) the same. (One of the components in their symmetry-projectors
has a different sign, of course (see Table 4), but this does not affect the size
of the coupling matrix elements). Thus, the observed [5] splitting pattern can
be completely understood, see Fig. 3. The same reasoning holds for the Gjj"
and G4 components of the E2 states with К = ± 1 , which are not split either,
but which contribute to the splitting of the nearby E3 and E4 states. Even the
calculated size of the inversion splitting (37.7 MHz with the optimized value
of Δ) of the lowest E3 and E4 states agrees well with the observed splittings,
which are indeed nearly equal (48.3 and 47.7MHz). These splittings, by con
trast with the Coriolis splitting between the E3 and E4 states with \K\ = 1
(384 MHz for the lowest pair, for J = 1), are (almost) J independent. This is
in accord with our interpretation.

V. CONCLUSION
The theory and the calculations presented in this chapter lead to a detailed
understanding of the observed umbrella inversion splittings in (NHa)2· We
recall that these splittings, for the states with different symmetry and different
K, range over three orders of magnitude. The calculated splittings are in
quantitative agreement with the measured data [5]. The largest splittings occur
for the mixed ortho-рага states (the G states) with К — 0, because these
splittings originate from the inversion-tunneling of the para monomer by a
true first-order mechanism. Although this mechanism is absent for the parapara states (i.e., the states of Ει, E2, E3, and E4 symmetry), the Ei levels
with К = 0 are split by almost equally large amounts. This is shown to be
related to the near-degeneracies in these levels, which lead to a quasi-first order
tunneling mechanism. It is essential in this mechanism that the different Ei
states have components with the same G144 symmetry. For Κ φϋ the energy
gaps between the unperturbed states of Ei symmetry are much larger, and
the quasi-first order mechanism becomes a second order effect. This explains

3.5 Conclusion
TABLE 8. Inversion splittings in (ND 3 ) 2 , Δ = 1.600 GHz [14].
calculation
В+-АГ
B}-Atb
АІ-ВГ
At-BtA

36.99 MHz
56.76 MHz
70.56 MHz
-6.50 MHz

G2 -G2 e
G2 -Gï"

G2 -G2
G2-Gî

50.29 MHz
13.59 MHz
58.93 MHz
61.86 MHz

Δ{φΕί\{56)\ψΕψ
А(грЕ>\(56)\фЕ<)ь

21.13 MHz
56.31 MHz

"Ground Αι state.
b
First excited A\ state.
c
Ground A4 state.
d
First excited A 4 state.
e
Ground G state.
f
First excited G state.
g
Off-diagonal matrix element between states of GÎ symmetry.
h
Off-diagonal matrix element between states of G% symmetry.

why the splittings of the Ег states with Κ φ 0 are considerably smaller. The
very small splittings of the G states with К = ± 1 are induced by an indirect
mechanism, through Coriolis coupling. The "effective" value of Δ, which was
optimized for the G states with К = 0, considerably improves the results for
all the other states too (see Table 7).
Since the inversion splittings appear to depend sensitively on the intermolecular potential used to generate the bound state wave functions, it is con
firmed that the potential found in chapter 2 [7] is realistic. The umbrella
inversion splittings calculated for (N03)2 with the same potential are given in
Table 8. The inversion splittings of the Αχ, A2, A3, and A4 states and the
splittings between the Gf and G2 components arising from the G states are
also observable in this case. The theory predicts that these splittings will be
relatively large and J independent, even for Κ φ 0. In an absolute sense, how
ever, the umbrella inversion splitting in ND 3 (Δ = 1.600 GHz) is considerably
smaller than in NH3, and the reduction of this splitting in the dimer is greater
(see Table 8). The predicted splittings are nevertheless sufficiently large to be
measurable; we expect that they will soon be observed.
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APPENDIX A: SEQUENCE ADAPTATION
It is well-known that the irreducible representations (irreps) of an outer direct
product group are Kronecker products of the irreps of the factors. Since the
corresponding result for semi-direct products is more involved [16] and less
well-known, we review briefly how to construct an irrep Γ of an arbitrary group
G = H®{e,s},fTom
the irrep ©(ft) 7 of Я . Let V 7 = {Φι, · • •,Ψ] ) carry the
/^-dimensional irrep D (/ι) 7 ,
Λ^ Ύ = ^ 7 0 ( / ι ) 7 ,

h e Я.

(Al)

Since by the definition of a semi-direct product the subgroup Я is invariant in
G, we have hs = sh' with h' G H. Acting with the element h(e ± s), we find
h{e±s)i¡>'r

= il>-'to{h)'y±8rl}"fB(h'y,

h, h'e H.

(A2)

If Ш> (Л) 7 = ID) (s _ 1 /is) 7 = Ш> (/г')7 for all h e Я , then it is clear that (e ± s)i/>7
carries an irrep of G, where the elements of the coset Hs are represented by
± Ш>7, because hs(e ± s) = ±h(e ±s). If D (/ι)7 and D (s _ 1 /i.s) 7 are equivalent,
but not identical, we find by an easy extension of the argument that also an
/ 7 -dimensional irrep of G is generated, but carried by the basis (V>7 ± si/»7 T ) ,
where Τ gives the equivalence transformation.
If, on the other hand, we assume that D (/ι)7 and D (/г')7 = В (s _ 1 /is) 7 =
Ш> (Л) 7 , while 7 and 7' are non-equivalent irreps, then

fc(*w) = (*w)( D £ ) T

D £ )V )

(АЗ)

and

M f , ^ ) = (f,^)(D(0ft)v

D

o)7)·

(A4)

By Schur's lemma it is possible to reduce such a set of matrices if and only if
7 and 7' are equivalent, which by assumption is not the case. Hence a 2/ 7 dimensional irrep of G is obtained, which is carried by (г/)7, si/)7). It is evident
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that this construction yields a sequence adapted basis, i.e., restriction of the
irrep of G to H gives a decomposed irrep. It is of interest to relate this group
structure to the Wigner operators, defined by
Ρΐο = Σ0^1)ΐ9·

(A5)

g€G

In the first case, when the restriction of Γ to Я is 7, it is easily shown that
P£b = (e±s)QZb,

(A6)

where Q 7 6 is a Wigner operator for H. In the second case, where Г 4- Я = 7Φ7',
the subscripts are compound indices: o t-> (λ, a') and b t-> (μ, b'), and

λ,α',μ,δ' — 1

Ql'b'
Qa'b'

s

for λ = μ
otherwise

(A7)

It follows that ΡαΓ0 = Wr'yQl,b,, with WT>i = (e ± s), e, or s. We have to
repeat this procedure several times, when going along the group chain, and it
is clear that WTn will be a simple product of coset generators and factors of
the e ± s kind.
Another group theoretical fact needed in the development of the main text
is the following. Consider two commuting isomorphic groups Я and Я ' with
ft, о h[, ft, eH,h[€
Я ' , and i = 1,..., \H\ = \H'\. Let Я ® H' С G and let
s 6 G be such that ft,ft's = shjh[, i.e., (Я ® Я ' ) (s) {e, s} is a wreath product
[22,23]. Suppose further that the groups have identical—not just equivalent—
irreps, i.e., D (ft,) 7 = Ш> (ft;) 7 for all 7 and г. If
Щ

V»7 ® 0 V = V 7 ® 0 7 ' © (ft.) 7 ® Ю> (Л^ ) 7 ' ,

(A8)

then, using that the irreps are identical, we find
fttft,s V>7 ® 0 7 ' = sh3h't ι/»7 ® </>7' = s ^ 7 ® 0 7 ' P (ft.,)7 ® D (ft^)7'
= sV> 7 ®0 7 'lD)(ft;) 7 ®©(ft t ) 7 '
= st/>7 ® 0 y T D (ft,) 7 ' ® D (/ij) 7 T _ 1 .
In the last step we used the fact that the commutation of the factors in a
Kronecker product matrix implies a simple reordering of the basis, effected by
the permutation matrix Τ . Hence, the basis s ψ1 ® φΊ carries the irrep of
Η ®H' (equivalent to) 7' ® 7.
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Abstract
Expressions are derived for the nuclear quadrupole splittings in the
Ез and Ei {para-para) states of (¡МНз)2 and it is shown that these
can be matched with the standard expressions for rigid rotors with
two identical quadrupolar nuclei The matching is exact only when
the off-diagonal Conolis coupling is neglected However, the selection
rules for rotational transitions are just opposite to those for the rigid
rotor Hyperfine splittings are measured for the J = 2 •<— 1 transi
tions in the Ез and Ei states with \K\ = 1, the quadrupole coupling
constants χαα = 0 1509(83) MHz and хьь - X c c = 2 8365(83) MHz are
extracted from these measurements by the use of the above mentioned
correspondence with the rigid rotor expressions The corresponding re
sults are also calculated, with and without the Conolis coupling, from
the six-dimensional vibration-rotation-tunneling (VRT) wave functions
of (NH3)2, which were previously obtained by Olthof et al [Ε Η Τ
Olthof, A van der Avoird, and P E S Wormer, J Chem Phys 101,
8430 (1994)] Prom the comparison of χαα with the measured value it
follows that the semi-empirical potential and the resulting VRT states
of Olthof et al are very accurate along the interchange (Ι?Λ,Ι9Β) coor-
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dinate. From хьь — Xcc it follows that this potential is probably too soft
in the dihedral angle 7 = -уA — 7я, which causes the torsional amplitude
to be larger than derived from the experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION
Since about twenty years the ammonia dimer has been the subject of several
studies addressing the question whether (N113)2 is a hydrogen bonded com
plex. Most of the earlier ab initio calculations had led to the conclusion that
the ammonia dimer has a hydrogen bonded equilibrium structure [1-6]. In
1985, however, Nelson et al. [7,8] deduced a structure from microwave mea
surements, which contradicts this prediction. They found that the C3 axes of
the NH3 monomers make nearly complementary angles with the intermolecular
axis: the cyclic (anti-parallel) structure. The determination of this structure
was based on measurements of the hyperfine splittings and the Stark effect in
two tunneling states. These two tunneling states were assigned as G states in
the symmetry group G36, which can be viewed either as states with one unit
of angular momentum associated with one internal rotor (the para monomer)
and zero internal angular momentum associated with the other rotor (the ortho
monomer) or as two interchange tunneling partners [9]. This interchange im
plies that the two monomers exchange their roles as proton donor and acceptor
in the hydrogen bond.
In a later far-infrared study [10] several tunneling levels were probed, but
since none of them shared a common level, no information concerning the dy
namics of the complex could be extracted. The ground states of the transitions
observed in the far-infrared region [10] were probed in an infrared-far-infrared
double resonance experiment by Havenith et al. [11]. This study, as well as
an extensive far-infrared study by Loeser et al. [12] and a theoretical study by
Van Bladel et al. [13] led to the following conclusions: (i) The two tunneling
G levels probed by Nelson et al. are the two partially quenched umbrella inver
sion components (Nelson et al. had assumed that the umbrella inversion of the
NH3 monomers in the complex is quenched). As a consequence, the appropri
ate symmetry group must be extended to G144 and the G levels of G36 split
into G f levels of G144. (ii) The interchange tunneling splitting was found to
be large (about 480GHz). As a consequence, the high barrier limit does not
apply, and large amplitude internal motion is expected. Therefore, vibrational
averaging effects can contribute substantially and the structure deduced from
the measurements of Nelson et al. does not have to agree with the equilibrium
structure. However, in the study by Nelson et al. [7,8] it was found that the
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relevant monomer orientations, as probed by the dipole moment and the nu
clear quadrupole coupling constants, hardly change upon isotope substitution.
Hence, these authors concluded that (N113)2 is nearly rigid and that the nearly
cyclic structure must coincide with the equilibrium structure.
Further experiments on different tunneling states which probed different
parts of the potential surface helped to solve these issues. Linnartz et al. [14]
measured the Stark effect, i.e., the axial component of the dipole moment, in the
G2 states with \K\ = 1, which gives direct information on the orientations of
the monomers in this state. This study demonstrated clearly the effect of vibra
tional averaging. Whereas for the G * states with К = 0 the dipole moment was
found to be 0.74 D [7], a value of only 0.10 D was obtained for the G * states with
\K\ = 1. Incidentally, it might be noted that for a rigid structure with a linear
hydrogen bond a dipole moment of about 2.0 D is expected. The small dipole
implies that averaged over the time scale of the experiment the complex reflects
a nearly antiparallel, cyclic structure. Two recent ob initio studies led to differ
ent predictions of the equilibrium structure: whereas Hassett et al. [15] found a
hydrogen bonded structure, Tao and Klemperer [16] found the cyclic structure.
A recent series of studies by Olthof et al. [17-20] presents a theoretical
approach to these issues. They constructed a family of model potentials with
different barriers in the interchange motion and in the hindered rotations of
the two NH3 monomers around their G3 axes. For each of these potentials
they calculated the six-dimensional vibration-rotation-tunneling (VRT) states
of (N113)2 and the expectation values of the dipole moment and the hyperfine
splittings. By improving the parameters they arrived at a model potential that
was able to reproduce all the observed far-infrared frequencies [10,12] with de
viations of only about 0.25 c m - 1 and that gives good agreement for all values
of the dipole moment and the nuclear quadrupole splittings observed so far.
Even the very small splittings due to the hindered umbrella inversions could be
quantitatively computed [20] from the VRT states calculated in Ref. [19]. In cal
culations of the VRT states and the properties of (N03)2 also the observed [7,8]
effects of isotope substitution were quantitatively reproduced [19]. The discus
sion whether the ammonia dimer is hydrogen bonded could thus be concluded.
The potential minimum is found to correspond to a strongly bent hydrogen
bonded structure, and the donor-acceptor interchange barrier is very low (about
-1
7 c m ) . The criteria implied in the term hydrogen bonding: strong direction
ality and near linearity, are not met in the case of (КНз^. Also the apparent
contradictions in the experimental observations could be explained. VRT states
with different symmetries or different (approximate) К quantum numbers show
substantial differences in their averaged properties. The influence of isotope
substitution in the G states probed by Nelson et al. [7,8] is rather unexpected:
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the calculations [19] showed that the average structure of (N113)2 is closer to
equilibrium than the average structure of (N03)2- This appears to be caused
by the different internal rotor behavior of ortho and para ammonia monomers.
As an important test for the newly established potential of Olthof et al. we
present the measurement of pure rotational transitions in the E3 and E4 parapara states of (N113)2 with \K\ = 1, with fully resolved hyperfine structure.
We compare the hyperfine coupling constants with the results of calculations
based on the potential of Olthof et al. The measurements were carried out on
the pulsed molecular beam Fourier transform microwave spectrometer in Kiel.
These measurements probe the orientations of the NH3 monomers, for the first
time in a state which is not a mixed ortho-para (G) state. So far, no experi
mental information was available on the dihedral angle between the C3 axes. In
the study of Nelson et al. it was always assumed, due to this lack of information,
that the monomer C3 axes lie in one plane. Also the more recent experiments
[10-12,14] do not directly probe the out of plane motion. Therefore, it may
be asked how accurate the model potential developed by Olthof et al. is in its
dependence on the dihedral angle. Our measurement probes the out of plane
motion of the complex by the determination of the perpendicular component
of the hyperfine coupling хьь — Xcc, in addition to the parallel component χααThe observed hyperfine splittings of the E3 and E\ states with \K\ = 1 are
fitted by a computer program meant for rigid rotors. In this procedure the am
monia dimer is treated as if it were a rigid prolate symmetric top. As discussed
above, the dimer is not at all rigid. In Sec. II it will be shown, however, that the
expressions for the quadrupole splittings in the E3 and E\ states of (N113)2 can
be matched with the standard rigid rotor expressions. The agreement is exact
only when the (weak) off-diagonal Coriolis coupling is neglected, i.e., when К is
assumed to be an exact quantum number. From this derivation it follows, at the
same time, that the selection rules for rotational transitions in the £3 and E4
states of the (N113)2 dimer are just opposite to the rigid rotor selection rules. In
Sec. Ill we briefly describe the experimental setup and in Sec. IV we present the
measured hyperfine coupling constants and the corresponding results calculated
with and without Coriolis coupling. Finally, in Sec. V, we discuss what can be
learned from the comparison between the experimental and calculated results.

II. THEORY
The splitting of the E3 and E4 levels with |Ä"| = 1 into nine sublevéis by the
interaction with the electric quadrupoles of the 14 N nuclei, can be described
by a formalism which is very similar to the usual theory [21] for rigid prolate
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symmetric tops, provided we neglect the off-diagonal Coriolis interaction. The
explanation of this fact will be the subject of this section.
The coordinate system used is described in detail in Ref. [17]. In short, the
vector R, connecting the centers of mass of the monomers A and B, has polar
coordinates R, β, a with respect to an arbitrary space-fixed frame. A two-angle
embedded dimer frame is chosen such that its ζ axis is along R. With respect
to this frame the principal axes frames of the monomers have Euler angles η χ,
ϋχ and φχ, Χ = А, В. Later we will use 7 = §(7л + 7в) as an external
angle, i.e., an overall rotation angle of the dimer, together with β and a, and
the dihedral angle 7 = 74 - 7в as an internal angle.
A. T h e rigid rotor with two identical quadrupolar nuclei

Let us first describe briefly the quadrupole splitting in the dimer from the
perspective of rigid rotor theory. We will follow Ref. [21] as closely as possible.
We choose the a axis along ζ (the long axis), the b axis along χ and the с axis
along y. The operator describing the coupling with nucleus Νχ is a term in
the multipole expansion of the Coulomb interaction between Νχ· and the other
charged particles in the dimer, which we write in irreducible tensor notation as

X=A,B

Χ

μ

where the tensors are expressed with respect to the space-fixed frame. The
irreducible tensor Qx is the quadrupole of nucleus Ν χ . The second rank irre
x
x
ducible gradient tensor q is related to the field gradient tensor q expressed
with respect to the dimer frame by

tf =E D £W.7)4*·

(2)

V

The quantities £>jj, are elements of Wigner D matrices in the active convention
of e.g., Ref. [22].
Let us indicate the nitrogen nuclear spins by IA (= 1) and Iв (= 1), which
we Clebsch-Gordan couple as follows,

\IMi)=

Σ

\ІАМА)\ІвМв)(ІАМА;ІвМв\ІМх),

1 = 0,1,2.

(3)

M A MB

If we were to neglect the hyperfine interaction, the total angular momentum
J of the dimer would be a constant of the motion. The conservation of J is
broken by the quadrupole coupling to the nitrogen nuclei, which, however, is
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so small that only first-order mixing has to be considered, i.e., we take a fixed
value J' = J. So, we couple I and J to a resultant angular momentum F that
is a strict constant of the motion.
The following matrix element, arising in a first order treatment, can be
evaluated by repeated application of the Wigner-Eckart theorem, cf. Ref. [21]
Eqs. (15.117) and (15.118). We assume that the field gradient tensors at the two
nitrogen nuclei are equal when expressed in the monomer frames. Furthermore,
we will see below that, due to the interchange symmetry of the two interacting
para monomers, they are also equal in the dimer frame. This implies that
the reduced matrix elements of the field gradient of A and В are equal. The
nuclear quadrupole is determined by the nucléons and is not affected by the
environment outside the nucleus, so that the reduced matrix elements of the
quadrupoles are also equal. Hence we find,
HT1

= (τ'

,(JI')FMF\HqQ\T,(JI)FMF)
(r',J\\qA\\T,J){IA\\QA\\IA)

=
Χ

Σ

Σ

χ

MA,MB
M

'AM'B

Σ

(FMFIJM'^I'MÏKI'MÏIIAM^IBM'B)

Ml.Mj
M

'T'M'J

x B - l ) ' ( JM'j 12, -μ; JMj)(ΙχΜ'χ\2,μ;IxMx)

(4)

μ

χ

{IAMA;IBMB\IMI)(JMj;IMI\FMF)
1

= (-1)' [1 + ( - I ) 1 ' " 1 ] [(21 + 1)(2I' + 1)] 1 / 2
x(T>,J\\q*\\T,J)(IA\\Q*\\IA){F2
where t\ =1'+X+J
from
(T',J\\qA\\T,J)
(IA\\Q \\IA)

j

£}{£

fA

7

«},

+ F and the reduced matrix elements can be calculated
= f(J)(Tl,J,Mj
=

A

r

= J\q£\T,J,Mj

f(J)(r',J,J\q \T,J,J)

= f(lA)(lA,MA=IA\QA\IA,MA
=

= J)

A

= IA)

(5)

A

f(IA)(IA,IA\Q \IAJA).

The expressions between curly brackets are 6j symbols and ƒ (J) is the inverse
of a 3j symbol,

™=KiSi)F

-1

The factor 2 is by convention. The quantum numbers τ and τ' stand for the
remaining quantum numbers necessary to label the states completely; they do
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not enter the Wigner-Eckart theorem. The expectation value of the nuclear
quadrupole operator QA is simply
(IAjA\QÛ\lA,lA)

= eQ,

where cQ is the nuclear quadrupole moment of 14 N. The field gradient matrix
element is often designated by
(T',J,J\q£\r,J,J)

=qj.

The factor [l + ( - 1 ) 1 - I ] is zero or two, and expresses the fact that 1 and
I ' must be simultaneously odd or even. The nine-dimensional first order matrix Ηχ·χ is almost completely diagonal, the only off-diagonal element being
between states with I' = 2 , 1 = 0 and X' = 0 , 1 = 2.
Our computer program that fits the reduced matrix elements to the ob
served splittings is based on asymmetric top functions: \τ, J) = |λ, JK^K,),
where λ labels the "internal" part of the wave function. By insertion of Eq. (2)
and use of

where СІ

is a spherical harmonic function normalized to 4π/5, we obtain
eQqj =

eQ(T',J,J\q£\T,J,J)

= Y,(-inJK.KM24ßn)\JK.K.)Xu.

(6)

In Sec. IIB we will derive explicit expressions for
Xv

= eQqA = eQq?

as matrix elements of СІ ' (ϋχ, ηχ ) over the internal part of the wave functions
of (N113)2- Here, we consider this complex as a rigid rotor and we treat the
components χ,, of the quadrupole coupling tensor as parameters which must be
extracted from the experimentally observed hyperfine splittings. Equation (6)
is in complex spherical form; often it is written in real spherical form. The "Vie
rergruppe" V(a, b, c) is a symmetry group of the asymmetric top, see Ref. [21]
p. 405. It is easy to show that only the real operators C¿ ' and Cj + C_2
transform according to A\ of V(a,b,c) and hence only those contribute nonvanishing diagonal matrix elements to eQqj in Eq. (6).
Introducing the direction cosines Φ ζ 9 of the a, b, and с axes with respect
to the space-fixed Ζ axis
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Ф^с = sin/3 sin 7,

Φ zb = sinocos 7,

$Za = cosß,

(7)

and observing that the field gradient tensor χ is traceless and symmetric, we
can easily show that
ф

Σ
д=а,Ь,с

2

г,Х« = C»\ßn)x«« + ¿g [C?\ß,l) + θί ί(β>Ί)] (хьь - χ«)- (8)

This enables us to write Eq. (6) as follows

g=a,6,c

where the tensor χ is now in cartesian form. Comparison of the real equivalent
of Eq. (6) with Eq. (9) shows the connection between the cartesian components
Xgg and the spherical components χ„ of χ.
If the asymmetric rotor becomes a prolate symmetric top, one finds the
following relation between the wave functions
\JKaKc)^[\J,K)

+ (-l)J+K°+K<\J,-K)]/V2,

(10)

with К = Ка. The correlation is based on the fact that the left- and righthand
side of Eq. (10) transform according to the same irreducible representation
of V(a, b, c). The kets in Eq. (10) are the usual symmetric top functions
1/2

J

K

\ > ) = (4zr-)'
8тг ~,

(11)

&£{<*, β,Ί)\

2

Substitution of Eqs. (8) and (10) into (9) yields
eQgj = \[{J,K\C™\J,K)

+ (J,-K\C^\J,-K)]Xaa

x [(J,K\C¡2)\J,-K)

+

^(-ly+X'+K'

+ (J,-K\C^2\J,K)](Xbb-Xcc).

(12)

Using the pairwise equality of the rotational matrix elements, we find
eQqj = (J,K\ C™ (ßn)\J,K
+

(13)

)χαα
M-l)

J+K K

(2

^ '{J,K\C \ßn)\J,-K){Xbb-Xcc).

Note the appearance of the term with ν = 2; it would be missing if, because of
symmetry, хьь = Xcc- In the ammonia dimer states with \K\ = 1 this term is
present.
Often Eq. (13) is written in terms of equivalent operators. We use the
Wigner-Eckart theorem and find that
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2)

(J,K'\ck \J,K)

χ

= [(2J + 3){J + 1)]- {J,K'\3J¡ -

Р\^К)

and
(J,K'\C{H\J,K) = \yfc[(2J + 3)(J + 1)]-1

(J,K'\Jl\J,K).

We can then easily show that
eQqj =

2 J

+

3

(14)

[XaaDi + (Xbb - Xcc)D2j,

with

* = щгп)№>-{ІЯ))

and

^ = j(jTi)H>-<^)'(15)

where the expectation values are taken with respect to the states in Eq. (10).
This concludes the part of the formalism where the dimer is seen from the point
of view of rigid rotor theory.

B. The quadrupede coupling in the ammonia dimer
In order to relate our six-dimensional VRT calculations to the above theory, we
depart from a formula given earlier for the quadrupole splitting of E3 and E\
states {see Eq. (A13) of Ref. [13]},
(Фх\НдЯ\Фх)

= 2{фх\дА\грх)-(

'х\СА\

х

(16)

).

Неге ψχ is the rovibrational part of the wave function and θχ the nuclear spin
part. In order to satisfy the Pauli principle the irreps λ and λ of Gje must be
associate. Note that E3 and £4 are an associate pair. The factor of 2 occurs in
A
A
B
B
Eq. (16) because H4Q = q • Q + q · Q and the second term has the same
expectation value as the first term. Recall in this connection that the Ei states
describe two interacting para molecules. In the notation of Eq. (16) the spacefixed magnetic quantum numbers (the projections of the angular momenta on
the space-fixed Ζ axis) are suppressed. According to the discussion following
Eq. (A13) in Ref. [13], we must diagonalize a (2J+1)N x (2J+l)7V-dimensional
first order matrix. Here N is the spin statistical weight, as for instance given
in Table VII of Ref. [13].
Couple the para proton spin (5д = SB = 1/2) functions of A and B:

\SMs)=

Σ
ТПАТПВ

\hmA)\\,mB){\,mA-\,mB\SMs),

5 = 0,1.

(17)
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From the permutation property of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
= {-l)n+h-J

(jim1;j2m2\JM)

(j2m2; j

i m i

| JM)

(18)

follows that the interchange operator Ia*> = (14)(25)(36)(78) (1, 2, 3, and 4, 5,
6 are the protons of A and B, respectively; 7 and 8 designate the nitrogens)
acts as
îa*\SMs)\IMi)

= (-l)s+I+1\SMs)\IMx).

(19)

The Ez (ex = 1) and the E4 {t-x = - 1 ) spin kets are
θ\ = \{Ê + exîa°)\SMs)\IMx)

= í(l + t-x(-l)s+z+1)\SMs)\IMj).

(20)

Hence the 21 E3 spin functions are: {|1M 5 )|00)}, {|1M S )|2M Z )}, and
{|00)|lMz)}. The 15 E4 spin functions are: 100>100), { |00)|2Mi) }, and
{ 11Μ$)\1Μχ) }, where Ms and Μχ run over the appropriate ranges.
Reintroducing the space-fixed magnetic quantum numbers, we find that
we must diagonalize a matrix with general element (X = E3, £4 and X = E4,
E3, respectively),
(XJM'jS'M'sl'M!L\2qA-QA\XJMjSMslMx).

(21)

Define the (2 J + 1) χ (2 J 4- 1) field gradient matrix
G{_xl =

{(XJM'j\qAß\XJMj))

and the (21' 4-1) x (21 + 1) nuclear quadrupole matrix

®ΐ'τ

{(ϊΜχ\ς>Α\ΐΜχ)),

=

then the X = Еэ matrix of Eq. (21) factorizes into a proton, nitrogen, and
spatial factor

2£(-l)"

<11111)
0

0
(10|10)

0

0

.

(1

s<5>.

Θ (00100)®
And

0
0
1 | 1 - i).

also the X = E4 matrix

о
о

2£(-l)"

(i-ili-i)
e(oo|oo)®Q

1,1

,(ЕО
' -μ

·

!¿·1
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4.2 Theory

Since the proton spin matrices are unit matrices, we must diagonalize the two
matrices

г В - і П Н ' 1 ^ and 2£(-l)" Q

0

^

UG!Í¡.

These matrices may be block-diagonalized by Clebsch-Gordan coupling the
basis \JMj)\IMz)
to \{JX)FMF) for arbitrary T, I = 0, 1, 2. We proceed
in the very same way as in the derivation of Eq. (4), and find
Ηντ = 2(λ, (JI')FMF\qA

-QA\X,

{J1)FMF)

А

2{-1)^(\,3\и \\\3){1А\\С}А\\1А)

=

х[(22 + 1)(2І' + 1)ГЦ * ¿}{'¿ I '*}. (22)
The reduced matrix elements are defined as in Eq. (5). We will show that the
matrix element
(χ,υ\4Α\\,υ)

= (Ψί\4Α\ΦΪ)

(23)

of the field gradient operator can be identified with qj. In order to evaluate
it, we assume that the field gradient qx at nucleus Njv is the same as in the
free monomer X. From the axial symmetry of the ammonia monomer then
follows that only one component q = qL0 3 must be considered in the monomer
frame. If we successively transform from the monomer- to the dimer- to the
space-fixed frame we obtain

V

=go

N H

*£z^,/WC<2)(^,7A)
ν

= Σο^(^,7Γ UH'C?4*A, \î)) .

(24)

Integration over the internal wave function and comparison with Eq. (2) will
give us an expression for the dimer-fixed field gradient tensor qx. We use that
the Ез and E\ states ψ* in Eq. (23) are
№i) = -fî0

+ exîa')\J,K)\\,K),

(25)

with e\ — +1 for λ = Ez and t\ = - 1 for λ = Е^. See Ref. [13] for the deriva
tion of this result, but note that Ω, instead of К was used in that reference. The
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weak dependence of the internal wave functions \X,K) on J is neglected and
К (= 1) is fixed if we neglect the Coriolis coupling. The "external" functions
are
Ί /2
lJ

>

K)

=

{^r)

(26)

DjK^Wr-

These functions differ from the symmetric top functions of Eq. (11) by a factor
(27г) -1 / 2 ехр(гА"7), but it can easily be shown that the external factors in the
matrix elements below are identical to the usual rigid rotor expressions used in
Sec. II A. The internal functions are the VRT states
Ιλ,Α') = ^2c^K\jAt,kA„JB,,kB,,jt,K,nt),

(27)

г

with the basis defined as in Refs. [13,19]
\JA,kA,JB,kB,j,K,n)

(R)

=
{

Σ

Xn

( Β

ο ^ΧΑ{ΊΑ,ϋΑ,ψΑγο ΐ Β\Β{ΊΒ,ϋΒ,ΨΒγ{ΐΑπιΑ-,ίΒτηΒ\ίκ).

The interchange operator Ia9 acts as follows on these functions
îa°\J,K)=(-l)J\J,-K)
a9

(28a)

+

I \X,K)=J2c^K(-iy^ ^'\jBt,kB„jA,JkA„h,-K,ni).

(28b)

г

Since Iag\X,K)
does not interact with | λ , К ) for Κ φ 0, when we neglect the
off-diagonal Coriolis coupling, the coefficients с г ^ and сг'£ are equal. Substitu
tion of Eqs. (25)-(28) into (23) yields

(ΦΪ\<έ\Φί)
=
lq™l3[UK\c¥)(ß,0)\J,K)(\,K\C(02)(uA:lA)\X,K)

(29)

(J,-K\C^(p,0)\J,-K)(X,K\îagC^\âAnA)îag\X,K)

+

ex(-l)J(J,K\ci2)(ß,0)\J,-K)(X,K\C^(uA,lA)Ta9\X,K)

+

+ ex(-l)J(J,-K\cW(P,0)\J,K)(X,K\Î^C{_2)2(uA,4A)\X,K)

.

Using the pairwise equality of the rotational matrix elements, we find
H3
2)

(rì\rì\rì) = ho [uK\c( \j,K)
χ(Χ,Κ\0^2)(ϋΑ,ΊΑ)
+

+

Ϊα9^2)(ϋΑηΑ)Ϊα3\Χ,Κ)

ex(-l)J(J,K\C™\J,-K)

x(X,K\ C(2)(ϋΑ, 7л)/ а9 + TagC{2¡(ΰΑ, 7л) Ι λ, Κ)1. (30)

4.2 Theory

One may show that Іа°СІ2)(дА,уА)Іч
(V-Í 14Û IІ>і) = ЬГ3

[UK\ti2)

= C(2)v(âB,jB).

Using this, we find

\J,K)

(2

^{\,K\C \dA,lA)

C(2\dB,lB)\\,K)

+

ex(-l)J(JtK\C^\J,-K)

+

χ (Х,К\[СІ2){ΰΑ,ΊΑ)

+ 0?\ϋΒ,ΊΒ)]Ϊα°\\Κ)\

(31)

Finally we may substitute (IA,IA\QA\IA,IA)
= eQ and (ψ^ \qA \ψ±) with
<7^Нз = q into Eqs. (22) and (23). We now observe that our result (31) has
the same form as the rigid rotor result, Eq. (13), and that indeed qj may be
identified with ( ψ* | qA \ ψ* ) . The coupling constants χ33 in the rigid rotor
formula can be expressed in terms of matrix elements over the internal wave
functions, i.e., the VRT states, as follows
Χα« = \eQq{\K\C(2)

{ϋΑ,ΊΑ)

+^2)(ΰΒ,ΊΒ)\Χ,Κ)

Xbb-Xcc=\^eQq{\,K\[d?{uA,lA)+C¡1\'dB,lB)\Í^\\,K)

(32)

with the free monomer value eQq = -4.08983MHz [23]. Comparing Eqs. (31)
and (13), we see that the parities of the E3 and E\ states in (NH 3 ) 2 are related
to the parities of the rigid rotor states as
ex <—• ( - 1 ) * - + * « .

(33)

Recalling that we are considering the prolate symmetric top case К = Ka = 1,
it follows that the rigid rotor states with odd Kc must correspond with the E3
states and those with even Kc with the E4 states.
Although the quadrupole splittings can be computed as if the dimer were
a rigid prolate top—which in reality it is not—the selection rules do not
agree. In Ref. [13] it is shown by invoking G36 symmetry that the dipole
transitions are of the type E3 -> E3 and £4 —» £4, i.e., Дед = 0. On
the other hand, the selection rule for the prolate top with the wave function
of Eq. (10) and a dipole μ α along the о axis, is AKa = 0 and AKC = 1
(see Ref. [21] p. 255), which by Eq. (33) does not apply to the ammonia
dimer. The perpendicular μь and με transitions require AKa = 1, and do
not have to be considered further, since we have only observed ΔΚα = 0
transitions.
Note finally that we obtain the rigid rotor expression only by neglect
ing the off-diagonal Coriolis coupling, which mixes states of different \K\. In
Ref. [19] this coupling has been explicitly included in the calculation of the
VRT states. In Sec. IV we will show to what extent it affects the calculated
hyperfine coupling constants.
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T A B L E 1. Observed Transitions of (NHa)2 F and X are the total and intermediate
angular momentum quantum numbers in the coupling scheme (IA,IB)I,J,F
UO
designates the hyperfine free line centers, и the observed hyperfine components, Ai/0bS
(MHz) the observed splittings with respect to i/o, Δι/caic (MHz) the splitting calculated
from the fitted quadrupole coupling constants, and δ the observed minus calculated
values (kHz)
2ii — I n , G 4 - G 4 , i/o = 21397 049(5) MHz
F"X" - FX
V
Ді/оЬз
2 0 - 1 2
21398 367
1318
1204
1 2 - 1 2
21398 253
21397 736
0 686
2
1-11
0 340
4 2 - 3 2
21397 390
3
1-21
21396 891
- 0 159
3 2 - 3 2
- 0 272
21396 778
- 0 843
3 2 - 2 2
21396 207
- 0 998
2 2 - 1 0
21396 051
2 2 - 2 2
-1057
21395 993
2n — l u , G 4 - G 4 , i/o = 21302 824(6) MHz
F"x" - FX
V
Δΐ/obs
2 0 - 1 2
21304 135
1311
21303 504
0 680
2
1-11
4 2 - 3 2
0 333
21303 157
3
1-21
21302 660
- 0 164
3 2 - 2 2
21301 975
- 0 849
-1004
2 2 - 1 0
21301 820
2i2 — lio, G 3 - G 3 , i/o = 19877 309(5) MHz
F"X" - FX
1/
Δΐ/obs
2 2 - 1 0
19878 408
1099
3 2 - 2 2
19878 268
0 958
3 2 - 3 2
19877 560
0 250
3
1-21
19877 498
0 189
4 2 - 3 2
19876 964
- 0 345
2
1-11
19876 583
- 0 727
1 2 - 1 2
19875 947
-1363
2 0 - 1 2
19875 832
-1477
2i2 - lio, G3" G3", i/o = 19781 685(5) MHz
F"X" - FX
V
Δΐ/obs
2 2 - 1 0
19782 784
1099
3 2 - 2 2
19782 643
0 958
3 2 - 3 2
19781 937
0 251
3
1-21
19781 876
0 190
4 2 - 3 2
- 0 346
19781 339
2
1-11
19780 958
- 0 728
1 2 - 1 2
-1364
19780 322
2 0 - 1 2
-1477
19780 208

Δΐ/calc

1321
1216
0 671
0 326
- 0 163
- 0 249
- 0 854
- 0 994
-1055

δ
-3
-12
15
14
4
-23
11
-4
-2

Δΐ/calc

δ

1321
0 671
0 326
- 0 163
- 0 854
- 0 994

-9
8
7
-1
5
-10

Δΐ/calc

δ

1106
0 950
0 277
0 181
- 0 363
- 0 747
-1352
-1469

-8
9
-27
7
17
20
-11
-8

Δΐ/calc

δ

1 106
0 950
0 277
0 181
- 0 363
- 0 747
-1352
-1469

-7
8
-26
9
17
19
-11
-8

4.3 Experimental
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FIG. 1. Lowest Ез and Ei levels with \K\ = 1 and J = 1, 2 from Loeser et oí. [12].
The E3-E4 splitting is only caused by Coriolis mixing [19] and the further splitting
into G 4 and G f doublets is due to hindered umbrella inversion [20]. The vertical
lines indicate the dipole allowed rotational transitions observed in this experiment.

III. EXPERIMENTAL
All experiments were carried out using the pulsed molecular beam (MB) Fourier
transform microwave (FTMW) spectrometer of the Kiel microwave group.
Technical details are given in Ref. [24]. The apparatus was operated in its
high resolution mode pulsing the molecular beam through one of the mirrors
[25]. Under these conditions a minimum line width of approximately 2 kHz at
12 GHz can be achieved. All lines are split into doublets separated by twice the
Doppler shift according to the velocity of the molecular beam. The transition
frequencies were obtained as the arithmetic mean of the Doppler components.
The spectra were taken using a sample containing 1% ammonia in helium at
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a stagnation pressure of 100 kPa. Since the approximate line positions could
easily be derived from the energy levels given in Ref. [12], see Fig. 1, the hyperfine patterns were found immediately. Because the hyperfine components were
spread over a range of approximately 4 MHz, several measurements at different
polarizing frequencies were necessary to cover the whole pattern. Each spectrum shown in Figs. 2 and 3 is therefore composed of four spectra polarized
at different frequencies. The amplitudes are roughly adjusted for a constant
signal-to-noise ratio in the whole range. The observed frequencies are compiled
in Table 1.

IV. RESULTS

A. Calculated
First we present the results calculated with and without Coriolis coupling. The
six-dimensional wave functions of the lowest E3 and E4 states were obtained
by solving the Schrödinger equation in a symmetry adapted basis of coupled
free rotor functions and radial basis functions, cf. Eqs. (25)-(27). This has
been described extensively in Refs. [13,19,26]. The maximum JA and JB value
of the internal rotor basis was 7. Three radial basis functions were used. These
were obtained by solving a one-dimensional radial Schrödinger equation, with
the Hamiltonian consisting of the radial kinetic energy and the R dependent
potential with the monomer orientations fixed at the equilibrium angles. In
Ref. [19] the potential was modeled by adding the electrostatic interactions between the dipole, quadrupole and octupole moments of the ammonia monomers
to an exp-6 atom-atom potential which represents the exchange repulsion and
dispersion interactions. The pre-exponential factors in the terms which model
the repulsion were optimized, in such a manner that the splittings between
the energy levels of the lowest VRT states with К = 0 agree with the farinfrared frequencies measured by Loeser et al. [12]. These splittings are caused
by interchange tunneling. The resulting potential was able to reproduce all the
observed far-infrared frequencies for \K\ = 0, 1, and 2 (up to 40 c m - 1 ) with
an accuracy of about 0.25 c m - 1 and the small Coriolis shifts and splittings
of these frequencies. The calculated expectation values of the dipole moment
agree with the observed values [7,14] to within 0.1 D. Also the expectation val
an
ues of Рг(созі?л) d P2(costfß), which were obtained by Nelson et al. [7,8]

4.4 Results

42-32
1

г- —ι

12-12
20-12

21-11
-1

32-32
31-21
,ι,,.ι
0

22-10
32-22

+ 1 MHz

J = 2 - l , K=l
G3-G3

^L^ALM
19779.70
J=2-l,

LUÌ
19783.20 MHz

K=l

G3-G3

JJJLL
19Θ75.33

^

_iui

uI . . , . U J . M

и

...
w Ui
19878.83 MHz

F I G . 2. J = 2 <— 1, \K\ = 1, E4-.E4 transitions a) Theoretical spectrum Doppler
doublets marked by brackets, quantum numbers F and 1 in the (IA,IB)I,
J, F cou
pling scheme used, intensities corrected for nuclear spin statistics, b) GJ-G3" transi
tions, c) G^-G^ transitions Recording conditions Sample 1% ammonia in helium,
polarizing pulses 1 mW, 100 ns, Fourier transform 4096 data points, averaging cy
cles 4096
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31-21
I

- 1

— I

42-32

a
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32-22

2t 11- 1[ 1
~~
20-12

1

ι— —I

22-10

1—'—I

12-12
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,1.1
1
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ι— —!
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21301.20

21304.70 MHz
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21395.43

u
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FIG. 3. J = 2 <- 1, \K\ = 1, E3-E3 transitions, a) Theoretical spectrum, b)
G^-Gf transitions, c) G4-G4 transitions. For recording conditions see Fig. 2.

4.4 Results

from nuclear quadrupede splittings for the G states with К = 0, were cor
rectly reproduced. Moreover, it was found in the calculations [19] that these
quantities behave correctly upon isotope substitution (N113)2 —> (N03)2Once the six-dimensional VRT wave functions of £3 and Ец symmetry are
calculated, the computation of χαα and \ьь — Xcc from Eq. (32) is relatively
easy. The internal wave functions are written according to Eq. (27). The
matrix elements
(j'A,k'A,j'B,k'B,j',Κ',η'\cl2)(ux,jx)\jA,kA,jB,kB,j,Κ,η)
are easily determined by standard angular momentum algebra. The action of
Iag on a primitive function is given in Eq. (28b) and causes no difficulties.
As mentioned before, the above formulas apply to the case where Coriolis coupling is neglected, i.e., when \K\ is a good quantum number. If we
take Coriolis mixing into account, the wave function contains components with
different \K\
\ψί) = -L(£
V¿

+ ехГ°)^\^К)\\,К),

(34)

κ

where the internal wave functions \\,K) are defined as in Eq. (27). The next
steps are trivial and we arrive at a simple generalization of Eq. (31)

ΐ ; = | Γ Σ Σ

[(J,K'\C^\J,K)(\,K'\CÍ2\^AnA)\X,K)

ν К',К
,

{

+
{J,K \C™\J,K){\,K'\C ?l{tiB,lB)\\K)
J
2
+
f.x(-l) (J,K'\cW\J,-K)(X,K'\Cl \uAnA)r°\\,K)
+ ex(-l)J(J,Kl\C{2l\J,-K)(X,K,\C^B,yB)îag\X,K)].

(35)

In Table 2 we show the different contributions in this expression for the lowest
E3 and E\ states with J = 1 and, mainly, \K\ = 1. The values without Coriolis
coupling are obtained by inserting into Eq. (35) the eigenvectors calculated with
purely \K\ = 1 basis functions or, equivalently, by the use of Eq. (31). The
ν = ± 1 contributions are zero, of course. Inserting into Eq. (35) a Coriolis
mixed eigenvector of mainly \K\ = 1 character, but with some admixture of
К = 0 components, we obtain the other values in Table 2. The ν = ± 1
contributions arise from the off-diagonal matrix elements between the \K\ = 1
and К = 0 components. For the E3 state these contributions are very small,
for the £4 state they are larger. This is due to the strong Coriolis perturbation
of the latter state by the J = 1, К = 0 state of £4 symmetry which lies only
0.97cm - 1 lower, see Ref. [12]. It is this perturbation which actually causes the
splitting between these E3 and E4 levels [19]. The contributions for и = 0 and
ν = ±2 are just slightly changed by the Coriolis mixing, for both the E3 and E4
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TABLE 2. Contributions to qj calculated from Eq (35) without Conohs coupling,
3
for J = \K\ = 1, and with the Conohs mixing involving К = 0 The factor q™ is
omitted
V

Ез

Ei

without Conohs

-2
0
2
total

0 025904
- 0 002826
0 022007
0 045086

-0
-0
-0
-0

with Conohs

-2
-1
0
1
2
total

0 025904
0 000236
-0 002881
0 000196
0 022008
0 045464

-0 025591
-0 006493
-0 002681
-0 005121
-0 021745
-0 061631

025904
002826
022007
050737

states. In the rigid rotor case these are the only non-vanishing contributions,
and it is from these terms that we extract the quadrupole coupling constants
χαα and хьь~ XCCÌ by the use of Eq. (32). The fact that the ν = ± 1 contributions
for the Ei state are not negligible implies, however, that the fit of the observed
hyperfine splittings by the rigid rotor formulas in Sec. IIA will not be perfect.
Prom the calculations for J = 1 with the pure |K"| = 1 states of E3 and
Ei symmetry we find, through Eq. (32), that χ η ο = 0.1179MHz and хьь—Хсс =
1.9595 MHz.
Before we describe the measured results, one more observation has to be
made in order to understand the spectra. The irreducible representations E$
and Ei pertain to the symmetry group G$s of the ammonia dimer with rigid
monomers. In reality, the NH3 monomers are still umbrella-inverting, although
much slower than in the free monomer; the resulting tunneling splittings have
been measured by Loeser et al. [12]. It has been explained by Olthof et al.
[20] why the hindered umbrella inversions cause splittings of the different VRT
states which vary over three orders of magnitude. Each E3 level splits into
a G * doublet and each £4 level into a Gf doublet. The latter irreducible
representations belong to G144, the symmetry group of the dimer with inverting
monomers. Both experiment [12] and theory [20] find the splittings of the £3
and £4 levels to be nearly equal, and almost J independent. For the lowest
£3 and £4 levels with \K\ = 1 this splitting was measured [12] to be about
48 MHz; the calculations [20] agree well with this value The umbrella inversion
has no effect on the hyperfine splittings: the GJ and G* levels are split by

4.4 Results
TABLE 3. Expectation values of the squared angular momenta in the asymmetric
rotor basis of Eq. (10). Column 1 gives the symmetry species λ under G36, column 2
the corresponding asymmetric rotor quantum numbers. The D\ and Όι constants
are defined in Eq. (15).
λ
Ез
Ег
Ei
Ei

JKaKc

In
2n
lio
2l2

α2)

(Λ )

(Л)

1
1
1
1

0
4
1
1

1
1
0
4

2

Di

D2

1/2

-1/2

-1/2
1/2

1/2
1/2

-1/2

-1/2

the nuclear quadrupede coupling in the same manner as the E3 and £4 levels.
The selection rules for rotational transitions are: E3 <-> E3 and E\ о Ец in
G36 symmetry, and G j +* G^ and G3" О G^ in G144 symmetry.
B. Measured
As noted above, a rigid rotor program was used for the analysis of the experi
mental nitrogen hyperfine splittings in the ammonia dimer. The values of Di
and Г>2 for the asymmetric rotor states used in our analysis, cf. Eq. (15), are
listed in Table 3. In order to mimic a prolate symmetric top, we introduced
into our asymmetric rotor program an arbitrarily large rotational constant
A = 104 GHz. As derived at the end of Sec. IIB, the selection rules for the
Δ\Κ\ = 0 transitions E3 ++ Ез and Ец <-> Ei in (N113)2 are just opposite to
the selection rules for transitions between the corresponding rigid rotor states.
Hence, in our rigid rotor fitting program we had to introduce the selection rule
AKC = 0, rather than the usual rule |А.г с | = 1 for parallel transitions. Using a
least squares fitting routine the hyperfine free line centers UQ and the quadrupole
coupling constants χαα and хьь — Xcc were fitted to the experimental data given
in Table 1. All four observed transitions were fitted simultaneously yielding the
coupling constants χαα = 0.1509(83) MHz and хьь - Xcc = 2.8365(83) MHz. It
is found, as expected from the presence of the non-vanishing terms with ν = ± 1
(see Sec. IVA), that the error in the fit ( « 8kHz) is somewhat larger than the
error (of ss 1 kHz) which usually occurs for nearly rigid rotor systems.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
As is evident from Eq. (32), the quantity xaa/(eQq) with eQq = -4.08983 MHz
is the expectation value of the Legendre polynomial P2 (cos ϋχ ) = G¿ {ϋχ, -yχ )
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averaged over the two monomers X = A, B. From symmetry considerations,
see the Appendix of Ref. [13], it follows that only for the mixed ortho-para
G states these quantities can be measured separately for X = A and X =
B. For all other symmetry species one measures the average quantity. Both
the experimental value [(P2{cosuA))
+ {P2(cos'dB))]/2
= -0.0369 and the
calculated value —0.0288 are nearly zero, which indicates that the average of
the angles UA and ΰβ is close to the "magic angle" of 54.7°. Experimentally
we find 56.2°, our calculations yield 55.9°. This angle lies between the angles
I?A = 64.5° and ϋβ = 48.6° found [7,8] for the ortho and para monomers in
the lowest G state. The agreement between calculations and experiment is
excellent, which indicates that the semi-empirical potential of Olthof et al. [19]
is accurate in its dependence on -дд and ΰβ· This might have been expected,
since it appeared from the calculations of the VRT states [19] that the measured
far-infrared spectrum [10,12] and properties [7,8,14] are mainly sensitive to the
$A and tig dependence of the potential (in particular, to the height of the
interchange barrier).
Although it is obvious from Eq. (32) that Хьь—Хсс will contain information
about the dihedral angle, it is not straightforward to extract this information.
The expression for \ьь — Xcc is an off-diagonal matrix element between the
internal function | λ, К) and the interchanged function Iag\ λ, К). If we define
the angle 7 = \{ΊΑ + ΊΒ), which is an overall rotation angle of the dimer, and
the dihedral angle 7 = JA—JB, we can substitute 7л = 7 + \η and JB = Ί~ \l
into Eq. (32) and integrate over 7. Then, it is easy to show that хьь — Xcc in
Eq. (32) can be written as the expectation value
\

б eQq ( C f (ϋΑ , ΊΑ ) + C™ (UB, 7 B ) + C?] (ϋA,

l A

) + C™ (ϋΒ,

ΊΒ

) ) , (36)

with respect to the projected internal function -js{E + Ia9)\X,K).
This fol
lows, because the terms in Eq. (36) which are diagonal in |λ, К) and in
Iag\X,K)
vanish and the two off-diagonal terms are equal. After substitu
tion of the Racah spherical harmonics СІ (і?л, ^Т1) and Cl (I?B, —\Ί) with
ν = ±2, it is found that
ХЬЬ - Xcc
eQq

=

3
λ

( s i n 2 ΰ

Α

+

s i n

2

U B ) m s

^

( 3 7 )

Still, we cannot directly extract information about the dihedral angle 7 from
this expectation value, because the integrations over UA, Ί?Β, and 7 cannot be
separated. If we would assume such a separation to hold, then we can calcu
late (sin 2 !?^ +sin 2 i?ß) from the expectation value (P¿(COSUA) + Рг(cosila))
which was obtained from χαα. Thus we would find (cos7) — —0.233 from our
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calculated values of χ ο α and хьь — Хсс and (cos7) = —0.334 from our experi
mental data. For the calculated values this would yield an average 7 « 104°,
whereas from the experiment it would follow that 7 « 110°. Since 7 = 180°,
i.e., C0S7 = —1, for the equilibrium structure of (N113)2, this shows that the
amplitude of the torsional motion in the calculations is larger than found ex
perimentally. In other words, the potential of Olthof et al. [19] is too soft in
its dependence on the dihedral angle. The values given for 7 must be regarded
with caution, however. First, we could only obtain the expectation value in
Eq. (36) by projection of the internal function with E + Ia9, whereas it is
in fact the total wave function of (1МНз)2 which must be projected with this
operator, cf. Eq. (25). Secondly, one should remember that \ьь — Хсс probes
the dihedral angle 7, in combination with the angles дд and ϋβ, cf. Eq. (37).
So we think that the values given for 7 are only of qualitative importance, and
that one should actually consider the "observable" хьь — ХссFinally, it should be noted that part of the discrepancy between the cal
culated and the observed value of хьь — Хсс might be due to the ν = ± 1 terms
in qj, cf. Table 2, which are absent for the rigid rotor. The calculated value of
Хьь — Хсс has been obtained only from the rigid rotor like terms with ν = ± 2 ,
cf. Eq (32), but in the fit of the experimental spectrum the non-vanishing
ν = ± 1 contributions might enter implicitly into хьь — Хсс- The E4 state with
\K\ = J = 1 and the E3 state with ¡Ä"[ = 1 and J = 2 are strongly perturbed by Coriolis coupling to the nearby states with К = 0 and the resulting
ν = ± 1 contributions to qj are not negligible. Yet, it may be asserted as
a conclusion from our calculations and measurements that the semi-empirical
potential of Olthof et al. [19] is very accurate in its dependence on the polar
angles і9д and I?B, but probably too soft in its dependence on the dihedral an
gle 7 = ηA — ΊΒ- With the new far-infrared data of Loeser [27] at frequencies
between 80 and 90 c m - 1 , which seem to probe explicitly the excitations in the
angle 7, it will be possible to improve this potential.
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Abstract
In this paper we present Stark measurements on the G К = — 1
vibration-rotation-tunneling (VRT) transition, band origin 747 2 GHz,
of the ammonia dimer The observed splitting pattern and selection
rules can be explained by considering the Gze and G144 symmetries
of the inversion states involved, and almost complete mixing of these
states by the applied electric field The absolute values of the elec
tric dipole moments of the ground and excited state are determined
to be 0 763(15) D and 0 365(10) D, respectively From the theoretical
analysis and the observed selection rules it is possible to establish that
the dipole moments of the two interchange states must have opposite
sign The theoretical calculations are in good agreement with the ex
perimental results the calculated dipole moments are —0 74 D for the
lower and +0 35 D for the higher state Our results, in combination
with the earlier dipole measurements on the G К = 0 ground state
and the G К = 1 transition with band origin 486 8 GHz, confirm that
the ammonia dimer is highly non-rigid Its relatively small and strongly
К dependent dipole moment, which changes sign upon far-infrared ex
citation, originates from the difference in dynamical behavior of ortho
and para NH3
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently it has become clear that the seemingly contradictory experimental
data on the ammonia dimer are the consequence of the dynamical character
of this complex [1-5]. The initial results of Nelson et al. [б] in 1985, which
showed that (ГШз)2 prefers a nearly anti-parallel structure for the G: К = 0
state, rather than the expected linear hydrogen bonded configuration, could be
explained as partly due to an averaging effect in a highly non-rigid molecule [3].
Within the same model also the results for (N03)2, which at first view suggested
a rigid structure [1,7], could be explained. Both from experimental [8-10] and
theoretical [3,11,12] evidence it was concluded that the barrier for interchange
motion is very low and consequently that tunneling can easily occur.
Furthermore, it was found that the monomer umbrella inversion is only
partially quenched in the complex [2,8,9,13]. The appropriate symmetry group
had to be extended from G36 to G144. Within this new group all known
microwave and far-infrared data could be (re)assigned and recently also the
infrared spectrum around 1000 c m - 1 could be interpreted [10]. Using Stark
spectroscopy in a jet expansion on the far-infrared transition with band ori
gin 486.8 GHz, Linnartz et al. [14] determined the electric dipole moment for
the lowest G: К = 1 state to be 0.10 D. The theoretical value [3] was in good
agreement with this value and illustrates that the average (N113)2 structure for
this state is indeed nearly anti-parallel. The remarkable variation of the dipole
with Κ (μο κ=ο = 0.74D [6,7], μα κ=\ = 0.10D) proved, once again, that the
interchange barrier in the potential surface is very low.
In this paper we present Stark measurements on the far-infrared transi
tion between the lowest G:K = —1 states, with band origin 747.2 GHz. We
found that the observed selection rules cannot be explained by the standard
treatment of the Stark effect in a (nearly) symmetric rotor. We had to use
the symmetry of the vibration-rotation-tunneling (VRT) states of the ammo
nia dimer in rather great detail, see Sec. III. From this theoretical analysis it
follows that not only the dipole values of both the ground and excited VRT
state are determined experimentally, but that also the relative sign of these
dipole moments can be extracted from the measurements, see Sec. IV A. This
is similar to the determination of the relative sign of the dipole moments in
two electronic states of a molecule from field-induced optical spectra [15]. In
Sec. IV В the experimental results are compared with theoretical calculations
and in Sec. V it is discussed which new information on the ammonia dimer
they provide.

5.2 Experiment

II. EXPERIMENT
The measurements were performed with the Nijmegen tunable far-infrared side
band spectrometer, that was described in detail before [16]. For the frequen
cies involved, sidebands of the HCOOH and CH3I emissions at 692951.4 and
670463.0 MHz and klystrons in the range of 74.2 to 76.5 GHz are used. The
ammonia complexes are generated by expanding a mixture of approximately
3% NH3 in Ar through a 4 cm χ 75 μιη slit nozzle expansion into a vacuum
chamber that is maintained at a pressure of O.lmBar during jet operation by
a roots pump system. The Stark setup is the same as described in [14]; two
metal plates (15 χ 5 x 4.1cm) are positioned on both sides of the nozzle parallel
to the slit, 5 cm apart. The electric field is applied by a stabilized power sup
ply. Due to the relatively large background pressure, it is not possible to apply
larger field strengths than about 40 V/cm without breakdowns of the electric
field. The relative error in the applied electric field strength is considered to
be about 2.5%, calculated with "Simion," [14] and it is mainly caused by the
inhomogeneities of the electric field which arise from the relatively unfavor
able dimensions of the Stark plates and the presence of the nozzle between the
plates.
The far-infrared beam passes the jet expansion and is focussed onto an InSb
hot electron bolometer. The radiation is frequency modulated and the detector
output is monitored at twice this frequency. The sidebands have both parallel
and perpendicular polarizations with respect to the electric field, i.e., both
Δ Μ = 0 and Δ Μ = ± 1 transitions are observed. The ratio between parallel
and perpendicular sideband power is approximately 3 : 2. This depends mainly
on the far-infrared emission and on the alignment of the Michelson polarizer
used to discriminate between fundamental and sideband radiation [16]. With
a polarizer placed just in front of the vacuum machine, the actual polarization,
i.e., the nature of the transition, can be determined unambiguously.
The frequencies of the Q(l) transitions around 747GHz (see below) lie just
5 GHz away from the center frequency of a moderately strong water absorption
around 752GHz (transition 2o,2 -> 2ід). At atmospheric pressure this water
absorption is broadened to several GHz, causing a serious decrease of the max
imum obtainable sideband power. However, the power was still strong enough
to obtain an acceptable signal to noise ratio for the Q transitions.
The reported Stark splittings are the average values obtained from differ
ent measurements. Although the error in the absolute frequency measurements
is about ±500 kHz, due to the large gain profile of the free running FIR laser
emission, the uncertainty in the experimental splittings is one order of magni
tude smaller. This is because the short time stability of the laser during the
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scan of the spectrum is much higher. The error in the splittings, approximately
50 kHz, is therefore mainly determined by the remaining short term frequency
drift of the far-infrared laser.
III. THEORY
In order to interpret the measured Stark spectra one has to consider the per
mutation inversion symmetry of the VRT states of the ammonia dimer. These
symmetry aspects are extensively treated in Refs. [2,3,13]. Here we present
only a brief outline, necessary to understand the Stark splittings of the levels
and the selection rules.
A. Symmetry of the eigenstates
For the ammonia dimer with rigid monomers the permutation inversion group
is G36. It follows from this symmetry that the ammonia dimer can have a
permanent dipole moment only in the states of E3, E4, and G symmetry [2].
In the states that belong to the A\, A2, A3, A4, E\, and E2 irreducible rep
resentations of G36, the dipole moment must vanish when averaged over the
internal motions of the dimer. In reality, however, the well known inversion
tunneling of the ammonia monomers, although hindered, is not completely
quenched in the dimer. The VRT levels show further splittings and the appro
priate permutation-inversion group is G144 rather than G^e- These splittings
have been explicitly measured by Looser et al. [8].
The adaptation of the VRT states to the group G144 is treated by Olthof
et al. [13]. The splittings associated with the hindered inversion tunneling of
the monomers in the ammonia dimer were quantitatively calculated by these
authors. It turned out that the magnitude of these splittings depends very sen
sitively on the symmetry of the VRT states and on the (approximate) quantum
number K. This quantum number (which is called Ω in Ref. [2]) is the com
ponent of the total angular momentum J along the dimer bond axis R (which
is the vector that connects the centers of mass of the monomers A and B).
Basis functions with different К are just slightly mixed by the weak Coriolis
coupling between the internal angular momenta JA and JB of the monomers
and the overall angular momentum J. The calculations in Ref. [13], which are
based on the VRT states and the semi-empirical potential derived in Ref. [3],
yield splittings in very good agreement with the measurements [8] and it could
be explained why these splittings vary over several orders of magnitude for the
different symmetries and \K\ = 0, 1, and 2.

5.3 Theory

The VRT states of the ammonia dimer with inverting monomers that are
adapted to the symmetry group G144 cannot have a permanent dipole moment.
This follows easily, since the operator E* that inverts the whole system is
contained in G144 and, hence, the VRT states must have a definite parity with
respect to E*, while the dipole moment operator has of course odd parity.
So the ammonia dimer in fact has no permanent dipole moment. What is
measured is the off-diagonal matrix element of the dipole operator between the
states with different +/— parity. This matrix element can be derived from the
observed Stark splittings of the +/— doublets which, for zero field, are slightly
split already by the hindered inversion-tunneling of the ammonia monomers.
In principle, this is comparable with the well known case of the free ammonia
monomer, where the eigenstates are even or odd with respect to the umbrella
inversion and the "dipole moment" of the ammonia molecule is in fact the offdiagonal dipole matrix element between the +/— states. Also in other cases,
e.g., for Λ or I type doublets, one has a similar situation.
Still, in the ammonia dimer with all its internal motions (in particular the
monomer interchange motion) that affect the average dipole moment and the
hindered umbrella inversion of the monomers, the situation is considerably more
complex. To assign the Stark spectrum we must use the full symmetry group
and derive how the off-diagonal dipole matrix element between the +/— states
adapted to G144 is related to the permanent dipole moment (i.e., the dipole
expectation value) of a VRT state adapted to G36 • We treat in particular the G
states of G36, since the present experiments and also all previous measurements
of the dipole moment [6,7,14] refer to these states. These G states are split into
Gf and Gf doublets of G144 by the hindered umbrella inversion tunnelings;
only the Gf doublets can be observed for the protonated ammonia dimer,
since the G f states have zero spin statistical weight. For К = 0 the G *
splittings are relatively large (3.3 and 2.4GHz for the lowest states). For К =
±1 they are smaller by three to four orders of magnitude and proportional
to J(J + 1), since they enter indirectly through Coriolis coupling [13]. In
most cases the G j levels are higher in energy than the G¿" levels for even
J, while for odd J the order is reversed. The present measurements concern
the Gf levels with \K\ = 1 which are labeled (5,6) and (13,14) by Loeser et
al. [8]. The energy ordering of the G2 levels (5,6) is different from normal;
the origin of this anomaly is also explained by Olthof et al. [13]. Note that
the parity of all G* states must be reversed with respect to the assignment
given by Loeser et al. [8]. It was not possible on the basis of the experimental
spectrum alone to assign the absolute parity of these levels, only their relative
parity is determined by the selection rules. In the present paper we follow
Ref. [13].
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The wave functions of the G% states adapted to G144 can be written as
\i, Gf, JKM)

= \{E±

E') [E - (23)] \i,G, K) \JKM)

|++>,

(1)

where \i, G, K) denotes that part of the ¿ th eigenfunction of G symmetry in G 36
that depends on the six internal coordinates of the dimer with rigid monomers,
I JKM) is an overall rotation function and |++) = \/+(ΡΑ)/+(ΡΒ))
is a func
tion of the umbrella angles ρ A and рв of the monomers. The permutation
(23) interchanges the protons 2 and 3 of monomer A and thereby inverts this
monomer: (23)|++) = |—l·), while the overall inversion operator E* inverts
both monomers: E*\++) = | — ) . But these operators have some other effects
on the wave functions as well, see Table 2 of Ref. [13]. The internal functions
can be expanded in basis functions
\i,G,K)=

Σ

c{;™lkB3n\JAkAJBkBjKn)

(2)

which are products of the symmetric top functions of the monomers A and В
with quantum numbers JA, к A , and JB, кв, coupled to total internal angular
momentum j and projection К on the dimer axis, and multiplied by radial basis
functions labeled by n, see Refs. [2,3]. For the G states of G36 with monomer
A as the ortho monomer, and monomer В as the para monomer, the values
of к A and кв must obey the rule: к A = 0 (mod 3) and кв = ± 1 (mod 3).
The rotation functions | JKM) arc normalized symmetric top functions D^M'^
with functions DMK
that are elements of Wigner D matrices [17]. For the
umbrella coordinates we start with the function | + + ) that corresponds to both
monomers having their umbrella up; the operators (23) and E* take care of
the inversion of the umbrellas.
As mentioned earlier, we assume that К is a good quantum number. Al
though the slight mixing of functions with different К induced by the weak
Coriolis coupling is essential to calculate the very small zero-field splittings of
the G2 states with К — ± 1 , this mixing will hardly affect the dipole matrix
elements over the cigenstates | i , G * , JKM) which we discuss below. We have
included К also in the internal part \i,G,K) of the wave function, because it
was found in Refs. [2,3] that the states with different К have very different
internal wave functions.
It follows from the theory in Refs. [3,13] that the G states in G36 and,
hence, also the G * states in G144, are characterized by a quantum number К
including its sign. The sign of К is not determined in an absolute sense, but
relative to the sign of the quantum number кв of the para monomer, which
we choose to be monomer В and to have fcB = — 1 (mod 3). The G states

5.3 Theory

labeled (3,4) and (9,10) by Loeser et al. [8] correspond to К = +1, while the
states labeled (5,6) and (13,14) to which our measurements refer correspond to
К = — 1. The total wave function of the ammonia dimer including the nuclear
spin functions will contain functions with +K and —K, in combination with
кв = ± 1 (mod 3) and functions in which A is the para monomer. But, since
the electric dipole operator does not couple the different nuclear spin functions,
we may limit ourselves here to a single value of К for each state of G symmetry.
The same holds for the states of Ει and E2 symmetry, whereas the states of
Αι, Лг, Аз, A4, E$, and E4 symmetry combine the functions with +K and
—К with equal weights [13]. This property of the G states turns out to be
crucial for the selection rules of the dipole transitions that we discuss below.
It will be shown that these differ from the standard rigid rotor selection rules
observed in (nearly) symmetric tops.

B. Stark splitting of the levels

The derivation of the dipole coupling matrix elements between the wave func
tions from Eq. (1) is given in the Appendix. When calculating the Stark split
ting of a given doublet \i,G2 ,JKM), derived from a single state \i,G,K) in
G36, we may safely neglect the coupling to all other G$ç states. Also the mixing of functions with different J gives a negligible contribution to the splitting.
The expectation values of the dipole in the G f states with given parity are of
course zero, but we find the following coupling between the states of different
parity from Eq. (A8) in the Appendix
-e(i, G%, JKM\f4F\it

Gf,
F

= -e{i,G,K^ \i,G,K)
_
_еЩШ
J(J + i)·

JKM)
(JKM\D{0l0]*\JKM)
W

We took the space-fixed ζ axis parallel to the static electric field e, so we
needed only the m = 0 component of the dipole moment ßf„. It is obvious
from this equation that the off-diagonal dipole matrix element between the
G2 and G~2~ states of a given doublet is determined by the expectation value
(μ) { = (i,G,K\ßoF\i,G,К)
of the (parallel) dipole of the corresponding G36
state. If ones takes the zero-field splitting of the Gf doublet from the farinfrared spectrum of Loeser et al. [8] one may calculate the Stark splitting for
a given (J,M) state in the usual way, i.e., by diagonalizing the matrix
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і

'°І

J (J + 1)

(4)

The resulting splittings of the G state i = 0, that corresponds to the Gf states
(5,6) of Ref. [8], and the G state t = 1, i.e., the Gf states (13,14), are shown
in Figs. 1 and 2. For the selection rules discussed below it is important to
remember that these states correspond to К = — 1.
It is obvious from Eqs. (3) and (4) that the states with M = 0 are not
affected by the static electric field, so that the wave functions of these states
remain purely G J and G¿~ • For all states with Μ φ 0 the off-diagonal electric
field coupling matrix elements are substantially larger (for the field strengths
used in the measurements) than the small zero-field splitting of the Gf dou
blets. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2 the resulting states are therefore a nearly
equal admixture of the Gf and G^ states. Hence, these states have no longer
a definite parity. The energy ordering of these perturbed levels is not deter
mined by that of the unperturbed G * levels. Each perturbed state contains a
slightly higher weight of the unperturbed G^ or G^ state to which it is closest
in energy, but whether the plus or the minus combination of the G j and G%
states is highest depends only on the signs of M and К and on the sign of the
permanent dipole moment (μ) i of the corresponding G state in G36. The se
lection rules and intensities of the far-infrared transitions are strongly affected
by this parity mixing.
C. Selection rules and intensities of infrared transitions
We will now discuss the far-infrared transitions between the Stark-split levels.
From the general formula, Eq. (A8), for the dipole coupling matrix elements
it follows that, as usually, transitions are allowed for AJ = 0 (Q band) and
for Δ 7 = ± 1 ( P and R bands) with AM = 0 or ± 1 . For the transitions
between the G states of the ammonia dimer with i = 0 and i' = 1 (and the
same К — — 1) observed here, the transition dipole moment is given by

(l,Gi,J'KM'^\0,G±,JKM)=ßol(J'KM'\D£l*\JKM)

-Ы-І)*-" '[(2Г + 1)(27+1)]1/2(/м, I ¿ J [*κ Ι ¿ )

(5)

where the "internal" factor μοι = (1,G, K ^ o F | 0 , G , К) is the (parallel) tran
sition dipole moment between the G states labeled (5,6) and those labeled
(13,14). Since there is only this single transition dipole moment μοι occurring
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FIG. 1. Energy level scheme of the G К = — 1 states for the observed R transitions,
without (left) and with (right) applied electric field (40V/cm) The arrows show
the observed transitions, where the blended transitions (Table 1) are indicated with
dashed lines The righthand part of the figure shows the mixing of G j and G j states
in the levels for given M The inversion splittings and their error estimates are taken
from Ref [8]
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Ίΐ
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F I G . 2. Energy level scheme for the G К = — 1 states for the observed Q transitions,
without (left) and with (right) applied electric field (13 6 V/cm) The arrows show
the observed transitions The nghthand part of the figure shows the mixing of G j
and G2 states in the levels for given M The inversion splittings and their error
estimates are taken from Ref [8]

5.3 Theory

T A B L E 1. Stark shifts for the observed transitions. The vibrational-tunneling
states are labeled by n" and n' according to Ref. [8]. The * indicates those com
ponents that correlate to a forbidden zero-field transition. In the last column the
calculated relative intensities of all the components with non-zero transition moment
are reported.
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in all the observed transitions, while the rotational factors are essentially just
products of 3j symbols, it is possible to calculate all the relative intensities of
these transitions.
Here we give the selection rules for the Q and R bands measured. As
always, transitions between the levels with M = 0 are forbidden in the Q band,
but allowed in the R band. Since the M = 0 levels are not perturbed by the
static field, these transitions obey the standard +/— parity selection rules. But,
transitions from M = 0 to M = i l and vice versa are always allowed since
the M = 0 states are purely G J or G¿~, while the M = ± 1 states have nearly
equal contributions of G\ and GJ character. Transitions between the levels
with M = ± 1 and M = ±2 must obey the rule that AM = 0 or Δ Μ = ± 1 .
However, half of these transitions which are in principle allowed, are very weak.
If we write the states with M = ± 1 and ±2 as a\i,G~2) + &|¿,G¿"), see Figs. 1
and 2, the transition dipole moment is
(a'(i',Gt)

+ &'(¿\G 2 -)^ F |a(¿,G+) + b(i,G;))
= (a'b +

(6)

F

ab')(ï,G+tâ \i,G;).

Since \b'/a'\ « |ί>/α| « 1, it follows that the transition will be nearly forbidden
if the sign of b'/a' differs from that of b/a (as it does in half of the cases).
One observes that especially the latter selection rules are rather specific
for the ammonia dimer. They deviate from the standard selection rules for a
(nearly) rigid rotor, in particular because all the levels involved are character
ized by a single value of K{= - 1 ) . We noted already that the energy ordering
of the a\i, G j ) + b\i, G¿") combinations with positive and negative b/a is determined by the sign of the permanent dipole moment (μ)* of the corresponding
G state. This by itself is not sufficient to experimentally determine the sign
of this dipole moment (μ),·, but in combination with the selection rules for the
transitions between the levels with M = ± 1 and M = ± 2 , it allows us to de
termine experimentally the relative sign of the dipole moments of the G states
(5,6) and (13,14) involved in these transitions, see Sec. IVA.
IV. RESULTS

A. Experimental

We observed the Stark shifts and splittings in an electric field of the i?(l) tran
sitions around 767 GHz and of the Q(l) transitions around 747 GHz. All the
observed transitions, with and without electric field, are indicated in Figs. 1

5.4 Results

and 2. To label unambiguously the M' <- M" components the lines that cor
relate to a Gj" «— G~2 or G^ «- G^ transition, i.e., to a forbidden zero-field
transition, are marked by an asterisk (*) in Table 1. In an electric field several
of these transitions become allowed because of parity mixing (see Sec. UIC).
The relative intensities of the M components can be calculated from
Eq. (5), taking into account the following two factors. In the first place, the ra
tio between perpendicular and parallel sideband power is about 2 : 3 (Sec. II),
therefore the relative intensities of the Δ Μ = ± 1 and AM = 0 components
scale with a factor of 0.66. Secondly, the mixing of the G * states by the electric
field affects the transition dipole moment through Eq. (6). Taking into account
all these factors, we calculated the relative intensities of the Stark components
as expected to be observed in this experiment. The results are reported in the
last column of Table 1.
For the fí(l) transitions we applied an electric field of 40 V/cm. Table 1
reports the Stark splittings. We observed two AM = 0 and two A\M\ =
+ 1 components for each of the two inversion transitions. The A\M\ = —1
transitions were not observed due to the low intensities (see Table 1). The
1 «— 0* transitions are predicted to fall just in between the 0 <- 0 and the 1 «- 0
transitions, and to show relatively low intensities (see Table 1). A simulation
of the spectrum using the calculated intensity ratio of the 1 <·— 0* and 1 «— 0
transitions, see Table 1, clearly demonstrates that the 1 «— 0* transitions arc
indeed present in the experimental spectrum (see Fig. 3, dashed line). This
nicely confirms the agreement between the experimental and calculated spectra,
both for the frequencies and for the intensities. A comparison of the intensities
of the 1 <— 1 and the 2 «— 1 transitions, which possess quite large Stark shifts,
with those of the other components was hampered by the inhomogeneities in
the electric field which tend to smear out the intensities. This was concluded
from a comparison of measurements at 10 V/cm and 40 V/cm. Although the
relative intensities of the low field spectrum arc in much better agreement with
the calculated ones, the lines could not fully be resolved, which prevented a
good intensity comparison.
The Q{1) transitions were observed in a field of 13.6 V/cm. Fig. 4 shows
the recorded spectrum, while Table 1 reports the Stark shifts. At 13.6 V/cm
all the components are completely resolved, with the exception of the 0-t—1 and
0<—1* components. The splitting of the latter two components does not depend
on the applied electric field strength, but equals the inversion splitting in the
excited interchange state (0.121 MHz) and cannot be resolved with the present
experimental linewidth.
From the theory in Sec. Ill С it can be concluded, if the signs of the dipole
moments for the upper and lower interchange states are equal, that the lf-1
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I
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I

767198 3
FREQUENCY (MHz)

FIG. 3. Part of the Stark components of the R(l) transitions recorded in a field of
40 V/cm The solid line represents the experimental spectrum The dotted line is
the calculated spectrum without the 1<—0* transition, while the dashed line includes
the latter transition The line shape used in the calculated spectrum is that of the
second Fourier component of a Voigt profile, with the line width adjusted to match
the experimental width (275 kHz half width at half maximum)

transition is allowed, while the 1ч—1* transition is forbidden (actually very
weak). On the other hand, if these signs are different, the 1ч—1* transition is
allowed and the 1ч- 1 transition is forbidden. From the experimental spectrum
it is obvious that the 1ч—1* rather than the 1«-1 Stark component has been ob
served. We therefore conclude that the two dipole moments have opposite signs.
Due to the absence of strong inhomogeneity effects in the electric field
of 13 6 V/cm, it is also possible to perform a comparison between calculated
and experimental intensities of the different Stark components. From Fig. 4
it follows that all Δ Μ = ± 1 components have the same intensity, which is
about 2/3 of that of the Δ M = 0 transitions. This agrees very well with the
calculated values from Table 1.
In order to separate data for the upper and lower interchange levels we
calculated combination differences between the observed transitions in such a

5.4 Results

(M|= 1 — 1*

ІмІ= о—ι
|м|=о—і*
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FIG. 4. The Q(l) Stark spectrum recorded in a field of 13 6 V/cm
TABLE 2. Differences in Stark shifts used in the fitting procedure (see text) and
comparison between observed and calculated splittings of the lower interchange level
obtained from the fit The vibrational-tunnehng states are labeled by n" and n'
according to Ref [8] The * indicates those components that correlate to a forbidden
zero-field transition The best fit value for |μ(5,6)| >ь 0 763(15) D
Type of splitting
introduced in the fit
Stark splitting
Zero-field transition
n ' , J ' , s y m m «— π " , J",symm.
13,
14,
13,
14,

2, G2"
2, G+
1, Gt
1, G J

<- 6,
<- 5,
«- 6,
<- 5,

1,
1,
1,
1,

G+
GJ
Gt
G2-

(1 <-1) - (1 <-0)
(1 <- 1) - ( H - 0)
(1<- 1*) - (1 -<- 0*)
(1 <- 1*) - ( 1 <-0*)

Observed
splittings
(MHz)

Calculated
splittings
(MHz)

7 273
7 349
2 346
2 367

7 317
7 317
2 340
2 340

way that pure Stark splittings in either the upper or lower interchange level
were obtained. The result of this procedure is presented in Tables 2 and 3. The
electric dipole moments for the two states were then calculated by fitting them
to the Hamiltonian of Eq. (4).
Tables 2 and 3 list the results of the least squares fit. The experimental
error associated with the splittings is 50kHz. The resulting ground state (5,6)
electric dipole moment value is 0.763(15) D, while for the excited interchange
state (13,14) a value of 0.365(10) D is found. As concluded above, these dipole
moments have opposite signs. The main contribution to the uncertainties in
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TABLE 3. Differences in Stark shifts used in the fitting procedure (see text) and
comparison between observed and calculated splittings of the excited interchange
level obtained from the fit. The vibrational-tunneling states are labeled by n" and n'
according to Ref. [8]. The * indicates those components that correlate to a forbidden
zero-field transition. The best fit value for |/Х(із,і4) | is 0.365(10) D.
Type of ίsplitting
introduced in the fit
Zero-field transition
Stark splitting

13, 2, G J <r- 6, 1, Gt
14, 2, G+ <r- 5, 1, G213, 1, Gt <- 6, 1, G+
14, 1, Gì <- 6, 1, G+

14, 1, Gl 4- 5, 1, G213, 1, Gt <- 5, 1, G2-

(1 <- 0) - (0 <- 0)
(2 <_ 1) - (1 «_ 1)
( H - 0) - (0 «- 0)
(2 <_ 1) _ (1 <- 1)
(H- l*)-(l<-0*)
(1 <- 0) - (0 <- 0)
(1 <- 1*) - (1 <- 0*)
(1 <- 0) - (0 <- 0)

Observed
splittings
(MHz)

Calculated
splittings
(MHz)

1.026
1.302
1.021
1.276
1.182
1.160
1.179
1.160

1.062
1.262
1.062
1.262
1.180
1.180
1.180
1.180

the dipole moments originates from the error in the applied electric field. The
frequency errors in the inversion splittings {EG+ —EG- ) , which occur in Eq. (4)
and enter into the analysis, play a minor role. Since the uncertainty in the
applied electric field affects all the measurements in the same way, the ratio
between the dipole moments of the two states is more accurate: it is found to
be -2.09(1).

B. Theoretically calculated dipole moments

Using the G state wave functions obtained from the semi-empirical potential
in Ref. [3] and the dipole operator in Eq. (A2), we have calculated the "permanent" dipole moments of the G states observed here. The Hamiltonian, the
basis and the computational procedure are the same as described in Ref. [3].
For the states (5,6) this yields a dipole moment of —0.74D, for the states
(13,14) a value of +0.35 D. In defining the overall sign of the dipole moments
of the G states we use the convention of Ref. [2] that A is the ortho monomer
and В is the para monomer, while the positive ζ axis points from A to B. This
is consistent with the sign of the dipole moments and the values of the nuclear
quadrupole splittings given in Ref. [3].

5.5 Conclusion

V. CONCLUSION

We have analyzed the effects of an electric field on the R(l) and Q(l) transitions
between the VRT states G:K = - 1 of the ammonia dimer: (5,6)->(13,14),
band origin 747.2 GHz. The dipole moments of both states are determined.
The theoretically calculated values agree very well with the experimental ones.
Because of the very small zero-field splittings between the Gf levels, the high
field limit is easily reached, so that the parity of the energy levels with Μ φ О
is no longer defined. The appropriate selection rules for the Stark compo
nents have been derived, which not only allowed us to explain the unexpected
Stark pattern, but also to determine experimentally that the signs of /¿(5,6) and
М(із,і4) a i e different. From theoretical calculations we find a negative value for
/i(5i6) and a positive value for μ( 1 3 >1 4 j . The results are summarized in
The negative dipole moment implies that in the lowest G state with К =
— 1, which corresponds to the G^ levels (5,6), the para monomer is the proton
donor and the ortho monomer is the proton acceptor. The opposite sign of
the dipole moment in the first excited G state with К = —1, i.e., the levels
(13,14), indicates that the donor/acceptor roles of the ortho and para monomers
are reversed upon excitation. The same reversal upon excitation follows from
calculations [3] for the G states with К — 0, i.e., the levels (1,2) and (11,12),
and for those with К = 1, i.e., the levels (3,4) and (9,10). The ground state
dipole is negative also for G.K = 0, but not for G.K = 1. However, in the
latter case its absolute value is considerably smaller. Table 4, together with
the dipole moments of other G states measured and/or calculated previously.
Another property of (NHa)2 which has been found (see Table 4), is that
for all these G states the absolute value of the dipole moment becomes smaller
upon excitation, in other words, that the average structure becomes more nearly
cyclic. More in general, it should be noted that the average structure is rather
different from a classical hydrogen bonded structure, so that the roles of proton
donor and acceptor should not be interpreted too strictly; they apply only in a
relative sense. Moreover, the average structure is the result of averaging over
large amplitude motions, which occur especially along the interchange path (see
Ref. [3]) with its very low barrier of about 7 c m - 1 . The fact that the absolute
value of the average dipole moment is smaller in the excited G states (for
each K) leads to the conclusion that the vibrational amplitude has increased,
i.e., that the average structure is even more different from the (non-cyclic)
equilibrium structure than in the ground states.
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TABLE 4. Dipole moments of (N113)2 in the lowest G states.
state labels*

calculated

experiment

K =0
(1,2)
(11,12)

-0.66 D b
0.50 D b

0.74 D c

К =1
(3,4)
(9,10)

0.19 D b
-0.12 D b

0.10 D d
<0.09 D d

K=-l
(5,6)
(13,14)

-0.74 D e
0.35 D c

-0.763 D e
0.365 D e

a

The states are labeled as in Ref. [8].
From Ref. [3].
c
From Refs. [6,7], only the absolute value has been measured.
d
From Ref. [14], only the absolute value has been measured.
'Present paper.
b
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APPENDIX A: DIPOLE MATRIX ELEMENTS
In this appendix we derive a general expression for the dipole coupling matrix
elements between the states of the ammonia dimer with inverting monomers,
with the wave functions given by Eq. (1). From this derivation it follows how
these matrix elements between the states of the dimer adapted to the full
symmetry group G\u are related to the permanent dipole of the Van der Waals
states of the dimer with rigid monomers, adapted to the subgroup G36, and to
the transition dipole moments between the latter states.
We start with an expression for the dipole operator similar to that used in
Refs. [2,3], but since we wish to consider the umbrella inversion of the ammonia
monomers, we have now included explicitly the dependence of the dipole oper
ator on the umbrella angles ρ A and рв- The spherical components /xm of the

5. Appendix

dipole relative to an arbitrary space-fixed or laboratory frame can be expressed
as follows [18]

^ = SdMil(«,/W.

(Al)

к
The components μ|?F are the components relative to the body-fixed frame with
its ζ axis along R that was used in Refs. [2,3,13]. The angles a and β are
the polar angles of R in the laboratory frame. Actually we need only the
parallel component μ^¥ with к = 0, because we do not consider perpendicular
AK = ± 1 transitions in this paper. For this parallel component we write the
following expression
DO

Pa = Po

3

= μ(ρΑ) cos θA + μ(ρΒ) cos 0 B ] (1 + 2a0R~ ).

(A2)

The angles ΘΑ and в are the angles between the C$ axes of the ammonia
monomers and the vector R. The umbrella angles ρ A and рв, which range
from 0 to π and are equal to π/2 for a flat ammonia monomer, are defined
as the angles between the N-H bonds of a monomer and its C 3 axis. This
expression is an approximate one; it includes only the permanent monomer
dipole moments and the dipole-induced dipole moments. It is assumed that
the ammonia monomers retain Сз„ symmetry, so that their dipoles remain
parallel to their C$ axes and that the dipole polarizability с*о of the monomers
is isotropic (this is nearly true [19]). We need not consider the umbrella angle
dependence of c«o, since we will only use umbrella wave functions /±(PA) and
f±(pe) for the monomers that are localized near the equilibrium values of ρ A
and рв and the polarizability ao is the same for both equilibrium structures of
the umbrellas, up or down.
For the monomer dipole expectation values we may write, for X = A or В
μχ = if+(px)\p(px)\f+(px))
= -(1-{ρχ)\μ{ρχ)\ί-(ρχ))

= -(ί+(ρχ)\μ(π

-

px)\f+(px))

= </-(/>χ)|μ(τ - Px)\f-(Px))

(A3)

since the umbrella functions are related as /+(ρχ) = / - ( π — ρ χ). Because
these functions are localized near one of the minima of the NH3 double-well
potential and have negligible overlap, we may also assume that all off-diagonal
dipole matrix elements are negligible
(ί+{ρχ)\μ{ρΧ)\ί-(βχ)

= 0.

(A4)

Note that this is consistent with the relation between these localized up/down
umbrella functions and the even/odd umbrella inversion eigenstates ф^ірх)
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of the ammonia monomer f±(px) = [Ψ+{ρχ) ± ψ~(ρχ)]/\/2, see Ref. [13].
Eqs. (A3) and (A4) are equivalent to the fact that the even/odd eigenstates
ψ± have a vanishing dipole expectation value, while the "dipole moment" μχ
of the NH3 molecule is the off-diagonal element
(Ψ+(ρχ)\μ(ρχ)\Ψ~(ρχ))We now consider the dipole matrix elements between the states i and i' of
different parity adapted to Gm, with wave functions given by Eq. (1)
(i',Gf,J'K'M'\ßSJ\i,Gt,JKM)

(A5)

= \(++\(J'K'M'\(Í',G,K'\(ET

E*)[E

-

(23)]

μ^[Ε-(23))(Ε±Ε*)\ί^,Κ)νΚΜ)\++).
The components μ ^ of the dipole operator must be invariant under all per
mutations and change sign under E* and, therefore, transform as

(23),4F(23) = /4F
Ε* μ™ Ε* = -μ™.

(A6)

These relations lead to the following simplification in Eq. (A5)
\{E τ ET) [E - (23)] μ%{Ε ± Ε*) [Ε - (23)] = μ™(Ε ± Ε') [Ε - (23)]. (Α7)
Because (23)|++) = |—l·) and Ε*\++) = | — ) and the off-diagonal matrix el
ements of the monomer dipole operators μ{ρχ) between the localized functions
f+(px) and f-(px) may be neglected, we further note that only the identity
operator E has a non-vanishing contribution to Eq. (A5). We may then rewrite
Eq. (A5) as
(i',G¿, J'K'M'\ßsJ\i,

Cf, J KM)

- ÔK,K{Ï,G,ΚΙμ^ΙΪ,ΰ,^^'ΚΜΊϋΙ^μΚΜ),

(A8)

(AG)

where in μ^¥ we have replaced the monomer operators μ{ρΑ) and μ(ρβ) by
their expectation values μ A and μ в over f+(p^) and /+(рд). This result can
be used to derive the Stark splitting of the VRT states of the ammonia dimcr,
as well as to derive the intensities of the allowed far-infrared transitions.
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Chapter 6
Vibration and Rotation of CO in Сбо
and Predicted Infrared Spectrum
E. H. T. Olthof, A. van der Avoird, and P. E. S. Wormer
Institute of Theoretical Chemistry
NSR Center, University of Nijmegen
Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Abstract
We present the Hamiltonian for the vibrations and rotations of CO
inside a freely rotating or fixed Сво molecule and we calculate its eigenstates from an atom-atom model potential The ensuing level structure
can be understood in terms of three basic characteristics
(i) Simultaneous rotations of CO and its position vector R, which give
rise to a rotational structure similar to that of free CO The effective
rotational constants differ considerably, however
(u) Splittings of the levels by the icosahedral field of Coo which perturb
the regular rotational structure, because they are of the same order of
magnitude as the rotational spacings
(in) Large frequencies associated with the (nearly harmonic) vibrations
of CO against the hard walls of the Ceo cage 209 c m - 1 for the radial
excitation and 162 c m - 1 for the twofold degenerate hbration These
vibrations give a rovibrational level structure similar to that of a linear
triatomic molecule, the radial excitation resembles a bond stretch (Σ)
state, the hbration а Π bending state
From the eigenstates we calculate the line strengths of the electric dipole
transitions allowed by the icosahedral symmetry Additional (approxi
mate) selection rules are found, and the infrared spectrum of COPCeo
is predicted

I.

INTRODUCTION

T h e main focus in t h e research on Сбо, also called buckyball [1], has shifted
away from t h e chemistry and physics of t h e molecule itself and now concen
trates on t h e cavity inside Сбо· Especially t h e fact t h a t there is experimental
[2-9] and theoretical [10-12] evidence t h a t atoms and even small molecules like
H2, C O , CH4 can form stable endohedral complexes with Сбо triggered many
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research groups to start investigating such complexes. For example the endohedral complexes of Сбо with He, Ne, Ar, Ca, La, and other atoms have been
observed [2-9]. It has become customary to denote such complexes as X@C6o,
where X is the atom or molecule inside Сбо- In one of the theoretical studies
[10] it was shown that CO is one of the molecules that could form a stable
endohedral complex with Сбо· Scientists in the Department of Molecular and
Laser Physics of the University of Nijmegen started a research program aimed
at the production of СО@Сво [4].
In this paper we present quantum mechanical calculations of the dynamics
of CO inside Ceo· Such calculations have been performed earlier [13-15] for
rare gas atoms inside fullerenes, but not yet for molecules. Our calculations
are similar to those of Liu et al. [16,17] for HF molecules trapped in Ar n cages,
although we use a method that is somewhat different from theirs. We have
to realize that the complex СО@Сбо can exist in two forms. In the first place
СО@Сбо can exist as a complex in free space, e.g., in a molecular beam. The
second possible form is that of СО@Сбо diluted in bulk Сбо· In the production
of СО@Сбо the Nijmegen physicists aim at a mixture of 1% CO@C6o in solid
Ceo· In this latter arrangement C6o is fixed and the dynamics of CO will
be determined by the external potential provided by the presence of the Сво
cage and environment, although this latter effect is assumed to be small. The
peak positions and line strengths calculated in the present paper will help to
interpret the measurements. On the other hand, the measurements will provide
data that enable us to improve the model potential that we have used.
This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II describes the theory used in
this work, which is an extension of a formalism given earlier [18]. In Sec. HI
the symmetry of Сво and the implications of symmetry on the calculations is
discussed. In Sec. IV the results of the calculations are presented and discussed.
The conclusions are summarized in Sec. V.

II. THEORY
The Сво molecule has some rather soft modes, starting at 273cm - 1 [19], which
might couple with some of the Van der Waals modes of the complex. In view
of the exploratory nature of the present work, we decided to neglect this cou
pling and to consider in first approximation Сво as a rigid molecule. When
constraints such as constant bond lengths and constant angles are introduced,
the proper way to obtain the kinetic energy operator is by considering first
the corresponding classical problem. Therefore, we will start this section by
deriving the classical Hamilton function and then we will quantize, i.e., we will
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replace the momenta by differential operators (times —¿fi). Although we kept
also the CO bond length г fixed in the actual computations, it will be conve
nient to consider first the case where г is variable. We thus obtain a general
expression in which the kinetic energies of the rigid Сво and the rovibrating CO
are fully taken into account. We will then point out which terms in the kinetic
energy must be dropped (i) if Сбо does not rotate, as is the case in solid Сбо,
and (ii) if CO is kept rigid. We will end this section by presenting formulas for
the intensities of infrared transitions.
A. Kinetic energy
All coordinates will be expressed with respect to a rotating coordinate frame,
with the orientation of its axes {fa} (a = x, y, z) parallel to a frame fixed on
the fullerene molecule. An obvious choice of the fullerene frame is a principal
axes frame, but since Сво (frozen in Ih symmetry) is a spherical top, any righthanded frame will do. We choose the Сво axes along three orthogonal two-fold
rotation axes, so that the three coordinate planes are mirror planes. The dimer
frame origin is in the center of mass of the complex. The classical kinetic energy
of a dimer Α-B (A is Сбо, В is CO) has the following form
(1)

Τ = TA + Тв + TAB,

where Τ χ is the kinetic energy of monomer X, X = A or B, and TAB is the
kinetic energy of the "reduced particle." The rotor kinetic energy ТА is given
by the well-known expression
2ΤΑ = ωτΙω,

(2)

where ω is the angular velocity of A. Note parenthetically that we will not
use the fact that the inertia tensor I is a scalar times the 3 x 3 unit matrix Ε,
but rather keep the discussion general, so as to apply to any rigid rotor. From
standard classical mechanics we know that TAB is given by
"¿TAB = μ AB ωχ

R + R

...
with

mm
μ AB = η A ; B
{mA+mB)

r-

,„,.
(3)

Here τπχ is the mass of X and the vector R points from the center of mass of
A to the center of mass of B. The kinetic energy of the diatom is
2TB = Meo ω x r + г

with

μ 0 θ = -,
;
r·
( m 0 + mc)

The vector r points from О (with mass mo) to С (mass mc).

(4)
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A metric tensor дЦ1, associated with generalized coordinates qß may be
defined by the following expression
2

(5)

T= Υ^9μν%4ν

In order to obtain this metric tensor, we must cast Eqs. (l)-(4) into the form
of Eq. (5). To that end we will write the vector product as follows:
ωχτ

0
-z
У

= \'ξω=\-ζ

-у
χχ )ω.
0

ζ

0
—χ

(6)

In the same way we write ω χ R = Х л и . It is apparent now that the total
kinetic energy of the dimer can be written in the following form
IT = ωτ[ΐ+

+№ Х

μΑΒΧΗΧΐ

+μοο[ττ'Χ-ΐω+

Г

Х ^ + μΑΒ

ωτΧτϊ]+μΑΒ\Ά\

[RTXR<¿

+ ωτΧκΑ]

(7)

+ μοο\ϊ\ .

If we compare this general expression with the form (5) we must remember that
ω itself is not a time derivative of a certain coordinate, but is linearly related
to the time derivatives of the Euler angles that relate the rotating frame {ƒ„}
to a space-fixed frame

(8)
The derivation of N is given in textbooks, see e.g., Ref. [20], Sec. 4.9. For
future reference we give the inverse of N in Messiah's [21] convention of Euler
angles,
•.
M _ 1

—

/ —cos 7
' sin β sin 7
Ρ \ cos β cos 7

sin 7
sin/? cos 7
— cos β sin 7

0 \
0 1.
sin β,

(9)

From Eqs. (7) and (8) we obtain the following expression for 2Γ, while writing
С = (a,/3,7),
2T=(CTNT,RT,rT)
Ί+μΑΒΧηΧΐ

(10)
+ μαοΧΛΪ
μΛΒΧΐ
МсоХ^

μΑΰΧη
/МвЕ
О

í«coXr\ / N C '
О
) [ R
дсоЕ
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Next we write 2T in terms of coordinates and conjugate momenta. A
component ρμ of the linear momentum is defined by

Pß = Σ ( 5 - 1 ) ^ ^ ·

(11)

ν

This implies that we must invert the metric tensor implicitly given by Eq. (10).
In order to invert the middle matrix in this expression, we may profitably
use the Probenius formula for blocked matrices [22] and obtain the classical
Hamilton function
2T={p^N-l-plXTR-pX)l-1{(N-1)TP<:-XRpR-XrPr)
+

PABPRPR

+ VcoPÏPr

(12)

From Eq. (6) follow the angular momentum expressions
Х

я Р д

XrPr

=й х

Р д

=І

= r xpr

(13)

=j.

Further we define the total angular momentum
^ ( N T P C .

(14)

and write A = I + j . With these definitions Eq. (12) can be written as
2T=(J-A)T(E)-1(J-Ä) + ^
^AB

+ M .
μοο

(15)

In order to make the transition to quantum mechanics we must replace the
components of the linear momenta by the corresponding differential operators
(times — ih). However, we must be careful, since the classical Hamilton function
is obviously invariant under a multiplication by the product of a scalar function
and its inverse. If this function does not commute with the differential opera
tors, the quantum mechanical expression is not invariant under this multipli
cation. Podolsky [23], following the early work of Beltrami, pointed out that,
indeed, a scalar function and its inverse must be introduced. This function is
y/g, where g is the determinant of the metric tensor gßV. Again using the block
structure of this tensor, we can easily derive that g — {μΑΒβοο)3 sin 2 /3detl.
By virtue of the fact that

Σ

sin/J tro *),_,
ÔÇ.'

= 0, for j ' = 1,2,3,

(16)
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the square roots of the determinant of gfiv appearing in the Podolsky formula
cancel and the kinetic energy of the rotor-diatom system has exactly the classi
cal form of Eq. (15). From Eqs. (14) and (9) we see that the vector J becomes
the well-known rigid rotor angular momentum operator, with components re
ferring to the rotating frame. The operators L and j are the usual angular
momenta, as can be gathered from their definition (13). Finally,

bsL + tet^-efSk + lL).
μ AB

MCO

\ßAB

„r,

/ÍCO/

If we consider the case of solid Сво we obtain as an additional constraint
that the Euler angles ζ — (α, β, j) are fixed. In accordance to what is stated
above, we then return to classical kinematics and consider a system with only
R and r as degrees of freedom. We must omit the rows and columns of the
metric tensor in Eq. (10) that belong to ζ. The tensor becomes diagonal with
reduced masses on the diagonal. The reduced mass μ AB becomes equal to m j ,
which formally follows by taking the limit TUA —> oo, and the kinetic energy is
that of a free CO molecule

2Г = -ft2 (?* + ^L) ,
\тв

(18)

А«со/

which is not surprising since {fa] is now an inertial frame. This means that no
terms associated with "pseudo" forces appear. Observe that we do not obtain
the correct kinetic energy if we simply drop the terms in the Hamiltonian (15)
that contain the Euler angles.
The actual computations were performed in bases of coupled spherical
harmonics containing the spherical polar angles of R and r, designated by
Θ,Φ and θ,φ, respectively. The expressions of the orbital angular momenta
L and j , as well as of д and V2., in terms of spherical polars can be found
in any textbook on quantum mechanics. We could, of course, have worked
with spherical polar coordinates from the outset. The above derivations then
remain essentially the same, the only difference being that the metric tensor
must be transformed by a block diagonal matrix with the unit matrix and the
Jacobi matrices Л д and J r for the transformation of JR and r to spherical
polars on the diagonal. Since these Jacobi matrices are non-singular (except
for the non-essential singular points) the inversion of the metric tensor is still
easily performed.
Thus, the inversion of gßV is straightforward as long as we do not freeze
any of the polar coordinates. However, as stated earlier, we kept the CO bond
length r fixed. In that case the corresponding Jacobi matrix is of dimension
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TABLE 1. Potential parameters.
interaction

α ν (cm ')

C-C
C-O

7
2.504χ IO
2.648ХІ0 7

ь., (Â- 1 )
3.68
3.91

а, (спГ'А 6 )
1.472x10 s
1.187x10 s

3 x 2 and singular. In general we should in such a case transform gßV explicitly
with the Jacobi matrix before inversion, which is a tedious job. In the case of
fixed τ this procedure can be avoided, though, because a radial coordinate is
orthogonal to all other coordinates in the problem. This orthogonality is easily
seen if we recall that the first column of the 3 x 3 matrix J r is the unit vector
along т. In view of Eq. (6) the first column of X r J r vanishes. Since furthermore
JJ jTjf T is diagonal, the orthogonality follows immediately. The orthogonality has
the consequence that upon freezing of г the d2/dr2 term appearing in V^ may
simply be dropped from the kinetic energy expression, without requiring any
elaborate algebra.
B. Potential energy and Hamiltonian matrix elements
We modeled the intermolecular potential as a sum of atom-atom potentials
(п,

,Ф, ,ф) = Σ Σ

[al3 exp(-btJrtJ)-ctJr-6]

.

(19)

The dependence of the potential on the position and orientation of CO (= B)
is through the interatomic distances r,¿. The parameters of the atom-atom
potentials, taken from Ref. [24], are reproduced in Table 1.
Given its Ih symmetry, the geometry of Сбо is solely determined by two
distances: the C-C bond length in a five-ring and the interpentagon bond
length. We followed Ref. [25] and took 1.455 Â and 1.398 Â, respectively, for
these distances. The CO interatomic distance of 1.131 A was calculated from
5cO) the ground state rotational constant of CO [26]. See Figs. 1 and 2 for
two different cuts through the potential surface.
The potential has a minimum at R,,4 = 0.192À, 0 e q = 54.74°, Ф е ч =
45.00°, 0 e q = 125.26°, and фец = 225.00° with a depth of -1073.14cm- 1 . Note
that this is just one of the 20 symmetry related minima of СО@Сбо· Since 0 e q
equals exactly π — 0 e q and 0 e q = тг + Ф е ф we see that r and R are anti-parallel.
This is true, of course, for all 20 minima. In the minimum just mentioned the
center of mass of CO is shifted into the direction of the midpoint of a six-ring
at the [111] position.
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FIG. 1. Intermolecular potential (in cm - 1 ) as function of© and Φ with θ = 180° —
and φ = 180° 4- Φ. so that CO points always in the negative radial direction. R is
fixed at the equilibrium value of 0.192 Â.

The position of the minimum can be rationalized by a simple (and somewhat crude) hard sphere model. We define the "Van der Waals length" ico
of CO as /co = dco + re + r o , where dco is the bond length of CO and re
and го are the Van der Waals radii of carbon and oxygen, respectively. We
took the respective values 1.131, 1.80, and 1.52 Á [27]. The geometric center
is the center of a sphere enclosing the CO molecule with diameter /со· This
center does not coincide with the nuclear mass center of CO, but is shifted by
0.22 Â towards the carbon atom. According to the model, the steric hindrance
is minimal if the geometric center of CO coincides with the midpoint of Сбо·
Indeed, Req = 0.192 Â is not far from the point of minimum repulsion. An
ab initio calculation of the steric repulsion of CO in Cßo by the Hartree-Fock
method [12] yields Req = 0.175 À. We will see below that the infrared spectrum of CO can be reasonably well understood if we assume that the molecule
rotates around the geometric center, rather than around its mass center. A
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FIG. 2. Intermolecular potential (in cm ') as function of
φ = 225°, and R = 0.192 Â fixed at their equilibrium values.

and θ with Φ = 45°,

similar model with a similar shift into the [111] direction was found to work
well in solid CO [28].
The depth of the minimum depends very strongly on the C-C bond lengths
of the Ceo- For instance, with 1.450 À and 1.370 Â for the C-C bond lengths,
which are also reasonable values, cf. Ref. [12], we found the minimum to be
—571.92 c m - 1 . The position of the minimum, however, hardly changes with this
change of C-C bond lengths; the equilibrium angles remain exactly the same
and the equilibrium distance becomes 0.190Â. This is not surprising since the
equilibrium angles are mainly determined by the symmetry of the fullerene and
the equilibrium distance ñcq is related to the head-tail asymmetry of the CO
molecule.
Fixing the angles at their equilibrium values, we obtain from Eq. (19)
a radial potential VTa¿(R). This radial potential is nearly harmonic around
4
-1
Re4, cf. Fig. 3, with a force constant of к = 3.4 χ IO c m Â - 2 . Moving (with
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-1200

R (Angstrom)
l

FIG. 3. Radial potential (in cm ) obtained by fixing all internal angles at their
equilibrium values.

constant R = Req) from one minimum to a neighboring equivalent minimum, a
barrier of only 1.2 c m - 1 has to be surmounted, which shows that the potential
is rather flat for motions in which г and R remain anti-parallel, see Fig. 1. If
one moves away from this antiparallel orientation the potential rises steeply,
see Fig. 2.
The bound states are calculated according to the Rayleigh-Ritz linear
variation procedure. Before we use the potential given by Eq. (19) in this
procedure, however, we expand it in terms of coupled spherical harmonics.
This has the advantage that all angular matrix elements can be calculated
analytically, provided that the wave function is also expanded in terms of such
functions. The potential energy expansion functions AI1L2\MA
are defined by

Л/^2лмл( ,Ф,0,0)= E (м\ МІ ¿А)^\^)С{м:](е,ф),
where the С^м'
in parentheses
not normalized
can be written

(20)

are spherical harmonics in Racah normalization. The quantity
is a Wigner 3j symbol. Note that the functions AI1¿2/ÍMA
are
to unity, they are orthogonal, however. The potential, Eq. (19),
as follows
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(Я,

,Ф,М)=

«іііялМл(ЯМі.ьалмл(

Σ

The Fourier coefficients VI1I2\MA(R)

,Ф,М)-

(21)

axe defined by

(2І! + 1)(2L 2 + 1)(2A + 1)
VL1L2AM/i(H) =

Π
fir

X

J ^

(22)

/·2π
/·2π
Ζ7Γ /-ir
/·π /«¿π

/ / АІіЬлШ/і(
,Ф, ,Ф)
Jo Jo
χ У (Л, Θ, Φ, θ, φ) sin θ sin θ dQ άΦ άθ άφ

In practice this integration is performed numerically, with 15-point GaussLegendre grids for the integration over Θ and Θ, and 15-point Gauss-Chebyshev
grids for the integration over Φ and φ. This implies that the expansion in
Eq. (21) must be truncated.
A convenient basis for the calculation of Hamiltonian matrix elements is
the following
1 Ie)

\j,K,M,L,j,x,ß,n) = (^^j
χ £

DÜU^ßnyR^XniR)

(23)

(LmL;jm3\\ß)YlLLl(Q,*)YU(e^).

The quantity in pointed brackets is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and the functions R~1Xn are radial basis functions to which we will return shortly. The
functions Y¿. are normalized spherical harmonics. These functions are multiplied by the Wigner functions D(M'K(a,β,у)*,
which contain the Euler angles
of the rotating frame {fa}·
The bound state problem was solved in two steps. In the first step we
determined the radial basis functions. To that end we considered the "fixed
angles" radial potential Vra¿(R) introduced above, and diagonalized the Hamiltonian
tfrad = T rad + Kad (Я) Ξ - ^ £ - -^

+ y r a d (Д).

(24)

Alternatively, we could have taken the isotropic term of the potential expan
sion in this equation, but we found that the fixed angles potential gave faster
convergence.
The eigenfunctions xn(R) with energies en of this radial Hamiltonian were
obtained by the discrete variable representation (DVR) method of Refs. [29,30].
A DVR method consists of an JV-point quadrature with points and weights
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η = 1,..., N } and a set of basis functions { ξη(χ), η = 1,..., Ν }
-t l'y

with the property that £п(я/0 = wk ' ¿ η *. One proceeds almost exactly as in
a variational calculation, except that the potential matrix elements are eval
uated by quadrature. The use of this quadrature makes the potential, and
any other multiplicative operator, diagonal in the associated basis. The DVR
method of Refs. [29,30] is a generalization of DVR methods based on Gaussian
quadratures, with their associated bases of orthogonal polynomials.
For the range χ = (—co, oc), appropriate basis functions satisfying the
DVR conditions are

ξη(χ) = Δ" 1 / 2 sine [π ( ^ - η ) ] = Δ"-l/2

SÍn7r

(f - " )
T(f-n) '

(25)

The corresponding quadrature is {(xn,u>n) = (jiA,A), η = —N,...,N},
in
which the parameter Δ is the grid spacing. The wave function outside the
grid is effectively zero, which is equivalent to the assumption that the potential
in this region is infinitely high. By choosing the border of the grid at a high
value of the potential, the accuracy of the lowest states can become very high.
Since the range for R is [0,oo), we obtained the wave functions xn{R) using
the following DVR:
{(Rn,wn)

=

(26)

(nA,A),n=l,...,N)

with the basis functions

(27)

Сп(Д) = Ы Д ) - & ( - Д ) ,

the so-called [30] "wrapped" sine functions. Since Α _ 1 χ η ( η ) must be finite
at R = 0, cf. Eq. (23), xn(R) has to vanish at R = 0 and thus the basis
functions ξ~ (R) have the correct behavior at R = 0. The matrix elements of
the operators VTa¡¿(R) and d2/dR2 are derived in Refs. [29,30]

<C|WÄ)|0=v(Ä„)j n
д2

3 Δ2
2

Α

4m2
(-i)"-'
[(η - m ) 2

for η = τη

+

(-1) n+m
{n + m)2

for η φ m

Note incidentally that there is a sign mistake in Eq. (48) of Ref. [30].
In the second step of the solution of the bound state problem we used the
lowest three radial eigenfunctions in the basis of Eq. (23). We checked that a
larger basis of radial functions did not change the results significantly.
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We will now give a few comments on the computation of the Hamilton
matrix elements. The radial integration of the off-diagonal elements of the centrifugal operator —L2/2ßAeR2 between vibrational basis functions R~1x„(R)
was performed by the DVR quadrature. The operator L2 is diagonal in the
angular basis. The DVR quadrature of Eq. (26) was also used for the radial
potential terms (n'\vL1L2AMA(R)\n)- These elements are calculated in advance
and stored.
The cross term J ( Ι ) - 1 λ couples functions with different К and μ in bra
and ket. For the J = 0 state, however, the matrix elements due to these cross
terms vanish. The radial kinetic energy operator is not diagonal in the basis
of Eq. (23), but the sum T ra d + Vrad is. Therefore, it is convenient to consider
T + VT&d, and to subtract later the matrix elements of Угаа· We find the general
matrix element
(J',K',M',L',j',X',ß',n'\T

+ Vt&d\J,K,M,L,j,X,n,n)

(28)

»2

δκ·κδμ>μδη.η{εη

-τζΚμ+\Η2(Ι»

+ 1) + ¿ J ~ ( J ( J + *) + λ ( λ + l))

+ BCOj(j

-^к^+м2)}

h2
- an'n-^Y—(CJKC~£ß6K',K+iaß-,ß+i
+ SK,K6ß,ß-^—L(L

+

+

CjKCXli6K\K-\f>ß\ß-i)

l)(n'\R-2\n)},

¿ßAB

where C\ = (j(j + 1) - k(k ± l)) 1 ' . It is assumed that the rotor is a symmetric top, i.e., that Ixx = Iyy. In the case of Сбо all diagonal elements Iaa
are equal and the term linear in Κ2 + μ2 vanishes.
The general form of the matrix elements of V is
,

,

{J',K ,M ,L\j',X',rfn\V\J,K,M,L,j,X^,n)
=

5Z

(29)

(ri\vLlLtbMA(R)\n)

χ(ΐ,Κ',Μ',ν,ϊ,Χ',μ'\Αίιί2ΑΜίί\ΪΚ,Μ,ΙΛ,Χ,μ),
where the angular matrix elements are
(J',K',M',L',j',X',ß'\ALlL2xMA\J,K,M,L,j,X,ß)
=

L+J+ß+x

(-l)

'oj.j6K.KoM.M

χ [(2λ' + 1)(2λ + 1)(2L' + 1)(2L + l)(2j' + l)(2j + 1)] 1 / 2

(30)
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The quantity in curly brackets is a 9j symbol. The operator Kad, which is
diagonal in the radial basis, must be subtracted from V since it is already
included in e„. It will only contribute to the matrix elements {n' \VQOOO(R) —
Kadi™).
In calculations on non-rotating Сбо, Eq. (18), we have to use a basis that
is similar to that of Eq. (23), except that it lacks the Wigner D functions. This
basis has only five quantum numbers: L, j , λ, μ, and n. The matrix elements
of the potential energy operator in this basis are equal to the matrix elements
of Eq. (30), except for the missing Kronecker deltas for J , K, and M. The
matrix elements of the kinetic energy operator of Eq. (18) plus radial potential
in the five dimensional basis are
( L ' , / , A ' , p ' , n ' | T + Kad|b,J,A,M,n)

(31)

= ¿t' L6J>JS\>χδμ> J < W ( e n + BcoJÜ + l ) ì

+ JL-L(L + l)(n'\R-*\n)}.

C. Infrared intensities
As stated in the introduction, experiments are planned to measure the spectrum
of СО@Сбо in the infrared or far-infrared region. We will now briefly discuss
the ab initio calculation of this spectrum. For the far-infrared transitions that
correspond to the vibrations and (hindered) rotations of (rigid) CO in Сво the
dipole operator is approximated simply by the permanent dipole μ°° of the
CO molecule. Thus we neglect all the terms due to the interaction of the bucky
ball and the diatom. The dipole operator expressed with respect to the frame
fixed on Сбо is
μ™=μ°°0ΐ14θ,Φ)·

(32)

If we want to study the Van der Waals side bands of the fundamental
stretch of CO in the infrared region, then (neglecting the coupling of the intra
monomer and inter-monomer vibrations) we have to use the monomer vibra
tional transition dipole
μ01 = <0|/i(r)|l)

(33)

6.2 Theory

instead of the permanent dipole. However, since the two dipoles have the
same angular dependence, the theory for the line intensities of the far- and
mid-infrared part of the spectrum is the same.
In the case of fixed Сво the line strength of the transition from Et to E f,
where ipltT and ψ/,τ' are the (degenerate) wave functions belonging to these
energies, is defined as

s(f <- i) = Σ Σ | Μ . * ' I*4" i ^ > f ·
V

(34)

TT'

This leads to a temperature dependent absorption coefficient ƒ(ƒ <— i) that is
given by
I(f <- i) = Z-^Ef

- Ег)[ехр(-Ег/кТ)

- exp(-Ef/kT)\s(f

<- i),

(35)

where Ζ is the partition function Ζ = ^ г п г ехр(—.E t /A;T) and пг is the de
generacy of level Et. In the actual calculations we did not evaluate Z, because
we only look at relative intensities at the same temperature (77 K). The line
strength in Eq. (34) will be expressed in units of μ\, where μτ is either μ01
or μαο.
The shielding of the CO (transition) dipole by Сво may lead to a
reduction of the line strengths, but will not change the relative intensities.
For freely rotating СО@Сбо different formulas have to be used, because
in that case we have three extra degrees of freedom and J and M are good
quantum numbers. The dipole operator expressed relative to the space-fixed
frame is

№ = Σ°&Μ>'Τ)>™·

(36)

ν

The formula for the line strength of a transition from (г, J) to (ƒ, J') is now
[31]

Σ

S(f,J'^i,J)=

\(ΨΪΜ'\μ5Ι\ΨΐΜ)\2.

(37)

M'mM

The quantity in Eq. (37) can now be substituted into the equivalent of Eq. (35),
yielding
/(ƒ, J ' ^i,J)=

gtZ-\Ef,j.
χ

- Et,j)S(f, J' <- t, J)

(38)

[exp(-EbJ/kT)-exp{-Efij,/kT)\

where дг is the nuclear spin statistical weight of the state (г, J) [and
of the final state (ƒ, J')] and the partition function is now defined as
Z =
EliJ9t(2J+l)exp(-El<J/kT).
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III. SYMMETRY
When considering the symmetry of the complex СО@Сбо, we have to distin
guish its free and solid form. In the case of solid, non-rotating, Ceo, the icosahedral buckyball cage provides to CO an external potential with symmetry
group Ih- In the case of a complex rotating in free space, we have to consider
the permutation inversion (PI) group [32] instead of the point group Ih- The
PI group consists of the permutations of the carbon atoms that lead to ob
servable splittings, the so-called feasible permutations. Further it contains the
space-inversion (parity) operator E*. If Сво is rigid, the PI group of СО@Сво
is isomorphic with the point group Д and will be referred to as PI(7/,). This
group is a direct product: РІ(Ід) = PI(-0 ® {E,E*}, where E is the identity
operator. The group РІ(/л) is generated by four generators: three permuta
tions that we denote by ж(С2У), і"(Сз), and π((7δ), and E*. The permutation
n(C2y) is equivalent to a rotation of Сво around its у axis over 180°. The
second permutation 7г(Сз) is equivalent to a rotation over 120° around an axis
in the [111] direction. The third generator is the permutation K{C$) that is
equivalent to a rotation over 72° around an axis in the xz plane which is 31.72°
off the χ axis.
The group I has five irreducible representations (irreps): A, 7\, T 2 , G, and
Η of dimension one, three, three, four, and five, respectively. The ten irreps of
Ih are obtained from those of I by adding the g/u parity label. The character
table of Ih can be found in Ref. [33]. Although bases spanning the irreps of
Ih or PI(/ft) reduce as much as is possible the size of the secular problems, we
rather worked with bases transforming according to the irreps of the Abelian
subgroups D2h and PI(D 2 /i), respectively. The reason for this is that we did not
want to restrict our computer programs to the special highly symmetric case of
СО@Сбо· Also the construction and programming of basis functions adapted
to the full icosahedral symmetry is rather complicated, while the construction
of a basis adapted to D2h is straightforward. However, the analysis of the final
wave functions and transition probabilities will be performed in terms of the
full Ih symmetry.
We will briefly illustrate the action of the elements of Ih and PI(//0 on the
coordinates and on the basis functions. The difference between these two groups
is that in the second case the coordinates are defined relative to a rotating
frame, which itself is affected by the elements of РІ(/л). As an example we show
the effect of E* giving fx = E*fx = -fx and fy = E*fy = -fy. The bodyfixed ζ axis is defined as fz = fx χ fy, so the new ζ axis is fx χ ƒ' = f'z = fz.
Because of this definition of fz, E* maps a right-handed frame onto a right-
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handed frame and accordingly its action on the Euler angles is well defined. In
short
{ £ } = £*{ƒ„} = {/*}

0
V 0

- 1 0 = { Д } 1 г (тг).
0 1/

(39)

So, E* is equivalent to a rotation Сг^ over π around the ζ axis [with matrix
Μ ζ (π)]. From the definition of the Euler angles α, β, η that relate the bodyfixed frame to a space-fixed frame by the rotation Шгуг (a, /?, 7), it follows that
the Euler angles α', β', η' of the frame mapped by E* must satisfy the relation
Μ α ' ) « » G0')M7') = I M a Ä W z W I M T ) ,

(40)

from which immediately follows that α' = α, β' = β, and 7' = 7 + π.
The operation E* inverts the position vectors of the atoms of CO, which
are given in terms of the vectors R and f by
fc = R + Cr

and

го = Я + (C - l)r,

(41)

where the quantity ζ is the mass ratio Mo/Meo· The vectors R and Fare also
inverted. Since the component vectors Я and r are defined with respect to the
body-fixed frame, it follows that
Я ' = -К г (тг)Я

and г' = -Ж2(п)г.

(42)

It is easily derived that this implies for the angular coordinates that Θ' =
π - θ , Φ' = Φ and θ' = π - θ, φ' = φ.
The effect of Ε* on the basis functions is readily found. For the external
functions we may write,
ΕΤϋ$κ(α,

β, 7)*= D<¿K(a, ß,j + π)*
= (-1)*0Ϊκ(«.0.7)··

(43)

From the general relation γ£\π -θ,φ) = (-1)ι+τηΥ^){θ,φ)
internal functions (for which m χ, + πι3 = μ) transform as

follows that the

E'\L,j,\,ß)=

Σ

γΜίπ-ΘΜΥΜίπ-θ,φΚΙπίΜπι^Χμ)

TflLTTij

= (-l)L+^\L}j,X,ß),

(44)

so that the effect of E* on the angular basis in Eq. (23) is as given in Table 2.
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T A B L E 2. Effect of the symmetry group generators on the basis
functions.
D2h
C21
Ciy

i
PI(£>2h)
іг(Сіх)
тг(С2у)
E'

(-ΐ)λ
(-1)λ+"
(-i)L+J

/•ÁJ+Κ+Χ-μ

ί^,ί,Χ,μ)
I J,-Κ, iW,L,j,A,-/i)
\J,-K,M,L,j,\,-ß)
\J,K,M,L,j,X,ß)

In the case that the Сво monomer is fixed, with symmetry group Ih, the
inversion operator г € Ih inverts the position vectors of all atoms in the system.
The angular basis functions, depending on the internal angles Θ,Φ and θ,φ,
have a definite parity L + j and inversion leads to a simple multiplication of
each basis function by a factor ( — l ) L + 3 .
In a similar way one derives, for instance, that the effect on the internal
angles Θ, Φ and θ, φ of the rotation C<iy £ Ih is the same as the effect of
ir(C2¡,) € Pl(Ih)· The same equivalence between rotations and permutations
holds for the other generators. Since the actual calculations were performed in
D'2h [or PI(I>2h)] symmetry, we just give the effect of the generators of these
groups on the basis functions in Table 2. These transformation rules and the
character table of D211 allow us to create bases adapted to D211 or PI(£>2/i).
We shall now look in particular at the symmetric irrep Ag of Ih or Pl(Ih),
since the potential energy operator transforms according to this irrep. By
taking linear combinations of the angular expansion functions .ΑΧ,^ΛΜΛ
Eq. (20) it is possible to reduce the number of expansion coefficients in the
potential enormously. It can be derived that functions transforming as Ag
must have Λ = 0, 6, 10, 12, 1 5 , . . . , cf. Table 3. Moreover, it can be shown that
only specific linear combinations of functions Аьхьг\Мь, in short А\мл, span
an Ag function. For example, all basis functions with Л = M\ = 0 transform
as Ag and for Л = 6 only the combinations
O I

^6,0 + γ - ^ ( ^ 6 , 2 + ¿б.-г) - J j (^6,4 + Л 6 ,_ 4 ) - \/^4-( л б,б + 4б,-б)
with even values of L\ + Li transform as Ag.
The dipole operator used to calculate the transition intensities of the com
plex СО@Сбо with Сбо fixed is given by Eq. (32) with ν = 0, ± 1 . This operator
is an irreducible tensor operator transforming as 7\ u under Ih- This leads to
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TABLE 3. Subduction of the (2À+l)-dimensional
irreps of SO(3) carried by the spherical harmonics
Υμ ' to the icosahedral group I.
X
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

A
1

Ti

T2

G

Я

1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2

2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
3
2

the selection rules Л «-• Т ь Г 2 «-> G, T2 +* Я , Τλ <-> Я , G «-• Я , Я f+ Я ,
Γι «-» Τι, and G о G, in combination with an obligatory change of parity:
For the freely rotating complex the dipole operator is given by Eq. (36).
Since it must be invariant under all permutations and change sign under E*,
it follows that each component μ^ of this dipole operator transforms as Au
of PI(7ft). Transitions must obey the parity selection rule: g о и, and they
must stay within the same irrep of the permutation group PI(J). These are
the exact selection rules. In addition, there are approximate selection rules
that apply to the internal part of the wave functions. These rules are given
by the transformation properties of the operator μ^ ρ in Eq. (32). The compo
nents with ν = 0, ± 1 of this operator carry the irrep T\ of the pure permuta
tion group PI(I). Also the corresponding components of the rotation function
Dml{a, β,'ϊ)* in Eq. (36) carry this irrep (see Table 3), so that the total dipole
p^f is indeed invariant under PI(/). The internal dipole components and the
rotation functions in Eq. (36) with ν = ±1 do not have a definite parity with
respect to E*, however, so there are no general selection rules regarding the
internal and rotational transitions that concern the parity. But, otherwise, the
internal selection rules are identical to the rules that must be obeyed by the
complex with fixed Сбо· They are valid to the extent that one can separate
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the internal motions of the complex from its overall rotation. The coupling
between these internal motions and the overall rotation is given by the cross
terms 2 A T i ï - 1 J in the kinetic energy operator of Eq. (15).

IV. NUMERICAL DETAILS AND RESULTS
Before we present the results of our calculations, we give some technical information. The potential was expanded in angular functions up to and including
Li = 8 and Z/2 = 8. We only retain the functions AL1L2AMA with Λ = 0
and Λ = 6. The next set of functions of Ag symmetry has Λ — 10 and we
checked that this set gives a negligible contribution to the potential. In total,
the expanded potential consists of 219 angular functions, which reproduces the
original atom-atom potential to within about 0.1% over the whole range of R
and for all angles.
The radial basis functions determined by the DVR method are described
in Sec. II. We used a grid of 30 points, spaced by 0.025 À. The potential at the
outermost gridpoint at R = 0.75 Á is 5713 c m - 1 . The lowest three eigenvalues
of the radial Hamiltonian in Eq. (24) are —971.88cm -1 , —765.05 c m - 1 , and
—544.86 c m - 1 respectively, so the radial excitation energies are 206.83 c m - 1
and 427.02 c m - 1 . Since the radial zero-point energy is 101.26 c m - 1 , we observe
that the radial problem is rather harmonic. The values of the wave functions
at the last gridpoint R = 0.75 Â are 8 to 9 orders of magnitude smaller than
the maximum values, which shows that the grid is sufficiently large to ensure
convergence. In Ref. [29] it is recommended to use at least four grid points
per De Broglie wavelength. In our case the third radial wave function still has
twelve grid points per De Broglie wavelength.
The maximum value of the quantum number j in the angular basis is
jmax = 9· We take also the maximum L equal to this value, cf. Eq. (23). All
possible λ values for a given combination of j and L were included in the basis.
We checked that the value j m a x = 9 is sufficiently large to get energy levels
converged to within about 0.01 c m - 1 .

A. Energy levels

The levels from the five-dimensional calculations with Сво fixed are listed in
Table 4. Also shown are the levels from a calculation in which only the Л = 0
terms of the potential expansion are included. In this case the potential is in
variant under a simultaneous rotation of the vector R, which gives the position
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TABLE 4. Energy levels (in cm ') of the complex CO@Ceo for the full potential
(Ih symmetry) and for the Λ = 0 potential [0(3) symmetry]. The (+) or (—) refers
λ
to the parity σ of each ladder, the g/u parity of the levels is σ(—1) , see text.
λ irrep
ladder
0 A
1 T,
2 Я
3 G
Τι
4 G
H
5 Тг
H
Τι
6 G
H
Ά
A
7 G

h

0(3)

K+)

-809.76
-806.32
-799.42
-789.08

-775.26
-757.71

-735.35

-705.23

Ti

8

H
7Ί
H
T2
G
H

9

-662.54

-603.16
H
G
G
T2

-809.81
-806.37
-799.49
-789.86
-788.13
-776.05
-774.63
-758.35
-757.93
-756.70
-735.97
-735.52
-734.67
-733.95
-705.85
-705.65
-705.09
-704.16
-663.21
-662.80
-662.61
-661.64
-604.04
-603.65
-603.40
-602.38
-602.34

h

0(3)
2(+)

0(3)

з(--)

h

-646.30 -646.34 -645.86 -645.89
-640.30 -640.32 -638.95 -639.00
-631.10 -630.90 -628.60 -628.07
-629.44
-631.50
-618.30 -618.46 -614.70 -614.53
-614.83
-618.19
-600.61 -601.04 -596.78 -596.89
-596.80
-600.68
-600.17
-596.65
-575.97 -576.50 -573.26 -573.43
-576.11
-573.33
-575.41
-573.00
-574.77
-572.80
-542.16 -542.77 -540.58 -540.86
-540.79
-542.68
-540.52
-542.09
-541.11
-540.09
-495.07 -495.76 -493.91 -494.27
-495.35
-494.05
-495.13
-493.95
-493.42
-494.10
-426.01 -426.77 -430.07 -430.56
-426.47
-430.36
-426.26
-430.22
-425.19
-429.61
-425.14
-429.58

0(3)

h

4(+)
-600.37 -600.49
-596.46 -596.33
-588.66 -588.75
-576.90 -577.77
-575.83
-560.65 -561.51
-559.97
-538.30 -538.88
-538.46
-537.20
-506.80 -507.45
-506.98
-506.11
-505.39
-462.47 -463.08
-462.97
-462.35
-461.48
-402.73 -403.35
-402.95
-402.58
-401.89

of the CO center of mass, and the vector r, which describes the CO orienta
tion. By the ordering of the levels in Table 4 we illustrate that the structure of
the calculated energy level diagram can be understood in terms of three basic
features. In the first place, as is most clearly observed in the levels calculated
from the Л = 0 potential, there are a number of ladders which are similar to the
ladder of rotational levels of free CO. If we look at the eigenvectors, however,
we must conclude that the quantum number j, which describes the CO rota
tion, is not at all a good quantum number. Strong mixing occurs between basis
functions with different j and L. The rungs of the ladders are in fact labeled
by the quantum number λ, rather than by j. If the potential expansion is re-
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TABLE 5. Band origin AE, effective rotational constant B, I type doubling con
stant q, average position (R) of the CO mass center and vibrational amplitude Δ Л
for each ladder. The values of (R) and AR refer to the lowest states; the variations
of (R) and AR within the ladders are very small, of the order of 0.001 Â for λ < 7.
ladder
1(Ε,σ = +)
2,3(Π,σ = ± ) '
4(Е,а = + ) ь
c
5(E,ff = + )
6,7(Δ,σ = ± Γ

-1

AE ( c m )
0.0
162.2
209.3
326.6
324.8

1

В (q) ( c m " )
1.73
1.73 (-0.18)
1.98
1.64
1.64 (-0.03)

(R) (À)

AR (λ)

0.211
0.228
0.219
0.242
0.242

0.052
0.051
0.088
0.055
0.050

a

Libration fundamental
Radial stretch fundamental
c
Libration overtone
stricted to the Λ = 0 terms λ is an exact quantum number, in the calculations
with the full potential λ is nearly conserved. So the rotational ladders do not
correspond to the nearly free rotation of CO, i.e., of the vector r, but rather
to the rotation of τ and R simultaneously. We observe that the rotational
spacings are significantly different from those of free CO. A rotational constant
can be defined for each ladder by fitting its Λ = 0 levels to the expression
B\(X + 1 ) . The values of В in Table 5 are obtained by doing this for the levels
up to λ = 5 inclusive. For the lowest ladder this yields В = 1.73 c m - 1 , while
the rotational constant of free CO is В — 1.92 c m - 1 .
Rather than by saying that the vectors г and R rotate simultaneously,
one may also explain this change of rotational constant by assuming that CO
does not rotate about its center of mass, but about its "geometric center" (see
Sec. IIB). If we locate this center at a distance d from the center of mass,
in the direction towards the С atom, we can calculate from the increase by
(mc + mojd 2 in the moment of inertia, which corresponds to the change in
В from 1.92 to 1.73cm" 1 , that d = 0.189À. This is very close to the value of
Req = 0.192Á obtained in Sec. IIB, which is the distance between the center
of mass of CO and its geometric center. Also the average position of the CO
center of mass, which for the ground state is (R) = 0.211 Â, is consistent with
this idea. Hence, we may conclude that the lowest rotational ladder is caused
by the rotation of CO, not about its center of mass, but about its geometric
center'. It is forced to do so by the hard walls, i.e., the steep repulsive potential
inside the Сбо cage. Since this cage is nearly spherical, one observes a rotational
structure similar to that of free CO. One must remember, however, that the
geometric center, which may now be understood as the origin about which the
CO molecule effectively rotates inside Cßo, is not a precisely defined quantity.

6.4 Numerical details and results

The second basic feature of the levels from the five-dimensional calculations
with the full icosahedral Сво potential is the "crystal field" splitting of the
(2λ + l)-fold degenerate levels calculated with the Λ = 0 potential. The first
terms in the expansion of the potential that represent the "corrugation" of the
sphere are the terms with Λ = 6. We find that these terms are small, only
about 0.5% of the terms with Λ = 0. It is therefore natural that the crystal
field splittings are small too, but they are still of the order of a few c m - 1 .
It follows from the 50(3) D I subduction rules in Table 3 that there is no
splitting yet for λ = 0, 1, and 2, that the λ = 3 and λ = 4 levels split into two
sets of degenerate levels, T2+G and G + H, respectively, the λ = 5 levels into
three sets, Ti + T 2 + Я , etc., see Table 4.
The third feature that characterizes the levels of СО@Сбо is that the ori
gins of the different ladders are separated by large energy gaps. The second
and third ladders are intriguing. Both start at λ = 1. When we climb a given
ladder we find rungs of alternating parity L + j . Thus we may characterize the
parity σ of a whole ladder by writing the parity {g/u) of its rungs as σ ( - 1 ) λ .
Doing this, we find that the second ladder has (+) parity and the third one
(—) parity. Note incidentally that the first and fourth ladders start with λ = 0,
which implies that their lowest levels contain basis functions with L = j . Hence
these lowest levels must have g parity and, therefore, the parity of these ladders
must be σ = (+).
The level structure of the ladders 2 and 3 can be understood by comparison
with the rovibrational levels of a linear triatomic molecule [34]. In its twofold
degenerate excited bending states such a molecule carries a vibrational angular
momentum ±1. The rovibrational states associated with these bending vibra
tions have total angular momentum J > I and their energies can be arranged in
two ladders with rungs of alternating parity. The parity of these two ladders is
opposite. They have a common origin and their rotational levels can be jointly
2
fitted to the expression AE+B[J(J+l)-l ]+qJ(J+l),
where AE is the vibra
tional excitation energy, В is the unperturbed rotational constant, and q is the
/ type doubling constant. The origin of this / type doubling (or q splitting) is
the Coriolis coupling between the vibrational angular momentum and the over
all rotation. Since only levels of equal parity and equal angular momentum J
couple to one another, an I = 0 ladder of given (+/—) parity will affect only one
of the two degenerate ladders, while the other one remains unperturbed (with
q = 0). This is precisely the pattern that we find for the ladders 2 and 3 (in
calculations with Л = 0), if we associate the total angular momentum J with
the quantum number λ and assume that the vibrational state is the bending
fundamental of the "triatomic" with I = 1 (а Π state). We may fit the levels
in these two ladders to the expression AE + B[X(X + 1) - I2] + ςλ(λ + 1), with
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q = 0 for ladder 3, because there are no I = 0 ladders with parity σ = (—). We
then find that they have indeed a common origin AE = 162.2 c m - 1 above the
ground state level. The values of В and q are given in Table 5. The value of
В and the vibrational amplitude Δ η in the radial direction are practically the
same as in the ground state ladder 1.
The question then arises: what is the (fundamental) bending vibration
in this system? This question can be answered if we remember that at equi
librium the center of mass of CO is not in the center of the Сбо sphere, but
at R = 0.192 Â, while the CO orientation vector г is antiparallel to the po
sition vector R. The simultaneous rotation of r and R is nearly unhindered,
see Fig. 1, but if г and R change their relative orientation they meet a very
steep energy barrier, see Fig. 2. So here we have our "linear triatomic" X-Y-Z
with the X-Y bond given by г and the Y-Z bond by R. The latter is not a
chemical bond, of course, but the hard inner walls of Сво make the energy rise
steeply when г and R move away from their linear (antiparallel) equilibrium
orientation. This picture agrees with the observation that the average position
(R) for the ladders 2 and 3 is further away from the center of the sphere, see
Table 5, than in the ground state ladder or even in the radially excited lad
der 4. If the CO molecule is bent away from the radial vector R it may come
closer to the inner wall of the sphere. Since this motion of the CO molecule
inside Сво is a (strongly) hindered rotation rather than the bending of a linear
triatomic, one should rather call the "bending" vibration a librational mode in
this case.
In agreement with this interpretation of the ladders 2 and 3 is that we
find three more ladders, not shown in Table 4, one of which starts with λ = 0
and two with λ = 2. These must be associated with the first overtone of
the (Π state) libration fundamental, which has one component with I = 0 (a
Σ state) and one component with I = 2 (a Δ state with vibrational angular
momentum ±2). We may jointly fit the ladders 6 and 7 that correspond with
the Δ state to the same expression as the ladders 2 and 3, which shows that
these ladders indeed have a common origin at ΔΕ = 324.8 c m - 1 . The origin
of the (Σ state) ladder 5 is at AE = 326.6 c m - 1 . The fact that these origins
are not far apart and at almost twice the fundamental frequency of 162.2 c m - 1
shows that the librational mode is nearly harmonic. The effective rotational
and I type doubling constants В and q, as well as the information about the
radial motion in these overtone states, are included in Table 5. Also consistent
with the interpretation of the libration as an г bending mode is that the average
position (R) for the overtone is even closer to the inner wall of the sphere than
for the libration fundamental, while the radial amplitude AR has not increased.
The fundamental frequency of 162 c m - 1 may be compared with the librational
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frequency of 194 c m - 1 obtained in Ref. [12] from a harmonic analysis of the
СО@Сбо potential provided by ab initio Hartree—Fock calculations.
The fourth ladder starts with λ = 0, just as the lowest ladder, and it is
easily seen that this fourth ladder corresponds to the first radially excited state
(n = 1) of the CO center of mass motion in the Ceo cage. The average position
(R) (see Table 5) is not very different from the ground state (the lowest lad
der), which can be understood if one realizes that (R) is mainly determined by
the position of the geometric center of the CO molecule (as discussed above).
The amplitude AR increases by nearly a factor of y/З when going from η = 0 to
η = 1, as it should for a harmonic oscillator. We noticed already in our discus
sion of the results from the one-dimensional radial calculations that the radial
potential is nearly harmonic. The radial excitation energy, i.e., the energy dif
ference between the origins of the fourth and the lowest ladder, is 209.3 c m - 1 .
It is remarkable that the radial excitation energy from the one-dimensional
calculations with all angles fixed at their equilibrium values (206.8 c m - 1 ) is
very close to this value. This is another indication of the separability of this
problem, provided that one defines the appropriate center about which the CO
molecule is forced to rotate. A one-dimensional calculation with the isotropic
(Li = Ζ/2 = Λ = M\ = 0) term in the potential, which would correspond to
the free rotation of CO about its center of mass, gives a very different radial
excitation energy.
The rotational constant В that can be extracted from the levels in ladder 4
is much larger than for all other ladders and even larger than the rotational
constant of free CO. Most of this increase of В can be explained by the same
mechanism that causes the I type doubling of the ladders 2 and 3. Ladder 4 of
parity σ = (+) interacts with the nearby ladder 2 of the same parity by Coriolis
coupling. This gives a downward shift of the rotational constant for the lower
ladder 2, which for this Π state is reflected by the large negative value of the
I type doubling constant q = —0.18cm - 1 . The upper (Σ state) ladder 4 must
have a corresponding upward shift of its В value by approximately the same
amount. This explains the largest part of the difference between the value of
В = 1.98 c m - 1 of ladder 4 and the ground state value В = 1.73 c m - 1 . The
remaining part may be due to a small shift of the geometric center of CO by
the radial excitation.
In Table 6 we list the energies for the free form of СО@Сво with J = К = 0.
As might be expected there are only minor differences with the energies of
СО@Сбо in the solid form, since the only changes in the Hamiltonian for J — 0
are the appearance of the reduced mass μ AB , instead of the mass of CO, and the
additional term λ τ Ι - 1 λ . The latter term is very small because the principal
moments of inertia of Сво are 6065 amuÀ 2 and its rotational constants are
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TABLE 6. Energy levels (in c m - 1 ) of the freely rotating complex СО Сбо for
J = К = 0.
λ
ladder
0
1
2
3

іггер
A

Ά

Η
G

4

τ2

5

T2

G
H

H

T,
6

G
H

7Ί
7

8

9

A
G
T2
H
Ti
H
T2
G
H
Γι
H
G
G
T2

K+)

-805 06
-801 59
-794 68
-785 00
-783 27
-771 11
-769 70
-753 33
-752 91
-751 68
-730 84
-730 38
-729 54
-728 82
-700 48
-700 28
-699 72
-698 78
-657 20
-656 80
-656 60
-655 64
-596 70
-596 32
-596 07
-595 05
-595 01

2(+)

з(-)

-638 76
-632 70
-623 81
-623 22
-610 70
-610 43
-593 18
-592 82
-592 27
-568 43
-568 02
-567 32
-566 69
-534 32
-534 22
-533 63
-532 65
-486 69
-486 28
-486 05
-485 03
-416 24
-415 94
-415 73
-414 65
-414 61

-638 32
-631 40
-620 41
-621 78
-607 11
-606 80
-589 09
-589 00
-588 85
-565 51
-565 42
-565 11
-564 91
-532 69
-532 62
-532 35
-531 93
-485 38
-485 16
-485 06
-484 53
-420 24
-420 04
-419 90
-419 29
-419 26

4(+)
-591 61
-587 47
-579 83
-568 83
-566 87
-552 52
-550 97
-529 81
-529 39
-528 11
-498 10
-497 63
-496 74
-496 02
-453 05
-452 88
-452 33
-451 45
-392 15
-391 72
-391 43
-390 68

only 0.0028 c m - 1 . The upward shift of the energy levels is mainly due to the
reduction of the effective mass. Of course, there will also be rotational levels
for different values of J and K, and one must include the Coriolis coupling
associated with the cross terms 2XTl~1J
in the Hamiltonian, if non-zero J
states are considered.
B. Infrared spectrum
In Table 7 we list the line strengths [or transition probabilities, see Eq. (34)]
-1
for transitions that start from the levels lower than 25 c m , i.e., the levels in
ladder 1 with λ < 3. If L and j were good quantum numbers, the dipole moment
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T A B L E 7. Line strengths in units μ?, where μτ is the dipole or the transition dipole
μοι of free CO. Only | Δ λ | < 1 transitions are listed.
Afi ( c m " 1 )

line strength

-806.37
-799.49
-789.86
-788.13
-776.05
-774.64
-776.05
-774.64

3.44
6.88
9.63
11.36
12.08
13.49
13.81
15.22

0.9974
1.9941
1.8122
1.1800
0.4971
1.3147
1.3296
0.8476

Δ λ = — 1 from ladder 1 to ladder 2
-788.13
T 2 u (3) -» Я 9 (2)
С(3)->Я9(2)
-789.86
-799.49
Я,(2) -> Г,„(1)

-640.32
-640.32
-646.34

147.81
149.54
153.15

1.07xl0" 3
1.49х10" 3
1.25ХІ0" 3

Δ λ = 0 from ladder 1 to ladder 3
-806.37
Tl„(l) -¥ Tlg(l)
-799.49
Hg(2) -> Я„(2)
-788.13
r 2 u ( 3 ) -> G,(3)
-789.86
Gu(3)-vT29(3)
-789.86
G.(3) -> G 9 (3)

-645.89
-639.00
-628.07
-629.44
-628.07

160.48
160.49
160.07
160.42
161.80

3.7ІХІ0" 3
6.19х10" 3
3.44х10" 3
3.75х10" 3
1.52ХІ0" 3

Δλ = 1 from ladder 1 to ladder 2
A,(0)->Tlu(l)
-809.81
-806.37
Ti«(l) -> Я 9 (2)
-799.49
Я9(2)^Т2іі(3)
-799.49
Я,(2) -»• G,(3)
T2u(3)->G9(4)
-788.13
-788.13
T 2 u (3) -+ Я,(4)
G„(3)-vG9(4)
-789.86
-789.86
G.(3) -> Я 9 (4)

-646.34
-640.32
-631.50
-630.90
-618.46
-618.19
-618.46
-618.19

163.47
166.05
167.99
168.59
169.67
169.94
171.40
171.67

2.46xl0"3
3.69х10" 3
2.23х10" 3
2.7ІХІ0"3
0.95 χ Ю - 3
3
2.19х10"
1.87х10" 3
1.47ХІ0" 3

Δ λ = — 1 from ladder 1 to ladder 4
-788.13
T 2 u (3) ->· Я,(2)
-789.86
G.(3) -»• Я 9 (2)
-799.49
Я,(2) -4 T u ( l )
-806.37
Γι«(1) ->· Л,(0)

-588.75
-588.75
-596.33
-600.49

199.38
201.11
203.16
205.87

8.90ХІ0- 6
β
1.67χ10"
О.ОЗхЮ" 6
6
І.ОЗхНГ

Δ λ = 1 from ladder 1 to ladder 4
A,(0)->Tlu(l)
-809.81
-806.37
Г,«(1)-»Я9(2)
-799.49
Я,(2)-»С(3)
-799.49
Я9(2)-+Т2и(3)
T2u(3)-+G9(4)
-788.13
-788.13
T 2 u (3) -> Я , (4)
-789.86
G.(3) -ν G, (4)
-789.86
С(3)-*ЯЯ(4)

-596.33
-588.75
-577.77
-575.83
-561.51
-559.97
-561.51
-559.97

213.48
217.62
221.72
223.66
226.62
228.17
228.35
229.90

1.24х10"
4.69ХІ0" 5
5
6.28ХІ0"
4.46ХІ0" 5
5
2.85ХІ0"
5
8.32ХІ0"
8.68ХІ0" 5
5.9ІХІ0" 5

irrep(A) -» irrep'(A')
Д, ( c m " ' )
Δ λ = 1 within ladder 1
-809.81
Ag(0) -» T l u ( l )
-806.37
T l . ( l ) -* Hg(2)
-799.49
tfs(2) -> G„(3)
-799.49
Я9(2)->Т2и(3)
-788.13
T 2 u (3) -> G,(4)
-788.13
T 2 u (3) -• Я 9 ( 4 )
-789.86
G«(3)-> G 9 (4)
-789.86
С(3)-+Я,(4)

Ej ( c m " ' )

5
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given in Eq. (32) would lead to the selection rules AL = 0 and Aj = ± 1 , since
it does not depend on R and it depends on the orientation of г in the same way
as the dipole moment of the CO monomer. This is not at all true, however,
basis functions with different L and j are strongly mixed in the eigenvectors.
Instead we find the selection rules Δλ = 0 or ± 1 . Although λ is not an exact
quantum number either, all transitions which do not obey these selection rules
are weaker by several orders of magnitude than those shown in Table 7. This is
consistent with the observation in Sec. IV A that the energy levels are ordered
in rotational ladders, with the rungs numbered by λ.
The strongest transitions are those within ladder 1, which obey the selec
tion rules Δλ = ± 1 . They correspond to the pure rotational spectrum of CO
or, if the CO stretch vibration is excited, to the rotational Ρ and R branches
of the fundamental stretch band in the infrared spectrum. Note, however, that
the rotational constant В associated with these transitions in CO@Ceo is sig
nificantly different from that of free CO, since CO cannot rotate freely about
its center of mass, but only about its geometric center. Moreover, one may
directly read from Table 7 that the lines which involve levels with λ > 3 are
split because Ceo is not spherical but icosahedral. The associated crystal field
splittings are of the order of a few c m - 1 , i.e., of the same magnitude as the
rotational splittings. Hence, they should be visible even in a low resolution
spectrum. If we add up the transition probabilities between the levels that
correspond to the same initial λ and final λ', we obtain very nearly the line
strengths of free CO: 1 for the 0 -> 1 transition, 2 for the 1 —• 2 transition, 3
for the 2 —• 3 transition, and 4 for the 3 —• 4 transition.
The transitions from ladder 1 to the next higher ladders 2 and 3 have con
siderably smaller line strength, but given that the infrared absorption intensity
contains the excitation frequency [see Eq. (35)] which is here about 50 times
larger than the rotational spacings, they may still be observable. As explained
in Sec. IVA, the ladders 2 and 3 represent a librationally excited state. The
excitations to this state must obey the (approximate) selection rules Δλ = 0
or ± 1 . It is obvious that for parity reasons the Ρ and R type transitions with
Δ λ = ± 1 must have their final states in ladder 2, while the Q type transitions
with Δλ = 0 must end in ladder 3. The rovibrational structure of ladders 2
and 3 could be interpreted as that of a linear triatomic molecule in а Π bending
state. Another parallel with this system [34] is that the Q type transitions are
even somewhat stronger than the Ρ and R type transitions. The position of the
Q band relative to that of the Ρ and R bands reflects the q splitting between
the ladders 2 and 3. This makes the spectrum in the region around 160 c m - 1
very different from the spectrum of free CO. Finally we observe that the crystal
field splittings in all these transitions, just as in the pure rotational transitions,
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are of the same order of magnitude as the rotational splittings. This further
breaks the regularity of the rovibrational spectrum.
The last series of line strengths presented in Table 7 regards the transi
tions to the radially excited states in ladder 4, with excitation energies around
210 c m - 1 . These obey the same Δλ = ± 1 selection rules as the purely ro
tational transitions within ladder 1, but they are weaker again by two orders
of magnitude than the librational transitions discussed in the preceding para
graph. The reason why the radial excitation does not lead to a substantial
transition dipole moment is that the dipole operator does not depend on the
radial coordinate, cf. Eq. (32). The remaining very small values are due to the
imperfect separation between the radial and angular motions. The transitions
to the librational overtone states in the ladders 5, 6, and 7 are not even listed
in Table 7, because they are very weak too.
In Fig. 4 we show the far-infrared spectrum at a temperature of 77 К calcu
lated by means of Eq. (35). Initial states up to 500 c m - 1 above the ground state
were included in this calculation. The strong lines below 100 c m - 1 originate
from the "perturbed rotational" transitions within ladder 1. Especially in the
ñ(2), iï(3), and ñ(4) lines the crystal field splittings are clearly visible. The
weaker lines to the right of the ñ(5), R{6), R{7), and R(8) lines are the corresponding R lines of a hot band which originates from the transitions within the
librationally excited ladders 2 and 3. The librational band around 160 c m - 1 , although weaker than the rotational band, is clearly observable. It has a Ρ branch
starting at F(2), a Q branch starting at Q(l), and an R branch starting at R(0).
Also here the crystal field splittings are visible especially in the P(3), P(4),
P(5), R(2), R(3>), and R(4) lines. The Ρ and R lines become relatively strong
for higher values of λ because the librationally excited Π states in the even par
ity ladder 2, which are the final states in these Ρ and R transitions, mix with
the ground Σ states by Coriolis coupling (the same mechanism that leads to the
/ type doubling of the ladders 2 and 3, see Sec. IV A, although the latter effect is
dominated by the mixing between the ladders 2 and 4). Since the (rotational)
transition strengths between the ground state levels are very large, even a small
amount of mixing of the ground state into the librationally excited state will
considerably raise the intensities in the fundamental libration band. Even the
radial excitation band (origin 209.3 c m - 1 ) can be seen. It has a P(5)/P(6) band
head at 197 c m - 1 and some R lines that are sufficiently strong to be observable.
In Fig. 5 we present the mid-infrared spectrum that accompanies the exci
tation of the CO fundamental stretch vibration. The relative intensities of the
lines are different, because the excited state is not populated in this case and
because the CO fundamental stretch excitation energy (2143.27 c m - 1 ) has to
be included in the factor {E¡ — Ei) in the intensity formula. As a result, the
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F I G . 4. Calculated far-infrared absorption spectrum at 77 К A Gaussian line shape
is assumed, full width at half maximum 0 5 c m - 1 The Ρ and R branches marked
with an asterisk (*) belong to the radial excitation band with origin 209 3 c m - 1
The vertical bars that contain the labels of the lines mark the frequencies from the
calculations with the Λ = 0 potential The icosahedral field splittings are indicated
by the vertical bars below the labels (transitions with intensities less than 10% of the
strongest ones are omitted)
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FIG. 5. Calculated mid-infrared absorption spectrum at 77 K; the CO fundamental
-1
stretch frequency is 2143.27 cm . For details, see the caption of Fig. 4.
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librational band becomes relatively very weak and we show only the perturbed
rotational band, with its Ρ and R branches. To the right of the Л(5), P(6),
R(7), and ñ(8) lines and to the left of the P(6), P(7), P(8), and P(9) lines
one observes again the corresponding hot band lines originating from the transitions within the ladders 2 and 3. Note that the hot band transitions within
these librationally excited ladders give also rise to a Q band which is clearly
observable.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
After deriving a Hamiltonian for CO@Ceo and similar endohedral complexes,
we have calculated the energy levels and wave functions corresponding to the
rotations and vibrations of CO in Ceo, from an atom-atom model potential.
This potential and the wave functions were expanded in a coupled free rotor
basis for the angular coordinates, adapted to the icosahcdral symmetry of CeoFor the radial coordinate we used a discrete variable representation. Although
the calculated eigenstates are not separable (in the coordinates used or in any
other set of Jacobi coordinates) and the quantum numbers j and L that correspond to the rotation of CO (about its center of mass) and the rotation of
its position vector R are strongly mixed, the calculated level structure can be
understood from three basic features:
1. Simultaneous rotations of CO (the vector r ) and its position vector R
inside the nearly spherical Сбо· The corresponding quantum number λ
numbers the rungs of various rotational ladders. The rotational constants
associated with these ladders are rather different and differ also from the
value for free CO. The lowest ladder can also be understood as a rotation
of CO about its geometric center, to which it is forced by the hard inner
walls of the Сбо cage.
2. The splittings of these rotational levels due to the asphericity of Сбо·
These crystal field splittings are of the same order of magnitude as the
rotational spacings and they obey the rules of the icosahedral Ih symme
try group.
3. Vibrations of CO against the hard inner walls of Ceo- The first radial
excitation energy is 209 c m - 1 , the twofold degenerate libration has a fun
damental frequency of 162 c m - 1 . These vibrations are nearly harmonic
and they determine the large offsets of the different rotational ladders.
The fundamental libration, which may be understood as a bending vi
bration of r and R with respect to the linear (antiparallel) equilibrium

6.5 Summary ала conclusions

orientation, gives a rovibrational level structure very similar to that of
a linear triatomic molecule in а Π bending state. This explains the fact
that the corresponding rovibrational ladders start at λ = 1, as well as the
q splitting between these ladders. Librational overtone states have been
found too: a Σ state at 327 c m - 1 and a (q split) Δ state at 325 c m - 1 .
We have calculated the eigenstates of CO@C6o fixed (in a solid), as well as
those of the freely rotating complex (in the gas phase or in a molecular beam).
The levels of the free complex with J = 0 are just slightly shifted upwards, with
respect to those of CO in fixed Сбо· This is mainly caused by the difference
between the reduced mass of the complex and the mass of the CO monomer.
The selection rules for infrared transitions between these levels are given,
and the line strengths of the allowed transitions are quantitatively calculated.
In a predicted infrared spectrum (at 77 K) it can be seen that the perturbed
rotational band is the strongest, but that also the librational band has sufficient
intensity to be observable and that even the radial excitation band may be seen.
The rotational band and the radial excitation band have only Ρ and R branches,
just as the rovibrational bands of free CO, but the librational band has also a Q
branch (just as the Σ —> II bending transitions in a linear triatomic molecule).
The frequency of the libration, the rotational and q splitting constants, and the
icosahedral symmetry splittings of the rovibrational bands are very sensitive
probes of the intermolecular potential of CO in Сбо· If these quantities will be
measured, we will probably be able to improve the atom-atom model potential
used in the present calculations.
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Chapter 7
Tunneling Dynamics, Symmetry, and
Far-Infrared Spectrum
of the Rotating Water Trimer
I. Hamiltonian and Qualitative Model
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Abstract
A Hamiltonian is derived for the rotating water tnmer with three in
ternai motions—the rotations of the monomers about their hydrogen
bonds We obtain an expression of the kinetic energy operator, which
is a non-trivial extension of earlier heuristic forms used for the nonrotating tnmer The Conohs coupling operator between the single-axis
monomer angular momenta and the overall tnmer rotation is given for
the first time
To analyze the effects of the tunneling and Conohs splittings on
the energy levels of the tnmer, we introduced a qualitative model for
the pseudo-rotation and donor tunneling By perturbation theory and
application of the permutation-inversion groups Ge and G^s we ob
tain algebraic expressions for the splittings due to pseudo-rotation and
donor tunneling, respectively
The pseudo-rotation does not produce any internal angular mo
mentum and does not yield first order Conohs splitting, but in second
order the Conohs coupling lifts various degeneracies and gives rise to
observable J dependent splittings Donor tunneling splits every pseudorotation level into a quartet and those levels in this quartet that belong
to the three-dimensional irreps of G48 into doublets For J > 0 a
rather complex pattern of larger (for the internal states with Ge labels
к = ± 1 and ±2) and smaller (for the levels with к = 0 and к = 3)
splittings is obtained, especially for the substates with \K\ = 1 which
are Conohs coupled to the К = 0 substates The results of calcula
tions in the next chapter, together with the model introduced in this
chapter, will be used to interpret all the tunneling splittings observed
m high-resolution spectra of (гІ20)з and (ОгО)з
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I. INTRODUCTION
Detailed information on the process of hydrogen bond breaking and formation—hydrogen bond network rearrangement (HBNR)—in aqueous systems
can be obtained from high-resolution microwave and far-infrared spectra of
water clusters in molecular beams [1-4]. The dimer has been studied extensively [5,6], but recently the center of attention has shifted to the trimer [1,7-9],
while even the spectra of tetramers, pentamers, and hexamers have now been
measured [2-4]. The splittings observed in these spectra are explicit manifestations of the HBNR tunneling motions occurring in these clusters: nipping of
the non hydrogen bonded protons between different equilibrium positions, and
donor tunneling that involves the breaking and formation of hydrogen bonds.
In this chapter we focus on the tunneling dynamics in the trimer. The
cyclic triangular structure found experimentally [1] is in agreement with the
predictions from earlier ab initio calculations [10,11]. The high-resolution farinfrared spectra [1,7-9] provide detailed information on the vibration-rotationtunneling (VRT) dynamics of the water trimer, and have stimulated new theoretical studies. The first step in these studies is to obtain information on
the intermolecular potential surface by ab initio electronic structure calculations [12-21]. Given the potential surface one can then consider the internal motions occurring in the trimer. The dynamical process that received
most attention [14,15,22-26] is the relatively fast tunneling motion, sometimes
called [7,14,22,23] pseudo-rotation or torsion, that corresponds to the flipping
of the external protons through the plane of the hydrogen bonded triangular
"skeleton" by rotation about the hydrogen bonds. It has been experimentally
found [1,7,8], however, that the hydrogen bonds can also break and reconstruct. This is observed in a process, called [7] donor tunneling, which involves
the interchange of the hydrogen-bonded donor proton of a water monomer with
its external proton. Alternatively, this process is called bifurcation tunneling
[27], because it proceeds through a transition state in which one of the water
monomers donates both its protons in a bifurcated hydrogen bond to its neighboring monomer, or C 2 tunneling [24,25], because it may also be viewed as
the rotation of a water monomer around its Ci axis—in combination with the
flipping of one or both other monomers. Although it is much slower than the
pseudo-rotation flipping and leads to much smaller tunneling splittings [1,7,8],
some of the theoretical studies [15,24,25] have included this donor tunneling.
The occurrence of such internal motions in weakly bound and other non-rigid
systems can be expressed in terms of "feasible permutations" [28], which form
the molecular symmetry (MS) or permutation inversion (PI) group [29]. In the
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case of the water trimer with no mixed isotopes, i.e., for (НгО)з and (D20)3,
it has been established by Liu et α/. [7] that the PI group associated with the
observed tunneling splittings is G48·
In all the previous theoretical studies of the water trimer only its internal
motions were considered, the overall rotation was not taken into account. In
Sec. II we will present the kinetic energy operator for pseudo-rotation tunneling
in a rotating trimer; the derivation of this operator is given in Appendix A. In
this derivation we follow the same procedure that we used earlier for Van der
Waals dimers [30]. We first consider a system where the mass centers of the
monomers form a rigid triangle and the molecules are free to rotate in three
dimensions around their respective mass centers. Recently, a Hamiltonian was
derived [31] in which the mass centers are also free to move. This Hamiltonian
is, however, too complicated for our purposes. And indeed, instead of relaxing
the rigidity constraint, we impose the additional condition that each monomer
can only rotate around the axis which passes through its mass center and its
hydrogen-bonded proton.
After discussing the kinetic energy operator, we introduce and elaborate
a qualitative semi-empirical/group-theoretical model for the internal motions.
We invoke the symmetry group Gç to simplify the description of the pseudorotation tunneling. We then augment our model with donor tunneling. In
Sec. IV and Appendix С it is shown how the group G48 may be helpful in this
extension. The effects of Coriolis coupling, in combination with pseudo-rotation
and donor tunneling, are analyzed in Sec. V. Some of the more technical
aspects, such as the calculation of matrix elements and selection rules, are
treated in Appendix B.
In the next chapter we use the Hamiltonian derived in this chapter in
quantitative calculations, with two different potentials extracted from ab initio
calculations [18,19]. The results of these calculations will be compared with
the experimental spectra, and we will see that the qualitative models of this
chapter are very useful for the interpretation of these spectra. We will be able to
conclude that all the splittings observed [1,7-9] in the high-resolution spectra
of (Н 2 0)з and (Б 2 0)з—including their dependence on the overall rotation
quantum number J—can be understood and related to the tunneling motions
in these trimers.
II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN FOR PSEUDO-ROTATION TUNNELING
In this section we will introduce the kinetic energy operator of the water trimer
that has as the only allowed internal motions the flippings of the external hy-
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FIG. 1. Planar reference geometry {\A = Хв = Xc = 0°) of the water trimer.

drogen atoms through the plane of the trimer. Following Refs. [7,14,23] we will
refer to this motion as a pseudo-rotation tunneling. The monomers themselves
are rigid and their centers of mass form a rigid triangular skeleton. These cen
ters are held together by the "internal"—hydrogen bonding—H atoms. Each
monomer is allowed to rotate about one axis, which passes through its center
of mass and its internal H nucleus. So, the degrees of freedom in our model
are the three internal rotation angles χ = {χν \ и = А,В,С; — π < χν < π },
which are hindered and correlated by a three-dimensional potential, together
with the overall rotation of the trimer around the trimeric center of mass.
The monomer centers of mass are at the points A, B, and C, see Fig. 1.
Since our derivations hold also for mixed isotopomers, we denote the monomer
masses by different symbols: MA, MB, and Mc- The center of mass of the
trimer is at point D. The atoms in the trimer are labeled by ν = А, В, С = 1,
2, 3 and i = 0, 1, and 2, for oxygen, hydrogen 1, and hydrogen 2, respectively.
The hydrogen 1 atoms are the internal atoms that participate in the hydrogen

7.2 Model Hamiltonian for pseudo-rotation

tunneling 177

bonds. In Appendix A we describe the construction of a frame fixed to the
trimer. The axis A-UA,I makes an angle £д with the χ axis of this frame. If
the trimer skeleton is an equilateral triangle, then the angle ξ„ is given by

ξ* = U+ (»-V γ-

(1)

We take as a reference geometry the completely planar case in which the
angles Xv are zero, see Fig. 1. In this reference geometry the planes spanned
by the monomer principal axes α and b coincide with the plane spanned by the
trimer χ and y axis. The principal b axis of the monomer ν makes the angle
ψν with its rotation axis. In the case of H2O and D 2 0 , depicted in Fig. 1, the
b axis coincides with the Ci symmetry axis of the monomer.
In Appendix A we derive the kinetic energy operator for our model with
the internal coordinates \A, XB, and xc and the overall rotation. The final
result of this Appendix reads
r=i(jt-jt) M ( x )(J-j) + i ^ A ; 1 p L P x -

(2)

Λ„ = Ix cos2 φν + Iy sin2 φν.

(3)

where

Here Ix = lb, Iy = I„ are inertia moments of water. The operator J is
the usual [32] body-fixed form of the rigid rotor angular momentum opera
tor, which is Hermitian, and j = Σν3ν,
where j„ is given by Eq. (A44) with
pXu = —ihd/dxv. The latter two operators are non-Hermitian, their Hermi
tian adjoints are given by Eqs. (A50) and (A49), respectively. So, although
Eq. (2) may look familiar, this is deceptive, as may be witnessed from the
rather lengthy derivation needed to obtain it.
The effective inertia tensor [Eq. (A37)] is

дСхГ^/м + Х Х Ы ·

(4)

V

The complicated χν dependent terms Іе^{х ) are smaller than 1% of the term
IM and in a first approximation may be neglected. The tensor IM is constant
and, for the equilateral triangular structure, it is simply given by Eq. (A16).
Restricting ourselves to the case of identical monomers, we denote the overall
rotational constants of the trimer by A = В = \μχχ = \ßyy = {2Ім)хх
and
С = \ßzz = (2IM)ZZThe term in Eq. (2) that corresponds to the overall
rotation becomes then
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Hrot = A(J¡ + J¡) + CJ2z

(5)

with the eigenvalues A J (J + 1) + (C - A)K2 and eigenfunctions | J KM).
In the Coriolis Hamiltonian all kinetic energy terms are collected that are
linear in J. The components of the operator j = £}„ jv, given by Eq. (A44), are
non-Hermitian, even when the weight μ 1 / 2 (χ) appearing in the volume element
is constant. Although j „ is not a vector operator, but rather the generator of
rotations around a single axis, we will see that it is nevertheless convenient to
define the shift operators
j± = jx ± ijy.

(6)

The Coriolis coupling between the trimer rotation and the three-dimensional
pseudo-rotation tunneling has the unusual form:

# cor = _ μ j ü +

+

ji)J+

+

_д

{j +

)7

_ ] _ C{jz

+ ji)Jz

(7)

In the evaluation of the matrix elements of j \ and j± we will avoid the use of the
complicated expression in Eq. (A50) by acting with (j+)t = j 2 and (jj.)t = j ±
on the wave function in the bra.
The operators pXu = —ihd/dxv are Hermitian when the weight μ 1 / 2 (χ) =
d e t ^ ( x ) ] - 1 / 2 is constant. We assume this to be the case, which is consistent
with the neglect of V^(χν) in Eq. (4). Adding the χ„ dependent potential and
the J independent terms of Eq. (2), we obtain the Hamiltonian for the internal
motions:
Ηίηί = -^Σ^χ\+12Α{^+^3-)+0^ζ+ν(χΑ,χΒ,χα),

(8)

where Λ = Лд = Aß = Ac is given in Eq. (3). The terms that contain
the components of j arise because the rotations of the external protons are
expressed with respect to the moving trimer frame. Obviously, for J = 0 only
the Hamiltonian (8) needs to be taken into account.
III. PSEUDO-ROTATION TUNNELING AND G 6 SYMMETRY
We will consider the water trimer with the highest permutational symmetry,
that is, (Н20)з and (Ü20)3. If needed, it will be straightforward to deduce
the effects of the lower symmetry in mixed isotopomers. In order to describe
the permutations concisely, it is convenient to relabel the nuclei. The oxygen
nuclei (i/, 0) of monomers и = А, В, С are now designated by A, B, and C,
and the protons {v,i} with i = 1, 2 by {1,2}, {3,4}, and {5,6}.

7.3 Pseudo-rotation tunneling and G 6 symmetry

The structure of this trimer and the form of the potential
V(XA,XB,XC)
in Eq. (8) was obtained from ab initio calculations [11-21]. All authors agree
that the equilibrium structure is non-planar with angles χν of about ±50°.
They also agree that there are six equivalent minima in the potential with two
positive equilibrium values of χ„ and one negative value, and vice-versa. The
fixed positions of the oxygen- and Hi nuclei form a rigid planar skeleton and
the potential is invariant under those permutations that are in one-to-one cor
respondence with elements of the point group of this skeleton. When the three
centers of mass form an equilateral triangle and ξ„ obeys Eq. (1), the point
group of the skeleton is Czh- In that case the permutation (АСВ)(153)(264)
and its powers, which permute simultaneously the position vectors of all
atoms in monomers Л, B, and C, leave V(XA,XB,XC)
invariant. Also E*,
the inversion operation that changes the sign of all position vectors, is then
a symmetry operation and the group of feasible permutation inversion op
erations is the cyclic group G 6 = РІ(Сзн)·
This group is generated by
Τ = (AOB)(153)(264)* = £*(ACB)(153)(264). It is easily verified that Τ
is indeed of order 6. The irreps are labeled by A*, A^, A\, А^, A^, and A$ ,
which have the complex characters χ^(Τη)
= exp(nkm/3) with к = 0, 3, —2,
1, 2, — 1, respectively.
Let us consider a wave function ιι(χ„) for monomer ν that is local
ized above the plane near the minimum in the potential and its counterpart
ά(χ„) = η(—χ„), which is localized below the plane. The functions have suf
ficient amplitude near χν = 0 to allow the pseudo-rotation tunneling of the
non hydrogen bonded protons. The product function \и(хА)и(хв)а{хс))
is
then localized near one of the six equivalent minima in the three-dimensional
potential surface. The action of the group generator Τ on this function yields
the function | ά ( - χ Α ) η { - χ Β ) η ( - χ α ) ) = \η(χΑ)ά(χΒ)ά{χ0)),
see Appendix B.
So, in effect this operation flips the proton of monomer В from и to d. The
operation may be repeated, each time flipping one of the protons, yielding the
functions uud, Tuud = udd, T^uud = udu, T^uud = ddu, T^uud = duu,
and Tbuud = dud, all six localized near the equivalent global minima in
V(XA,XB,XC)From the ab initio calculations follows that the lowest en
ergy barrier occurs between any of the two equilibrium structures that can be
reached by the flip of one monomer only. The two stationary points in the
potential with all monomers up or down, uuu and ddd, have a substantially
higher energy.
We will use product functions | Ф^ )| J KM) as a first approximation to the
tunneling-rotation states of the water trimer. The "external" function | J KM)
is a symmetric top eigenstate [32], and |Ф/ь) is an "internal" wave function
of Ge symmetry. The latter function is located in the six-dimensional model
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FIG. 2. Qualitative picture of the pseudo-rotation tunneling levels of the water
tnmer, see also Table 3. The corresponding quantitative results are given in Table 3
of chapter 8 This pattern occurs for each of the donor tunneling states that belong
to the irreps Af'• Af , Af , A*u, Afu, and A$u of G\», but the donor tunneling
splittings are not shown
space spanned by basis vectors { Tn\ uud), η — 0,..., 5 }. Since each irrep k
occurs only once, the symmetry adapted functions
(9)

\$k{XA,XB,Xc))
1

3

= ~Ш Σ exp(-nkiriß)ri\u(xA)u(xB)d{xc)),
V 6 n=-2

A = -2,...,3

diagonalize the internal Hamiltonian of Eq. (8) on this space. The energies are
given by
_ _ (#t|fflnt|*fc)
t/k =

—

——:

(Ф*|Фіь)

ZL-2eM-nk™ß)(uud\H'nt\?nuud)
=

3

5Z„ = _ 2 exp(-nfcTî/3)(uud|J 7 n uud)

·

(lU)

7.3 Pseudo-rotation tunneling and G% symmetry

The barriers between the minima in V(XA, XB, XC) are the lowest between the
structure uud and its neighboring structures udd = Tuud and dud = Jr~1uud,
in which the protons of one monomer have flipped. Therefore, we may, in first
approximation, include only the terms with η = 0 and the single-flip terms
with η — ± 1 . Introducing the matrix elements
£< 0 ) =

(uud\Hint\uud)

ßx = (uud\Hmt\udd)

=

(uud\Hint\dud)

S Ξ (uud\udd) = (uud\dud) = (u\d),

(11)

we get the energies

_
k

~

E^+2cos{kn/3)ßi
l + 2cos(fc7r/3)5

(12)

It is apparent from the levels with J = 0 in Fig. 2 that the level structure is
characteristic for a six-fold cyclic system with nearest neighbor interactions.
When we neglect the overlap integrals S, our result is the same as that of
Wales [15], who made the interesting observation that the result resembles the
Hiickel molecular orbital levels in benzene. The functions with к = ± 1 and
those with к = ±2 are degenerate, as long as the Coriolis interactions, i.e.,
the j — J coupling terms in the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2), are neglected. In the
quantitative calculations below we will find that the resulting level structure
agrees rather well with this simple picture. This is convenient, but not essential,
in the ensuing elaboration of our model.
Incidentally, we note that the internal functions | uuu) ± | ddd) /y/2 with
higher energy span the irreps Af and A^ with к = 0 and к = 3.
IV. DONOR TUNNELING AND T H E SYMMETRY GROUP G 4 8
Donor tunneling is the effect that interchanges the non-hydrogen-bonded pro
ton (or deuteron) in a given water monomer with the hydrogen-bonded proton
of the same monomer. The corresponding level splittings have been explic
itly observed [7], and it appears that donor tunneling interferes with the other
mechanisms that determine the splitting pattern of the pseudo-rotation lev
els. Hence we extend our treatment with three additional internal coordinates
t = {tA,tß,tc), the donor tunneling coordinates, which we will include in our
model wave functions. Since our treatment of this tunneling will be basically
semi-empirical and group theoretical, there is no need to explicitly specify these
coordinates.
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Recalling that we numbered the hydrogen-bonded and non-bonded protons
by 2u — 1 and 2i/, respectively, with ν = 1, 2, 3, we see that proton tunneling
is generated by the interchange permutations (12), (34), and (56), although
these mere interchanges do not correspond to the lowest energy path for the
process [15]. If we extend the group Ge with the eight coset generators С = E,
(12), (34), (56), (12)(34), (12)(56), (34)(56), and (12)(34)(56), we generate the
group ds, which is of order 48.
We will find it convenient to write the localized and delocalized model
wave functions now as u(l)u(3)d(5) and Ф/ь(1,3,5), where 1 stands for the two
relevant coordinates on A, i.e., u(l) Ξ П{ХА^А) and likewise 3 stands for the
two coordinates of В and 5 for those of C. Subsequently, the six-dimensional
model space is extended to a 48-dimensional space by the action of the coset
generators C. The Hamiltonian Hmt [Eq. (8)] is written as Я і п '(1,3,5). The
diagonalization oiHmt, corresponding to the relatively fast motion of the angles
χν, was performed with the proton tunnel coordinates t frozen at one of their
eight equilibrium conformations. In fact, we could have chosen any of the eight
equivalent minima, the energy in Eq. (12) would have been the same. The
wave functions corresponding to the different conformations are transformed
into one another by the coset generators. We assume that the interaction
( СФк | H'ni | С'Фі ) (С φ С') between these different wave functions is negligibly
small, which implies that (СФ* \Hmt |С"Ф() = ¿с,С'<*ы-Е*, where Ek is the
energy of Eq. (12).
The Hamiltonian Htun = # t u n ( ¿ , t , Í B , í c ) describes the relatively slow
donor tunneling; it commutes with all elements of G^g. The eight functions
{| СФк )} span a representation of G48 induced from the іггер к of Ge. We can
decompose this reducible representation by the use of group theory. Remem
bering that E* is the parity operator, we note that the group G48 is a direct
product of a pure permutation group G24 and the group {E,E*}. Therefore,
the irrep labels of G48 are Г* with Г designating an / r -dimensional G24 irrep
and ± being a parity label.
The group G24 is isomorphic with the point group 7\ and we observe in
particular the one to one correspondence between (12) (34) (56) and ι (the point
group inversion operation). We will label the irreps of G24 as is standard for
Th, see, e.g., Ref. [33]. Note, however, that the subscripts g and и do not
pertain to E* or t (which are not contained in G24), but to (12) (34) (56). That
is, the subscripts g and и in the irrep labels are related with the parity of the
corresponding states under donor tunneling. We deviate from Ref. [33] by not
using the label E for the real reducible two-dimensional representations, but
label its irreducible one-dimensional complex components by Ai and A3. The
group G24 is again a direct product: G24 = G12 ® {E, (12)(34)(56)} and G12 is

7.4 Donor tunneling and the symmetry group Gts

isomorphic to the tetrahedral point group T. This relatively simple structure
of (?48 facilitates the group theory considerably.
As is shown in Appendix C, the normalized wave functions adapted to G48
may be written as

1

3

D

C

= ^ = Σ Σ U ~')
V

48

exp(-nW3)Cryi)u(3)d(5),

(13)

с n=-2

where Eq. (9) was invoked for Ф*. The / Γ χ / r matrices Dr{C~l) are given
in Eq. (C2). The functions Ф^ , with г = l , . . . , / r ± , span the irrep Г* of
(?48· The spectator index j must match the Ge label k, that is to say, for a
given Г* and j there is only one к value that yields a non-vanishing result, see
Appendix C.
With these fully symmetry adapted wave functions it is easy to evalu
ate the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian. For the donor tunneling terms
we follow Wales [15], who found from ab initio calculations that the lowest
transition states for donor tunneling, which he designated by ts2 and ts3,
correspond to the permutations (ЛСВ)(164253) and (34)*, respectively. In
our convention of labeling the atoms and starting from the reference config
uration u(l)u(3)d(5), these are the permutations (ACB)(154263) = (34)*J"
and its inverse .F - 1 (34)* = (56)* J " - 1 , and the operation (12)*. This implies
that the only nonvanishing donor tunneling matrix elements with the functions
u(l)u(3)d(5) are according to Wales' model
ft =

(u(l)u(3)d(5)\Hiun(tA,tB,tc)\(34)*Tu(l)u(3)d(5))

= (u(l)u(3)d(5)\Htun(tA,tB,tc)\(56yj'-1u(l)u(3)d(5))

(14)

and
03 = (u(l)u(3)d(5) I Htun(tA,tB,tc)

I (12)*«(l)u(3)d(5)>.

(15)

As we have discussed above, the pseudo-rotation tunneling Hamiltonian
#'"'(1,3,5), cf. Eq. (8), is to a very good approximation diagonal in the
present basis. If, in accordance with Ref. [15], we neglect the overlap inte
grals S = (u\d), the result Ek of this contribution is given by Eq. (12). With
the donor tunneling matrix elements all vanishing, except those in Eqs. (14)
and (15) and with the use of the symmetry properties in Appendix C, we find
&,.,Ек + < Ф £ I # t u n I Ф£* )= S,.jEk + D]* [(34)] exp(2fc7r2/3)/32
+ £>[y [(56)] ехр(-2Ьгг/3)&

(16)
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TABLE 1. Character table of the group G24- The characters of G4g = {E, E'}<8>G24
are obtained by adding a parity label to each irrep and using that the characters of
the +/— irreps obtain a +/— sign for the operations with E".a

Aiq
A2g
A3g

тч

Aiu
A2u
A3u
Г«

1
E
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
3

ЦАВС)
(164253)
1

-η'
0
-1
•η

η'
0

А(АСВ)
(153)(264)
1

А{АВС)
(135)(246)
1

- '
-п

- 10

-η*
0
1

η'

п

А{АВС)
(135246)
1
-η'

-ι

0

3
(12)

—1

-ч

0
1
-η'

-η*
0

—п

-1

0

3
(12)(34)
1
1
1
-1
1
1
1
-1

1
(12)(34)(56)
1
1
1
3
-1
-1
-1
-3

"The number of operations in each class is given along with a representative member
of that class, η = βχρ(πί/3). The complex irreps are sometimes denoted as Eg =
A2g Φ A3g and Eu = A2u Θ А3и-

+ Л[,.[(12)](- •1)*Ä.
Here к matches (j, ±) in the sense explained in Appendix C, and also j ' is
associated with a unique к value, cf. Eq. (13). For the one-dimensional irreps
of G48 the matrices Dr, are just plus or minus the characters given in Table 1.
For the three-dimensional irreps T^ and Τ * we need only the matrices in
Eq. (C2). Notice that in the irrep T * the matrix elements of (12), (34), and
(56) are equal to those of (34)(56), (12)(56), and (12)(34) in the irrep Τ of Gi2,
while for T * they are of opposite sign.
For the one-dimensional irreps this yields directly all the energy levels
given in Table 2. The three-dimensional irreps Т^ and Т^ occur more than
once in the basis, but if we assume that the pseudo-rotation matrix elements β\
are much larger than the donor tunneling matrix elements ßi and /З3—which
is realistic—we may neglect the coupling between the states with different EkFor the £0 = 2/?i levels and the E3 = -2ßi levels each symmetry occurs only
once, and we need just the diagonal matrix elements D ' and D · u . Since these
diagonal elements are equal for j = 1, 2, 3, cf. Eq. (C2), we can calculate the
energy of the T^ and T^ levels with к = 0 and к = 3 directly from Eq. (16)
with j ' = j — 1. This, again, gives the energies of these levels listed in Table 2.
For the T~ and T~ states with к = ±1 and the Г+ and T+ states with
к = ± 2 the procedure is slightly more complicated. Each of these symmetries
occurs twice, see Table 2. We illustrate what happens for к = ± 1 , where we
can construct two basis functions of T~ symmetry derived from Φι and Φ_ι,
respectively. In Eq. (13) we take j — 2 together with к = 1 and j = 3 with

7.4 ΌΟΏΟΓ tunneling ала the symmetry

group G\»

TABLE 2. Pseudo-rotation flipping and donor tunneling levels for J = 0, from
Eq. (16) in a model according to Wales [15]. The numbers in parentheses are the nu
clear spin statistical weights for (ІІ20)з and (ВгО)з, respectively, see also Refs. [7,43].
G 6 "flipping"

G « "flipping"
and "donor tunneling"

Aj (24,249)
Jfc = 0

At,
T+
T+
At

Л 2 -,Л 3 - (20,240),(20,240)
k = ±1

Л^,А 3 - (0,70),(0,70)
Τ " (3,108)
T- (3,108)
Τ " (9,54)
Τ' (9,54)
¿ ¿ . ¿ i « (8,8),(8,8)

01 - 02 - 03
01 + 02 - 03
0i - 5/302 + 1/303
01 + 5/302 - 1/303
01 - 02 + 03
01 + 02 + 03

A$,A+ (20,240),(20,240)
k = ±2

Л + . Л + (0,70),(0,70)
T+ (3,108)
Г+ (3,108)
T+ (9,54)
T+ (9,54)
¿ + . . ¿ + » (8,8),(8,8)

-01
-01
-0i
-0i
-01
-01

A~ (24,249)
A; = 3

AT, (1,76)
Τ " (3,108)
2 7 (9,54)
A-lu (11,11)

-201
-201
-201
-201

(1,76)
(3,108)
(9,54)
(11,11)

a& initio ts\ + ts2 + ts3
2/3i + 2/32 + /Зз
2/3i + 2/З/З2 + l/3/Зз
201 - 2/З/З2 - 1/303
201 - 202 - 03

-02+03
+02+03
- 5/302 - 1/303
+ 5/302 + 1/303
- 02 - 03
+02-03
+ 202 - 03
+ 2/302 - 1/303
- 2/302 + 1/303
- 202 + 03

к = — 1, in order to obtain a non-vanishing result. While these functions are
non-interarting under H i n t , they have the same G^ symmetry and accordingly
they mix under i ï t u n . We have to diagonalize a 2 χ 2 Hamilton matrix, the
elements of which are given by Eq. (16) with j ' = 2, 3 and j = 2, 3. The
diagonal elements are both equal to E\ — /З2/З — 0з/3, the off-diagonal element
(j',j) = (2,3) equals — ехр(27гг/3)аі with
Äi= (2/3) ( 2 0 2 - 0 3 ) .

(17)

It is easily verified that this yields the energies in Table 2. For the к = ± 1
levels of T~ symmetry and for the к = ± 2 levels of T+ and T+ symmetry the
situation is similar. The matrix elements that are relevant for these levels differ
only in the signs of their coefficients of 02 and 0з. So, for the |A;| = 1 levels
we find two states of symmetry T~ which are split by — 2δ\ and two states of
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symmetry Tg split by 2¿i For the \k\ = 2 levels we find a doublet of symmetry
T+ ала a doublet of symmetry Г+ split by —2δ2 and 2<$2, respectively, with
¿2 = (2/3)(2/? 2 +/3 3 ).

(18)

This completes the picture of the donor tunneling splittings in the states
with J = 0. In view of our treatment of the Coriolis splitting of the states with
J > 0 in the next section, it is important to emphasize that the donor tunneling
induces a coupling between the pseudo-rotation functions Ф* and Φ-*. This
coupling occurs only for the states of symmetry T * and T * and it leads to a
mixing of the model functions Φ* and Ф-ь for |fc| = 1 and |fc| = 2.
V. CORIOLIS SPLITTING OF THE PSEUDO-ROTATION AND
DONOR TUNNELING LEVELS
We will now introduce HCoT [Eq. (7)] as a perturbation and, as stated earlier,
we will use the product functions |Ф*)| J Κ M) as zeroth order functions. The
corresponding zeroth order Hamiltonian Hmt + HTOt [Eqs. (8) and (5)] is diago
nal in this basis with the energies Ek + AJ{J +1) + (C — A)K2. In Appendix В
it is shown that the symmetric top function | J KM) belongs to the іггер —K
of G% and hence the unperturbed states transform according to the Ge irrep
k-K.
Donor tunneling leads to a small first order splitting of each pseudorotation level into a quartet of levels characterized by G us symmetry labels,
see Table 2. For the one-dimensional irreps in this quartet the donor tunnel
ing has not much effect on the Coriolis shifts and splittings. They undergo a
Coriolis shift that to a very good approximation is equal to the shift of their
parent state Фк. For the three-dimensional irreps T^u the situation is more
involved, because they appear more than once for \k\ = 1, 2, but we will see
that the same Coriolis matrix elements are needed. The general matrix element
required in the perturbation treatment below is
($k.JK'M\HCoT\$kJKM)

(19)

3

= 5 3 exp[-n(fc - K)m/3](uudJK'M

|ЯСог

\TnuudJKM)

n=-2

with k' —K' = k — K, since HCoT is totally symmetric under Ge- We used here
that the action of Τ is defined for internal as well as for external coordinates
and that the product function belongs to the irrep к — К of GQ. Equation (7)
shows that the evaluation of Eq. (19) requires matrix elements of j 2 , j \ , j±, j±,
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and the corresponding components of the rigid rotor operator J . The latter
have the usual effect on the symmetric top functions: JZ\JKM)
=
K\JKM)
and J ± | JKM) = [J{J + 1) - K(K ± l)]l/2\J,K±1,M),
with J± = Jx =F гJy.
The matrix elements of j z and j± over the functions Φ* can be considerably
simplified by the use of the G% symmetry. First of all, it is easily shown (see
Appendix B) that j\+jz is οι A* symmetry and hence is diagonal in k. Further
it is shown in Appendix В that the diagonal elements vanish, hence
<Ф*іЛ+І«|Ф*-> = 0,

for fc,*' = - 2 , . . . , 3 .

(20)

In other words, the states | Ф/ь ), although called [7,14,23] pseudo-rotation states,
do not carry any internal angular momentum.
Secondly, the operators j+ and j _ span the A% and A$ irreps, respectively.
From the cyclic Ge symmetry follows easily that the only non-vanishing matrix
elements are (Ф*±і |j±|*fc) and (Φ&±ι |,7ψ|Φ*)ι so that there is no Coriolis
interaction in first order. By introducing the same kinds of approximations
that led to the internal energy Ek [Eq. (12)], we obtain (see Appendix B)
(Φ*±ιϋ±+4|Φ*)=4βχρ(±2πί/3)α)8[(*τ1)π/3](«|Ζ±μ>,

(21)

where the one-particle operator
1±(X) = -ihexp(±iU)

(1 ± i cos χГух/І'хх)

A

(22)

arises in the three-particle operator
3± = Σ

ex

P [ ± ( I / - l)2«/3] 1±(χ„),

(23)

cf. Eq. (B5).
Knowing the required matrix elements, we can turn to the effect of Cori
olis coupling, which we will consider for the zeroth order states labeled by
К = 0, ± 1 , arbitrary fixed J > 0, and к = 0, ± 1 , ±2, 3. The states
with \K\ = 2 , . . . , J are in principle also involved in this coupling, but they
give only further shifts, no additional splittings of the levels, and there
fore we only consider \K\ < 1. For given J and M we denote the unper
turbed states | Φ * ) | JKM) briefly by \k,K).
Since the coupling matrix ele
-1
ments -\A{k,K\{j+
+ j^_)J+\k - Ι,К - 1) contain A « 0.22cm , they are
about 100 times smaller than the corresponding unperturbed energy differences
Ek — Ek-i • The same holds for the other Coriolis term — \A(j- +j+)J-• So, we
can obtain very good estimates of the energies from second order perturbation
theory. We define
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Qj = - A e x p ( 2 ^ 7 3 ) ( u | / + | d ) [ J ( J + l ) ] 1 / 2 .

(24)

Prom Eq. (21) follows then that the matrix elements are ±Qj and ±Qj for the
interaction of the states with к = 0 and \k\ — 1 and also for the states with
к = 3 and |fc| = 2, while they are ± 2 Q j and ±2Q} for the interaction between
states with |Ar| = 1 and \k\ = 2.
We first consider shifts and splittings of the levels к corresponding to the
one-dimensional irreps of G48, i.e., the A\g, Aig, Азд, Aiu, Aiu, and A^u irreps of both parities ± . Evidently, the Euler angles are not affected by proton
interchange, which implies that the overall rotation function \JKM) is au
tomatically adapted to a definite one-dimensional irrep of G^. Hence \k,K)
belongs to a one-dimensional irrep of this group. Since Я ' и п does not act on the
Euler angles, it is diagonal in К and therefore also in \k,K), and so we can use
these product functions as zeroth order functions in the perturbation theory.
The perturbation of the degenerate states 11,1 ) and | — 1, — 1 ) must be treated
by degenerate second order perturbation theory. This leads to two combination
states (QJ\1,1)±QJ\
— 1,— l))/(\Qj\y/2). The minus combination couples to
the 10,0) state with strength \Qj\V% and is shifted upwards in energy, whereas
the plus combination does not couple and keeps its unperturbed energy. By the
same reasoning we get the (Q}|2, —1) ± Qj\ — 2, l))/(\Qj\y/2) combinations.
The minus state couples to the 13,0) level and shifts downwards, the energy of
the plus combination is not affected.
The second order Coriolis shifts are summarized in Table 3 and the result
ing level pattern is shown qualitatively in Fig. 2. This pattern is easily derived
if one realizes that by Eq. (12) (with S = 0) E3 - E2 = £1 - E0 = \βι\ and
E2 — E\ is twice this value. The most remarkable feature is that in the case
of degenerate unperturbed tunneling-rotation levels the degeneracy is lifted.
This occurs for the к = ±1 levels with К = ± 1 which have a fourfold degen
erate unperturbed energy; they split into one level with к — К = 0 that is not
shifted with respect to this energy, one level with к — К = 0 that is raised in
energy and a twofold degenerate level with к — К = ±2 that is lowered. A
similar splitting occurs for the fourfold degenerate к = ±2 levels with К = ± 1 ;
they split into one level with к — К = 3 that keeps its unperturbed energy,
one level with к — К = 3 that is lowered, and a twofold degenerate level with
к — К = ± 1 that is raised in energy. All other levels are shifted as well, but
since the Coriolis shifts are much smaller than the rotational energies and no
further degeneracies are lifted, these shifts cannot be observed.
We next consider the shifts and splittings of the states of T^ and T^ sym
metry, which occur twice for |fc| = 1 and |fc| = 2, see Table 2, and are coupled
by the donor tunneling. We have just seen that the external functions | J KM )
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TABLE 3. Coriolis shifts ала splittings of the pseudo-rotation tunneling levels for
J > 0. These results apply to the donor tunneling states that correspond to the irreps
A
%, A%, Азд> AL· AL· and А зй o f 048.
к
К
vskiplpt
0
±1
0
±1

±1

unperturbed energy*
E0 - A + С
So

±1
0

|<MV(So-£i)
2|£?j| 2 /(ßo-Si)

Ei-A

±2
0
0
±1

ЦЯЛ

±1

0

3

±1
0

+C
Ei

0

±2

shiftb

k-K

Ег-

АЛ-С

3
3
±1
±2

£?2
Ез-А

+С

2\Qj\2/(E2-E3)
0
4|Qy|2/№-£i)
MQJ\2/(E2-E1)

±2
3

EÌ

іЕг-Еі)

0
2\Qj\2/(El-E0)
\Qj\2/(Ei-Eo)
+ MQj\2/(Ei--E2)

+

\QJ\2/(E-2--Ез)

\Qj\2/(E3 - E2)
2\Qj\2/(E3-E2)

a

The rotational energy contribution AJ(J+ 1) and the donor tunneling energies (see
Table 2) must still be added to this energy.
b
Note that the small (less than 1%) contribution A — С to the energy differences in
the denominators has been neglected and that \Qj\2 = A 2 |(u|i+|d)| 2 J(J + 1).
are not affected by donor tunneling, and therefore the states originating from
\k,K) and | — k,K) have the same coupling matrix elements as their inter
nal parent states, namely, ± ехр(27гг/3)<$і and ± exp(27r¿/3)¿2 for |fc| = 1 and
|λ| = 2, respectively, see Sec. Г . Since from our quantitative calculations of
Qj in chapter 8 follows that the first order donor tunneling matrix element has
the same order of magnitude as the second order Coriolis interaction, i.e.,
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|*i|»|u|,

(25)

the resulting level shifts and splittings become rather complex, and are not
easily interpreted in terms of perturbation theory. For instance, consider for
|A;| = 1 the \K\ — 1 substates of T~ and T~ symmetry, with parents |1,1),
| - 1 , 1 ) , 11,-1), and | - 1 , - 1 ) . The levels with к - К = 0 and Jfc - К = ±2
are separated by the Coriolis splitting, cf. Fig. 2. Donor tunneling will lift the
remaining degeneracy of the levels with к — К — ±2 in Fig. 2, and it will also
affect substantially the splitting of the levels with к — К = 0 and the separation
between the two sets of levels. Evidently, all the splittings depend on ¿12, as
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0

±2

ι

ι
^^=

±1

ι

г
= ^ =

0
±1

0
±j

0
к
J = 0
J = 1 К
FIG. 3. Qualitative picture of the pseudo-rotation tunneling levels of the water
trimer. The corresponding quantitative results are given in Table 4 of chapter 8.
This pattern occurs for each of the donor tunneling states that belong to the irreps
Г* and Г* of GAB. Note that the levels can no longer be labeled by the quantum
number к — K. The donor tunneling splittings are not shown, except for the splittings
due to the interaction of the states with the same GAS symmetry. The arrows indicate
the splittings 2($i and 2<5г.

well as on Qj and Qj. A similarly perturbed pattern occurs for the \K\ = 1
substates of T+ and Г+ symmetry of the levels with |fc| = 2.
The К = 0 levels with |fc| = 1 and |fc| = 2 behave much more regularly.
The T * and T^ substates of these levels are simply split by donor tunneling
by the amounts 2<5χ and 2^2, just as the corresponding states for J = 0, see
Fig. 3.
Also the internal levels with к = 0 and к — 3 are split into a quartet of
levels, among which are the levels of T * and T^- symmetry. It seems at first
sight that here the situation is simpler, because these three-dimensional G^
irreps occur just once for these к values, see Table 2. For J = 0 the internal
к = 0 and к = 3 states are indeed not affected by donor tunneling, apart from
their first order splitting into a quartet. For J > 0 there is of course the rota
tional splitting from the zeroth order term (C — A)K2, shown for К = 0 and
К = ± 1 in Fig. 2. It is remarkable, however, that also the degeneracy of the
к = 0 and к = 3 levels with K± 1 is lifted. This splitting, although reminiscent
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of К type doubling, is not due to asymmetry of the rotor, but, as we will see,
to the combined effect of Coriolis interaction and donor tunneling. It is a very
small effect, but we cannot avoid discussing it if we wish to interpret the exper
imental spectrum (see chapter 8). By Coriolis coupling the states with к = 0
and К = ± 1 obtain a small admixture of the states with к = q=l and К = 0.
The resulting (first order) perturbed states are |0,1) + Qj\ - 1,0)/{E\ — E0)
and 10, — 1 ) - Qj\l,Q)/(Ei — E0). The small components of these functions
along | - 1 , 0 ) and 11,0) interact by donor tunneling. The resulting eigenstates
are combinations of the Coriolis perturbed wave functions, and the correspond
ing eigenvalues are split by 2\Qj\26\/(Ei — EQ)2. Since the Coriolis coupling
constant Qj is proportional to [J(J + l ) ] 1 / 2 , cf. Eq. (24), the splitting of the
levels with к = 0 and К = ± 1 is proportional to J(J + 1). The levels with
к = 3 and К = ± 1 are split by a similar mechanism. They acquire a donor
tunneling splitting 2|<3./|2<Ь/(-Ез - E2)2, which is proportional to J(J + 1), by
admixture of the | ± 2 , 0 ) states. All the degeneracies of the T^ and T * levels
are now lifted, see Fig. 3.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this chapter we have rigorously derived the Hamiltonian for the constrained
monomer rotations or torsions associated with pseudo-rotation tunneling, in
a rotating water trimer. It includes the kinetic energy operator used in ear
lier calculations; our derivation yields an explicit expression for the effective
monomer moments of inertia. But, even for J = 0, it also includes other terms
which contain the operator j , the vector sum of the angular momenta associ
ated with the fixed-axis rotations of the monomers. Note that this operator is
non-Hermitian; the expression for the Hamiltonian adopts a simple form only
when it is written in terms of j and j * . Furthermore, our derivation yields the
explicit form of the Coriolis coupling operator between the internal and overall
trimer rotations. Also this operator contains the components of j and j t and,
of course, the total angular momentum J.
Next we have introduced a simple model for the pseudo-rotation and donor
tunneling. It is shown that, by the use of group theory—with the symmetry
group Ge if only pseudo-rotation occurs, and the group ds if donor tunneling
is allowed as well—the splittings that result from both these tunneling motions
can be given algebraically. For J = 0 our model results are very similar to
those of Wales [15]. For a rotating trimer with J > 0 there are important
Coriolis coupling effects. It turns out, contrary to expectations [7,14], that
the pseudo-rotation does not produce any internal (vibrational) angular mo-
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mentum. Hence, there is no first order Coriolis splitting. In second order, the
Coriolis coupling lifts various degeneracies and, thereby, gives rise to observable
J dependent splittings. Donor tunneling splits every pseudo-rotation level into
a quartet and, in addition, splits the levels in this quartet that belong to the
three-dimensional irreps of G48 further into doublets. For J = 0 this doublet
splitting occurs only for the pseudo-rotation states with Ge irrep labels equal
to к = ± 1 and к = ± 2 . Group theory tells us that this is a consequence of
the fact that each of these pseudo-rotation levels has two substates that induce
to the same three-dimensional G^ irrep. For J > 0 and \K\ = 1 even the
pseudo-rotation states with к — 0 and к = 3 are split into doublets for the
three-dimensional G48 irreps, through Coriolis mixing with the к = ± 1 and
к = ± 2 states. This J dependent splitting is a higher order effect (it is second
order in the Coriolis coupling and first order in the donor tunneling) and, there
fore, very small (but observable). For all these splittings we have derived simple
analytical expressions from perturbation theory; this appears to be useful for
understanding the results of our quantitative calculations in chapter 8, and for
the interpretation of the various splittings observed in the high-resolution spec
tra. Much of the ambiguity in the assignment of these spectra [1,7-9] can thus
be removed, and all the interesting information on the tunneling dynamics of
the water trimer contained in the spectra can be actually extracted from them.
APPENDIX A: KINETIC ENERGY OPERATOR
In this Appendix we will derive the kinetic operator of the water trimer with the
constraints described in the main text. Following Podolsky [34], we will express
the kinetic energy in terms of the Laplace operator in generalized coordinates
q, i.e., we write
2 T

-l/2pV/2G-lp

=

ff

( A 1 )

where ρ are the momenta conjugate to q and g is the determinant of the
metric tensor G. The metric tensor G associated with the coordinates q will
be obtained from the classical kinetic energy 2T = qT(t)Gq(t),
where the dot
indicates the time derivative d/dt.
Before starting the derivations, we wish to point out that it is often con
venient to write χ χ г = Xr, that is, to express the vector product by means
of the antisymmetric matrix
X = \

0
ζζ
-у

—ζ

0
χ

У
—χ
-χ
0

\

where

\ у

= χ.

(A2)
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First we will briefly outline the procedure for a somewhat less constrained
system that consists of three rigid waters freely rotating around their respective
centers of mass, but with these centers forming a rigid triangle. Then we will
consider the case that each monomer rotates around a fixed axis.
1. General monomer rotations
We define a right-handed frame fixed to the trimer with the mass centers A,
B, and С in the xy plane. The χ axis of this frame is fx = NX(2D~A - DB DC), with the normalization constant Nx chosen such that this vector has unit
length. See Fig. 1 for the definition of the vector DX, pointing from D to
X, X = А, В, C. If the monomer mass centers form an equilateral triangle,
the direction of the у axis can be defined by the vector fy = Ny{DB — DO),
with the normalization constant Ny. If the structure is less symmetric we must
orthogonalize fx and fy. The vector fz is simply fx χ fy. This frame is
expressed with respect to a laboratory fixed frame e = (é¿, I ¿ , é¿ ) by the
Euler rotation

У = -^Riyz(a,ß,j).
with Rzyz(a,ß,j)
= Rz{oi)Ry{ß)Rz{"l)
by the active rotation convention, e.g.,

(

(A3)

and the rotation matrices are defined

cos a — sin α 0 \
sin α cosa 0 .

о

о

(A4)

l)

The matrix Ry(ß) is defined analogously.
Using the atom numbering introduced in the main text, we can express
the position vector of each atom relative to the center of mass of the trimer as
D~ßVtl = ~fdVil = '^Ä, 1 ,«(a,/? l 7)<k.f

(A5)

The atomic masses are m„,, and the kinetic energy (without the overall translation energy) of the system is [35]
2

2Г = ωτΑω

+ 2 J m„>t d„p,

+ 2ωτ ^

т

,га ,г x d„, t .

(A6)

Here the inertia tensor A = ^2V2,m^tDvtDv<„
where the antisymmetric ma
trices DVtl are constructed from the position vectors d„ i t as in Eq. (A2). The
angular velocity ω is related linearly to the time derivatives of the Euler angles
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ω

= Ni

β I

with

| β | Ξ С-

(A7)

For future use we give ЛГ - 1
N_1

,
/ — cos 7
sin 7
= - — - I sin β sin 7 sin/3 cos 7
sin ρ ^ c o s β c o s ^ _ c o s β g m ^

0 \
0
.
j
β
J
s n

(A8)

We shall now introduce the constraint that the position vectors DÀ, DB,
and DÛ of the monomer mass centers have constant coordinates vv with respect
to the trimer frame, see Fig. 1. Further we take the monomers to be rigid,
which means that the coordinate vector χυΛ of atom u,i, defined relative to
the principal axes frame of monomer v, does not dependent on the time t. The
monomer Euler angles СЛ') describe the rotation of the principal axes frame
of monomer ν with respect to the trimer frame, similar as in Eq. (A3). These
angles and the corresponding angular velocities u>„ are

C,W =

/ α„(ί) \
/ Ш

and

ωυ = Νν\

/ά„\
βν
.

(A9)

The matrices Nv are given in terms of the angles ζν by equations analogous
to Eq. (A8). The position vector dVA(t) becomes
du,t(t) = v„ + RZyZ(Cv(t))xVtl.

(AIO)

By elementary rigid rotor theory [36] we obtain
d.v = Rzyz(Cv)b*v x ж„,г.

(All)

When we write this by the use of Eq. (A2) as
¿„,, = -RzyziCJXv.tU),,,

(A12)

it follows immediately that
2

^ m „ , t dv<l =ωτν1υων,

(A13)

where I„ = ^tTn^itX^tlXu<J
is the inertia tensor of monomer v. This tensor
is diagonal because it is expressed with respect to the principal axes frame
of v. The quantity ^2ιτη„ι1άν>ι x dv¡l = j ' 1 " ' , arising in the Coriolis, i.e., the
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last, term of Eq. (A6), is the angular momentum associated with the internal
rotation of water monomer v. This vector becomes, since Σι Tnv,iXv,i = 0,
j[nt =

Κζυί{ζν)Ι„ων

(A14)

Before completing the expression for the classical kinetic energy, we return
to the overall inertia tensor of the trimer A = Σν г την,ι^ϊι^ν,ι·
By substitu
tion of Eq. (AIO) for the vectors d„ i t (i) and the use of ^2 т „ , г = M„, we find
for the overall inertia tensor

A = J2MvVlVv

T

+

Y/m^R2yz(Cl/)XllX^Rzyz(Cl,)
T

= IM + Σ Rzyz{Cv)IuRzyz{Cv) .

(A15)

This is Steiner's theorem for the displacement of an inertia tensor. The anti
symmetric matrices Vv correspond to the position vectors v„ of the monomer
centers of mass.
Note parenthetically that in the special case of the equilibrium structure
being an equilateral triangle with distance R between these mass centers and
the monomers having equal masses Mv = M, the first term IM of the inertia
tensor is simply
10 0
0 1 0 I.
0 0 2

IM = hMR2

(A16)

Recalling that the Coriolis term is 2 ω τ £ „ j'„ n t and using Eq. (A14) for
ƒ " , we find that the kinetic energy is
2Γ = ωτΑω

ωτνΙνωυ

+^

+ 2ωτ Σ

(A17)

Rzyz{Cv)IuUv.

In matrix form the kinetic energy may be written with the use of Eqs. (A7),
(A9) and the definition
— ^zyzyst^

ijv

Τ

2 T = [ζ N

T

(А
B\τ
X AN AX BN BX CN C) B
T

T

T

T

T

(A18)

)*V1

T

\

B

ВA
I_A

\I

flfl Bc\ (
_
0_
0
Ів
0

0

N

<

\

NA<A
NBCB

Ic J \NC<CJ
(A19)
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We recognize the Lagrange form of the kinetic energy 2Γ with the four sets
of Euler angles playing the role of the generalized coordinates q. This equa
tion defines the metric tensor G. To obtain the corresponding quantum me
chanical operator we must write the classical expression in Hamilton form,
2T = pTG_1p,
with the generalized momenta ρ = Gq. For the inversion of
the metric tensor G we can use the Frobenius formula [37], which we repeat
here for the convenience of the reader
Mu
Mai

Mi2 V 1 _ /
μ
M22)
\-Μ22ιΜ2ιμ

-μΜηΜ^
Μ22ιΜ2ιμΜί2Μ22χ

\
+ M2¡ ) '
(Α20)

with μ~λ = Μ а — МмМюМц.
In this case we partition the middle factor
of G so that М ц +* A. The effective inertia tensor becomes

μ~ι=Α-ΣΒνΓ„ιΒΐ

(A21)

V

With the use of Eqs. (A15) and (A18) we obtain simply μ - 1 = IM- We observe
that all terms associated with the monomer rotations cancel; the effective iner
tia tensor is simply the constant tensor IM that corresponds to the monomers
being point masses Mv at fixed positions v„. This tensor is easily inverted.
The momenta ρζ and ρς„ are conjugate to the angular coordinates ζ and
ζν; the associated classical angular momenta are defined by:
J = JV-lTpc

and

j„ = NZlTPt„,

(A22)

where j v is with respect to the principal axes frame of monomer v. The total
angular momentum with respect to the trimer frame is
J = ^H,yz(C,)jV·

(A23)

In terms of the angular momenta the classical kinetic energy becomes

2T = (JT - jT)rM4J

- j) + £ Л

і-

(A24)

ν

This result is easily quantized. We must replace the momenta by the gradient
operators
/д/да\
ρζ = -ih

d/dß

(A25)
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and similarly for ζ„. The total angular momentum becomes

fd/da\

lT

J^-ihN-1

d/dß
Xd/djJ

,

(A26)

which is the standard form [32] of this operator in a body-fixed frame, [cf.
Eq. (A8)], that satisfies the well-known anomalous commutation relations
[Jx,Jy] = -ifiJz,

etc.

(A27)

As follows from Eq. (A22), j v has the standard form of an operator expressed
with respect to a BF frame. The effective inertia tensor IM and the monomer
inertia tensors I„ are constant and, moreover, the latter are diagonal. The
volume element g1/2 appears in the expression of the Laplace operator in generalized coordinates, cf. Eq. (Al). Here g = det(G) contains only constant
factors and the usual factors sin/3 and sin/3„. Since the total and the monomer
angular momentum operators are Hermitian and satisfy the usual commutation relations, the quantized form of the kinetic energy has the same simple
appearance as the classical form in Eq. (A24). This concludes the case of the
freely rotating water molecules.
2. Single axis monomer rotations
We now turn to the case that the water molecules are allowed to rotate only
about XHv¡i,
XHV\

and introduce the unit vectors hv by
= Ук,

X = A, В, С for и = 1, 2, 3,

\K\ = 1,

(A28)

see Fig. 1. The theory above must be modified on three accounts. In the first
place it is more convenient to apply the (h,x) parametrization of the rotations,
rather than the Euler parametrization. The analogue of RZyz(Cv(t)) is [38]
R{h„,x„{t))

= 1 + smXv(t)H„

+ (1 - cosXv(t))H'i,

(A29)

with 1 being the 3 x 3 unit matrix and the antisymmetric matrix Ηv corre
sponding to the vector hv.
Secondly, since there is now one degree of freedom per monomer, the an
gular velocity in Eq. (A9) becomes u>„ = hv\v. Also only one column bv must
be included of each of the (/ι,χ) analogues of the matrices Bu, cf. Eq. (A18).
In the third place, as discussed in the main text, we do not have a reference
geometry in which the principal axes of the monomers are parallel to the trimer
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frame. The principal 6 axis of the monomer ν makes the angle φ„ with the
rotation axis hv. The component of h„ along fx
analogue of Eq. (AIO) reads therefore
div(i) = v„ + R{hv,xv(t))xv,t(0)

is cos£„, see Fig. 1. The

with x„,,(0) = ϋζ(ξν

- φν)χ„,ι,

(A30)

where, as before, x„ ) t is the coordinate of particle i expressed with respect to
the principal axes of v.
The first term of the kinetic energy (A17) is unaffected and the second
becomes A^xt, instead of Eq. (A13), with A„ = h%Iv(xu)hu.
Here we have
introduced the instantaneous inertia tensor of monomer ν
Iv{Xv)=R{hVìXv)Iv{O)RT{hv,Xv),

(A31)

with its components expressed with respect to the trimer frame. The inertia tensor of monomer ν in the reference geometry is given by /„(0) =
53 l m 1/) ,X^ t (0)JCy )î (0).
This tensor is connected with the diagonal inertia
tensor J„ of this monomer via
ΙΛΟ) = Rz(Ç» - Ψ.) Iv ЯГ(£„ - ¥>„)•

(A32)

The third (Coriolis) term of (A17) is now

2ωτ Σ

( ·" Х»)ІЛ0)Ь*Х» = 2ωΤ Σ Ь"*>·

R h

ν

(Α33)

ν

Evidently, the vector b„, thus defined, depends on χ „ . In fact, this vector is the
analogue of the matrix Bv of Eq. (A18). We define the matrix В = (ò^, bß, bc)
with the column vectors bv and also
A =

/Ал

0

0

As

V0

0

0\
0

Ac/

fXA\
and

(A34)

X=[XB].

\xc/

The kinetic energy in Eq. (A17) becomes the equivalent of Eq. (A19)

where we used, as before, Eq. (A7) to express the angular velocity of the trimer
frame ω in terms of the time derivative of its Euler angles ζ. This expression
contains again the metric tensor G and, in order to transform 2Γ to the Hamil
ton formalism, we must invert it. By the use of Eq. (A20)
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(A36)
with μ = ( A - Β Λ ^ 7 } . Whereas previously μ simplified drastically by
the cancellation of terms, this does not occur here. The effective inertia tensor
is more complicated than in the system with freely rotating monomers. Using
Eq. (A15) we get
//(хГ^-Гм + ^ Г Д Ы

with

If (χ„) = Ι„(χ„) - К-1Ъ ЬТ . (A37)

и

The monomer tensor ifixv)
can be expressed in different ways by the use of
a so
Eqs. (A31) and (A32). Evidently, lf(xv)
l depends on the fixed angles £„
and φ„. Also A„ can be written in different forms. For instance, observing that
R{hv,xv)hv

= hu

and that

with

hv = Rz{£,v)ex

e, =

0

, (A38)

Vo/

we have
Λ„ Ξ hllv{Xv)h„

=

hllv(0)K

= elRz{-ip„)IvRz{<pv)ex.

(A39)

ϊ„ = ϋζ(-φν)ΙΜφν).

(A40)

If we introduce

we find simply that Λ„ = [I'v)xx.
From the implicit definition of the G tensor in Eq. (A35) it follows that
the momenta conjugate to ζ and χ, respectively, are
τ

p c = Ν ΑΝζ
τ

px = Β Νζ

+
+ Αχ.

τ

Ν Βχ
(A41)

We write the total angular momentum again as in Eq. (A22), i.e., J = N~l Ρζ,
and the angular momentum of monomer и associated with the rotations about
the fixed axis hv as
Зи = К1ЬиРХк.

(A42)

We will need an explicit expression for j v . In the column vector b„ =
R{hv,Xv)Iv(fi)hv,
see Eq. (A33), the following relation
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R(hv,Xv)

= Rz{iv)R{ex,Xu)Rz{-^)

(A43)

can be used with, of course, R{ex,x„) = Rx{xv).
Eqs. (A32) and (A40) j„ obtains the following form

(

If one then substitutes

cos£„ - cosxvsmÇ,v(rv)yxl{rv)xx \
s i n ^ + c o s x ^ c o s ^ ^ ) ^ / ^ ) ^ \pXt/,
sinxv(rv)yx/(Il)xx

(A44)

J

with
(I'v)xx = (!v)x cos2 φν + {Iv)y sin 2 φν
(K)yx = [(^)y - Wx]

s i n

^ cos<¿>„.

(A45)

It is convenient to collect the three monomer angular momenta in one vector,
3 = Σ3ν

= Β\-χρχ.

(A46)

The classical kinetic energy becomes then
2T = (J-j)Tß(J-j)+p^A'1px.

(A47)

When quantizing we must replace the momenta by gradient operators
(times — ih). The overall angular momentum becomes the same as in Eq. (A26).
The monomer operator j v obtains the form of Eq. (A44) with pXu replaced by
—ihd/дхи. The volume element associated with generalized coordinates is
Iff I 1 / 2 Ylidq,, where g is the determinant of the metric tensor G. The weight
ІЗІ 1 / 2 can be easily evaluated with the formula in Ref. [37], page 71. The
determinant of the matrix TV being — sin β, we find
g = sin 2 ßdetfa-^AAXeAc.

(A48)

The function μ(χ) Ξ det(^i _ 1 ) is a complicated function of the internal rota
tion angles χν, see Eq. (A37). Due to the presence of this weight function in
integrals, the operators px„ are non-Hermitian, even if we act only on func
tions satisfying the periodic boundary condition /(χ„) = }{χν + 2π). It is not
difficult to show that upon restriction of the operator domain to such periodic
functions, we get
РІ = -μ(χ)'1/2ίη-^-μ(χ)ι/2.
Also the operators j„ are non-Hermitian; they satisfy

(A49)
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it = -Klv{x)-ll2ìh-S-bTv{XvMxY'\

(A50)

οχ»
which may be compared with Eq. (A42).
Incidentally, the question may arise why J] = J¿, because integration over
ζ requires the weight sin β. This is a consequence of the relation

Σ Si!",(ЛГ%8І„Д

= 0.

(A51)

It is easy to show by means of this relation that the components of J are indeed
Hermitian.
The kinetic energy operator, written as in Eq. (Al), is
2T=

[(sin / З Г ^ Л Г 1 sin β
1 2

Τ

ι

τ

- MX)" ' ρ χΑ- Β μ(χ)^]

+ МхГ1/2р£Л_

μ [ N ^ -

ΒΑ^ρχ]

(х) 1/2 Рх-

(Α52)

By the use of Eqs. (A49), (A50) and (A51) this may be written as

Τ = ì(jt -¿t) M (j -j)

+1ΪΣ^1ΡΙΡΧ„,

(A53)

и

with Л„ = {I'v)xx.
Although this operator looks similar to the classical form
of Eq. (A47), its complexity is hidden in the adjoint operators defined in
Eqs. (A49) and (A50). One will not explicitly need this form of the operators,
however, when calculating matrix elements of the Hamiltonian. By definition,
the Hermitian conjugate operators in Eqs. (A49) and (A50) act in the same way
on the wave function in the bra as the original operators act on the wave func
tion in the ket. This way of writing the kinetic energy operator in curvilinear
coordinates has been discussed in general terms by Chapuisat et al. [39]
APPENDIX В: MATRIX ELEMENTS AND SELECTION RULES
In this appendix we will consider the selection rules of the dipole operator and
matrix elements of the Coriolis coupling operator. In their evaluation use is
made of Ge symmetry. Therefore, we first consider the effect of the elements
of this group on the external and internal coordinates. Then we will introduce
a model for the dipole and discuss its selection rules and we end by considering
the matrix elements of the Coriolis operator.
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From the definition of the trimer frame fx, fy, and fz, see Appendix A,
follows immediately that fx and fy change sign under inversion E* and that
fz is invariant. So, E* has the effect of a rotation Α ζ (π) of the frame, so
that the Euler angles α and β are invariant and 7 is changed into 7 + π, cf.
Eq. (A3).
The effect of E* on the internal coordinates follows from the fact that all
position vectors in Eq. (A5) are inverted, while the frame vectors are rotated
by R {K).
Consequently, the internal coordinates dv¡l transform as E*du<t =
—Rz(n)d„tl.
From Eq. (A30) and the observation that —Α 2 (π) = σχυ leaves
vu, hu and x„,t(0) invariant, since all these vectors lie in the xy plane, it follows
that Ε*χν = -χν for ν = А, В, С
Z

For an equilateral triangle the frame vectors fx = Nx (2DA - DB - DC)
and f у = Ny(DB — DC) are orthogonal. By inspection it follows that
the permutation (AC'B)(153)(264) rotates this frame by Α ζ (-2π/3) and,
thus, changes the Euler angle 7 into 7 — 2π/3. Since it also relabels the
position vectors DPV^ in Eq. (A5), its effect on the internal coordinates
is that (ЛОВ)(153)(264)d B , t = Rz{2n/3)dA<u
etc. Substituting this into
Eq. (A30) and using that ϋζ(2π/3)υΑ
= vB, that Rz{2n/3)xAtl(0)
=
Χβ,,(Ο) and that RZ(2K/3)R{IIA,XA)RZ(-2K/3)
= R(hB,XA),
we find that
{ACB)(l53)(264)xB
= XA- Analogously it follows that (ACB)(153)(264)Xc
=
XB and (АСВ)(\ЬЪ)(2ЪА)хл = Xc- The wave functions of Eq. (9) follow now
easily in the manner described in the main text.
The symmetry of the symmetric top functions \JKM), which are nor
malized Wigner D* functions, follows directly from the fact that the operators
(ЛСВ)( 153)(264) and E* act only on 7. The dependence of D* on 7 is through
the factor exp(iK~f). When acting with the group operators on a function of
the coordinates it is convenient to impose the homomorphism condition [40],
which implies that the operators in function space are the inverse of those in
coordinate space. So, in general, the symmetric top functions | J KM ) carry
the irrep with label —K.
In order to derive the (far-)infrared selection rules, we model the dipole
function by making the assumption that this function is given by the sum of
the permanent dipoles of the water monomers. Additional contributions due
to polarization and other intermolecular interaction effects will not alter the
symmetry of this dipole function. The permanent dipole moments are rotating
with the monomers; with the use of the formulas in Appendix A it follows
that the components of the dipole with respect to the trimer frame are given
by
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μΒΡ = / х

н2о^я(^Хі/)Яг(^_^) ί

0

= μ Η 2 θ Σ*,(£„) Л*ЫЯ.(-Ы ( θ ) .
These are the Cartesian components.
nents

(BI)

If we define the spherical compo

μ1ΐ = Τ ( μ ^ ± » μ β ρ ) / ν ^ ,

(B2)

the
dipole
moment with respect to the space-fixed frame is given by rotation with the
Wigner D functions

/4f = E ^ ( « , / 3 , 7 ) V f ·

(B3)

к

From the action of (ACB)(153) (264) on the angles χν and the relation
ftz-i = £„ — 2π/3 follows that the "internal" dipole operator transforms
as
(ЛСВ)(153)(264)д в р [(ЛСБ)(153)(264)]- 1 = Я 2 ( - 2 т г / 3 ) д в р .

(B4)

Note that, in accordance with the transformation rules of vector operators
given, e.g., in Ref. [38] (page 42), this rotation is the inverse of that of the co
ordinate vectors. We see that μ Β Ρ = μ Β Ρ is invariant under (ЛСВ)(153)(264),
and that the spherical components μ Β Ρ obtain the phase factor exp(=F27n/3).
Since the action of E* on the internal coordinates is equivalent to a reflec
tion axy with respect to the xy plane, E* leaves μ Β Ρ and μ Β Ρ invariant and
changes the sign of μ Β Ρ . Hence, the к = + 1 and к = — 1 components of
the internal dipole function carry the irreps A J and А$, respectively, and
the к = 0 component carries A~[. We have just seen that the "external"
Wigner functions with к — 0 transform according to the A^ irrep and that
the functions with к = + 1 and к = — 1 transform according to A¿ and A% ,
respectively.
From Eq. (B3) follows now that all components of the space-fixed dipole
function carry the A^ irrep. It is obvious that this must be so, since the dipole
moment is invariant under all permutations and changes sign under inversion.
Since the multiplication of the irreps of GQ involves just the addition of the irrep labels k (mod 6), the derivation of the dipole selection rules is completely
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straightforward. Knowing the transformation properties of the internal and
rotational part of the dipole function separately, we may consider also the ap
proximate selection rules for the internal and rotational transitions separately.
Parallel (c type) transitions are associated with //Q F , perpendicular (a type)
transitions with μ±ι·
We note that upon inclusion of donor tunneling and simultaneous extension
of the symmetry to Gts the dipole moment function becomes invariant under
all pure permutations of this group and still changes sign under E*. Dipole
transitions occur only between states of the same irrep, except for the parity,
which must alternate.
We now turn to the symmetry of the operators occurring in the Hamiltonian, Eq. (2). The operators pXu = —ih(d/dx„) change sign under E*.
The operation (ЛСВ)(153)(264) permutes their labels by {ABC), which is the
inverse of the permutation (ACB) acting on the angles χ„ (because of the
homomorphism condition). Since the components j x and j y of j transform ac
cording to a reducible representation, it is more convenient to define the "shift"
operators, cf. Eqs. (6) and (A44),

j± = -ifiVexp(±iÉ„) (l±icQ8XvryJI'„)

5¡—.

(B5)

σχ„

„

These operators transform under the group generator Τ = (ЛСВ)(153)(264)*
as
Tj±T~x

= - εχρ(τ2πί/3);± = exp(±m/3)j±

(B6)

and, therefore, they carry the irreps A¿" and A^ of Ge. By the irrep multiplication rule these operators shift the irrep label A: of a function on which
they act by +1 or — 1. The operator j z carries the totally symmetric irrep Af.
The components of the body-fixed form of the angular momentum J+ and J_
transform according to the A% and A^ irreps, respectively, while Jz carries the
A f irrep.
The matrix elements of j z and j± over the functions Φ к can be considerably
simplified by the use of the Ge symmetry. The operator j z , carrying the A*
irrep, yields only diagonal elements
3

<Φ*Ιί'«|Φ*>= Σ

exp(-nkni/3)(uud\jz\Fnuud).

(B7)

n=-2

Because of the factor —ih in j z , see Eq. (A44), the terms with η = 0 and η = 3
are pure imaginary. Since (uud\jz \Тпииа) = (uud\jz | T ~ n u u d ) the sums
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of the terms with η = ± 1 and η = ±2 are pure imaginary too. Hence, the
expectation values of j z are pure imaginary. The expectation value of j \ is the
complex conjugate of the expectation value of j z and, therefore, exactly the
opposite of the latter. And, since it is the sum operator j z + j \ which occurs in
Я С о г , we do not find any first order Coriolis coupling with the overall angular
momentum ( J KM | Jz \ J KM ) = K.
The only non-vanishing matrix elements of j± are
3

(Φ*±ι \j±\$k)

= У^ ехр{-пкт/3)(ииаЦ±\Тпииа)

(B8)

n=-2

and
3
ф

(Ф*±іі4|Ф*) = ( Ф * І : Ы * ± і Г = Σ

exvi-nkm/ViJ^uudlUluud)*.

n=-2

(B9)
The functions и and d are real and the shift operators, given by Eq. (D5),
behave under complex conjugation as ( j T ) * = — j±. Since the matrix elements
of j± in Eqs. (B8) and (B9) get opposite signs then, it is immediately obvious
that the terms with η — 0 cancel when we take the combination j± + j ^ in
which these operators appear in Я С о г . The remaining terms can be reduced
to one-particle integrals. Given that ξν = ÇA + (ν — 1)2π/3, we may rewrite
Eq. (B5) as in Eqs. (22) and (23) of the main text. The one-particle operators
i-fc [Eq. (22)] change sign under inversion, Ε*χ = —χ, the one-particle functions
are related as d(x) = u(—χ), and the matrix elements obey
(u\l±\u)

=

-(d\l±\d)

<u|J±|d) = - ( d | i ± | u ) .

(BIO)

Note further that the one-particle operators l± behave under complex conju
gation as (/±)* = — Ιψ. For the single-flip terms with η = ± 1 we obtain
($fc±i|j± + j ' ^ ^ * ) = e x p ( - f c 7 r i / 3 ) [ ( u u d | j ± | u d d ) + exp(kTri/3)[(uud\j±\dud)

(udd\j±\uud)]
— (dud\ j± \uud)]

= 4 ехр(±2тгг/3) cos[(fc ψ 1)π/3](ω | l±\d).

(Bll)

All other terms in this expression, which are proportional to the overlap integral
S = ( u | d ) , have canceled. The terms with η = ±2 and η = 3 represent
multiple flips and are of higher order in the (differential) overlap between и
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and d. Also the normalization of Φ* and Φ*±ι leads to terms of higher order,
which are expected to be relatively small. Summarizing, we find that a good
estimate of the size and к dependence of the only non-vanishing shift matrix
elements can be obtained from Eq. (Bll).
APPENDIX C: G 4 8 SYMMETRY ADAPTATION
Starting from the functions Ф^ in Eq. (9) adapted to Ge we will describe in this
Appendix how to obtain functions adapted to Gw We immediately qualify
this statement by noting that both ds and Ge are direct products, G48 =
G24 ® {E,E*} and Ge = C3 ® {Ε, E*}. Since parity adaptation only requires
acting with E ± E*, we will concentrate in this Appendix on the groups G24
and C3, rather than on G4% and Ge- Accordingly, we write the Ge irrep label
as к = (j, ± ) with j - 0, 1, - 1 and Φ/t = \{E ± Ε*)Φ3, where j labels the G3
irrep. Note that j does not run from 1 to 3, as in the main text, and that until
further notice we omit the parity label ± . Below we will employ idempotent
operators generating functions that are not necessarily normalized to unity.
So, take also note that the normalization of functions in this Appendix differs
somewhat from the normalization used in the main text.
Let us consider first the decomposition of the eight-dimensional induced
representation j ÎG24, spanned by {СФ^}, where the elements С are coset
generators of C3 С G24. By the Frobenius reciprocity theorem, an irrep Г of
G24 occurs in j t G24 with the same multiplicity as the irrep j in Г. From
Table 1 we get
j = 0(= Ai) t G 2 4 = Alg Θ Alu

@Tg®Tu

j = 1 (= Λ 2 ) t C?24 = A2g®A2u®Tg®Tu

(Bl)

j = - 1 {= A3) t G24 = A3g Θ Ази (ВТд® Tu.
In order to explicitly adapt Ф^ to G24 it is convenient to go along the group
chain C3 С G\2 С С?24, where the intermediate group G12 arises since also G24
is a direct product: G24 = {E, (12)(34)(56)} ® G12. The second step, i.e.,
the adaptation of a G12 adapted function to G24, is easy in view of the direct
product structure of G24; it simply requires the action of E ± (12) (34) (56).
The C3 С Gi2 step is more complicated. Here it is useful to choose the Τ irrep
of G12 such that upon restriction of this irrep to C3 the matrices representing
C3 are diagonal. This process is sometimes [41] called "sequence adapting"
the irrep. (The one-dimensional irreps are of course automatically sequenceadapted). Given the matrices of the irrep Τ of the point group Γ, tabulated
in Ref. [42], page 291, we have deduced the similarity transformation that
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diagonalizes the matrices of C3. The corresponding matrices that represent
the coset generators of C3 С Gu in this sequence-adapted irrep are
! ι -1

2

2

D1 [(12)(34)] = - I 2 - 1 2
2 2-1
, / - 1 2e 26*
D T [(12)(56)] = 2e* - 1 2e )
d
\ 2e 2e* - 1

(B2)

, / - 1 2e* 2e
D T [(34)(56)] = 2e - 1 2e*
J
\ 2 e * 2e - 1
with e = εχρ(2πζ/3). Upon restriction to C3 this irrep becomes Αχ® A2® A3.
The step to G24 is made by realizing that (12) (34) (56) is represented by the unit
matrix for the g irreps and by minus the unit matrix for the и irreps. Further
we notice the multiplication rules, such as (12)(34) χ (12)(34)(56) = (56), etc.
We next define the well-known elements [41] carrying the irreducible subspaces of the group algebra of a group G of order \G\

Κ = ψ\ΈΌΓ(9~%91 1

(B3)

gea

These operators have the following properties

f

ewÇ = £ w £ i > r ( s ) W l

s e G,

(В4а)
(B4b)

{W$Y =Wfit
Wj'.'i.W^Sr'rSi-iWf.j.

(B4c)

Equation (B4a) shows that the action of W[¿ onto a wave function yields a
result that either transforms according to Г or the function vanishes.
In order to predict whether we obtain a vanishing result, we define the or
thogonal C3 projectors Оj (j = 0 , 1, -1) and the "reduced" operator belonging
to the irrep Г of G12

W[3 = Ç^2Dr(C-%C,

(B5)

с

where С runs now only over the coset generators of C3 С (?ΐ2· Observe that
if Γ is one-dimensional, the matrix elements І Э Г ( С - 1 ) ц are simply characters
of С
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T h e sequence a d a p t a t i o n of the G12 irrep Τ t o C3 implies t h a t the rows
a n d columns of this irrep are labeled by j = 0, 1, — 1 , which in t u r n yields the
equation

wj;,=wj;,of.

(ce)

Since Φ ; = Oj$j and 0203> = SjjOj it follows t h a t Wj,Ф^< φ 0 if and only
if j ' = j " . If Γ is one-dimensional then only a nonvanishing result is obtained
if j is contained in the induced representation, cf. Eq. ( C I ) .
Multiplication of the G i 2 operator W? by \[E ± (12)(34)(56)] gives the
corresponding G24 operator, which we will also label with Γ. Assuming now
t h a t we have chosen j and к = (j, ± ) such t h a t t h a t Ф ^ = Wf | Ф* ) is nonva
nishing, and writing \$k) = \Oj{E±E*)\uud),
we find from the idempotence
of Oj t h a t И ф Ф * ) = %W*¡(E±E*)\uud).
Thus, by Eqs. (C4b) and (C4c),
t h e commutation of Htun with G12, and the turn-over rule for ~(E ± E*), we
obtain

(ф£. | Я 1 и п | Ф ^ ) = ^гЧ{ииа\Н^^,3{Е±Е*)ииа),

(C7)

a n d after substitution of Eqs. (C6) and (C5) we obtain t h e equation used t o
arrive at E q . (16) of the main text. Functions belonging t o different irreps of
G48 are non-interacting under Htun,

of course.
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Abstract
With the Hamiltoman derived in the previous chapter and the ab initio
potentials of Τ Burgi, S Graf, S Leutwyler, and W Klopper [J Chem
Phys 103, 1077 (1995)] and of J G С M van Duijneveldt-Van de
Rijdt and F В van Duijneveldt [Chem Phys Lett 237, 560 (1995)],
we calculate the pseudo-rotation tunneling levels in a rotating water
tnmer The internal motions are treated by a three-dimensional dis
crete variable representation and the Conohs coupling with the overall
rotation is included Also the effects of donor tunneling are included,
by introducing semi-empirical coupling matrix elements
New experimental data axe presented for the с type band at
87 1 c m - 1 in (Н20)з, which show that specific levels in the donor tun
neling quartets of this band are further split into doublets With the
results of our quantitative calculations and the model of the previous
chapter we can understand the mechanisms of all the splittings observed
in the earlier high-resolution spectra of (НгО)з and (ВгО)з, as well as
these new splittings, in terms of pseudo-rotation tunneling, donor tun
neling and Conohs coupling An unambiguous assignment is given of
all the bands observed and analyzed The ab initio potential of the
Van Duijneveldts yields accurate energies of the lower pseudo-rotation
levels, the potential of Burgi et al performs better for the higher levels
With our analysis we can deduce from the spectra that donor tunneling
involves inversion of the tnmer
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I. INTRODUCTION
Several far-infrared transitions in (гІ20)з and (ВгО)з have been measured in
high resolution, both at Berkeley [1-4] and by Suzuki and Blake [5]. Most of
the data refer to (D20)3. The first band measured by Pugliano and Saykally
[1] is а с type transition at 89.6 c m - 1 , which is strongly perturbed and now
believed [2] to be a hot band. Subsequently, two more bands were reported, a
с type transition at 41.1cm - 1 [5] and an α type transition at 98.1cm _ 1 [2,3].
Finally, an о type transition has been found [3] at 82.5 c m - 1 , but this band
could not yet be assigned in detail. For (Н20)з а с type transition at 87.1 c m - 1
has been reported and analyzed by Liu et al. [2,3].
It is believed that the frequencies of these transitions correspond to the
intermolecular vibrations in these trimers, in particular to the pseudo-rotations
(or flipping or torsional vibrations) of the external protons. In most of the
spectra it has been observed that the rovibrational transitions are split into
quartets. Liu et al. [2] have demonstrated that the splittings in these quartets
are caused by donor tunneling and that the effective permutation-inversion
group of the water trimer is Gi$. We will show in this chapter, for the (НгО)з
band at 87.1cm - 1 , that part of the lines in the quartets are further split into
doublets.
The first theoretical treatment of the pseudo-rotation tunneling dynamics
is the calculation by Schütz et al. [6]. These authors used a one-dimensional
model that flips one of the three external protons at a time; the potential along
this path is obtained from ab initio calculations. Two and three-dimensional
model computations for the pseudo-rotation tunneling or torsional motions
were subsequently performed by Klopper et al. [7], by Sabo et al. [8], and by
Meijer et al. [9] They all used three-dimensional potential surfaces fitted to
ab initio calculations and a kinetic energy operator for the pseudo-rotation
tunneling which was postulated ad hoc. The three-dimensional calculations by
Sabo et al. [8] and by Meijer et al. [9] needed no further simplifications, but in
the model calculation of Klopper et al. [7] the three torsional coordinates were
transformed into hyperspherical coordinates and the hyperspherical radius R
was frozen. The three-dimensional kinetic energy operator was transformed
to the two hyperspherical angles and the effective rotational constant F was
treated as an empirical parameter. Both the parameters R and F were then
fitted by an adjustment of the calculated levels to the measured far-infrared
frequencies.
A theoretical treatment of the pseudo-rotation as well as of the donor
tunneling (also called bifurcation tunneling) in the water trimer was given by
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Wales [10]. He investigated various tunneling pathways by scanning the potential surface, for which he used both an empirical and an ab initio potential.
Then he applied a Hiickel type model with tunneling matrix elements ßi, ßi,
and ßz for the three relevant rearrangement pathways that he found, to describe
the corresponding tunneling levels and splittings. Gregory and Clary [11,12]
also presented a treatment that includes both pseudo-rotation and donor tunneling. These authors used the elaborate H2O-H2O pair potential of Millot
and Stone [13], with some three-body terms added in their second paper [12],
and described all twelve intermolecular degrees of freedom by the diffusional
Quantum Monte Carlo method. By making a fixed-node approximation and
correlated sampling of ground and excited states, they computed a typical frequency for the pseudo-rotation and another much smaller one for the donor
tunneling. These frequencies have the correct order of magnitude, when compared with the observed splittings, and their ratios for (НгО)з and (ВгО)з are
realistic as well.
None of the previous theoretical treatments included the overall rotation of
the water trimer. In the previous chapter a kinetic energy operator was derived
for pseudo-rotation tunneling in a rotating trimer. It contains the terms found
in the Hamiltonians used in the previous calculations [7-9], but with an explicit
expression for the effective moments of inertia associated with the monomer
torsions. Moreover, it includes additional terms that do not depend on the
overall trimer rotation, as well as the Coriolis coupling between the trimer
rotation and the torsional motions of the monomers. Then, a qualitative model
was developed for the eigenstates of this Hamiltonian, in which the symmetry
group Ge was used to simplify the description of the pseudo-rotation tunneling.
This model was extended by introduction of the donor tunneling, with the
symmetry group G48, and an analysis of the combined effects of donor tunneling
and Coriolis coupling.
In the present chapter we present quantitative, non-empirical, calcula
tions. To describe the three-dimensional pseudo-rotation dynamics we use
the discrete variable representation (DVR) method and two different poten
tials extracted from ab initio calculations [14,15]. The eigenvalues yield the
large tunneling splittings associated with the pseudo-rotation; the relevant
Coriolis coupling constants are computed from the corresponding eigenfunctions. When extending the quantitative model by including donor tunneling,
we use empirical values for the donor tunneling matrix elements. From the
partly empirical Hamiltonian matrix so obtained we get the complete level
splitting pattern, for any given value of J . Then we compare the predic
tions of our qualitative and quantitative models with the experimental spec
tra.
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II. QUANTITATIVE CALCULATIONS

A. Method
Since we will frequently refer to the equations in chapter 7, we denote these
equations as Eq. (7.x). The equations in the appendices A, B, and С of chap
ter 7 will be indicated with Eq. (7.Ai), (7.Bx), or (7.Cz).
In our quantitative computation of the pseudo-rotation tunneling states
that correspond to the flipping of the three external protons, in combination
with the overall rotation of the trimer, we used the complete kinetic operator
from Eq. (7.2) that was derived for this constrained three-dimensional internal
motion, with only the approximation that we neglect the very small χν depen
dent terms in the effective inertia tensor of Eqs. (7.4) and (7.A37). With the
potential V{XA,XB,XC)
this gives the Hamiltonian Я = Hint + HTOt + HCot
defined in Eqs. (7.8), (7.5), and (7.7). For the effective (vibrationally aver
aged) trimer rotational constants we took the values A = В = 0.22172 c m - 1
for ( H 2 0 ) 3 and A = В = 0.19334cm- 1 , С = 0.10302cm- 1 for ( D 2 0 ) 3 that
have been determined [2] for the ground states of these trimers. These ex
perimental values show that the vibrational averaging over the six equivalent
asymmetric (Ci) equilibrium structures produces a nearly planar symmetric
rotor. Since С has not yet been determined for (Н 2 0)з we assumed that it
equals A/2. For the effective moment of inertia Л of the monomers we used
Eq. (7.3) and the principal moments of inertia Ix = /¡> and Iy = Ia of H2O
and D2O obtained from the equilibrium structures used in the ab initio calculations [14,16]. These values are very close to the vibrationally averaged values
obtained from ground state rotational constants [17]. This gives an effective
rotational constant Л2/(2Л) for the constrained monomer rotation which is
21.39cm - 1 for H 2 0 and 11.73cm- 1 for D 2 0 . The angle ξΑ which defines the
orientation of the monomer rotation axes with respect to the trimer frame (see
Fig. 1 of chapter 7) was taken to be 130° [14-16], and the monomer angle ψ A
is 55.49° for H 2 0 and 58.26° for D 2 0 .
The potential V(XA,XB,XC)
is given by Biirgi et al. [15] as an analytic
site-site potential with parameters fitted to their ab initio calculations. We
used the BSSE-corrected modEPEN parameters from Table 1 in Ref. [15], and
refer to this potential as the BGLK-potential. The Van Duijneveldts [14] repre
sent their potential by a power series in χηΑΑ X%BXQC with η А +пв+пс < 6 and
coefficients from a least squares fit to their own ab initio calculations. We used a
slightly improved form of this expansion [18] that is valid for a somewhat larger
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range of Xv values (from —110° to +110° approximately), and refer to it as the
DD-potential. In both cases the angles that were varied in the ab initio calcula
tions describe the rotations of the water monomers about an axis through their
OHi bonds, whereas in the derivation of the Hamiltonian in chapter 7 it was
assumed that the monomers rotate about an axis through their center of mass
and proton Hi. Without the latter assumption the Hamiltonian would have
been considerably more complicated. There are two possible ways to deal with
this problem. The first is to replace the effective moment of inertia Λ by the
value that applies to a rotation of the monomers about their OHi bands—this
would give Λ2/(2Λ) = 19.47cm - 1 instead of 21.39cm - 1 for H2O -and assume
that the form of the kinetic energy operator in Eq. (7.2) is still correct. The
second possibility, which we have chosen, is to retain the correct value of Л in
the kinetic energy of Eq. (7.2) and assume that the potential
V(XA,XB,XC)
computed for the rotations about the OHi bands describes to a good approx
imation the rotations about the axes through the centers of mass. We believe
that the inaccuracies present in the ab initio potentials V(XA,XB,XC)
and in
the model with just the constrained monomer rotations are of the same size as
the error caused by this approximation.
For the overall rotations we used a basis of normalized symmetric top func
tions \JKM) = [(2J + 1 ) / 8 π 2 ] 1 / 2 Ι ) ^ ( α , / 3 , 7 ) * with fixed J and M, because
these are exact quantum numbers, and К = —J,—J+\,...,J.
The internal
coordinates χ A , XB, XC a r e described by the discrete variable representation
(DVR) of Refs. [19,20]. This DVR method consists of a (2JV + l)-point quadra
ture for each variable χ with points and weights { (x n , wn), η = -Ν,... ,Ν }
and a set of associated basis functions { ξη{χ), η = —N,...,N)
with the prop— 1 /2

erty that ξη(^ι) = ">,
¿n»· O n e proceeds in the same manner as in a variational calculation, except that the potential matrix elements are evaluated by
quadrature. The use of this quadrature makes the potential, and any other
operator which is a local function of the coordinates, diagonal in the associated
basis. In the DVR method of Refs. [19,20] the quadrature points x n = η Δ
are equidistant, the weights wn = Δ are equal to the grid spacing, and the
associated basis functions are

„ = A-^c[,(|-„)],A^i^).

f W

(1)

The range of the variable χ is from —00 to +00, but the wave function outside
the points x_yv and xyv is effectively zero, which is equivalent to the assumption
that the potential in this region is infinitely high.
We use this representation for each of the variables XA, XB, and χαActually these angular variables range from —π to π, but the potential
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V(XA,XB,XC)
becomes rather high at χν values beyond - π / 2 and π/2, so
we may truncate the grid at about ±110°. With the potentials of Refs. [15,18]
we obtain convergence of the lower eigenvalues of the operator Hmt to within
0.01cm - 1 for a grid with boundaries at ±112.5° and spacing Δ = 7.5°. The
inaccuracy is mainly caused by the restriction of the boundaries, which could
not be released for the DD-potential of Refs. [14,18], as the polynomial expan
sion of this potential begins to show spurious behavior for larger angles. The
basis consists of product functions СПА(ХА)СПВ(ХВ)£ПС(ХС)
and the matrix
elements of the differential operators in Hmi are
(ξη'Λ (ΧΑ)ξη'Β (ХвКп'с bic) I -^JT
\ξηΑ (ΧΑ)ξηΒ (ΧΒ)ξηο (Xe) >
2
'dx A

&>_
\Çn'A I д

— "п'впв°п'спс

2 І£пл/

dxi

and similar expressions for В and C, with the one-particle integrals
'2

1С \&_\t

π
3Δ2

v_J

οχ2

for η' = η

I -2(-l)n'_n

(η' - η ) 2 Δ 2

for η'φ

η

^'

The potential matrix elements are
(ξη'Α (ΧΑ)ξη>Β ІХв)£п'с ІХс) I (ХА, Хв, Хс) | ξηΑ (XA)UB (хв)£пс ІХс) )
= аПАпАоп'впвап'спс

(пА&,Пв&,Пс&).

The matrix elements of the operators j z , j±, and their Hermitian con
jugates, which occur in HCor, can be computed as follows. As described in
chapter 7, the three-particle operators j z , j±, and their Hermitian conjugates
reduce immediately to one-particle matrix elements. Thus, from Eqs. (7.22)
and (7.23) we see that j± gives rise to matrix elements
(ξη'(χ)\9/θχ\ξη(χ)),
(ξη'{χ)\ cos χ д/дх Ι ξ„> (χ) ) and from Eq. (7.A44) we find that we must eval
uate (Çn'(x)| sin χ д/θχ | ξη' (χ) ) for j z . The latter two integrals are simplified
by substituting a truncated resolution of identity—expressed in the sine ba
sis of Eq. (1)—between the function and the differential operator. The local
functions sin χ and cos χ are diagonal,
Un'{x)\ cos*|£„(x)) = ôn,ncos{nA)

(3)

(ín'(x)l sin χ | ξη (χ))

(4)

and
=ôn'nsm{nA),
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while the derivative becomes [20]

<ί»·Ι^Ιί«> = <

0

for η' = η

(-1)"'-"
(η' - η)Δ

for η' φ η

(5)

As stated before, the Hermitian adjoints are simply obtained by bringing the
operator from ket to bra, after which again a resolution of identity is inserted.
The products of the three-particle operators j\jz and j±j± occurring in
Hmt are treated as follows: Since j± and j z are sums of one-particle terms
we meet matrix elements of cross terms and quadratic terms. The cross terms
factorize into one-particle terms and are computed as just explained. The
diagonal terms in j\jz are of the form
д .
σχ

•Ξ-

s i n

2

д
8χ

X^-

β ι η χ - ^2 sinx + cos¿ χ + sin χ cos χ, —
οχ
9χ

(6)

where we have rewritten the operator in terms that are Hermitian and can
be efficiently computed. Substitution of the (truncated) resolution of identity
leads to diagonal matrices representing sinx, cos χ, and their product and nondiagonal matrices representing the differential operators. The same procedure
is followed for the terms arising in j±j±, where we write
д
д
θ2
.
^ - cos"2 χ — = cosx^-22 cosx + sm2 χ - sin χ cos χ, —

οχ

дх

οχ

(7)

In order to reduce the size of the Hamiltonian matrix, it is advantageous
to adapt the DVR product functions ξηΑ(ΧΑ)ξηΒ(ΧΒ)ζηο(Χθ)
to the irreps
of the group Gç so that they transform in the same way as the functions
m
$k(XA,XB,Xc)
Eq. (7.9). The resulting expressions for the matrix elements
mt
of H
are analogous to the numerator of Eq. (7.10), and for the Coriolis
coupling matrix elements to Eqs. (7.B7), (7.B8), and (7.B9).
To determine the energy levels one can follow two different routes. The
first route is to diagonalize Я = Hint + HI0t + HCoT directly in a basis of
symmetry adapted DVR functions in χ A , X B , XC, multiplied with the eigenfunctions | J KM) of HTOt, for given J (and arbitrary M). The second route is
to diagonalize first Hmt in the symmetry adapted DVR basis, and then to use
a (truncated) set of eigenvectors of Hmt, multiplied with the eigenfunctions
\JKM) of HTOt, to diagonalize HCoT. We followed both routes. We found
that we need the lowest 60 eigenvectors of Hml, i.e., 10 eigenvectors of each
Ge irrep, to obtain the relatively large Coriolis splittings of the lowest AJ, AJ
and A3, A^ levels with \k\ = 1 and \k\ = 2 converged to within 1%, for J = 1.
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With 25 eigenvectors of Hmt for each Ge irrep these splittings are converged to
within 0.01%. The very small splittings of the ground Af level with к = 0 and
the lowest A^ level with к = 3 which are due to the combined effect of Coriolis
coupling and donor tunneling (see below) are converged already to within 1%
with 3 eigenvectors of Hmt for each Ge irrep. The reason for this fast conver
gence is that for J = 1 the matrix elements of # C o r are only about 1% of the
energy gaps between the different eigenvalues of # i n t . The second method has
the advantages that it is computationally more efficient and gives explicitly the
Coriolis coupling constants between the different eigenstates of H i n t , which are
the parameters Qj in the qualitative model of chapter 7.
In addition, we computed the donor tunneling splittings. Since a high
quality ab initio potential surface including the donor tunneling coordinates is
not available, we could not perform explicit six-dimensional calculations with
the inclusion of these coordinates. So we were forced to combine our quanti
tative calculations of the pseudo-rotation with the model treatment for donor
tunneling described in Sees. IV and V of chapter 7. For the parameters ¿i and
¿2 in the donor tunneling matrix elements between the functions Φ* and Φ_*
for \k\ = 1 and |fc| = 2 we introduce empirical values. The mixing between
functions that carry different G% irreps к and —к becomes allowed, because
donor tunneling leads to the larger symmetry group Ga and the irreps к and
-к induce to the same irreps Г * and T^ of Ga (see chapter 7). Hence, we
can no longer separate the Hamilton matrix for the total problem including
the rotation functions | J KM) into blocks with different Ge irrep labels к — K.
Only the blocks with even values oîk — K separate from those with odd values.
For the one-dimensional G^ irreps A*g, Afg, A*g, Afu, A%u, Afu such donor
tunneling coupling between the functions Ф^ and Ф-ь does not occur, and one
can still use the к — К labeling of the final states. We computed the levels for
J = 0, 1, and 2. Although semi-empirical, such quantitative calculations in
cluding donor tunneling are useful, because they yield the splittings induced by
the combined effect of Coriolis coupling and donor tunneling, without having
to resort to the (approximate) perturbation theory used in chapter 7.

B. Results
Before discussing our results, we make some comparisons with the threedimensional calculations of the pseudo-rotation tunneling levels performed by
Sabo et al. [8], who based their work on the BGLK-potential [15], and by Mei
jer et al. [9], who used the DD-potential [14,18]. Sabo et al. applied a threedimensional DVR method, with a quadrature and a basis which are different
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TABLE 1. Pseudo-rotation tunneling levels for J = 0 with the DD-potential [14,18]
and the BGLK-potential [15], in cm
In parentheses are the contributions of the
term ^A(y+j+ + j í j - ) + C]\jz in H lnt . The energies are given relative to the zero
point levels, which are 251 36, 281 75, 201 94, and 224 92 cm - 1 , respectively
Ge irrep

Αΐ_

к

0
±
1
A2 > ·™3
Α+
Α+ ± 2
3 ι 2
3
AT
3
AT
Μ+ 0
A3 ι "-ι ±2
Αϊ _ 3
Αι , Α3 ± 1
Μ_ 0
A^ , Α3 ± 1
A3 ι Α2 ± 2
3
AT
Λ

Λ

(Н 2 0)з

DD
potential

0
19
59
81
161
165
172
175
209
229
238
248
288

00
93
07
23
01
34
02
93
19
07
21
76
49

(0
(1
(1
(1
(3
(2
(2
(1
(2
(1
(2
(3
(2

84)
30)
94)
87)
17)
01)
24)
64)
75)
61)
89)
44)
45)

BGLK
potential

0 00
13 97
44 15
62 33
143 85
181 11
155 18
180 45
188 70
207 02
237 04
237 75
276 65

(1 06)
(1 39)
(1 94)
(2 02)
(3 09)
(1 96)
(2 42)
(151)
(2 52)
(1 88)
(3 02)
(3 21)
(2 36)

Gb irrep

_^_
•"2 ι ^ З
•"3 > ·™2

AT
AT +
A3 , A2
A2 , A3

At
AT

At _

A-i , A3
A3 , A2

At

к
0
±1
±2
3
3
±2
±1
0
3
0
±1
±2
0

(Р а О)з

DD
potential

0
7
25
36
96
107
129
132
143
155
165
166
191

00
68
18
62
15
51
76
50
24
04
38
95
44

(1
(1
(2
(2
(3
(2
(2
(2
(1
(1
(3
(2
(4

25)
54)
08)
34)
25)
97)
95)
72)
62)
92)
38)
98)
45)

BGLK
potential

0 00
5.15
17 15
24 73
88 93
98 27
117 77
130 07
151 63
160 66
173 43
165 91
173 81

(1 53)
(1 73)
(2 15)
(2.38)
(3 14)
(3 03)
(2 91)
(2 77)
(1 89)
(2 39)
(3 41)
(2 82)
(4 47)

from ours, and Meijer et al used a basis of harmonic oscillator functions. In
both papers the Hamiltonian for the pseudo-rotation tunneling has the form of
,nt
our operator H , see Eq. (7.8), but without the terms containing the operators
2
j z and j±. Also their effective rotational constants fi /(2A) for the constrained
monomer rotations, which they derived heuristically, were different from ours.
Sabo et al. used the value 23 4 9 c m - 1 for H2O, Meijer's reduced mass corre
sponds to a value of 20.64 c m - 1 , whereas we derived that this constant should
-1
be 21.39 c m . Still, it is useful to know that our eigenvalues of i î i n t agree to
within 0.1cm - 1 with those of Sabo et ai, and to within 0.2 c m - 1 with those
of Meijer et ai, if we use their potentials and their values for the rotational
constants and restrict H i n t to the terms which they include. For the lowest
six eigenvalues the agreement is even better, about 0.01cm - 1 with Sabo et al.
and about 0.05 c m - 1 with Meijer et al. As the methods and basis sets in the
three calculations are different and have been independently programmed, this
provides a check of the correctness of the programs and of the basis set and
DVR grid convergence.
In Table 1 we list the pseudo-rotation tunneling levels for J — 0, i.e., the
eigenvalues of the complete operator Hint in Eq. (7.8). The first observation
that can be made is that the contribution of the terms \A{j\_j++
j_j-)+C'j\jz
1
in Я" * is relatively small, but certainly not negligible. The differences with the
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TABLE 2. Coriolis coupling constants |.А|(А:|.7_+Д |fc+l)|, absolute values in cm l ,
between the lowest state of к symmetry and the lowest three states of (fc+1) symmetry.
(fc.fc + 1)
(H20)3

(0Д)

DD-potential
(1.2)

(2,3)

(0Д)

BGLK-potential
(1,2)

(2,3)

0.155
0.081
0.313

0.316
0.262
0.141

0.154
0 458
0.318

0.119
0.021
0.335

0.260
0.258
0.150

0.141
0.433
0.289

0.099
0.003
0.402

0.228
0.245
0 202

0.139
0.428
0.273

0.073
0.061
0.365

0.169
0.245
0.153

0.102
0.400
0.240

(D20)3

energies calculated by Sabo et al. [8] with the BGLK-potential and by Meijer
et al. [9] with the DD-potential are mainly due to the different values of the
effective rotational constant Л 2 /(2Л). The differences between the results from
the two ab initio potentials are quite large. We observe, in particular, in Table 1
that the BGLK-potential gives substantially lower energies of the lowest four
levels (six states), and that the order of some of the higher levels is reversed. In
agreement with the previous calculations we find that the excitation frequencies
for (D 2 0)3 are about half of those for (Н 2 0)з.
All the calculations yield the result that the lowest six states—with к = 0,
± 1 , ±2, 3 (those with к = ± 1 and ±2 being degenerate)—are separated by
a large energy gap from the higher levels. This, and the fact that the gaps
between these lower levels nearly have the ratio 1 : 2 : 1 , confirms that both
Wales' [10] and our model for the pseudo-rotation tunneling levels with gaps
of βι, 2/?i, ß\ (see Table 2 in chapter 7) is indeed valid. This holds for both
potentials, for (Н 2 0)з as well as for (D 2 0)3, and it may be observed that the
energy formula in Eq. (7.12) represents these levels even better if the overlap
S = (u\d) in the denominator is not neglected.
Table 2 contains the Coriolis coupling constants, i.e., the matrix elements
of the shift operators j± + j ^ in HCoT between the eigenstates of H,nt. The
numbers in the first row are the matrix elements |Л|(Ф^|^'_ -I- Д | Ф * + і ) | be
tween the lowest six internal states which occur in our model, see Eq. (7.21). It
is remarkable that the ratio of these numbers is nearly 1 : 2 : 1 for the matrix
elements (0,1), (1,2), and (2,3), just as predicted by Eq. (7.21). Again, this
holds for both potentials, although slightly better for (Н 2 0)з than for (D 2 0)3,
which confirms that our model also gives the correct Coriolis coupling con
stants. The coupling constants with the higher levels, in the second and third
rows of Table 2, are comparable in size to those in the first row. Since there is

8.2 Quantitative calculations
TABLE 3. Pseudo-rotation tunneling levels including Coriolis coupling for J = 1
(in MHz), relative to the ground level with J = 0. These levels, calculated with the
DD-potential [14,18], are the levels that belong to the one-dimensional irreps of GA».
The donor tunneling energies that must be added to these levels for the g/u irreps are
given in the last column in terms of the parameter ßy, the parameter ßi is neglected
(see text).
GAS irreps

Jfc
0
±1

^ljMlu

4

>-^3j/ J 42ui- / *3u

К
±1
0

k-K
±1
0

±1

±2
0
0
±1

0
±2

3

к

ì-^2gl-^3-a^2u

^ljMlu

±1

(H20)3
9 860.867
13 077.427

(D20)3
8 730.129
11 289.649

9/и
+ / V - ßz

360.316
541.190
550.338
669.965

238
239
239
241

831.434
052.602
065.288
505.057

-ßz/

780 569.876
780 573.783
780 861.122
783 933.964

763
763
763
766

493.962
498.237
832.118
224.733

+ßz/ - ßz

607
607
607
610

0

3
3
±1
±2

1
1
1
1

±1
0

±2
3

2 445 123.019
2 448 340.782

1 106 514.123
1 109 075.403

-ß3/

+ ßz

+ ß3

a large energy gap between these higher states and the lowest six, the role of
this coupling to the higher levels is less important than the coupling among the
lower levels. But, as we will see in our quantitative calculations of the levels
for J > 0, it is certainly not negligible.
Tables 3 and 4 contain the energy levels calculated for (НгО)з and (ОгО)з
for J = 1 and 2, by direct or stepwise diagonalization of the complete Hamiltonian H = Hint + HTOt + HCoT, see Sec. II A. It must be noted that the absolute
-1
accuracy of the energy levels is not better than 0.01 c m = 300 MHz, for the
given potential—we used the DD-potential of Ref. [18] in this case. Still, we
present these energies with many digits, because the Coriolis and donor tun
neling splittings of the degenerate levels with given |fc| and \K\ are computed
to much greater precision, and we wish to show these splittings.
In Table 3 we look in particular at the Coriolis splitting of the |fc| = 1
levels with |Ä"| = 1, which would have been fourfold degenerate without this
splitting. As discussed in Sec. V and visualized in Fig. 2, both of chapter 7,
they split into two levels with к — К = 0 and a twofold degenerate level with
к — К = ±2. According to the qualitative results in Table 3 of chapter 7, the
splitting of the two levels with к — К = 0 should have nearly the same size as
the gap between the lowest of these levels and the level with к — К = ± 2 . In
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TABLE 4. Pseudo-rotation tunneling levels of (НгО)з including Conolis coupling
for J = 1 and 2, (in MHz), relative to the ground level with J = 0 These levels, calcu
lated with the DD-potential [14,18] and the parameter values 2ái = —2¿2 = 289 MHz,
are the levels that belong to the three-dimensional irreps of Gn The donor tunneling energies that must be added to these levels for the Tu/Tg irreps are given in the
last column in terms of the parameter /?з, the parameter ßi is neglected (see text).
The donor tunneling splittings caused by the interaction between states of the same
symmetry are included m the numerical values
|fc|
0

de irreps

\K\

J=1

T:/T+

1
1
0

τζίτ;

1
1
1
1
0
0

IÍ/T+

1
1
1
1
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1

т-/т9-

1
1
0

2 445 122 997
2 445 123 040
2 448 340 782

J =2

9 860 849
9 860 885
13 077 427
607
607
607
607
610
610

280
282
621
628
525
814

291
417
205
246
505
425

780
780
780
780
783
784

510
513
920
921
789
078

364
702
629
207
509
420

36 015 631
36 015 739
39 232 280

1
1
1
1
1
1

Tu/Ta

+è/v-è&

633
633
633
633
636
636

434
440
770
791
681
970

155
536
166
285
584
344

-5/V + 5A

806
806
807
807
809
810

664 740
674 756
077.627
079 359
947 249
235 983

+ 3/V-S03

2 471 281 233
2 471 281 361
2 474 499 039

-j/V+sft

Table 3 we observe, however, that this is not the case. For J = 1 the splittings
of the levels with к - К = 0 are only 9.1 and 12 7MHz for ( H 2 0 ) 3 and ( D 2 0 ) 3 ,
respectively, while the gaps with the k—K = ± 2 levels are 180.9 and 221.2 MHz.
The same picture occurs for the splittings of the fourfold degenerate levels with
|fc| = 2 and \K\ = 1, i.e., the splitting of the two levels with Ä; — К = 3 is much
smaller than the gap between these levels and the twofold degenerate level with
k — K = ± 1 . We have analyzed why our qualitative model does not hold in this
rase, and we found that this is due to Coriolis coupling with the higher states.
These higher states are not included in our simple model, but by looking at
our theoretical results we can perfectly understand what happens. As we have
seen in the second and third rows of Table 2, there are substantial coupling
matrix elements between these higher levels and the states under discussion.
For the levels with к — К = ±2 and ±1 this leads to a normal type of second
order Conolis perturbation The splitting of the levels with к — К = 0 follows

8.2 Quantitative

calculations

from degenerate second order perturbation theory, however, which mixes the
degenerate states 11,1) and | - 1 , - 1 ) , with equal weights but with complex
coefficients. Since the phases of the (complex) Coriolis coupling constants differ
for the different perturbing states, there is a strong (destructive) interference
of the resulting Coriolis splitting of the levels with к — К = 0. By consequence,
the splitting of these levels is relatively small. Equivalently, for к — К = 3, the
functions 12, — 1) and | — 2,1) are coupled to the different perturbing states
with different phases, and the splitting of these levels is small too.
For a proper understanding of the results in Tables 3 and 4, we first remind
the reader that every state calculated without donor tunneling (and, therefore,
adapted to the group G в) splits into a quartet by donor tunneling (and adap
tation to Gis)- Two of the levels in each quartet belong to the one-dimensional
irreps Afg and Л * of GUe, with i = 1, 2, or 3, and the other two levels belong
to the irreps Τ * and T^. Remember that the subscripts g and и in the irrep
labels are related with the parity of the states under donor tunneling, while
the ± superscripts refer to their parity under inversion, E*. The (first order)
donor tunneling splittings of the levels in these quartets are given for J = 0
in Table 2 of chapter 7, in terms of the parameters /?2 and /З3. In Tables 3
and 4 we list the corresponding levels for J > 0; Table 3 contains the results
for the one-dimensional irreps of G48 and Table 4 the results for the irreps Τ *
and Τ * . Combining these results yields the quartets for J > 0. For the states
that belong to the T ^ and T^ irreps, i.e., the levels in Table 4, there is an
additional splitting, because two states of the same symmetry occur in every
level that belongs to the Ge irreps with labels к = ± 1 or к = ± 2 . The interac
tion between these two states can be simply expressed in terms of the matrix
elements ¿1 and ¿2, see Eqs. (7.17) and (7.18). The additional splittings fiat
result for J = 0 are included in Table 2 of chapter 7. For J = 1 and J = 2 they
are contained in the numerical values in Table 4. The levels in this table were
obtained by the inclusion of the donor tunneling matrix elements εχρ(2πι/3)<5ι
and βχρ(2πι/3)($2 that couple the internal states with к = ± 1 and those with
к = ±2, with the empirical values 2¿i = —262 = 289 MHz. These values were
extracted from the spectrum of (НгО)з measured by Liu et al. [2,3], in a way
which is described in Sec. III. For J > 0, there is a complex interplay between
Coriolis coupling and donor tunneling, as discussed in Sec. V of chapter 7. It
is the combined effect of these two mechanisms which is visible in Table 4. All
degeneracies are now lifted (see Fig. 3 in chapter 7) and we observe three differ
ent types of splittings in Table 4. The splitting of the К = 0 levels with |fc| = 1
and I A; I = 2 is caused merely by donor tunneling. It is J independent and
nearly equal to the donor tunneling splittings 2δ\ and 2¿2 of the corresponding
levels for J = 0. The splitting of the fourfold degenerate lA'l = 1 levels with
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\k\ = 1 is less regular, because the (second order) Coriolis coupling mixes the
functions 11,1) and | — 1,-1), while the (first order) donor tunneling mixes
11,1) with | - 1,1), and |1,—1) with | - 1,-1). Since the strength of these
two effects is nearly equal, cf. Eq. (7.25), this yields an irregular J dependent
splitting of these levels and, similarly, of the fourfold degenerate \K\ = 1 levels
with |fc| = 2. Finally, we observe in Table 4 that also the \K\ = 1 levels with
к = 0 are now split, as well as those with к = 3. This is the very small splitting
discussed at the end of Sec. V in chapter 7, which is caused by donor tunneling
through the Coriolis mixing with the |fc| = 1 and \k\ = 2 states. The splittings
of ±0.018 MHz for к = 0 and ±0.021 MHz for к = 3, relative to the correspond
ing levels with J = 1 in Table 3, are very close to the values that we predicted
by perturbation theory. Moreover, we can conclude by comparing the results
for J = 1 and J = 2 in Table 4 that these splittings are indeed proportional
to J(J + 1). So, we may conclude that our qualitative model is valid also for
these small splittings. We will use these observations in our interpretation of
the measured spectra in Sec. III.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SPECTRUM, INTERPRETATION

A. Experiment
In this section we present new experimental data obtained with the Berkeley
tunable FIR laser spectrometer. This spectrometer and its recent improvements
have been described in detail elsewhere. [21,22] Briefly, tunable far-infrared ra
diation is generated by mixing an optically pumped far-infrared laser with con
tinuously tunable microwave (mw) radiation in a Schottky barrier diode. The
resulting tunable sidebands (= ^far-ii^fmw) are directed into a vacuum cham
ber wherein they are multipassed 22 times nearly orthogonal to a pulsed planar
supersonic jet containing clusters of interest. The direct absorption signal is
detected by a liquid helium cooled stressed Ga:Ge photoconductor. Jet-cooled
water clusters were produced and cooled to « 5 К by bubbling argon through
room-temperature water and expanding the saturated gas through either a
pulsed or cw slit nozzle of the same dimensions, 101.6mm by 0.100mm. In the
former case, a double modulation detection scheme was employed, wherein a
digital lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, SRS 830) recovered the
frequency-modulated laser sideband signals at a time constant of 100 ßs and
twice the reference frequency (2f = 100kHz). The output of the lock-in was
then fed in two boxcars (SRS 250) for gated integration and averaging at the
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TABLE 5. Observed and calculated transitions, frequencies in cm '.
experiment
freq. type
(H 2 0) 3
(D 2 0) 3

assignment*

calculated frequencies
Ref. [7] Ref. [8]
DD
BGLK
potential potential

87.1

с

fc = 3 ^ - 0

88.6

69.6

81.2

62.3

41.1
98.1
89.6
82.5

с
α
с
α

fc = 3 < - 0
к = ±2(upper) ·(- 0
к = ±2(upper) «- ± 1
к = З(иррег) <- ± 1 ?

40.9
97.8
91.4
71.0

24.0
96.9
91.9
82.5

36.6
107.5
99.8
88.5

24.7
98.3
93.1
83.8

"The assignment proposed by Klopper and Schütz [7], is confirmed (see text); "upper"
denotes those levels that do not belong to the lowest states with к = 0, ±1, ±2, 3.
pulse repetition rate (40-60 Hz); one samples the peak of the transient ab
sorption, and the other the background. For the cw nozzle, only a lock-in
operating at a longer time constant (300 ms) was required for the signal de
tection. A significant increase in the cluster number density obtained with
the pulsed slit nozzle has permitted an improvement in the signal-to-noise ra
tio up to an order of magnitude compared with that obtained using the cw
jet.
The far-infrared bands observed thus far for (НгО)з and (ВгО)з are col
lected in Table 5. As inferred from combination differences, the с type tran
sition at 41.1 c m - 1 [5] and the о type transition at 98.1cm _ 1 [2,3] must have
a common origin, which is probably the ground state of (D 2 0)3. Also for the
α type transition at 98.1 c m - 1 [2,3] and the с type transition at 89.6 c m - 1 [1] we
have recently found combination differences, which prove that these transitions
share their upper levels.
It was observed that most rovibrational transitions are split into quar
tets. Prom the relative intensities of the lines in these quartets for (БгО)з
and the observation that for (Н20)з one line is missing for the levels with
Kc values not equal to a multiple of 3, it was concluded by Liu et al. [2]
that the molecular symmetry group of the water trimer is G«, and that
the equal spacing of the lines in each quartet is caused by donor tunnel
ing. This conclusion is based on the nuclear spin statistical weights asso
ciated with the permutation-inversion group G^, see Table 2 in chapter 7.
According to Liu et al, each rovibrational energy level is split by donor tun
neling into a quartet of levels which carry different G48 irreps. In their no
tation these are the irreps Af, F¿, FB, Bf with i — 1, 2, or 3. In our
notation the A\, A2, A3 irreps are denoted as A\g, А2д, Азд, the B\, B2,
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TABLE 6. Splittings (in MHz) found in the с type (AKC = 0) band at 87.1cm -1
for (Н20)з. These doublets are observed only for the Ρ and R branch transitions
between the Kc = 1 levels of the Tu and Tg states. The splittings in the column
"cale." are obtained from the fit with 2cJ 2 and 2c(J + l ) 2 for the Ρ and R branch
transitions, respectively, and с = 0.106 MHz. There is no splitting evident in the
Q branch region, see Fig. 2 of Ref. [2].
assignment
KC = X
P(8)
P(6)
P(5)
P(4)
P(3)
Д(2)
Я(3)
Д(4)
Я(5)

Τ- Ч-'
frequencies
2 502 914.7
2 502 927.7
2 530 011.3
2 530 018.7
2 543 499.3
2 543 504.3
2 556 954.1
2 556 957.7
2 570 368.7
2 570 370.6
2 649 999.9
2 650 002.1
2 663 117.7
2 663 121.9
2 676 190.3
2 676 195.6
2 689 215.6
2 689 222.9

±

frequencies
2 502 637.5
2 502 651.3
2 529 727.7
2 529 735.1
2 543 213.5
2 543 218.7
2 556 667.7
2 556 671.3
2 570 081.7
2 570 083.6
2 649 712.1
2 649 714.1
2 662 831.3
2 662 834.7
2 675 905.3
2 675 910.6
2 688 932.1
2 688 941.3

splittings
13.8
7.4
5.2
3.6
1.9
2.0
3.4
5.3
9.2

cale.

и

splittings
13.0

13.5

7.4

7.6

5.0

5.3

3.6

3.5

1.9

1.9

2.2

1.9

4.2

3.5

5.3

5.3

7.3

7.6

Вз irreps as Л lu, Лг и , Ази, and the FA and Fg irreps as Tu and Tg, re
spectively. Since transitions are allowed only within the same irrep, except
for its ± parity, the quartet splitting of the levels gives rise to quartets of
peaks in the spectra. For (Н 2 0)з the quartet line spacing is 289 MHz [2], for
(D 2 0)3 it is about 1.5MHz in the band at 41.1 c m - 1 [5] and about 5MHz
_1
in the band at 98.1cm [2,3]. Actually, as one observes in Table 2 of chap
ter 7, the situation is more complicated for the degenerate levels with fc = ± 1
and ± 2 .
In Fig. 1 and Table 6 we show our new experimental data for the (НгО)з
_1
band at 87.1cm , which demonstrate that those lines in the quartets which
correspond to the transitions within the irreps Tu and Tg are further split into
doublets. This splitting occurs only for Ρ and R type transitions, however,
not for the Q branches. Moreover, it is not constant, but increases with the
rotational quantum number J.
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F I G . 1. The far-infrared VRT spectra of the P(4), P(6), and P(8) transitions of
the ΔΑ" = 0 band of ( H 2 0 ) a at 87 1 c m - 1 Note that for the Tg and T u symmetry
components of the donor tunneling quartet, the transitions between \K\ = 1 substates
exhibit extra doubling which increases with J , eis a result of donor tunneling induced
by Conohs mixing (as explained in the text) The characteristic 289 MHz quartet
line spacing is evident in the transitions between the К = 0 substates of the same J
The intensity ratio between the T, and T u states of the same J and К approximates
the predicted 9 3 nuclear spin statistical weights Note the better signal/noise ratio
even for the P(8) transition due to the use of a pulsed planar supersonic jet [22],
instead of a cw one used for the P(4) and P(6) transitions
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B. Interpretation and discussion

Before we discuss the observations in the light of our theory and quantitative
results, let us consider the selection rules. As shown in Appendix В of chapter 7,
these can be derived from symmetry considerations. The overall dipole function
in Eq. (7.B3) has .4 f symmetry in the group Ge, i.e., it carries the irrep with
label к = 3. This gives the selection rule that transitions are allowed only when
the initial and final states differ by 3 in their total quantum number к — К.
By looking at the symmetry of the "internal" dipole function in Eq. (7.B1),
we find more specific selection rules. The ζ component μ^Ϋ also carries the
A^ irrep and, hence, the internal states involved in a parallel transition with
AK = AKC = 0 must satisfy the condition ΔΑ; = ± 3 . Parallel (c type)
transitions occur for к = 0 f* к' = 3 and for |fc[ = 1 «-> |fc'| = 2. The ± 1
components of μ Β Ρ carry the irreps Af and Af with labels к = ± 2 , so that
perpendicular (a type) transitions with AK = ± 1 and ΔΑ; = ±2 are allowed
only between internal states with к = 0 «-> |fc'| = 2 and with |fc| = 1 <-> k' = 3.
An assignment of the observed bands (see Table 5) was proposed by Klop
per and Schütz [7]. The energy levels which they computed from their twodimensional model for the pseudo-rotations agree well with the observed frequencies, but it should be noted that the parameters F and R in their model
were fitted to these frequencies. It is noteworthy that the BGLK-potential, on
which they based their calculations, gives frequencies for the transitions among
the lower levels which are substantially too low when used in more accurate
three-dimensional calculations [8]. In our calculations of the three-dimensional
pseudo-rotation levels with this BGLK-potential we also obtain frequencies for
the transitions among the lower levels which are much too low. The corresponding transition frequencies that we compute from the DD-potential agree much
better with the measured values. Actually, the agreement with experiment
for these frequencies in our ab initio computations with the latter potential is
so good that this calculation confirms the assignment of the с type bands in
(Н 2 0)з and (ВгО)з at 87.1 and 41.1cm - 1 , respectively, to the transition from
the к = 0 ground state to the lowest к = 3 level.
Given this good agreement with experiment for the transitions among
the lower levels with the DD-potential, and the considerably worse agreement
with the BGLK-potential, it is puzzling that the latter potential gives much
better frequencies for the transitions to the upper levels. The assignment of
the transitions at 98.1cm _ 1 and 89.6cm - 1 in (ОгО)з can be given reliably
now. From the observed combination differences with the band at 41.1cm - 1
it is clear that the transition at 98.1cm - 1 must leave from the к = 0 ground
state. And from the combination differences which establish that the latter
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(A2J". Λ,,-, Γ;) · Ту : Г; · (Л^-, А^, T¿) = (70 + 70 + К » ) · 54 • 108 • (8 + 8 + 54)
I 1__І
I I
l_J I

ггп

2897145

J

2897185

L

2920430
1

2920470
L

2932040

J

2932080

L

F I G . 2. The irregular donor tunneling quartet patterns observed for the \K\ = 0 ^ — 1
subband of the (Ü20)3 A; = ±2 (upper) <— 0 transition (a type) at 98.1 cm . The intensity ratios are consistent with the donor tunneling splitting pattern obtained when
βί is negligible and β3 for the upper state is considerably larger than β3 for the ground
state. According to the (?4β selection rules, (k — K) = ± 2 (upper) «— ± 1 correlates
to VRT transitions between the following symmetry species: A%g <— A^iß'i — ßs, 70),
Atg *- A3g(ß'3 - /9s, 70), T+ <- Г-(/Эз - Ä/3,108), T+ 4- Tg-(ß'3/3 + /3 3 /3,54),
Tí «- T » - ( - Ä / 3 - /Зз/3,108), ¿ + <- AJu(-ß'3 + ft, 8), Л+ 4- ¿¿"«("Ä + А , 8),
Т 9 + <- Т э (—/33 + /3з/3, 54), with their donor tunneling splittings and spin weights (for
the D2O trimer) given in parentheses. Since the splittings (2|/?з|/3) of the outermost
peaks in the quartets are too small to be observed, the overall spin weight ratios are
248 (= 70 + 70 + 108) : 54 : 108 : 70 ( = 8 + 8 + 54) corresponding to the VRT states of
{AJS φ A3g ®T~) :T~ :T~ : {A^u θ A^u © T~} symmetry, respectively. Note that
the calculated pattern predicts slightly uneven line spacings: the separation between
the central lines of weights 54 and 108 is larger by about 5|/?з|/3 than the spacings
between these lines and the two outer lines. Upon careful examination of the quartets
in this figure this is indeed observed. The central peak in the P(2) multiplet is not
part of the trimer signal.
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(a type) transition shares its upper (\k\ = 2) levels with the transition at
89.6 c m - 1 it follows that the latter (c type) transition must leave from the
lowest |A;| = 1 level. The frequency difference of 98.1 — 89.6 = 8.5 c m - 1 agrees
well with the energy gap of 7.7cm - 1 between the lowest \k\ = 1 level and
the ground к — 0 level that we calculate for (БгО)з with the DD-potential.
So it is certain that the band at 89.6cm - 1 , first observed by Pugliano and
Saykally [1], is indeed a hot band [2] starting from the lowest level with \k\ = 1.
The strong perturbations found in this band agree with the result from our
calculations that the \k\ = 1 and \k\ = 2 levels are strongly perturbed. Also
for the band at 82.5 c m - 1 one should observe combination differences with the
band at 89.6 c m - 1 , if the assignment of Table 5 is correct and these bands
share their initial levels. The finding that the BGLK-potential gives much
better frequencies for the transitions to the upper levels than the DD-potential
seems to indicate that it is more accurate in the higher energy region, whereas
the latter is more accurate at lower energies.
Next we discuss the observed splitting of each rovibrational line into a
quartet, with line spacing 289 MHz for the к = 3 <- 0 transition at 87.1cm - 1
in (НгО)з [2,3] and about 1.5 MHz for the corresponding band at 41.1cm - 1
in (ОгО)з [5]. These splittings are caused by donor tunneling; they can be
interpreted with the results in Table 2 of chapter 7 for J = 0 and those in
Tables 3 and 4 of this chapter for J > 0. According to the (?48 selection rules,
the transitions that lead to the observed quartets are A~[g *- Af , T~ -<— T+,
Τ f i- T+, and A¡~u <- A^u. From the levels with к = 0 and к = 3 in Table 2 of
chapter 7 one can read that only the parameter /З3 of Wales' donor tunneling
model [10] is reflected in these quartet line spacings; the shifts in the energy
levels which are proportional to the other parameter (/З2) are the same for the
upper and lower levels in each allowed transition. By subtraction of the energies
in Table 2 of chapter 7, or those in Tables 3 and 4 of this chapter, it is found
that the spacings between the four peaks in each quartet are the same; they
are all equal to |(4/3)/?з|. From the observed intensity ratios [2], in relation
with the nuclear spin statistical weights, it follows that the transitions in each
quartet of the band at 87.1cm _ 1 in (НгО)з are ordered such that A~[g <- A\g
is to the blue of T - <— T+, etc., with a spacing of 289 MHz. So we may infer
from these line spacings and the order of the lines that (4/3)/33 = -289 MHz
for the lowest levels with к = 0 and к = 3 in (Н 2 0)з. For the corresponding
к = 3 <— 0 transition at 41.1cm - 1 in (ОгО)з the relative intensities of the
quartet lines [5], in relation to the nuclear spin statistical weights, show that
the order of the lines is the same as in the band at 87.1cm - 1 in (Н 2 0)з. And,
since the line spacing of the quartets in the band at 41.1 c m - 1 is about 1.5 MHz,
it follows that (4/3)/Зз = -1.5 MHz for ( Б 2 0 ) з . Of course, we have assumed
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here that donor tunneling can be described by Wales' model or by a similar
model, and that ß$ adopts the same values for the fc = 0 ground state and the
к = 3 excited state.
More generally, it follows from the group theoretical derivation of
Eq. (7.16), that a donor tunneling pathway which involves inversion E*, such
as the mechanism associated with the operation (12)* which gives the coupling
matrix element ß3, shifts the upper and lower levels of the same symmetry but
opposite parity (±) in the opposite direction. The effects of such a mechanism
are therefore directly visible in the observed fc = 3 <- 0 transition frequencies.
A donor tunneling pathway without inversion E', such as the mechanism associated with the permutation (ACB)( 154263) which gives the matrix element
/^2, gives a parallel shift of the upper and lower levels in each transition, which is
not reflected in the к = 3 «— 0 transition frequencies. For transitions involving
the \k\ = 1 and |fc| = 2 levels the situation is more complex (see Sec. IIB).
Finally we discuss the very small J dependent doublet splittings which we
observe for (НгО)з in the с type band at 87.1cm _ 1 , see Table 6. Remember
that the Ρ and R branch transitions are split, while no splitting is observed
for the Q branch [2], and that this doublet splitting occurs only for the T~ «—
T+ and T~ 4— T+ transitions within each donor tunneling quartet. With
the theoretical and computational results of chapter 7 and Sec. IIB, we can
completely explain these observations. The с type band at 87.1 c m - 1 in (гІ2 0)з
was already assigned to the transition from the fc = 0 ground state to the lowest
excited fc = 3 level. This assignment was based on the agreement between
the calculated and measured transition frequencies, but it is strengthened by
the observation that a different assignment of this parallel band, namely to a
|fc| = 2 4— 1 (hot band) transition, is excluded for several reasons. We derived
in chapter 7 and computed in Sec. IIB that the levels with |fc| = 1 and |fc| = 2
have Coriolis splittings of the same order of magnitude as the donor tunneling
splittings and are strongly perturbed by the combination of these two effects.
Also the relative intensities of the transitions between the donor tunneling
substates of the levels with |fc| = 1 and |fc| = 2 are not so simple as those
of the peaks in the quartets in the band at 87.1cm - 1 . Both the frequencies
and the intensities in their spectrum are much more regular and the Coriolis
perturbations are very small, which confirms the assignment of this band to
the к = 3 4— 0 transition.
It follows from the theory in chapter 7 and is confirmed by the quantitative
results in Table 4 that the \K\ = 1 levels with fc = 0 and fc = 3 are split (for
the irreps Tg and Tu) into doublets by the combination of Coriolis coupling and
donor tunneling. For the ground level with fc = 0 the splitting is approximately
2|Ç?j|2<5i/(£i - E0)2 and for the excited level with fc = 3 it is 2\Qj\2o2/(E3
-
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E2)2. With the use of Eqs. (7.21) and (7.24) for the Coriolis coupling constants
Qj between the states Φο and Φι and between the states Φ 2 and Φ3, it follows
that these splittings can be written as cJ{J + 1) and c'J'{J' + 1), with
2

2

2

c= μ |(Φοϋ- +Д|Ф 1 )| аі/(Я 1 - So)
2
2
с' = ІЛ |(Ф 2 |І- + Α\Φ3)\ δ2/(Ε3 - Ε2)\

(8)

for the initial and final state, respectively. The energy gaps E\ — Eo and
E3 - E2 in Table 1 and the (0,1) and (2,3) Coriolis coupling constants in the
first row of Table 2 are nearly equal. Hence, if the donor tunneling matrix
elements ¿1 and ¿2 given by Eqs. (7.17) and (7.18) are nearly equal too, it
follows that the proportionality constants с and c' are nearly the same. Since
¿1 = (2/3)(2/3 2 -A) and δ2 = (2/3)(2/32+/93) this is the case if β2 is much larger
(in absolute value) than /З3, as assumed by Wales [10]. If, on the other hand,
βζ is much larger than β2, it follows that с and c' have nearly the same size
but opposite sign. More generally, it follows from the same argument as used
earlier in this discussion for the quartet splitting of the к = 3 <— 0 transitions
in (Н 2 0)з and ( Б 2 0 ) з that δχ and δ2 have opposite sign if they are dominated
by donor tunneling along a path that involves inversion, Ε*, and the same sign
if donor tunneling does not involve inversion. This is a consequence of the fact
that ¿i refers to the \k\ — 1 states with odd parity (—), and δ2 to the \k\ = 2
states with even parity (+).
We will now consider the two cases с' и с or с' κ, — с, which split each
doublet with к = 0 and the corresponding doublet with к = 3 in the same or
in opposite direction. The dipole matrix elements for J' «— J transitions in
this manifold are dominated by the main components of the wave functions
involved in these transitions and by the parallel (κ = 0) component of the
dipole operator in Eq. (B3)
<3,±1|M^|0>±1> = (3|ÍI§F|0>(±1|DÜJ,|±1)I

(9)

with the rotational matrix elements given in terms of 3j symbols by
(K\D^\K)

= (J'KM'\D£ï\JKM)

X

{-K

= ( - 1 ) * - M ' [ ( 2 J ' + 1)(2J + 1 ) ] 1 / 2

Ι Í){-M'

m м)

i1®

For Ρ and R branch transitions with J' = J ± 1 the two relevant dipole matrix
elements with К = 1 and К = — 1 are equal. Taking the appropriate wave
function combinations derived in Sec. V of chapter 7, we find that only two
of the four possible transitions between the components of the initial and final
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doublet are allowed, with equal intensities. If ¿i and ¿2 have the same sign,
these are the transition from the lower level in the ground state к = 0 doublet
to the lower fc = 3 doublet level, and the transition from the upper ground state
level to the upper excited level. The frequencies of these two transitions differ
by cJ(J + 1) - dJ'{J' + 1). For a Ρ type transition with J' = J - 1 and с' κ с
each pair of peaks is split by cJ(J + 1) — c'J{J — 1) « 2cJ. If, on the other
hand, the signs of δ\ and ¿2 differ and c' fa —c, the allowed transitions are from
the lower level of the ground state doublet to the upper excited level and from
the upper ground state level to the lower excited level, and the splitting of a
Ρ type transition is cJ(J + 1) - c'J(J — 1) « 2cJ2. The Ρ branch splittings
listed in Table 6 show a very clear quadratic dependence on J , hence it follows
that e' ss —с, i.e., that ¿1 and ¿2 must be nearly equal with opposite signs, and
that /З2 must be negligible relative to β3. A fit of the splittings with 2cJ 2 gives
a proportionality constant 2c of 0.21 MHz. Analogously, we derive for the case
with ¿1 и —¿2 and c' fa —c that the R branch transitions with J' = J + 1
are split by 2c(J + l ) 2 . Also this agrees very well with the results in Table 6.
The proportionality constant is the same as for the Ρ band, as it should be.
Its value, с = 0.106 MHz, may be compared with the result that we can obtain
from Eq. (8), as well as from the splitting of the \K\ = 1 levels with к = 0
in Table 4. The relevant (0,1) and (2,3) Coriolis coupling constants are given
in the first row of Table 2 and the energy gaps can be read from Table 1.
With the assumption that ßi is indeed negligible relative to /З3, we find that
2(5i = -2(52 = -(4/3)/3 3 . If we then extract the value (4/3)/33 = -289MHz
from the measured line spacing in the quartets of the к = 3 «— 0 transition
at 87.1cm- 1 in Fig. 1, we find from Eq. (8) that с = 0.0175 MHz with the
DD-potential and 0.0210 MHz with the BGLK-potential. From the splitting of
the \K\ = 1 levels with fc = 0 in Table 4 we find that с = 0.018MHz, with
the DD-potential. The fact that this value is about five times smaller than the
experimental value is probably caused by the use of the simplified model for
donor tunneling and by the assumption that the first order donor tunneling
splittings of the levels with fc = 0 and fc = 3 and the higher order coupling
effects of these levels with the |fc| = 1 and |fc| = 2 states can all be described
by a single donor tunneling parameter (4/3)^3.
No splittings have been observed [2] in the Q band. This is also consistent
with our interpretation, because J' = J in this case, and the dipole matrix
elements in Eqs. (9) and (10) have opposite signs for К and -K. Only the
transitions from the upper level of each fc = 0 doublet to the upper level of
the doublet with fc = 3, and from the lower level to the lower level, are then
allowed. Since c' « —с and the splittings of these doublets are nearly equal for
J' = J , there should be no splittings in the Q band region of the spectrum, as
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observed. If, on the contrary, it would have been true that c' » c, the Q band
would have been split by an amount 2cJ(J + 1 ) .
This pattern, a splitting of the Ρ band proportional to J 2 , a splitting of
the R band proportional to ( J + 1 ) 2 , and no splitting of the Q band, should be
recognized by spectroscopists as the effect of asymmetry doubling in a nearly
symmetric rotor, with "axis switching" [23]. The water trimer is an oblate
symmetric top; axis switching would imply that it is slightly asymmetric with
nearly equal rotational constants A and B. The condition A > В defines the
principal α and 6 axes of the trimer, which would then refer to the χ and
y axes in the ground state and to the reversed situation in the excited state.
In our treatment we have not imposed the asymmetry of the rotor, however,
because we have assumed that the (vibrationally averaged) rotational constants
A and В are equal. Instead, we have looked more in detail at the internal
motions in the water trimer and investigated the effects of Coriolis coupling
and donor tunneling. We found, among other things, that the combined effect
of these two phenomena leads to a small doublet splitting of the ground and
excited state, in the same or in opposite direction. If it is in opposite direction,
it becomes manifest in the spectrum as axis switching. Thus, we have identified
the origin of the observed "asymmetry doubling" with axis switching, and we
could "read" from the spectrum that the dominant donor tunneling pathway
must involve inversion, E*.
This explanation of the very small J dependent splittings gives yet another
confirmation that the band at 87.1cm _ 1 in (гІ20)з is correctly assigned to the
к = 3 «— 0 transition. Moreover, it allows us to conclude from the measured
far-infrared spectrum that the donor tunneling pathway must involve inversion
(£*), in contrast with the ab initio calculations of Wales [10].
An independent determination of the relative importance of the donor tunneling matrix elements ßi and /?з can be obtained from the relative intensities
of the peaks in the quartets of the band at 98.1cm _ 1 in (БгО)з. This is an
a type transition from the к = 0 ground level to an upper level with \k\ = 2.
We consider in particular the Kc = 0 «— 1 subband. The observed quartet
intensity pattern is considerably different from the 70 : 108 : 54 : 8 ratio which
corresponds to the nuclear spin statistical weights in the ground Kc = 1 and
Kc = 2 states of (ВгО)з, and which was observed for the Kc = 2 «— 2 subband of the к = 3 <— 0 transition at 41.1cm - 1 . Instead, this ratio is more
like 8 : 2 : 4 : 3 . We can completely explain this observation on the basis of
our theoretical results, and we will show now that this leads to an interesting
conclusion.
The \K\ = 0 <- 1 subband of the |fc| = 2 <- 0 transition at 98.1cm - 1
has the overall Ge symmetry designation (k — K) = ±2 <- ± 1 or {А%, A%} *-
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{Aï, A3}. Each of the G в adapted internal states splits into a quartet by its
adaptation to Gw required by donor tunneling. The upper (k = ±2) state is
twofold degenerate and splits into a sextet, because two of the levels remain
always twofold degenerate. The allowed transitions and the corresponding nu
clear spin statistical weights are shown in Fig. 2. If both /32 and /З3 differ from
zero, it follows that each transition should split into a sextet. What is actu
ally observed in the band at 98.1cm _ 1 are quartets with an intensity ratio of
(approximately) 8 : 2 : 4 : 3 . If /Зг is not equal to zero, this result can only be
reproduced for a very specific ratio of /92 and /З3. Without the assumption of
such a specific relation, the collapse of sextets into quartets with the observed
intensity ratio can only be explained by assuming that /?2 equals zero, both
in the ground and the excited state, and that the value of ß'3 for the upper
state is considerably larger than /З3 for the ground state. From the line spacing
of 1.5 MHz of the quartets in the band at 41.1cm - 1 one knows already that
/?з = —1.1 MHz for the ground (k = 0) state. The observation that the line
spacing in the band at 98.1cm - 1 is 5 MHz indicates that, indeed, ß'3 must be
larger than /З3. Quartets with an intensity ratio of 248 : 54 : 108 : 70, which
is rather close to the observed ratio, and a line spacing of 5 MHz are obtained
with /?з = -7.5 MHz. This follows from the transition energies given in the
caption of Fig. 2. It also follows that the outermost peaks are actually split by
0.75 MHz, but this splitting is not observable. Furthermore, it is derived from
this assignment that the spacing between the central lines of weights 54 and
108 must be larger (by about 1.9 MHz) than the spacings between these lines
and the outer lines. Upon careful examination of the quartets in the spectrum
of Fig. 2 this is indeed observed. So, we find with reasonable certainty that also
for (D 2 0)3 the donor tunneling pathway that produces /32 may be neglected
and that a pathway which involves inversion (E*) and produces the matrix
element /З3 is preferred.

IV. CONCLUSION
We have made quantitative calculations on (Н 2 0)з and (D 2 0)3 with the Hamiltonian derived in chapter 7 for the three-dimensional pseudo-rotation tunneling
motion in a rotating trimer. The effects of Coriolis coupling with the overall
rotation of the trimer are explicitly taken into account, and the effects of donor
tunneling are included through a semi-empirical model. We have also pre
sented new experimental data which show, in particular, that specific levels in
the donor tunneling quartets of the band at 87.1cm - 1 in (Н 2 0)з are further
split into doublets, in a manner which occurs normally in a slightly asymmetric
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rotor with axis switching. In this case, the doublet splitting occurs only for
substates of specific symmetry, however.
Our calculations show, in the first place, that the J independent terms in
the Hamiltonian which contain the operator j , the vector sum of the angular
momenta associated with the fixed-axis rotations of the monomers, are not
negligible. In earlier calculations on pseudo-rotation tunneling [7-9] (without
the overall rotation, but with the same ab initio potentials) these terms were
not included. The main differences between the earlier results and ours are
due to a different value of the effective moment of inertia associated with the
torsions of the monomers. We have derived an expression for this quantity in
chapter 7; in the earlier calculations it was assumed ad hoc.
With the ab initio potential of the Van Duijneveldts [14,18] (the DDpotential) we find good agreement with the experimental frequencies for the
excitations among the lowest six pseudo-rotation states, with the Ge labels к =
О, ± 1 , ±2, 3. For the higher excitations the ab initio potential of Biirgi et al.
[15] (the BGLK-potential) yields better results, which is somewhat surprising
since this potential gives far too low energies for the lower levels. The lower
quality of the DD-potential at higher energies may be caused by its expansion
in polynomials; this expansion breaks down for larger values of the torsional
angles, and it may already deteriorate for angles which are physically accessible
at higher energies.
We can conclude that the results of our quantitative calculations support
the qualitative model of chapter 7. This implies not only that the model gives
qualitatively correct energy levels for the lowest six pseudo-rotation states, but
also that it yields the correct relative size of the Coriolis coupling matrix el
ements between these states. All the Coriolis splittings of degenerate levels
predicted by the model were actually found and, except in one case, even the
relative size of these splittings was given correctly by second order (degener
ate) perturbation theory. In that particular case, it was found that the Coriolis
splitting of a degenerate state was substantially reduced by (destructive) inter
ference effects between the couplings of its two substates with the higher levels.
If we include donor tunneling as well, the resulting splitting patterns for J > 0
become rather complex, because the (first order) donor tunneling effects have
the same order of magnitude as the second order Coriolis shifts.
With the results of these quantitative calculations and the model of chap
ter 7, we can interpret all the splittings observed in the high-resolution spectra
of (НгО)з and (ОгО)з, including their J dependence. A consistent assignment
was given of all the bands measured up to now (except for the band at 82.5 c m - 1
in (ВгО)з which was not yet analyzed). The small doublet splittings within
_1
the donor tunneling quartets of the band at 87.1cm for (Н20)з, which are

8.4 Conclusion

described for the first time in this chapter, are explained. They look like the
effect of asymmetry doubling with axis switching, but occur only for specific
symmetries; we find that they are caused by donor tunneling splittings induced
through Coriolis mixing.
We find that donor (or bifurcation) tunneling occurs, both in (НгО)з and
in (D 2 0)3, through a pathway that involves inversion, E*. Another pathway
for donor tunneling, which was predicted by ab initio calculations [10] to be
preferred, is in fact negligible. In a more recent ab initio study [24] it was
concluded that it is actually very difficult to predict which are the most relevant
tunneling pathways by calculations of the potential surface, since the outcome
depends sensitively on the level of the calculations. The information that we
extract from the spectra, with the help of the group theoretical analysis in
chapter 7 and the calculations in this chapter, is unambiguous, however. For
(НгО)з our conclusion on the preferred donor tunneling pathway is obtained
from the observation of axis switching effects in the band at 87.1cm _ 1 . For
(ОгО)з it follows, although with somewhat less certainty, from an analysis of
the quartet intensity pattern in the band at 98.1cm _ 1 .
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Samenvatting

In dit proefschrift wordt de dynamica van enige Van der Waals- en waterstofgebonden complexen bekeken. In dit soort complexen worden de moleculen
waaruit het complex bestaat bijeen gehouden door zwakke krachten. Als gevolg van deze krachten worden de bewegingen van de individuele moleculen
beperkt, maar niet zo sterk dat er een star complex ontstaat. In de meeste
complexen is er niet sprake van één evenwichtsstructuur maar juist van meerdere equivalente structuren die gescheiden zijn door lage energiebarrières. Hoe
de bewegingen van de moleculen waaruit het complex is opgebouwd zich manifesteren wordt bepaald door de intermoleculaire potentiaal en kan worden
berekend met behulp van de quantummechanica. Dit is het onderwerp van dit
proefschrift.
Hoofdstuk 1 vormt een voorbereiding op het onderzoek dat in de hoofdstukken 2 en 3 wordt gepresenteerd. In dit eerste hoofdstuk wordt het effect
van de "paraplu" inversie en het Ramanspectrum van het ammoniak molecule
geheel ab initio uitgerekend.
In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een formalisme gepresenteerd waarmee het dynamische gedrag van het ammoniakdimeer nauwkeurig kan worden doorgerekend.
De hierbij gebruikte intermoleculaire potentiaal is een modelpotentiaal met
aanpasbare parameters. De Van der Waals niveaus worden correct uitgerekend
en de uitgerekende eigenschappen stemmen goed overeen met hun gemeten
waarden. De al eerder genoemde paraplu inversie van het monomeer vindt
ook plaats in het dimeer. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt, met behulp van de resultaten
van hoofdstuk 2, voorspeld hoe de paraplu inversie zich in het dimeer manifesteert. De hoofdstukken 3 tot en met 5 bevatten berekeningen van andere
eigenschappen van het ammoniakdimeer, in combinatie met metingen van deze
eigenschappen. Het blijkt dat met de in hoofdstuk 2 gepresenteerde potentiaal
ook deze eigenschappen vrij nauwkeurig voorspeld kunnen worden.
Hoofdstuk 6 presenteert berekeningen aan koolmonoxide (CO) in buckminsterfullereen (Ceo)· In dit complex zit het koolmonoxide gevangen in het
kooivormige Сбо molecule. Het kan min of meer vrij roteren, maar niet om zijn
massamiddelpunt. Ook is er een vibratiebeweging van het massamiddelpunt
van CO, waarbij het molecule zich in de wand van Ceo drukt, en een libratiebeweging waarbij de C-0 as niet meer parallel blijft met de as die de massamid
delpunten van de moleculen met elkaar verbindt. Ook bij deze beweging drukt
het CO molecule zich in de wand van Сбо· Als gevolg hiervan lijkt het rovibratiespectrum van het complex CO in Ceo op dat van een lineair drieatomig
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molecule, echter gestoord door het "kristalveld" met icosaëdersymmetrie van
de kooi. Waarom dit zo is wordt in dit hoofdstuk uitgelegd.
In de laatste twee hoofdstukken wordt het watertrimeer onderzocht; de
bewegingen van de vrije protonen en de uitwisseling van de protonen in de
waterstofbrug met de vrije protonen zijn kwalitatief (modelmatig) en kwantitatief bekeken. Met behulp van een model zijn alle gemeten opsplitsingen in
het energiespectrum kwalitatief te verklaren. Daarnaast zijn met twee verschillende potentialen kwantitatieve berekeningen gedaan van de Van der Waals
niveaus en hun opsplitsingen. De overeenkomst met de gemeten waarden is
goed.
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